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ABSTRACT 

Esther N. Mwangi

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND POLITICS: THE TRANSFORMATION OF 
PROPERTY RIGHTS IN KENYA’S MAASAILAND

The evolution of property rights continues to concern scholars of institutions in 

particular and of economic development more generally. This study investigates why 

(and how) group ranch members in Kajiado District, Kenya, supported the subdivision of 

their collective landholdings into individual, titled units. It also explores the outcomes of 

this transition to individual rights.

An increasing scarcity value of land with population increase and the promise of 

new income-generating opportunities in the individualized arrangement are important 

factors motivating group ranch members to support subdivision. In addition, 

distributional asymmetries that arose out of a failure to enforce internal governance 

arrangements were important motivators. Difficulties in enforcing livestock quotas 

resulted in poorer livestock herders bearing the uncompensated costs of collective 

resource use, while the wealthy herders reaped the benefits. Problems with excluding 

non-members, particularly the wealthy, well-connected herd owners from neighboring 

individual ranches increased distributional conflict. Group ranch members saw in 

subdivision an effective way to eliminate these disadvantages. Distributional concerns 

were more pronounced during the (inequitable) allocation of land parcels following group 

ranch subdivision.

Individuals and groups shifted between formal-legal and customary institutions as 

they pressed for the assignment of their preferred property rights, and as they sought to 

‘equalize’ parcel sizes. Power asymmetries between negotiating parties were important
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for conflict resolution, but where insufficient, state structures provided a more effective 

avenue for resolution. Viewed over a longer time scale, however, this transformation of 

property rights is path dependent with actors increasingly seeking exclusive rights in an 

effort to defend their land claims against threats of appropriation by the state, by Maasai 

elite, and by non-Maasai. Politics is at the core of institutional change.

Vegetation cover does not vary significantly between the management strategies 

that groups and individuals employ to manage their land after subdividing the group 

ranch. The relationship between management regime and vegetation structure is 

complicated by longstanding herd redistribution strategies among extended families and 

their stock associates. It is also obscured by emerging post-transitional arrangements in 

which rights are traded through leasing and pasture-sharing agreements.

Elinor Ostrom, Chair 

Dr. J.C. Randolph 

Dr. Mike McGinnis 

Dr. Kathryn Firmin-Sellers 

Dr. Clark Gibson
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CHAPTER 1

The Policy Problems Why are Group Ranches in Maasailand

Individualizing?

The transformation of property rights in land from ‘communal’ rights based on 

indigenous systems to more formal, legally enforced individual rights has been a defining 

characteristic of agrarian development in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa (Basset, 

1993). Many African governments working closely with international development 

agencies anticipated that individual, private ownership would create incentives that 

would lead to increased agricultural production and greater environmental care. 

Consequently, they expended tremendous effort in transforming indigenous tenure 

systems in the late 1960s through to the early 1980s. How well this transition was 

managed and just how much analysis and expertise was brought to bear on its 

implementation may perhaps be most appropriately evaluated against current trends in 

agricultural production and environmental management, which appear dismal. It can also 

be assessed against prevailing structures of land access and holdings, and importantly in 

current processes of land transformation that are directly related to these earlier reforms.

This dissertation research explores the process of property rights transformation 

from collectively held group ranches to individual, titled parcels among Maasai 

pastoralists in Kajiado district of southwestern Kenya. It seeks to answer the following 

questions: What motivates group ranch members to subdivide their collective holdings 

into individual parcels? How is this transition process organized and conducted? What 

are the outcomes of subdivision? The Maasai have for a long time practiced transhumant

1
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pastoralism. Livestock forms the basis of their economic livelihoods, is the focus of their 

social relations and a critical element of their ethnic self-definition. Prior to major 

transformational changes the Maasai socio-political structure comprised an age-set 

system, collective use of natural resources and an ‘egalitarian’ distribution of the means 

of production. The Maasai are administratively located in Kajiado and Narok districts of 

southwestern Kenya.

Early experiments with land tenure reforms in Kenya’s rangelands were group 

ranches in Maasai territory in the late 1960s and 70s. A group ranch is land that has been 

demarcated and legally allocated to a group (Kenya, Republic of, 1968b) such as a tribe, 

a clan, section, family or other group of persons. The group ranch is composed of a body 

of members to whom legal title has been jointly awarded, and a management committee 

that is elected by the body of members. The management committee is responsible for 

coordinating and implementing development projects on the group ranch. Although land 

is held in common by all group members, certain property rights, such a residency rights, 

are assigned to individuals. The group as a corporate body also retains some rights such 

as control over grazing rights, tillage and water resources.

Group ranches were introduced in an attempt to control environmental 

degradation and to increase herd productivity. The British colonial government, as early 

as the 1950s, proposed the subdivision of Maasai communal land into privately owned 

parcels. According to the colonial authorities, indigenous systems of land management 

resulted in severe land degradation because they encouraged pastoralists to keep 

excessively large numbers of cattle that exceeded the environment’s “carrying capacity.” 

Colonial authorities thought that such systems provided inadequate incentives for groups

2
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or individuals to invest in conserving the land resource. Privatization was expected to 

create incentives that would lead individuals to adopt better resource management 

practice.

Initial efforts at privatization did not divide the range into individually owned 

units, but rather sought to maintain legally-titled group-held units, in keeping with the 

Maasai communal socio-cultural structure. Upon Kenya’s independence in 1963, 

successive governments continued to pursue the policies that had been proposed by 

colonial authorities. Although some group ranches were subdivided into individual units 

barely five years after their registration, most remained as group-owned parcels until the 

mid-1980s. Currently there is evidence that subdivision of group ranches into individual 

units is gaining momentum (Kimani and Pickard, 1998; Galaty, 1994).

Viewed against the backdrop of Maasai pastoral livelihoods that have evolved in 

conditions of climatic variability and resource heterogeneity, the decision to subdivide is 

puzzling. Rainfall over most of Kajiado district is low, between 400-500mm (about 16- 

20 inches) each year and variably distributed across space and time. The mobility of 

Maasai herds allows for maximum and equitable exploitation of patchily distributed 

water and pasture. Mobility is also a crucial aspect of the natural reproduction of the 

social structure; structures that represent the dominant means of accumulating livestock 

and for investing herd capital (Kituyi, 1990; Doherty, 1987). In most regions of the world 

where such conditions of variability persist the dominant land use is nomadic or 

transhumant pastoralism (Johnston and Galaty, 1990; Khazanov, 1984).

Subdivision of collective holdings, their parcellation and subsequent distribution 

among individuals may more severely impede mobility, a vital component of livestock

3
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production systems under variable conditions (Bruce and Meams, 2002; Niamir-Fuller, 

1999, 1998, 1995; Mehta at al, 1999; Behnke and Scoones, 1993; Sandford, 1983). 

Reduced mobility will likely magnify vulnerability to drought and may jeopardize the 

viability of the livestock enterprise upon which pastoral livelihoods are dependent (Van 

der Brink et al, 1995). In the longer run, it may also undermine the reproduction of the 

pastoral culture. No doubt the Maasai are aware of this.

But then why do they still pursue the subdivision of group ranches? How is this 

decision arrived at? Who participates? How is the transition organized? Unlike previous 

division of land in this area, when donor sponsored, government-driven initiatives carved 

out group and individual ranches from the open, undivided Maasai range, the clamor for 

subdivision and individualization of these past two decades has emerged from within the 

Maasai community itself (Southgate and Hulme, 2000; Kimani and Pickard, 1998; 

Woodhouse, 1997; Blewett, 1995; Galaty, 1994; Rutten, 1992; Kituyi, 1990).

Why would the Maasai pursue a seemingly ‘irrational’ system in the face of a 

more rational alternative such as group ownership? Further, what are the environmental 

implications of this transition from group-owned land to individual units in a semi-arid 

environment that is periodically ravaged by drought? This is a concern shared by many 

scholars who puzzle at why seemingly perverse property rights persist in the face of what 

would appear to be obvious alternatives. The property rights approach (discussed in 

chapter 3) offers a dynamic explanation for the conditions under which private property 

develops (Eggerttsson, 1990; North and Thomas, 1981, 1977,1973; Demsetz, 1967), and 

the mechanisms that define the process of transition (Platteau, 2000; Firmin-Sellers,

1996; Knight, 1992; Libecap, 1989). The concept of path dependence allows for a

4
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contextual grounding of current transformations in longer term, historical processes of 

institutional change (North, 1997,1995,1990). The Institutional Analysis and 

Development framework, which acknowledges that frequently encountered situations are 

comprised of universal elements, in turn provides a useful diagnostic kit for organizing 

enquiry into a problem (Ostrom 2003, 1999,1998, 1995). Under this framework, 

community actors can be disaggregated, their preferences and incentives outlined, and the 

influence of their resources of power and wealth on processes and outcomes evaluated. 

Actors’ decisions and actions are embedded within prevailing biophysical, cultural, 

institutional and material conditions. Theoretical approaches are then used to link actors, 

actions and outcomes. This dissertation draws from this analytical framework to explain 

the process of group ranch subdivision in Maasailand.

The importance of land property rights as a policy issue cannot be 

overemphasized. In much of sub-Saharan Africa land is a crucial resource serving 

economic, cultural and symbolic functions. Access to land is a key means to livelihoods 

and survival. The institutions which define how land is held and distributed also 

determine social relations. These institutions range from constitutional provisions, 

statutes and judicial rulings to norms, conventions and customs regarding the allocation 

and use of property. Because property rights assign ‘ownership’ to valuable assets and 

designate the distribution of the benefits and costs of resource use, they structure 

incentives for economic behavior (Libecap, 1989). Indeed, changes in property rights 

have been noted to affect macroeconomic performance and may result in economic 

growth or stagnation (Eggertsson, 1990; North, 1990).
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Yet the process by which property rights change and whether the changes 

represent a legitimate solution to a particular social problem have received much less 

attention (Libecap, 1989; Feeny, 1988). The beginning and end points of institutional 

evolution has been overly emphasized at the expense of the dynamics of institutional 

change. By considering the internal process of change, over and above the reasons for 

change, this dissertation research responds to this theoretical concern for fleshing out the 

dynamics of institutional change. It also responds to the need for providing a deeper 

understanding of the evolution of private, individual property rights in a concrete cultural 

and development context, within a contemporary setting.

The relevance of the current study is broad, extending beyond the fore mentioned 

conceptual concerns. This transition in Kajiado district represents the outcome of forces 

that will likely influence development throughout the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya, 

which account for approximately 80 % of Kenya’s terrestrial land mass. In many of these 

areas land is still collectively held under the group ranch structure or as grazing schemes. 

Similar processes may also be anticipated in different parts of Africa’s rangelands where 

group ranches and other forms of enclosures were implemented as part of rangeland 

development policy with donor support. Indeed, the Kenyan group ranch was the 

forerunner of many similar projects that were started in later periods in Rwanda, East 

Senegal, Niger and Bostwana (Sandford, 1981).

Increasing democratization in Central and Eastern European countries from the 

early 1990s has seen extensive privatization of state and collective farm lands, while 

Mexico in Latin America continues to grapple with the challenges of re-distributing land 

carved from the ejidos among its members (Munoz-Pina et al, 2002; Swinnen, 2001;

6
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Cungu and Swinnen, 2001; Doucha et al, 2001; Hoskins, 2000). All these countries too 

are faced with the challenge of managing difficult transitions in property rights structures 

that will influence individual’s access to land and productive resources with ultimate 

implications for efficiency and sustainability.

The development of pastoral resources is one out of a multitude of problems that 

face African nations. Africa’s agrarian decline in the 1980s and 90s even in the wake of 

widespread privatization programs has firmly secured the position of land property rights 

on the agenda of development analysts and practitioners. Land reforms aimed at 

salvaging agricultural decline, and importantly, as part of a wider process of democratic 

governance are rapidly gaining currency in different parts of the continent. These reforms 

are chiefly of a legal character and their effects are yet to unfold. What is troubling, 

however, is the disconnect between local-level processes and macro-level policy and 

planning (Wily, 2002). This research will provide micro-level insights into the dynamics 

of how land resources are acquired and contested in order to inform these macro scale 

legal reform processes.

1.2 Why are Group Ranches in Kajiado District Individualizing? Some 

Answers From Recent Research

There have been substantial efforts by scholars and practitioners to document and 

understand the process and implications of privatizing Maasai land. Earliest 

commentaries on group ranches expressed considerable concern over the organizational 

structure and ecological viability of group ranches. Davis (1970) envisioned that group 

ranch management committees would face severe challenges in enforcing livestock and

7
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grazing quotas and in dividing power within itself.1 He also questioned the ecological and 

socio-cultural basis of group ranches. Several years later Halderman’s (1972) work in the 

Kaputiei region of northeastern Kajiado, where the first group ranches in Kajiado district 

were established, began to confirm the ecological challenge to group ranch viability. 

Because each group ranch did not include the complement of wet and dry season grazing, 

residents continued with their semi-nomadic practices. Group ranch boundaries were 

rapidly losing relevance particularly in times of stress. This undermines the primary 

intent of creating group ranches—to be able to exclude non-members as a way of creating 

incentives for members to manage their resources more carefully.

Njoka (1979) analyzing vegetation data over a 10 year period between 1969 and 

1978 in 13 Kaputiei group ranches finds a decline in desirable grass species and an 

increase of undesired species, largely the result of higher grazing intensities.

Investigation into livestock productivity, however, showed that group ranches were just 

as efficient, if not more efficient than the individual ranches that were created at about the 

same time (Bekure et al, 1991; Onchoke, 1986; Evangelou, 1984; White and Meadows, 

1981). Increasing commoditization of livestock and livestock products seem to severely 

constrain women’s access to and decision making over such resources (Kipury, 1989; 

Talle, 1988). The economic gap between Maasai men and women has widened.

Barely ten years after their creation, group ranches begun to contemplate 

subdividing. A new set of closely related issues emerged. Halderman’s (1985) continued

1 Davis (1970) refers to a two-pronged structure for the group ranch management. A committee that is
responsible for operational management as opposed to the group representatives, whose purpose was the
safeguarding of traditional interests in the land and who were supposed to act to check committee excesses.
While the terms committee and group representatives exist in the group ranch Act there seems to be no
difference in practice. Both terms are used interchangeably to refer to the group of individuals elected to
manage group ranch affairs. My conversations with Dr. R.K. Davis reveal that it was the intent of the
drafters of the group ranch legislation that decision-making power be divided between the committee and 
the group representatives and that veto powers be vested in the group representatives.
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work among the Kaputiei cautioned against the individualization of group land as the 

semi-arid to arid nature of most land in Kajiado district required large land units to 

compensate for fluctuating water and grazing. Nonetheless, group ranches continued with 

their intention to subdivide; those in Kaputiei having begun as early as the late 1970s and 

early 1980s. Demands for subdivision in other parts of the Kajiado district increased 

between 1984 and 1996. By 1996 titles had been issued in 22 group ranches as compared 

to 7 in 1984,11 other group ranches were in various stages of subdivision (Kimani and 

Pickard, 1998). My field findings indicate that by 2000, 31 group ranches had subdivided 

and titles issued, 14 had resolved to subdivide and being surveyed, while only 12 have 

resisted subdivision.

What fueled these increased demands for individualization? Many of the earlier 

subdivisions were conducted in the Kaputiei and Keekonyokie areas of northeastern and 

northern areas of the districts which are relatively closer to Nairobi, Kenya’s capital city, 

than other group ranches in the district. Both are also located in areas of significantly 

higher rainfall than the bulk of Kajiado district. Galaty (1993) characterizes the demand 

for subdivision as ‘over determined’; all individuals, both rich and poor were in favor, 

hence the overwhelming decision to subdivide. Three reasons seem to drive this 

overwhelming support for subdivision.

Group ranch members seem to anticipate ‘development’ once individuals receive 

land titles. They would then use these titles as collateral against loans which they would 

invest in productivity enhancing technologies (Galaty, 1999, 1980; Kimani and Pickard, 

1998; Rutten, 1992; Grandin, 1987). The success of the early individual ranchers, who 

had obtained loans from the Agricultural Finance Corporation and installed dips, water

9
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tanks, bought grade cattle, built permanent houses and bought cars, was instrumental in 

fuelling the desire. Most of these studies were conducted in the Kaputiei group ranches, 

with the exception of Kimani and Pickard (1998) who studied 10 group ranches in 

different parts of Kajiado district, across different rainfall zones and Maasai sections.

Individual’s preferences for subdivision were also shaped by an increasing sense 

of uncertainty and dissatisfaction with the group ranch structure as a suitable mechanism 

of securing their land needs. Population increase within individual group ranches and the 

automatic registration of successive age sets increased the number of individuals entitled 

to a share in a limited land resource (Galaty, 1999, 1994, 1993; Kimani and Pickard, 

1998). This sense of insecurity was heightened when outsiders or individuals with no 

legitimate claim to group ranch land were registered and allocated parcels (Galaty, 1992; 

Rutten, 1992). In some instances parts of group ranch land were carved out and issued as 

individual ranches to those with the ability to influence the management committee 

(Galaty, 1993). This last problem was particularly intense in Loodariak and Olchorro- 

Onyori group ranches in Keekonyokie section. Here, officials from the Ministry of Lands 

and some of their spouses were allocated group ranch land (Ole Simel,1999). In 

Loodariak for example, a total of 345 outsiders were registered and allocated a total of 

20,000 hectares at the expense of 2000 rightful owners.

In the more arid areas of Loitokitok division in southern Kajiado district, where 

the Ilkisongo reside, demands for subdivision are closely tied to the development of 

commercialized agriculture (Southgate and Woodhouse, 2000; Woodhouse, 1997). The
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success of irrigated cultivation by Kikuyu and Kamba immigrants has led to increasing 

calls for the subdivision of the Kimana2 group ranch.

Thus there is a mix of motivations underlying individuals’ decisions to support 

subdivision. But how has this process of subdivision played itself out? How were 

decisions made, and what were the outcomes? Few authors have tackled this question in 

much detail. In Elangata Wuas group ranch of the Ilodookilani section, the decision to 

subdivide was taken amidst great tensions between the Iseuri age set and their ‘sons’ who 

feared exclusion (Galaty, 1994). In Embolioi and Olkinos group ranches, a highly skewed 

distribution of land resources followed subdivision (Rutten, 1992).

Ole Simel (1999) provides a clearer illustration of the intensely controversial and 

political nature of subdivision. In Ewaso-Kedong for example, large parcels, were 

distributed to the committee members and to individuals with close ties to the committee. 

Sometimes these individuals received more than one parcel. The extent of concentration 

was such that about 40,000 acres of group land were distributed among 400 individuals, 

leaving the remaining 800 members to share 12,000 acres. Individuals who were openly 

opposed to this inequitable distribution of holdings were allocated small parcels or 

parcels of lower productivity land as punishment. The previously cited case of Loodariak 

is yet another example of a similar problem. In order to silence dissension, the group 

ranch committee in collaboration with local government administration used threats and 

bribery. The Loodariak case is still under review by the courts. Ole Simel (1999) thus 

provides some valuable insights into the nature of interactions that shaped the transition 

from group ranches to individual parcels. Interactions that have far reaching

2 Kimana group ranch has made a conscious decision to restrict subdivision to those areas of the group 
ranch where such cultivation is possible.
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consequences on access to and distribution of land resources to different segments of the 

community.

1 3  The O rganization of this Study

Though the findings presented above reveal crucial features of the process of 

subdivision, they generate additional questions. If some members supported subdivision, 

such as the Iseuri elders of Elangata Wuas, while others did not, such as their ‘sons’, how 

was the transition implemented? How does social differentiation within the group ranch 

affect members’ preferences for subdivision? What were the decision rules and how did 

they affect outcomes? Who were excluded and why? Because the bulk of the cited studies 

were conducted mainly in the Keekonyokie and Kaputiei areas, would the same results be 

found in the more drier regions of Kajiado district that are less close to Nairobi city?

What was the role of different institutions, both ‘formal’ and customary in structuring the 

process, in creating accountability and in mediating conflict?

Clearly, a closer look at actors, their incentives, the institutions, and the varied 

interactions that determined the outcome of subdivision might deepen our understandings 

of this critical process. The chapters in this dissertation represent a systematic 

exploration, by way of institutional analysis, of the process of land transformation in 

Kajiado district, Kenya.

Chapter 2 presents the biophysical and socio-cultural context of Kajiado district. 

The list of maps and tables are intended to familiarize the reader with the conditions in 

the district that form the background to and appear to greatly influence actors’ decision 

choices. A conceptual framework for analyzing privatization processes is discussed in
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chapter 3. Much emphasis is placed on explanations forwarded by property rights 

scholars to answer the following questions: what motivates individuals and groups to 

seek a reassignment of property rights? What are the costs and benefits of different 

property arrangements? Who wins and who loses in such transformations? What role 

does a resources’ physical attribute play in actors’ property rights decisions and choices? 

Is there a role for history in current transformations? The final part of this third chapter 

provides hypotheses that guide this inquiry.

In chapter 4 the criteria used in selecting study sites and data collection methods 

are presented. Chapter 5 is an historical analysis of the recent evolution of land property 

rights in Maasailand, while chapters 6 and 7 discuss results obtained from the empirical 

analysis. Chapter 8 explores the implications of the property rights transition on 

vegetation structure. Chapter 9 provides a summary of the research findings and 

discusses their policy implications. The appendices that follow the list of citations include 

a complete listing of individuals interviewed, the survey instrument, procedures used for 

soil chemical and physical analysis, a list of plant species and annual rainfall values for 

the study sites.

3 Interviewees have been listed according to the dates of interview. This order of listing bears no 
relationship whatsoever to the coded responses that have been cited in this study’s empirical chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

Background to the Study Area

In order to address questions on land and property relations in Kajiado district, 

there is need to have background knowledge of the administrative set up, the biophysical 

world, and the Maasai culture. This chapter presents a summary of the administrative, 

physical and social conditions of Kajiado district4. Maps and tables are used to illustrate 

the various biophysical and social attributes of the district. The socio-cultural and 

political organization of the Maasai is also discussed.

2.1. Location and Size of Kajiado District

Kajiado district is located on the southern tip of the Rift Valley province, one of 

Kenya’s eight provinces. A province is part of the country’s administrative system; and is 

further divided into districts, divisions, locations and sub-locations. Kajiado district is 

situated between longitudes 36°5’ and 37°55’ East and between latitude 1°10’ and 3°10’ 

South (Figure 2.1). It covers an area of 21,105 Km2, which is 3.5% of Kenya’s total area. 

It is the ninth largest district in Kenya and second largest in the rift valley province after 

Turkana district. It is bordered by the republic of Tanzania to the southwest, Taita-Taveta 

district to the southeast, Machakos district to the east, Narok to the west and Nairobi, 

Kiambu and Nakuru to the north.

4 Much of this information is obtained from the following documents: Kajiado District Development Plan, 
2002-2008 (Kenya, Republic of 2001a), Kajiado District Atlas (Kenya, Republic of 1990) and Kajiado 
District poverty strategy report (SNV/SARDEP, 1999).
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The district is divided into seven administrative divisions namely: Ngong,

Magadi, Isenya, Central, Namanga, Mashuru and Loitokitok, which are further divided 

into 47 locations and 120 sub-locations (Figure 2.2). Central division is the largest in the 

district and hosts the district headquarters, Kajiado Town. Two of the four group ranches 

that were investigated in this study i.e. Enkaroni and Torosei, are located in Central 

division and each comprise an administrative location. The other two i.e Meto and 

Nentanai are in Namanga division. Meto is an administrative location while Nentanai is 

part of the Bissil location. Politically, the district is divided into three parliamentary 

constituencies of Kajiado North, Kajiado Central and Kajiado South. These do not 

coincide with administrative boundaries. All four group ranches are in the Kajiado central 

constituency.

2.2 Topography

The district is divided into four topographical areas: the Rift Valley, the Kaputiei 

Plains (Athi-Kapiti), the Central Broken Ground and the Amboseli Plains.

The Rift Valley, part of the Great East African Rift that stretches from north of 

the Red Sea to Mozambique, forms a low depression on the western side of the district. 

Running across in a north-south direction, this area varies in altitude between 600 to 1740 

m (1968- 5708 ft) above sea level. Some of the important features in this system are the 

Kedong valley, Mt. Suswa (2357m or 7732 ft), Oloolkesalie Hills, Lake Magadi and 

Lake Natron.
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Figure 2.1: Location of Kajiado District in Kenya
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Figure 2.2: Administrative Set-Up of Kajiado District
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The Kaputiei Plains consist of open rolling land with gentle slopes which become 

hilly towards the Ngong Hills (2460m or 8070ft). Ngong hills are the catchment area for 

the Athi River, an important source of water. The altitude here ranges between 1580- 

2460m (5183- 8070 ft) above sea level.

The Central Broken Ground comprises a 20-70 Km (13- 43 mile) wide stretch that 

runs from the northeastern border across the district to the southwest. The eastern margin 

of this belt is occupied by the Machakos Hills, while its central parts have several hills 

such as Enkorika, Maparasha, Ilaingarrunyoni and Ilemelepo Hills. On the extreme 

southern part of this topographical region are found the Nkiito and Oldoinyo Orok Hills. 

The Chyulu Hills and part of the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro form the southeastern part of 

the system. There are no permanent water sources draining in this area; it is characterized 

by numerous dry river beds that are an important source of sand for the construction 

industry. The altitude here ranges from 1220 to 2073m (4002-680lft) above sea level. 

Enkaroni, Nentanai, Meto and Torosei group ranches fall under this topographical region. 

Torosei is on the southwestern section of this area and is bordered by the Magadi group 

ranch that is within the Rift Valley topographical area. Torosei thus represents a 

transition zone between the central broken grounds topographical zone and the bottom of 

the rift valley at Magadi. Enkaroni is close to the southern tip of the Ilemelepo Hills,

Meto is close to the Nkiito Hills, while Nentanai is fairly close to the Maparasha Hills. 

Figure 2.3 presents a topographical map of the Central Division, large parts of which are 

in the Central Broken Ground relief zone.
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The Amboseli Plains are characterized by flat to gently undulating rolling slopes 

within a basin that is surrounded by Oldoinyo Orok and Ilaingurranyoni Hills and the 

slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, The plains surround Lake Amboseli. Altitude ranges 

between 850m to 1340m (2788- 4396ft) above sea level.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the topography of Central Division where the study sites are located. 

2 3  Climate

The district has a bimodal rainfall pattern. The short rains fall between October 

and December and the long rains between March and May. Annual rainfall in the district 

is strongly influenced by altitude (Figure 2.4). Loitokitok, on the foothills of Mt. 

Kilimanjaro in the south, has the highest average rainfall of about 1250mm (49 inches). 

Lakes Magadi and Amboseli, the lowest points in the district, have the lowest average 

rainfall of less than 500mm (20 inches) per annum. Heavy rains also occur around Ngong 

Hills, Chyulu Hills, the Nguruman escarpment and the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro. For 

most areas, about 50% of the rainfall is received in the March-May season, while just 

about 30% is received in the October-December short rains. This pattern is however 

reversed in the Mt. Kilimanjaro area, with the December rains accounting for about 45% 

of the annual totals and March-May about 30% of annual rainfall totals. Apart from being 

low, the rainfall is highly variable from year to year. Appendix III presents rainfall data 

over stations in Kajiado district that are in the general vicinity of the group ranches 

studied.
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Figure 2.3: Topography of Central Division, Kajiado District
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Temperatures in the district also vary with altitude and season. The highest 

temperatures of about 34°C (93°F) are recorded around Lake Magadi, while the lowest 

minimum of about 10°C (50°F) is experienced at Loitokitok on the eastern slopes of Mt. 

Kilimanjaro. Mean maximum of Loitokitok is about 22°C (71°F). The coolest period is 

between July to August and the hottest are from November to April.

Based on these rainfall and temperature regimes, Kajaido district can be divided 

into five agro-climatic zones with varying ecological potentials (Figure 2.5). 55% of the 

district falls under agro-climatic zone V and 37% under agro-climatic zone VI. This 

makes Kajiado district part of the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya. Ranching forms the 

appropriate land use in ASAL areas. Rain fed agricultural potential however exists in 

agro-ecological zone II, III and parts of IV, mainly on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro, 

Chyulu Hills, Namanga, Ngong Hills, Nguruman escarpment and the flood plains of the 

Ewaso Ng’iro river. These areas comprise not more than 8% of the district.

2.4 Water Resources

Most of the district is drained by seasonal streams and rivers. It is thus more 

dependent on ground water reserves. Major rivers in the district are Athi in the north, 

Ewuaso Ng’iro in the west, Olekejuado in the central parts and Nooltureishi in the south 

(Figure 2.6). These rivers run in both wet and dry seasons. In the central part the major 

watercourse is the seasonal Kiboko River which is made up of the Olkejuado and 

Eselenkei tributaries. Shallow wells are dug along the water course of both rivers. Most 

group ranches were demarcated to include such areas. Group ranch members that were 

able to invest in the digging of the wells were granted permission by the committee to do
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so. However, they are under obligation to allow access to other members, often on a 

family basis on condition that those using the shallow well participate in its maintenance 

and observe the watering rules.

2.5 Vegetation

Vegetation in the district is influenced by altitude, soil type and human 

occupation and utilization of the land. The main vegetation types consist of wooded 

grassland, open grassland, and semi-desert bushland and scrub (Figure 2.7). Dominant 

species associations in these vegetation types are presented in Table 2.1 below.

In the low rainfall rift valley topographical region of Kajiado district, vegetation 

comprises thorn bushes and sparsely distributed grass. Here, the main woody species in 

the northern reaches is Tarchonanthus camphoratus, while Themeda triandra is the 

dominant grass. The southern reaches are dominated by Acacia species. The Athi plains 

comprise mainly grasslands and wooded grassland physiognomic types typically found 

around Ngong area. Themeda triandra and Acacia drepanolobium form the main 

association here. The Amboseli plains comprise largely of a mix of bushlands 

interspersed with open grasslands. Acacia sp and Commiphora sp are the dominants here. 

Swampy areas can also be found at the foot slopes of the Kilimanjaro Mountain. The 

central broken grounds, where our study sites are located, comprise wooded bushlands 

dominated by Acacia species.

The vegetation over much of Kajiado is rapidly undergoing modification. 

Clearance for agriculture in both the relatively higher potential areas and more marginal 

ones is one reason for this modification. Also in areas that have been undergoing or have
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undergone subdivision trees are cut down for charcoal to feed demands in Nairobi. 

Acacia tortilis seems to the species of preference. The areas between Meto and Ilbissel, 

such as around Ilpartimaru group ranch, seem to be the worst hit. Bush encroachment of 

predominantly Acacia mellifera seems to be underway in Meto and Nentanai areas. 

Weedy species such as Ipomeoa kituensis are rapidly invading degraded areas.

Table 2.1: Species Associations in Main Vegetation Types
Zone and Type Vegetation Association
Wooded Grassland D igitaria macroblephara  

Cymbopogon pospischilli 
Combretum zeyheri 
Balanites aegyptiaca

Wooded and Bushed Grassland Pennisetum mezianum  
Lintonia nutans 
Commiphora africanus

Woodland Chloris roxburghiana 
Themeda triandra 
Commiphora africanus

Grassland and Woodland D igitaria m acroblephara  
Cymbopogon pospischilli 
Combretun zeyheri 
Balanites aegyptiaca  
Acacia seyal 
Acacia xanthophloea 
Acacia drepanolobium  
Commiphora africanus 
Cynodon dactylon

Bushland and Woodland Pennisetum strammineum  
Cenchrus ciliaris 
Acacia nubica 
Acacia tortilis 
Commiphora africanus

Bushland Pennisetum strammineum  
Cynodon plectostachyus  
Acacia mellifera 
Balanites aegyptiaca  
Commiphora africanus

Grassland D igitaria macroblephara  
Sporobolus fibriatus
Ipomoea kituensis (an invader species common in 
degraded areas)

(SourcerKajiado District Atlas, 1990)
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2.6 Population Structure and Composition

Kajiado district has one of the highest population growth rates in Kenya. The 

population here has increased steadily from 22,000 in 1948 to 86,000 in 1969 to 149,

005 in 1979 to 258, 659 in 1989 and to 406, 054 in 1999. Between 1989 and 1999 alone 

the population increased by 57%. While the population is predominantly Maasai, the 

district is also occupied by such non-Maasai groups as the Kikuyu, Kamba, Luo and 

Somali. A significant portion of the district’s population increase can be attributed to the 

influx of the non-Maasai groups primarily Kikuyu and Kamba cultivators moving away 

from the overcrowding in the central highlands. Only about half or even less is due to 

natural growth among the Maasai themselves. The Kikuyu and Kamba are found in the 

higher potential areas of the district such as in Ngong, Loitokitok and in the foot slopes of 

the Namanga Hills. Luos are found around Kiserian, Ongata Rongai and Ngong, while 

Luhyas settle predominantly in the Nguruman area. Other ethnic groups such as Somalis 

are found in the urban centers.

Table 2.2 below presents Kajiado district’s ethnic composition.

Table 2.2: Kajiado District Population: Ethnic Composition
Ethnic
Group

1969 1989 Increase 
(69-89) %

Annual 
Growth %

Number % of Total Number % of Total
Maasai 58, 961 68.6 146,268 56.55 148.1% 4.9
Kikuyu 16, 258 18.9 61,446 23.96 277.9 7.2
Kamba 4, 321 5.0 20,755 8.02 380.3 8.6
Luo 1,612 2.0 8,084 3.13 401.5 8.9
Luhyia 1,166 1.3 5,416 2.09 364.5 8.4
Others 3, 585 4.2 16,710 6.25 366.1 8.4
Total 85, 903 100 258,679 100 201.1 6.0

Source: SNV/SARDEP, 2001.
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Average population density has also increased over the years, from 4, 7, 12, to 19 

persons per kilometer square from 1969,1979,1989, 1999, respectively. Though the 

district is on average sparsely populated its distribution is highly uneven. Densitites range 

from 41 persons/Km.2 in parts of Ngong division to a low of 4-7.6 persons/Km2 in some 

locations such as Torosei in Central division, Oldoinyo Nyokie in Magadi division and 

Lenkism in Loitokitok. The sparsely populated areas are much more arid than the rest. 

High densities in the Ngong division are largely due to it proximity to Nairobi and also 

immigration by cultivating communities.

Kajido district’s population is generally characterized as a youthful one. In 1969 

those aged 15 years and below accounted for about 48% of the total population. By 1979 

the proportion of children had increased to 49.4%. The 1989 census indicates that the 

proportion of population that is under 20 years is about 60% of the district’s total 

population.

2.7 Socio-Economic Development

About 92% of the district is used as rangeland. It is dominated by pastoral 

economic activities. It also supports a significant portion of the country’s wildlife 

population. Livestock continues to be the main source of subsistence. Milk, meat and 

blood have major dietary roles among the Maasai. Livestock production was centered on 

movement between wet and dry season grazing areas. The historical confinement of the 

Maasai plus the recent immigration of cultivators has slowly reduced the wet season 

grazing areas. Movement is thus confined within the more marginal areas.
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The dominant livestock production units are individual and group ranches, and 

grazing systems have been modeled on the traditional transhumance system. Most group 

ranches range from 3000 hectares to 151,000 hectares in size, while individual ranches 

are on average 800 hectares. Figure 2.8 presents the distribution of group and individual 

ranches within the district. The number of group ranches is steadily diminishing as group 

ranch members begin to subdivide and distribute amongst themselves. Figure 2.9 shows 

the status of subdivision in Kajiado district.

Figure 2.8 highlights the location of the group ranches that I studied within 

Kajiado District. Meto and Torosei are neighboring group ranches both located on 

Kenya’s border with Tanzania. Meto is 65 kilometers from Bissel, the main livestock 

market in the area, while Torosei is about 56 Km. Enkaroni, only about 8 Km from Bissel 

is located almost in the middle of Kajiado district, while Nentanai is 18 Km to the 

southeast of Enkaroni and Bissel. Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai have subdivided and 

issued land titles to members, while Torosei is still in the process of subdividing.

2.8 Socio-Cultural and Political Organization

The Maasai are a pastoral people with livestock as the basis of their economic 

livelihood, the focus of social relations, and a critical element of ethnic self-definition. 

Pastoralism was traditionally considered to be the only worthy pursuit, and tilling the 

earth was regarded as a degrading enterprise. This often quoted ‘pure’ form of 

pastoralism is rapidly changing as Maasai confront formal markets, state intervention, 

immigrants and land pressures. Maasai are now increasingly engaged in agriculture, 

trade, and formal employment (Kituyi, 1990). Nonetheless they have retained some herd
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mobility and ‘being people of cattle’ is still core to their self identification. They are still 

pastoralists.
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Throughout history under difficult circumstances such as drought or disease, 

some Maasai periodically fell out of the pastoral enterprise, becoming cultivators, hunter 

gatherers or even seeking employment with the colonial administration (Waller, 1993). 

These individuals would switch to the pastoral mode as soon as they rebuilt their herds.

In this section I describe the social, political and economic organization of the 

Maasai. This has been extensively documented by prior scholars. I draw heavily from the 

following works: Spencer (1997, 1993, 1988); Holtzman (1996); Mol (1996); Kituyi 

(1990); Halderman (1989); Kipury (1989); Doherty (1987); Galaty (1989,1981); Ingule 

(1980); Bemtsen (1979a); Baxter and Almagor (1978); Jacobs (1972,1971); Bemadi 

(1952) and from two anonymous and undated articles, likely written by colonial 

administrators during the 1940s, that I found in the library of the Catholic Diocese of 

Kajiado.

2.8.1 Territorial Organization

The Maasai were (and still are) divided into sections (iloshon, si=olosho), 

sometimes referred to as tribes or sub-tribes, each occupying a specified territory and 

having an autonomous political structure that is based on an age grade system. There are 

12 sections of the Maasai (Figure 2.10). The areas I studied were inhabited by three-the 

Loodokilani (of Torosei), Matapato (of Meto and Nentanai) and Purko (of Enkaroni). 

Table 2.2 below provides a schema of the different levels of territorial organization 

among the Maasai, which I also describe in this section.
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Figure 2.10: Sections of the Maasai in Kajiado District
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Table 2.3: Maasai Socio-Political and Territorial Organization

Olosho/Ilosho

The Section of Maasai; eg. Purko, Matapato, Loodokilani 
Specific territory; aMoaomous political system based on age-grade associations;

Inkutot/Enkutoto

The Locality: basts of herding system; basis for age sei activity; council of eiders; basis for political 
activity. These organizations have their counterpart at the sectional level. Most political activity 
conducted within locality. Right to resources secured through common residence in locality over long 
times and by participation in age set activities.

Elatia

The Neighborhood: Household cooperation for labor and security; grazing access to those passing by
the area; communal herding and watering.

Enkang’

The Household: Autonomy and indipendence; herd management and disposal;

NB: Maasai also divided into sublocation, location, constituencies and districts. This is another level 
of authority due to incorporation into Kenyan territory. The changes that led to the formation of group 
and individual ranches between 1970s and 1990s brought about another layer of authority at variane 
with traditional structure. A ranch management committee as intermediary between ranch members 
and the department of lands and settlement.

The olosho is the highest level of territorial unity and is the basis of 

organizational authority in the hands of age-set leaders, elders’ councils and sectional 

leadership. Individual male heads of polygynous families secure rights to common 

grazing and water within their sectional boundaries by initiation into a specific age set. 

Each section is associated with recognized boundaries that are defended against 

unauthorized intrusion by the warrior age set (ilmurran); access by non-members had to 

be negotiated. In periods of drought or famine there was institutionalized sharing of each 

others resources. Pastoral producers defined their rights to resources in the context of 

their membership in olosho. Maasai relations were pursued in the context of the olosho.
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The olosho constituted the context within which social organization and the pursuit of 

economic resources were realized.

Most olosho contain areas of widely different ecological character, from high 

potential forest to low potential semi-arid scrub land and members of olosho co

coordinated the use of the range. Some of this coordination was achieved by mutual 

agreement to reserve highland pasture for dry seasons and areas in closest proximity to 

each settlement for young and old stock. In times of environmental stress herds were 

moved freely from any region within the olosho with accessible pastures, if not across 

olosho boundaries to exploit grazing elsewhere (Galaty, 1994). Relations among 

members of olosho were generated and sustained by ideological and social practices such 

as ritual and ceremony as well as by reciprocity.

Each olosho is divided into localities (inkutot, si= enkutoto). The locality was the 

basis of the Maasai transhumant herding system, which involved herd and family 

movements from permanent, high potential, dry season pasture reserves based on 

permanent river, well or spring water supplies to temporary, outlying, low-potential, wet- 

season grazing areas based on rain ponds and other temporary surface water supplies. 

Local organization ensured that Maasai stock had access to both types of pasture for 

grazing and conservation purposes. They helped guarantee that various traditional 

management techniques were employed, such as the regular burning of portions of 

grassland to help regenerate new grass growth, and the judicious grazing of goats to 

prevent destruction of grass roots. Under traditional herd management practices and other 

self-regulatory mechanisms exhaustion of pasture was temporary and probably not 

serious since the pastoralists had more opportunity to move their herds elsewhere. The
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locality was also the basis for age-set activities (See section 2.8.2, this chapter). Each 

locality had its own age-set spokesman and its own council of elders to settle disputes 

and enforce customary law. These bodies had their counterparts on the sectional level, 

which met to decide on inter-sectional disputes and to organize inter-sectional age-set 

activities. However the bulk of political activities were organized and carried out by local 

age-sets without recourse to the approval of the sectional council

The locality is the most important unit within Maasai society in which authority 

structures are embedded. Individual families secured rights to communal resources only 

by common residence within the same locality over long periods of time and by regular 

participation in local age-set activities. Each locality was further subdivided into 

progressively smaller units, the most basic being the individual household where control 

over livestock and labor occurred. It is still unclear to how this concept of locality can be 

translated under the group ranch system and even now that group ranches are undergoing 

subdivision.

At the most micro level, nested within the locality, the most relevant unit of 

cooperation was the grouping of a number of individual households into a common 

residential site (elatia) in which membership was optional. Cooperation between different 

neighborhoods took the form of granting grazing access to herders who were temporarily 

passing through the area. There were also neighborhood controls on grazing. Each 

neighborhood for example had two types of dry season grazing, one to be used in the 

early to middle of the dry season and the other used in the late dry season. Collective 

sanctions would be imposed against any individual herding prematurely. Elders decided 

the opening date for each of these reserves and disallowed the construction of permanent
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settlements in these areas. Indeed, specific areas were designated for homesteads, 

preventing individual families from selectively appropriating the best areas of pasture, as 

well as keeping structures from being scattered across the countryside which would 

otherwise interfere with the grazing of other herders (Galaty, 1994). Large scale 

transhumance, determined consensually and enforced through community sanctions, 

involved coordination by different herding groups who adjusted their movement in 

response to the presence and trajectory of one another.

Jacobs (1980) points out that past traditional localities seemed to have been 

stable, with adequate quantities of both wet and dry season pastures, and considerable 

mobility between the two. The absence of surface water, periodic droughts and livestock 

disease limited livestock production and maintained the balance of the human-ecological 

system.

The settlement presented a convenient locus for combining labor and providing 

security, but herd management was individualized. Each household is autonomous and 

regulates its affairs independently. However, in the common interest herds were pastured 

and watered communally and corralled at night in the open places for security against 

predators. Elders met to discuss herd movements and to determine whose sons will act as 

herd boys and which elders will supervise them.

Some scholars argue that the presentation of an ‘egalitarian’ ethos amongst the 

communal Maasai obscures real and lived inequalities between individuals, families and 

households over access to and control of resources. While information on wealth 

differentials is scanty, especially for the pre-colonial period, scholars are increasingly 

acknowledging that the notion of Maasai ‘egalitarianism’ may well be a myth (Waller,
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personal communication) and that there existed and continue to exist differentials among 

pastoral communities (Mulder and Sellen, 1994). Indeed an edited volume has recently 

been dedicated to the analysis of poverty and pastoralism in Eastern Africa (Anderson 

and Broch-Due, 1999).

Earliest recorded evidence of Maasai wealth differentials result from the 

enumeration of livestock distribution in 1912-13 during the movement of Purko Maasai 

from the Northern Maasai Reserve in Laikipia (the Maasai moves are discussed in 

chapter 5). Statistics from these records indicate that the wealthiest 20% of the 

community accounted for about 54% of the Purko stock, while the bottom 25% held just 

about 4% of the cattle (Waller, 1999). These differential endowments persisted even six 

decades later, with 33% of total households owning 66% of the cattle in Kiboko and 

Olkarkar group ranches on the Eastern part of Kajiado district (Jahnke et al., 1972). 

Similar trends were noted for Elangata-Wuas group ranch (Bill and Anderson, 1980) and 

for Olkarkar, Merueshi and Mbirikani group ranches (Bekure and Grandin, 1991). In this 

last case about 50% of households owned only 10% of the entire herds, while the richest 

20% controlled 60% of the cattle. This wealth disparity is not unqiue to the Maasai of 

Kajiado, similar cases have been documented amongst the Ariaal (Fratkin and Smith, 

1994; Fratkin and Roth, 1990), the Mukogodo (Herren, 1990), the Datoga of Tanzania 

(Mulder, 1991; Tomikawa, 1979) and among Asian pastoralists (Bradbum, 1982).

These inequalities have persisted in spite of intermittent and stochastic events 

such as drought, disease epidemics and cattle raiding. They have also persisted in spite of 

the Maasai’s sustained traditional practice of distributing livestock between friends and 

family. It is a common feature of Maasai pastoralism for individuals to distribute parts of
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their herds to friends and relatives who have better access to good grazing or for livestock 

poor individuals to be assisted by friends and/or family through loans or gifts of livestock 

(Ndagala, 1991; Spencer, 1973; Hedlund, 1971). Sometimes up to 30-40% of an 

individual’s herds may be distributed in this way (Hedlund, 1971). Such transfers of 

cattle, including through marraiage, strengthens social ties and creates a set of reciprocal 

roles, rights and obligations. Individuals whose livestock have been decimated by 

epidemics may for example call upon such obligations to rebuild their herds. Those with 

large herds, on the other hand, are able to widely disperse their herds as a way of 

spreading risk.

Mulder and Sellen (1994) suggest that stochastic events and herd re-distributive 

strategies are insufficient to obliterate inequalities. Stochastic events for one are more 

likely to place poor families below minimum subsistence levels, leaving them less able to 

recover from such losses in the long term. By contrast, the wealthy have greater resources 

and better developed social networks, and the incremental impact of crises can strengthen 

their position and increase differentiation (Waller, 1999). In any case even if inequalities 

are reduced, it does not mean that all players remain in the game.

The important point, however, is that with free access to land there was enormous 

opportunity for individuals to rise from poverty to wealth; mobility and wide access to 

resources were the mainstay of poor herders (Waller, 1999; Halderman, 1989). Each 

Maasai recognized that the achievement of wealth was as much a possibility as the 

descent into poverty, through luck, misfortune, good or bad management. Poverty was 

not a permanent condition for all herders at all times. Though material resources were 

unequal, there was relative equality of opportunity.
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Similar inequalities have been documented with regard to access to prime grazing 

resources among families living in specific locales (Little, 1985), seasonally available 

forage (Ellis and Swift, 1988), use of preferred settlement sites (Grandin, 1988; Western 

and Dunne, 1979) and control over key water resources.

Maasai pastoralism allowed for various kinds of accommodations with the 

agricultural communities living in the region such as the Kikuyu. Through marital 

exchange the Maasai solidified friendship bonds and adoption. Such relations were 

important and had implications for complementarities across modes of subsistence. 

Market exchanges also took place such as between Maasai and their farming neighbors, 

from whom Maasai sought agricultural produce in exchange for livestock. The Maasai 

also sought the supply of superior steers from mainly Boran pastoralists of northern 

Kenya and southern Ethiopia. Maasai gave away products not required for the 

reproduction of their pastoral adaptation and received prestige goods and food. Maasai 

dependence on trade only rose at times of crisis such as drought or epidemics and receded 

during good years.

2.8.2 Maasai Age Sets

The age-set is a central institution in Maasai social and political organization. It 

comprises initiates of the same period who have been formally integrated as a corporate 

group. Maasai conceive of their age system as passing through four named stages of the 

male life cycle: boyhood (ilaiyok), warriorhood (ilmurran), elderhood (ilmoruak) and 

ancient elderhood (ildasati). Women are not grouped into corporate sets but are attached 

to male age sets by association. They tend to be identified with the male age sets with
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whom they danced as young, unmarried maidens; and later, through marriage, adopt the 

age-sets of their husbands. Political action among the Maasai occurred and still occurs 

within the age set system under the leadership of men selected from the age set. Through 

membership in age sets, men participate in political affairs, cooperate in political action 

and individuals acquire political power and influence.

Until he is circumcised a man is not part of any age set. An age set consists of 

males circumcised within a specific ten to fourteen year period. Usually the initiates were 

twelve to 15 years old, though the first boys circumcised into a new age-set might be a 

few years older. Among most Maasai sections, this fourteen year period is divided into 2 

shorter periods of about 7 years each. The men of the first 7 years period are the right 

hand circumcision while those of the second 7 year period are the left hand circumcision. 

These two groups are usually identified by separate names until their joining in the 

olng’esherr ceremony described below.

After circumcision, the boys become junior warriors. During the 2nd or 3rd year of 

junior warriorhood, age mates from one or more localities5 group together in a warrior 

village called a manyatta. These manyattas comprise individuals drawn from within the 

same section, but whose locality may vary. During my fieldwork, it appeared that warrior 

villages are created in each group ranch area, with an age set sponsor providing the 

ground upon which the manyatta would be constructed. The location of the manyatta 

would be shifted several times before the ilmurran are shaved. Towards this time, each 

section consolidates it warriors in one manyatta to await the shaving ceremony described 

below. Within the warrior villages bonds are created and strengthened among the age

D During my fieldwork, I observed that warriors from several group ranch areas belonging to the same 
Maasai section formed the warrior villages.
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mates. These villages also serve as educational institutions in which the young men learn 

the traditions and expectations of social life. The villages also serve as a forum through 

which the young men develop oratory and debating skills necessary for community 

administration. In the past individual warriors and whole age sets earned praise and 

respect by successfully raiding cattle which increased their individual wealth and that of 

their grazing unit. These manyattas are usually inhabited for a continuous period of three 

to four years before being permanently abandoned. Today, this period is rapidly growing 

shorter because some of the young men go to school. In some parts of Maasailand, local 

politicians and administrators have actively discouraged the practice.

Roughly 5 years after the circumcision period is opened, when young men are 18- 

26 years of age, the most important ceremony of a section, the shaving of the warriors 

(eunoto) takes place. During this ceremony, the warriors’ dreadlocks are shaved and they 

replace their spears with a stick; such ceremonies are performed at the level of the section 

for the entire section. At this ceremony also, age set leaders such as the speaker (ol 

aiguenani; pi il aiguenak), the ritual leader (ol aunonv, il aunok or ol otuno; pi il otunok) 

and the knot tier (olobomkeene) are vested with office. Men who emerge as leaders at 

this time remain as leaders in the age set and in society as a whole until they passed into 

official retirement. The shaving ceremony thus marks the apex of organization and unity 

for the warriors of a section. It also marks their transition into a new status, senior 

warriorhood.

Several years after the shaving ceremony of the right hand circumcision group, 

young uninitiated men started to band together in preparation for the formation of a left 

hand circumcision group. The right hand circumcision group precedes the left hand
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circumcision group in matters of ritual and political importance. The age sets of all 

sections maintain some temporal uniformity, even though each section has its own 

dynamism.

After about fourteen years, the right and left hand groups are unified into an 

official age-set during the olng’esher ceremony and subsequently named. This becomes 

their official name. They now stop being senior warriors and graduate to junior 

elderhood. This ceremonial cycle is set off by the Ilkisonko section in southern Kajiado 

and all others the follow suit. The name given to an age set by the Ilkisonko is adopted 

by all sections of the Maasai. This universal acceptance is significant. It demonstrates the 

unity of the age set system throughout Maasailand and synchronizes age set activity 

across the entire Maasailand.

As senior warriors are graduated to elderhood by performing the olng’esher 

ceremony, each age set above them is automatically advanced in status; i.e. junior elders 

become senior elders to make room for the new junior elders formerly senior warriors. 

And senior elders are retired from active political life. The principal role of junior and 

senior elders, who range in age from 28-56 years, is to maintain law and order in their 

locality. In conjunction with their local age set spokesman they meet regularly in local 

elders’ councils (entiguana) to settle disputes and make decisions for their locality as a 

whole. Although politico-judicial matters are shared between senior and junior elders and 

their respective spokesmen/leaders, senior elders tend to dominate in the decision-making 

process while junior elders execute their decisions. Retired elders, usually above 65 years 

old, are no longer considered legitimate participants in public affairs, though they are 

accorded great respect. Their only active social role is to give advice in matters of public
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ritual practices and to instill in their grandchildren a sense of traditional values. Table 2.3 

presents Maasai age set chronology between the late 18th century and 1990. Table 2.4 

shows the age-sets I encountered during my fieldwork and the approximate ages for each 

set across the Hmatapatu, Dpurko and Illodookilani sections.

Table 2.4: Maasai Age Set Chronology
Age set Approximate Dates as Warriors
Iltiyioki 1791-1811

Ilmerishari 1806-1826
Ilkidotu 1821-1841
Iltuati I 1836-1856

Ilnyankusi I 1851-1871
Ilaimer 1866-1886
Iltalala 1881-1905

Iltuati II 1896-1917
Iltareto 1911-1929
Ilterito 1926-1948

Ilnyankusi II 1942-1959
Iseuri 1957-1975

Ilkiseyia (Ilkitoip) 1973-1985
(Source: Mol, 1996)

This cyclic progression of corporate age sets through a fixed system of rank 

stages establishes a status hierarchy to which ideal modes of behavior and authority are 

related. One age set is automatically senior to the next. One age set pays respect 

(inkanyif) to all groups senior to it and receives respect and deference from all those 

junior to it. Relations between members of the same age set are cordial, cooperative and 

informal based on their status as coevals. However, the expected relations of deference 

and respect between adjacent age sets are complicated by rivalry and competition. Junior 

age sets are often eager to assume the roles of their seniors; seniors are often reluctant to 

hand over power or share certain rights with their juniors. Alternate age sets, united by 

the ol piron bond, share special relations of solidarity and mutual support. During the
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circumcision of members of a new age set, the young elders of the alternate age set above 

them (i.e. the junior elders at the time) ceremoniously bring their age set into existence by 

lighting a fire for them with a fire stick. By ‘breathing life into’ the ritual fire that 

symbolically ‘gives birth’ to the new age set, the junior elders establish their position as 

the ‘fathers’ of the new age set. They are the sponsoring elders (il piron) and are 

responsible for the education and ‘policing’ of the young warriors. The il piron elders 

teach the warriors the values respected by society and levied punishments for their 

misdeeds.

In this cyclic system, changes of status entail changes in prestige and influence 

and hence in power and authority. An age set is at the lowest point of the power 

continuum at its first establishment, and reaches the apex at senior elderhood. However, 

the differentiation of authority according to different spheres of activity together with the 

structural relationships between and among age sets brings to play a balance of power 

within the age set system core to the maintenance of the Maasai decentralized political 

system. Kinship, lineage and clans are of minor political significance. The cross cutting 

nature of the age system unifies territorial and clan fragmentation.

The Maasai are now also divided into locations, sub-locations, districts and 

constituencies under kenya’s current administrative system. They are also part of a 

province through which they are territorially incorporated into the Kenyan system.
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Table 2.5: Ilpurko, Ilmatapato, Ilodookilani age sets

Group
Ranch

Section Retired
Elders

Retired Elders Senior
Elders

Elders Junior
Elders

Enkaroni Ilpurko Ilterito
>90

Ilnyankusi
70-89

Iseuri
57-68

Ilkiseyia
45-54

'tkingonde
30-38

Ilkilaku
18-25

Meto Ilmatapat
o

Ilnyankusi
*Ilkalikal

75-90
**Ilkamanik
65-75

Iseuri
Ilkololik
60-65
Ilepurulek
55-60

llkitoip
Ilkiseyia
45-55
Irang’Irang’
35-45

No Name 
liking’ onde 
30-35 
Ilmajeshi 
25-30

No Name 
Ilpaang’u
18-25

Nentanai Ilmatapat
o

Ilnyankusi 
Ilkalikal 80- 
90
llkamanik 75-
80

Iseuri
Ilkololik
60-70
Leputulek
50-60

llkitoip
Ilkiseyia 40-50 
Ilng’orisho 35- 
40

Ilpaang’u
20-25

Torosei Iloodokila
ni

Ilterito
Ilkitatin
>100
Ilmadidani
90-100

Ilnyankusi 
Ilkalikal 80- 
90
Ilkamanek 70- 
80

Iseuri
Ilkololek
60-70
Ilkisakara
50-60

llkitoip 
Ilkiseyia 45- 
50
Iranglraug 40- 
45

No Name 
Ilkishili 35-
40
Ilmajeshi 30- 
35

No Name 
Ilpaang’u 
20-30

*Right hand
**Left Hand
(Source: Own field work)
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CHAPTER 3

The Evolution of Property Rights: A Theoretical Fram ew ork

The previous chapter posed the policy problem that needs explaining as the 

transformation of collective land holdings into individually held and titled parcels in 

semi-arid Maasailand. This transformation is a radical departure from the extensive 

pastoralism practiced by the Maasai who have lived in this area for centuries, and by 

many pastoral communities in different parts of the world residing in similar arid 

conditions. The implications of individualization for the long term survival and 

productivity of pastoral herds, for ecosystem sustainability and for the reproduction of 

Maasai culture are a cause for concern. Property rights scholars have expended much 

effort on explaining the emergence and evolution of property rights in diverse 

geographical and historical settings. This chapter, by drawing on property rights theories, 

is an attempt at understanding this process of transformation. The major part of this 

chapter explores the following questions:

1. Under what circumstances are groups and individuals motivated to seek 

to privatize/individualize property rights to resources?

2. How can the nature of interactions during the process of transformation 

be characterized? Who wins, who loses and why?

3. What are the empirical outcomes of resource privatization?

4. Does the nature of the resource being privatized matter?

The final section presents hypotheses that guide the analysis in later chapters.
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3.1 W hat Motivates The Individualization of Property Rights to Resources?

3.1.1 Efficiency Arguments

Problems with sustainable and efficient use of resources have long been identified 

in the scholarly literature. Hardin’s (1968) tragedy thesis suggests that individually 

rational behavior in collective, interdependent settings may prevent the securing of 

socially desirable outcomes. Privatization and/or nationalization were Hardin’s solutions. 

Hardin’s solutions have been criticized on various counts. He confuses common property 

with open access situations (Ciriacy-Wantrup and Bishop, 1975), disempowers the 

human agent (Ostrom, et al. 1999) and leaves unaccounted for situations, across time and 

space, in which local populations have been able to successfully use and manage 

communal resources (Keohane and Ostrom, 1995; Bromley, 1992; Ostrom, 1990; McCay 

and Acheson, 1987). Hardin’s argument has however had tremendous influence in 

justifying tenure reforms in favor of land privatization in much of sub-Saharan Africa. 

Government support for the early enclosure of the Maasai commons in the late 1960s in 

Kenya was based on tragedy-like arguments (Chapter 4). Until today in Kenya there 

persists a prevalence of private property over other tenure regimes, especially among 

government actors.

Hardin’s call for privatization strikes a chord amongst a group of property rights 

scholars engaged in understanding the emergence and evolution of property rights. 

According to these scholars, the development of exclusive property rights over land and 

related natural resources is triggered by changes in the economy such as technological 

innovation, changes in relative factor scarcities and the creation of new markets 

(Demsetz, 1967; North and Thomas, 1973, 1977, 1981). These changes in the external
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economy will cause the benefits of claiming rights in the new and privatized situation to 

exceed the costs of negotiating and enforcing those rights (Demsetz, 1967). Individuals 

will thus seek to adjust property rights to capture these new opportunities.

In a study of the introduction of private ownership of beavers among Indian 

hunters in Eastern Canada, Demsetz (1967) demonstrates that due to the development of 

the commercial fur trade, hunting of beavers increased. Consequently, in order to foster 

sustainable use and an increase in community wealth, individual hunters introduced 

exclusive rights. North and Thomas (1973) and North (1981) provide a historical account 

of changing property rights in the Middle Ages. They show that plentiful land and scarce 

labor during the 9th century led to the feudal/manorial system, which institutionalized 

property rights over labor services. By the 12th century, a growing population led to a 

change in the relative factor scarcities, resulting in a shift of property rights toward land 

instead of labor. The result was the beginning of the enclosure movement.

These two case studies exemplify the basic arguments of the early property rights 

scholars: when a resource becomes scarce, for example due to increasing population, it 

increases the value of a resource, which in turn increases the gains from privatization.

The gains from privatization are enhanced because the governance costs (See section on 

costs below) of collective regimes are eliminated.

Demsetz and colleagues have also defined the incentive structures that emerge 

with privatization (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972). The ability to exclude others encourages 

individuals to invest in the quality of the resource because the person who bears the costs 

also reaps the rewards. Also, the transferability of rights under private property 

arrangements is supposed to ensure that resources end up with the most productive users.
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Privatization is thus expected to increase land or agricultural productivity and the wise 

use and conservation of resources. These preceding arguments crystallize around the 

notion of efficiency. Private, individual property rights to land are considered to be 

efficient, and institutions will always evolve towards greater efficiency. Property regimes 

other than private property for land is considered by many economists to be inefficient 

and prone to overuse.

3.1.2 Distributional Arguments

The economic theory of the origins and evolution of property rights outlined 

above is incomplete. It focuses exclusively on the ‘demand’ side of a much wider 

property rights equation (Platteau, 2000, 1996; Mehta et al., 1999; Eggerttsson, 1998, 

1990; Libecap, 1998,1989; Feeny, 1993; Thomson et al, 1992; North, 1990; Ostrom, 

1990). But economic gains on their own are not necessary or sufficient to induce the 

implementation of alternative property rights arrangements. Instead, distributional 

conflicts and political intervention are crucial determinants of the path of institutional 

change (Platteau, 2000,1998; Eggertsson, 1990; North, 1990; Libecap, 1989). Indeed, 

institutions are not always created to be socially efficient. They may sometimes be 

created to serve specialized interests, particularly of those that have the power to devise 

new rules (North, 1990). Thus a more complete theory of property rights must address 

politics. State interventions, as well as the distributional consequences of private property 

were neglected by the proponents of efficiency. This section concerns itself with 

distributional issues. Distribution refers to how wealth and political power will be
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assigned among individuals in society as a consequence of implementing the new 

property rights structure (Libecap, 1989).

A wide diversity of property regimes exist in the real world, apart from private, 

individualized rights. Knight (1992) suggests that what discriminates institutions from 

each other is how they distribute benefits in society, rather than whether or not they are 

beneficial. This question of distribution is controversial and conflictual. Understanding 

the origins of property rights and their transformations entails understanding the nature of 

conflicts over distribution and of the way in which these conflicts are resolved. This 

means that we need to identify the winners and losers of institutional change and their 

interactions within the political arena (Firmin-Sellers, 1996; Libecap, 1989).

Conflict over distribution is shaped by the formula used to allocate assets during 

privatization (Libecap, 1989). There are several ways of distributing assets (Platteau, 

2000, 1998). Rents can be divided among customary users in proportion to their 

respective rates of use in the status quo arrangement. Or, they can be divided equally 

among existing rights holders. Or, alternatively, after first excluding those that do not 

meet predetermined criteria, rights can be allocated by equal distribution among those 

that conform to the predetermined criteria. Proportional division seems to be more 

common in the western hemisphere (Gardner and Ostrom, 1991; Libecap, 1989; Roemer, 

1983), while exclusion, followed by equal subdivision is typical of much of sub-Saharan 

Africa (Platteau, 2000, 1998). The determination of how to distribute benefits is however, 

an empirical matter that depends on social norms of equity and fairness that prevail 

within a community (Ensmitiger, 1992).
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Because different allocation mechanisms distribute assets in different ways, actors 

will attempt to influence the process of institutional change in ways that accord them 

maximum advantages. Those likely to be disadvantaged will organize to oppose change. 

Those likely to benefit under the new arrangement will support the change. Each of the 

actors will engage those political institutions, both formal-legal and customary, that they 

perceive will be responsive to and best articulate their claims. Conflict will be less and 

change more likely where the anticipated aggregate benefits are large, where interests are 

more homogenous and as the distribution of wealth under the proposed change is 

equalized (Libecap, 1989). Change may be slowed and even blocked where the 

distribution of benefits is concentrated.

In order to end conflict and implement new property arrangements some actors 

may invoke the authority of the state (Firmin-Sellers, 1996). Alternatively, powerful 

actors with a relative bargaining advantage may constrain others to comply with new 

institutional rules (Knight, 1992). Due to the resources they have, powerful actors make 

for credible commitments during bargaining and indeed may threaten retaliation. Weaker 

parties may thus be pressured to accept a less preferred alternative.

The addition of distributional issues greatly enriches the analysis of property 

rights transformations. By acknowledging and extending the notion of individual benefit- 

cost calculus, distributional arguments capture the heterogeneity of societal actors and the 

asymmetries between variously endowed individuals with diverse interests and stakes in 

the outcome of institutional change. Thus an analysis that includes distributional issues 

may help explain institutional diversity, but also significantly may help account for the 

implementation and existence of seemingly ‘irrational’ property regimes, where more
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“efficient” alternatives are feasible. This is relevant in explaining the puzzle of why 

group ranch members in Kajiado district would support the subdivision of their land, into 

smaller, individualized units. Group ranches seem better suited to the environmental 

conditions, make for greater compatibility with the Maasai cultural practice of extensive 

pastoralism, and allow for economies of scale in the provision of infrastructure.

Despite these significant inroads, property rights scholars are yet to more fully 

incorporate the role of the state and the impact of social capital (Baland and Platteau, 

1998).

3.2 Alternative M echanisms for Assigning Property Rights

3.2.1 The State

The market is not the only way in which property rights are allocated. Institutional 

change also depends on the capability and willingness of the political order to provide 

new arrangements, the “supply” side of institutions (Feeny, 1993; Thompson et al, 1992; 

Ostrom, 1990). When government officials in Thailand anticipated benefits from public 

investments, they met the demands for exclusive rights, yet declined to do so when 

institutional interventions would have been harmful to the interests of influential officials. 

Rulers, like the paramaount chief of Akyem Abuakwa of Ghana, have also manipulated 

political institutions to meet their own individual objectives (Firmin-Sellers, 1995, 1996). 

The supply of institutions, and in particular the political and economic costs and benefits 

to the ruling elites are key to explaining the nature and scope of change.

In its pursuit of promoting its policy objectives in agriculture, political 

stabilization, political control, resource management and land re-distribution the African
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states in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Tanzania and even South Africa have at various points in their 

histories attempted to extinguish or suppress private property to pave way for 

collectivization or national ownership. Similarly, colonial Kenya privatized parts of the 

settler occupied highlands to induce agricultural production. The end of the colonial era 

saw the same state encouraging land privatization in the African Reserves to defuse 

escalating political tensions due to landlessness. Thus apart from supplying enforcement, 

registration, survey, and titles within a market-based framework of institutional change, 

the state directly influences change through its policy choices. This has been evident not 

only in Africa but in other parts of the world as well (Sanberg, 1993; Jodha, 1992, 1987).

3.2.2 Cultural Institutions

The market and the state are just a part of a diverse complex of systems for the 

creation of rights and access to land. In many parts of Africa indigenous forms of rights 

to land still persist. Land under customary tenure currently comprises about 60 percent of 

all of Africa’s land (Bruce, 1998, 1988).

Having evolved in particular environments among specific ethnic or linguistic 

groups, such systems accordingly exhibit a wide range of diversity. Nonetheless certain 

commonalities exist. Attributes such as ethnic identity and kinship in concert with status, 

gender, seniority and residence feature prominently in the determination of access and 

use rights (Berry, 1989; Migot-Adholla and Bruce, 1994). Group control over land is 

fairly common. The group may be an extended family, a lineage, a clan, a village or a 

tribe; defined either by common descent, common residence or both. Membership in the 

group often determines the nature, volume and strength of rights. Rights over land are
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allocated for the relatively exclusive use of individuals or families in the group; such 

rights are not dissimilar to private ownership. The rights are allocated and administered 

by a local, indigenous authority, such as lineage elders, tribal chiefs, or land priests. 

Rights are held in trust for future generations by the local authorities and the only rights 

possible are use rights; land transfers are rarely allowed. Rights may be allocated to non 

members if they are affiliated to the group through residence or marriage and are granted 

temporary use rights subject to relatively strict controls. Thus the rights of use, transfer, 

allocation and control and administration lie in different hands (Reyna and Downs, 1988). 

More importantly, Berry (1993) documents how the negotiability of social identities 

introduces fluidity in the nature of indigenous land rights systems that may in certain 

times result in insecure rights.

3.3 What Are the Costs and Benefits of Private and Common Property 

Regimes?

Because institutional choice is influenced by the benefit-cost structure, it is 

appropriate that the nature of costs and benefits be addressed. Each property rights 

structure seems to have a corresponding set of costs and benefits, which are not 

completely independent of the nature of the resource under investigation or of the 

technology that determines the use of the resource (Ostrom, 2001; Kirk, 1999; Bromley, 

1991; Dahlman, 1980).

Three types of costs have been identified for communal ownership (Eggerttsson, 

1990; Ostrom, 1990; Dahlman, 1980): costs of establishment and protection; internal 

governance costs and the costs of excluding non-members. Governance costs include
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costs of decision making with respect to resource use, the costs of establishing 

organizations to facilitate production and exchange, and the costs of monitoring use. 

Governance costs are likely to vary with group size and heterogeneity (Baland and 

Platteau, 1996; Ostrom, 1990; Libecap, 1989; Field, 1986; Olson, 1965). They increase 

when rights holders violate or circumvent collective decisions on resource use (Ostrom 

2000; Platteau, 2000; B aland and Platteau, 1996). Governance costs also increase with 

population increase. By increasing the number of users, population pressure increases 

both the likelihood of externalities as well as their magnitude (Platteau, 1998). In 

addition, because population pressure increases the scarcity value of resources, it also 

induces a corresponding increase in the aggregate losses from collective exploitation. 

(Platteau 2000; Platteau, 1998). Under these circumstances, private property appears 

beneficial as it internalizes these externalities without involving any governance costs.

The creation and maintenance of individual property is not without cost either. 

These include the costs of boundary demarcation, recording and transferring titles, and of 

fencing (Bromley, 1989). Where there are economies of scale that can be realized by 

maintaining collective ownership but ownership is individualized, several costs emerge. 

In the case of hunting or grazing for instance, owners will need to reach a joint decision 

on keeping the range open and accessibale (Platteau, 2000; Dahlman, 1980). This 

decision increases transactions costs in two ways. First, it needs considerable interaction 

between individuals, to either negotiate compensation for each others’ use of grazing or 

for the damage of each others’ property. Second, since each individual owns a 

geographically defined piece of soil, some may acquire a strong bargaining position and 

threaten withdrawal. Under conditions of economies of scale collective rights in grazing
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save on transactions costs. When the hidden costs of privatization are incorporated into 

the theory the costs of privatization may be far greater than of communal ownership 

(Bromley, 1989).

The previous review of the benefit-cost structure of different property 

arrangements compels us to more carefully reflect on the relationship between 

biophysical aspects of resources and the property regime. It is here that notions of 

sustainability, economic productivity and the applicability of institutions to 

environmental and cultural contexts become relevant. These are issues that have only 

incompletely been addressed in the property rights debate (Ostrom, 2001a, 2001b, 1990; 

Nugent and Sanchez, 1998, 1995, 1991; Bromley, 1992; Dahlman, 1980). The existence 

of a wide diversity of property arrangements across space and through time, sometimes 

even within the same cultural and socio-economic community begs questions that are not 

necessarily answered by a strict consideration of economic calculations on their own. The 

following questions can help to explore and further our understanding of the property 

rights-environment interaction: Is all land the same? Are all uses of the land the same? 

Are all uses of the land year round?

Studies, particularly in the high mountainous regions of the world, draw attention 

to the complexity of factors influencing the choice of property regimes. In Torbel in the 

Swiss Alps for example, where population, technology and political factors remained 

relatively stable for close to five centuries, the patchiness of high alpine pastures, and the 

labor economies of collective herding necessitated a communal structure to access and 

management (Netting, 1976). By contrast, lower altitude pastures, grain fields and 

vineyards, i.e. resources of dependable productivity that can be improved in different
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ways and may be exploited by individual or family labor, were held under individual 

tenure. A similar situation, in which both communal and private property exist within the 

same vicinity and is practiced by the same people, occurs in the central Andean alps 

(Guillet, 1981). Communal control, which is strongly correlated with pasture, is found at 

higher altitudes. Private, individual control is found in lower altitudes where continuous 

irrigated agriculture and specialized horticulture takes place. The vertical gradient 

imposes constraints to land intensification, such as the introduction irrigation and ox- 

drawn ploughs. Stevenson (1984) cited in Picht (1988), working in the Bernese alps 

similarly finds that areas with better soil, fewer swampy spots, better grass quality and 

exposure to the sun are more likely to be individual property. But areas with poor 

precipitation conditions, strong prevailing winds and poor exposure to the sun discourage 

individual property. These results are reiterated by Mendes (1989) working in the 

Moroccan Alps.

This relationship between environmental conditions and institutional choice is just 

as vivid in the arid and semi-arid regions of the tropics, which though culturally distinct, 

share commonalities in supporting pastoral modes of land use and in which property 

regimes, at least over land, are more often than not collective in nature (Khazanov, 1984; 

Galaty and Johnson 1990; Sandford, 1983). But there are exceptions. Among the 

Shahsevan of Iranian Aberzaijan, individual households are allocated specific parcels for 

winter and summer pastures (Tapper ,1979 and 1985, cited in Nugent and Sanchez, 1991). 

These are inheritable and transferable. The weather patterns here are unusually stable 

with little variation.
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A more telling example of interactions between institutions and environment is 

found among the Arabs occupying the Bukhara region of north eastern Afghanistan 

(Barfield, 1981 and Kraler, 1955, cited in Nugent and Sanchez, 1991). Pasture rights 

among these herders were privately held until the mid-19th century. Though highly 

seasonal, the weather here was regular and dependable. Later in the century this region 

came under Russian control, sending the Arabs into the Qataghan region of Afghanistan.

In this malaria infested area, pasture quality was low and the rainfall was highly variable 

interannually and spatially. This favored collective land holding and a decentralized, 

transhumant practice that was nomadic in character. After the First World War, the same 

herders were once again moved to better and more dependable pastures. Here, use rights 

were distributed to individual households and could be sold or rented. Due to the low risk 

involved, there was little advantage in large grazing grounds for communal grazing.

Clearly, not all land is the same, not all uses of the land are the same and not all 

uses of the land are year round. The examples outlined above seem to indicate that 

common property might have certain distinct advantages over private, individual property 

in certain biophysical situations. These advantages are related to minimizing risk in 

highly variable environments, promoting equitability of variable resources and 

minimizing production and transactions costs (Niamir-Fuller, 1999,1997; Scoones, 1995; 

Galaty and Johnson, 1990; Sandford, 1983; Dahlman, 1980).

In the alpine environment, for instance, a high variability of yields in different 

spaces, the dangers of avalanches and land slides destroying buildings, fences, grazing 

areas, paths and roads, imposes considerable risk. Common property arrangements spread 

these risks and they serve as an insurance against individuals incurring frequent financial
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expenses to mitigate/alleviate the consequences of environmental variability (Picht,

1988). In addition, not only does common property allow a more equitable distribution of 

a variable, though critical resource for Swiss peasants, it is also associated with 

considerable savings on transactions and production costs (Picht, 1988). In risky 

environments, fencing costs are lower where individuals combine efforts as opposed to 

having a private owner fence a larger area. Economies of scale in herding, path and 

building construction are also important. The Swiss grazing commons has for a long time 

been characterized by a well-defined community of users who are able to exclude 

outsiders. Consequently, the costs of establishing and protecting their collective rights are 

much lower than the costs of establishing rights for a large number of individually owned 

parcels. In the latter situation, each individual would have to find and transact with each 

other individual owner for every issue that arises. This without considering compensation 

for the existence of facilities that are unevenly distributed or even where individual 

owners may cooperate the possibility that some individuals may follow a hold out 

strategy and try to appropriate gains by withdrawing from joint obligations.

Similar arguments have been made for African rangelands. Here, rainfall 

variability is more important than the traditional determinants of property rights such as 

population density. Productivity is marginal and variable and the costs of privatization 

may far exceed the benefits (Behnke et al, 1993; Bromley, 1991,1989; Ostrom, 1990). 

Collective rights to land and land resources are a more equitable way of distributing 

variable resources and minimizing risk.

Thus it seems the emergence and evolution of property rights occurs within a 

complex interplay of ecological, economic, political and cultural conditions. Indeed, it is
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evident that the particular form of property rights might be best suited to match the 

characteristics of the resource being exploited and the people who do the exploiting.

3.4 The E m pirical Outcomes

Have the predictions of property rights scholars been borne out empirically? The 

evolution of land rights in various parts of the world at different times lends considerable 

support for predictions by property rights scholars. From the pastoral Borana of southern 

Ethiopia (Swallow and Kamara, 2000; Kamara, 2000) to the pastoral Maasai areas of 

Amboseli in southern Kajiado (Woodhouse, 1997), to the frontier areas of the Brazilian 

Amazon (Alston et al, 1995), to colonial Kenya (Ault and Rutman, 1993), among the 

Orma pastoralists of Kenya (Ensminger, 1992), in Thailand (Feder and Feeny, 1991), 

and among the pastoralists of the Dafur region of southern Sudan (Behnke, 1985), 

exclusive property rights have emerged in response to increased commercialization and 

to changes in relative prices.

In earlier times, the English parliamentary enclosure (1790-1850), the highland 

clearances of Scotland (1750-1855), and the fencing of the open range in North America 

(1870-1890), bear historical testimony to the acuity of the property rights school 

(Richards, 1982; Dahlamn, 1980; Yelling, 1977; Osgood, 1970; Mingay, 1968;

Hammond and Hammond, 1965). In all these cases changes in the system of land 

allocation were initiated by economic forces.

But what have been the outcomes of privatization? Migot-Adholla and others 

(1991) and Bruce and Migot-Adholla (1994) seem to suggest that privatized, individual 

tenures do not automatically result in increased land productivity in cultivating regions of
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Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Ghana. In pastoral areas, though systematic studies are few, 

majority of them seem to suggest that privatization programs have neither resulted in 

substantial increases in pastoral (livestock) productivity nor in decreased land 

degradation. In Kenya’s Maasailand, for example, group ranches experienced higher net 

returns to land, labor and livestock than private, individualized ranches (Onchoke, 1986). 

Other studies show that economic output rates between the two are barely different 

(Evangelou, 1984; White and Meadows, 1981). Land privatization here does not seem to 

be a sufficient condition for enhancing livestock productivity. Similar conclusions have 

been drawn in Botswana (de Ridder and Wagenaar, 1986) and in Angola ( de Carvalho, 

1974).

With regard to the environment and its wise use following privatization, studies in 

Botswana (Dahlberg, 2000), Senegal (Thebaud et al, 1995), New Zealand (Johnson 1996) 

and Kenya (Rutten, 1992; Njoka, 1979) and more generally in Africa (van den Brink et 

al, 1985), and in Mongolia (Sheehy, 2002; Williams, 1996) point to instances of 

degradation following the privatization of formerly extensive pastoral resources. In fact 

overstocking and environmental deterioration appear to be just as common and serious in 

areas of rangeland in parts of USA and Australia where both land and livestock are 

individually owned (Sandford, 1983).

Apart from failing to meet empirical expectations in certain parts of the world 

under certain conditions, privatization may result in new externalities as well (Platteau, 

1995). Property rights, and in particular rights to land, comprise a bundle of related 

rights, with each stick in the bundle representing a stream of benefits that accrue to the 

rights holder (Ostrom, 2001b; Bromley, 2000; Schlager and Ostrom, 1992; Bromley,
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1991a; Alchian and Demsetz, 1973; Demsetz, 1967). However, in the interpretation of 

private property rights, some economists tend to focus more narrowly on alienation 

rights, on residual claims, and on rights to terminate claims.

Yet, the world of property rights more generally, and the specific case of natural 

resources, is by far more complex. In many parts of the world different people may hold 

different rights, at different times, to the same resource. Bruce and Migot-Adholla’s 

(1994) discussion on African tenure systems indicate that indigenous systems allow for 

multiple overlapping rights and claims. Consequently, even where rights to resources 

may be tending towards greater exclusivity, some community members may for example 

have primary rights that are concurrent and/or sequential with secondary rights that 

permit entry, or the collection of certain resources such as firewood, or construction 

materials, or even the grazing of livestock on the stubble remaining after crop harvesting. 

The rights to access, to manage, to exclude others from a resource, or to transmit or 

alienate a resource must all be considered (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992). Thus property 

rights, including private, individual property are not absolute but instead seem to be a 

function of what society is willing to acknowledge, defend and enforce.

Unfortunately, resource privatization and land reforms conducted in many parts of 

the developing world disregarded the multiple overlapping rights to resources, denying 

individuals and groups their long established access to critical resources (Weibe and 

Meinzen-Dick, 1998; Meinzen-Dick et al, 1997; Rocheleau and Edmunds, 1997; 

Seabright, 1993; Ostrom, 1990; Coldham, 1978). Women are particularly disadvantaged 

because their rights to land are often indirect and dependent on a male relative (Lastarria- 

Comhiel, 1997).
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A concentration of land wealth is yet another externality that has been widely 

documented across time and through space. Quite clearly the virtues of privatizing

property rights to land have not been realized in all cases. Greater care must be taken in 

advocating such reforms particularly in the more arid rangelands.

3.5 Path Dependence: Linking Choices across Time

In their efforts to achieve a deeper understanding of institutional change scholars 

are continuously faced with the dilemma of whether current changes are unique and 

separable from long run processes. Some argue that institutional change is incremental; 

any change occurs within the parameters of existing or prior institutions (Libecap, 1998, 

1989; North, 1990; Ostrom, 1990). History thus has a role in the explanation of 

institutional transformation. In order to understand today’s choices, we need to track the 

incremental evolution of institutions. Path dependence is a common phenomenon in 

evolving systems such as biological systems or ecosystems, and is an important feature in 

the development of social and political institutions.

How does history matter? North (1990) provides the conceptual foundation for a 

path dependent framework. He suggests that actors are faced with making choices, both 

political and economic, at each point in the development of institutions. Although these 

choices may provide alternatives, previously viable options may however be foreclosed 

due to positive feedbacks within an existing institutional pattern. Thus change and/or 

reform may be difficult to achieve. Positive feedbacks may be sustained by actors’ 

subjective models derived from past learning (North, 1990) or where individuals are 

advantaged by existing institutional frameworks, they will have an interest in
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perpetuating the system (North 1990, Libecap, 1989). These self-reinforcing (also 

referred to as positive feedback or increasing returns) properties of institutions are 

particularly potent in politics due to an absence of efficiency-enhancing mechanisms such 

as competition, the shorter time horizons of political actors and the strong status quo bias 

built into political institutions (Pierson, 2000). Policy reversal becomes even more 

difficult.

Recent attempts to specify the logic of path dependence more carefully identify 

three sequential and interrelated processes (Mahoney, 2000; Thelen, 2003, 1999; Pierson, 

2000). These comprise a critical juncture in which events trigger a move onto the path. 

This is followed by a period in which positive feedback or increasing returns reinforce 

movement along that path, maintaining a given institutional pattern. An end to the path 

finally occurs when new events dislodge the longstanding equilibrium.

The period prior to a critical juncture seems a reasonable time to specify the 

beginnings of a sequence (Mahoney, 2001, 2000). During this time different institutional 

arrangements are available for selection, one of which ends up getting selected during the 

critical juncture. What is analytically significant at this moment is that the outcome of the 

critical juncture should be only stochastically related to the initial, pre-critical juncture 

conditions. It should be unpredictable, thereby qualifying a critical juncture as a point in 

time when an unpredictable, contingent outcome sets in motion a (somewhat) irreversible 

set of events.

How are critical junctures translated into lasting legacies; what are the 

mechanisms of reproduction of a given institutional path over time; how does a given 

institutional pattern get “locked-in”? Four mechanisms have been identified (Mahoney,
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2000). Rational actors may choose to reproduce institutions, including sub-optimal ones, 

as the costs of transformation outweigh the benefits. Or institutions may persist because 

they serve certain beneficial functions within the context in which they are embedded. Or 

actors may perpetuate institutions based on their subjective understandings and beliefs of 

appropriateness and morality. Most crucially, however, institutions are not neutral and 

they distribute benefits and costs unevenly across society. In this final mechanism then, 

differentially endowed actors will have conflicting interests with regard to the 

reproduction of institutions. An institution may persist if the benefiting elites have 

sufficient strength to support its reproduction. Consequently it is important to establish 

who has invested in particular institutional arrangements, how this investment is 

sustained over time and how those who are not invested in the institutions are kept out 

(Thelen, 1999).

Each institutional path then is characterized by a set of constraints and incentives, 

which in turn generate characteristic strategies and shared decision rules that produce a 

pattern of behavior among actors (Thelen, 1999). Changes in institutions that preserve 

these elements of the path’s pre-existing logic constitute a path of bounded innovation, 

and actors’ decisions thus become linked across time. Consequently a narrow focus on 

current outcomes alone is at best incomplete and sometimes misleading, because the 

necessary conditions for current outcomes may have occurred in the past. Specifying 

these longer run mechanisms of reproduction and feedback is key to understanding 

institutional evolution and change.

While this notion of increasing returns is useful in explaining why institutions 

may follow a set pattern, some authors acknowledge that even though lock-in may occur,
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it is not necessarily irrevocable because further choice points may exist (Thelen, 2003). 

Those disadvantaged by prevailing institutions do not necessarily disappear. They may 

bide their time as a conditions change or may even work within existing frameworks in 

pursuit of goals different from or even subversive to those of the institution’s cr after s.

The current subdivision of group ranches in Kajiado district cannot be considered 

in isolation of the historical relations and processes that have characterized land policy 

and politics in Maasailand and in Kenya more generally. Path dependence provides a 

fertile set of ideas to explore the relatedness of actors’ decisions across the rich history of 

land-related interventions in Maasailand in colonial and post-colonial times.

3.6 Vegetation-Environment Relations: A Framework

The determination of generalized differences in vegetation by environmental 

factors is accepted as self-evident. While it is uncertain how far the smallest differences 

between vegetation samples are environmentally determined and how far they are matters 

of chance, it seems quite certain that intermediate degrees of differences between 

vegetation can commonly be related to differences in environmental factors (Greig- 

Smith, 1983). Thus differences in soil, topography, and climate are the major 

determinants of the kind and amount of vegetation which can be produced on a given 

piece of land.

In addition to carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, the main components of air and 

water, plants need large quantities of nitrogen, phosphorous and sulfur for constructing 

tissues and smaller quantities of such elements as iron, magnesium, manganese, zinc, 

copper, boron and molybdenum for enzyme manufacture. Most of these elements
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originate from the soil (Bell, 1982; Pratt and Gwynne, 1977). Cation exchange capacity 

and pH are also useful indicators as they influence plant uptake of these micro- and 

macronutrients.

The factors determining the status of savanna vegetation have long been a matter 

of debate. Climatic fluctuations, fire, grazing pressure, grazing history, edaphic 

conditions and geomorphology seem to constitute the core forces that shape the 

characteristics of savanna ecosystems (O’Connor and Roux, 1995; Coughenour and Ellis, 

1993; Milchunas and Lauenroth, 1993; Belsky, 1992; Cole, 1986; Bourliere, 1983; 

Huntley and Walker, 1982; Tinley, 1982). These factors determine the density of the tree 

layer, system productivity and the rates of nutrient and water flow through the system 

(Solbrig et al., 1996).

Water is by far the most important variable (Solbrig, 1993, 1991). Several things 

affect soil moisture regimes: i. the distribution of rainfall and the proportion of this water 

that enters the soil; ii. the water-holding capacity of the soil which is a function of texture 

and depth; and, iii. the amount of evapotranspiration, which is related in complex ways to 

climate, soil texture, soil surface characteristics and the type of vegetation. The height 

and spacing of savanna components i.e. the relative proportions of trees, shrubs and 

grasses is influenced mainly by soil moisture conditions (Cole, 1986; 1982).

In East Africa, for example, studies in the Maasai Mara and Serengeti areas of 

southwestern Kenya and Northeastern Tanzania show that moisture is the prime factor 

limiting plant productivity (van Wijngaarden, 1985; Belsky, 1983).

In addition to moisture, the level of plant available nutrients is also a prime 

determinant. Data, also from the Serengeti, demonstrate that there is substantial local
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variation in plant-available nutrients (McNaughton and Banyikwa, 1995). This variation 

can produce considerable local patchiness in grass growth, with high growth rates in 

patches where mineralization rates are high, and low rates in nearby patches. Belsky 

(1988) found that subsurface soil concentrations of sodium had the greatest positive 

influence on the amount and intensity of grassland patterns in the Serengeti. More 

generally, Cole (1986, 1982) notes that though transition between the different savannah 

variants such as between savannah woodlands, shrub savannah, savannah grassland is 

partly related to aridity, the species composition within each category varies with nutrient 

status.

In the hierarchical arrangement of determinants water and soil nutrients 

availability are regarded as primary determinants whereas other effects such as grazing 

and fire have been identified as important modifiers. This ordering of effects has however 

not gone uncontested. Conventional range management as practiced in dryland Africa, 

drawing extensively from the experiences of American range ecologists, emphasizes the 

role of livestock grazing pressure in affecting range condition (Stoddart et al, 1975; Pratt 

and Gwynne, 1977). This, premised on notions of climax vegetation under equilibrium 

conditions, is most often characterized by the standing mass and species composition of 

range vegetation. The ‘new thinking’ in range ecology, drawn from the lived experiences 

of African livestock herders, views range ecosystem processes as disequilibrial in nature 

and strongly emphasize the role played by rainfall in influencing inter-annual variations 

in the productivity and species composition of range vegetation (Ellis and Swift, 1988; 

Westoby et al, 1989; Behnke et al, 1993). Rainfall variability influences both livestock 

and vegetation densities. This notwithstanding, grazing, even within a highly variable
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physical condition, has been found to significantly affect plant species composition, 

abundance and distribution, as demonstrated here below.

The contribution of grazing to savanna composition and structure is at best 

variable (Pratt and Gwynne, 1997). Although grazing could lead to the evolution of grass 

species favored by grazers, it could also lead to species with hard unpalatable herbage. 

Nevertheless, it is widely documented that as a result of increased herbivore grazing, less 

palatable plants increase at the expense of more palatable ones (Ellison, 1960; Thurow 

and Hussein, 1989; Curry and Hacker, 1990). Similarly, studies from grasslands different 

parts of the world show that pasture use can change overall plant group composition, with 

a shift towards a higher incidence of forbs and annual grasses and a decline of perennial 

grasses (O’Connor and Roux, 1995; Li et al, 1993; Tserendash and Erdenbataar, 1993: 

Mwalyosi, 1992). Light to moderate grazing also increases species richness, which 

subsequently declines sharply at very heavy grazing pressure (Mwendera et al, 1997). In 

the Mediterranean grasslands Noy-Meir et al (1989) find that in protected/enclosed areas 

perennial species were more frequent and their total cover greater than in grazed areas. 

However, under light to moderate grazing their cover decreased to the benefit of annuals 

of a wide range of forms and families. Of those under heavy grazing, small and prostate 

annuals, rosette crucifers and thistles remained abundant.

It is now also generally accepted that all of the open country in east Africa, with 

the exception of some edaphic grasslands, have been induced by a past history of natural 

and man-made fire (Pratt and Gwynne, 1997). Many of the climatic bushland and 

woodland savannah types would have attained thicket status were it not for fire. Fire per 

se favors the development and maintenance of a predominantly grassland vegetation by
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destroying the juvenile trees and shrubs, preventing the development of more mature 

plants to a taller, fire-resistant stage (Trollope, 1982).

The history of vegetation is also crucial as correlations between present 

environmental differences and present vegetation may be confounded by past changes in 

environment and vegetation, so that the determining factors are primarily historical ones. 

Consequently, for a complete understanding of the vegetation, it is necessary to consider 

the past as well as the present, for each sample vegetation has a history and a background 

of plant colonization and succession (Pratt and Gwynne, 1977). Determining the effects 

of history is however fraught with difficulties, and some authors suggest that the evidence 

of historical factors is often assumed, especially where measured environmental factors 

don’t seem to influence the vegetation (Greig-Smith, 1983). This notwithstanding, some 

authors have succeeded in separating out the treacherous effects of history. In the Sahel, 

for example, recent grazing/defoliation history has been found to have relatively little 

effect on species composition (Turner, 1999). Instead, 19th century grazing by Fulani 

herders in Mali around ephemeral water pans has been found to have a greater influence 

on grass species composition and abundances. Medina (1996) however suggests that in 

order to minimize obfuscation in data owing to historical and evolutionary effects, it is 

often more useful to conduct comparisons between communities in the same or in closely 

related geographical areas.

Thus there emerges a complexity of factors, interaction across time and space 

that influence vegetation dynamics in the semi-arid rangelands. It is no wonder then that 

two opposing viewpoints, as previously mentioned, on the model of rangeland ecology in 

Africa have emerged—each with implications for how rangeland status is to be assessed
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and which variables to be accorded importance. In the analysis of data ordination has 

been found to be a useful technique for assessing the status of a rangeland, because it 

draws us away from making sweeping assumptions about the fundamental nature of 

ecological processes in semi-arid ecosystems (Friedel, 1991). Thus instead of assuming 

climactic or disequilibrial processes, ordination simply orders locations according to 

known site factors, seasonal conditions and management history, providing for a more 

productive engagement with real conditions on the ground. The underlying assumption of 

ordination is that vegetation exist as a continuum rather than as a collection of distinct 

communities (Ter Braak, 1994; Kent and Coker, 1992).

Ordination comes in two forms-direct and indirect. In indirect ordination, the 

analysis is performed on the species data alone first, and then environmental 

interpretation is made by superimposing environmental data on the ordination plots and 

looking for patterns and correlations. Thus environmental data are not used at any stage 

of the analysis and are only introduced at the interpretation stage. In the direct approach 

both species and environmental data are incorporated in the actual ordination process. 

This allows one to study the part of the variation in community composition and 

abundance that can be explained by a particular set of environmental variables (Ter 

Braak, 1988).

Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) developed by ter Braak (1994; 1988; 

1987; 1986; 1985) is one example of a direct ordination technique. It incorporates the 

correlation and regression between floristic data and environmental factors within the 

analysis itself. A Monte Carlo significance test is available to test for the effects of 

specific environmental variables after the influence of other variables have been removed
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or ‘controlled.’ In particular, the significance of minor environmental factors of particular 

interest can be tested (Okland, 1996).

CCA has rapidly gained importance as the most widely used gradient analysis 

technique in ecology. Mathematical ecologists assessing the performance of the 

technique argue that CCA performs well with skewed species distributions, with 

quantitative noise in species abundance data, with samples taken from unusual sampling 

designs, with highly intercorrelated environmental variables and with situations where 

not all of the factors determining species composition are known (Palmer, 1993). In 

addition the inclusion of irrelevant variables has negligible effects on the analytical 

outcome (McCune, 1997).

But what is the difference between CCA and multiple regression? CCA, unlike 

multiple regression, analyzes all the species at the same time. Ordinary multiple 

regression has not become popular in vegetation science for several reasons (Ter 

Braak, 1987): one, regression requires an unreasonable amount of effort as each species 

requires separate analysis; two, where vegetation data are qualitative, or if quantitative 

the data contain many zero values for the plots at which a species is absent, making the 

distribution of error terms non-normal and violating a fundamental assumption of 

multiple regression; three, relationships between species and environmental variables are 

generally non-linear; and four, environmental variables are often highly correlated 

making it difficult to separate their independent effects.

Kent and Coker (1992) suggest that because ordination methods cause distortions 

of the true relationships between species and samples and associated environmental data 

due to disparities between ecological and mathematical models, their application is highly
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problematic. An adequate general model of species response to environmental factors 

does not exist, yet ordination techniques assume that species’ responses to environmental 

factors are Gaussian or bell-shaped. While this may be true, it is not universal; often 

found are bimodal or positively skewed response curves. Second, the assumption of 

linear relationships between species is often violated, as most species are not linearly 

related given their assumed bell-shaped response to environmental factors. Nonetheless 

they advise that where a good set of measured environmental data are available in 

addition to species data, then CCA is most suitable.

3.7 Hypotheses

This dissertation is an attempt to understand the process of land property rights 

transformation in Kenya’s Maasailand. It is concerned with explaining why group ranch 

members support the subdivision of their collective holdings; how this process of 

subdividing the group ranch is organized and; what outcomes have been realized. The 

literature surveyed in this chapter proposes a viable avenue of explanation. The 

expectations generated will guide an empirical exploration into this study’s primary 

concerns.

From the property rights literature reviewed above, property rights transformation 

occurs in response to changes in relative prices often caused by scarcity. Distributional 

questions will drive the shift between the status quo and alternative arrangements. The 

transformation is also part of a wider process that is embedded within concrete historical 

circumstances. Transformation has consequences. Because transformation occurs within 

a given set of physical-ecological conditions, a feature that is only marginally explicated
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in current writing, transformation will have implications for the sustainability and use of 

resources. The following hypotheses then, have been formulated to systematically 

explore the former ‘components’ in the transition of collectively held and titled group 

ranches to individual parcels.

3.7.1 Motivations to Subdivide

1. Over the long term, ordinary Maasai will tend to support increasing exclusivity of 

land rights and a formalization/registration of their land rights in response to fears 

and threats of loss of Maasai land to non-Maasai and/or Maasai elite.

2. In order to capture rents from an increasing scarcity value of land owing to 

increasing population, group ranch members will tend to support the subdivision 

and individualization of group ranches;

3. Where the enforcement of collective rules of resource appropriation is weak, 

distributional asymmetries in the joint extraction of group ranch resources will 

motivate members to support subdivision as a way of minimizing and/or 

eliminating the asymmetry.

3.7.2 Allocation and Distribution of Rights

1. Group ranch members, such as wealthy herders and committee members, who 

stand to lose privileges enjoyed in the status quo, will likely oppose group ranch 

subdivision;

2. Conflict over the distribution of rights is unlikely where rights are allocated in an 

open way according to mutually agreed upon formulae. In contrast, where rights
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are allocated in a closed maimer that deviates from agreed upon formulae, conflict 

is more likely;

3. Individuals and groups unsatisfied with the manner in which rights are allocated 

in the subdivided group ranch will tend to challenge the outcome. They will likely 

appeal to diverse institutions, both customary and formal, in defense and 

articulation of their claims;

4. The implementation of the new property rights regime following group ranch 

subdivision may occur if the conflict over distribution is resolved. Conflict over 

distribution will likely be extinguished by credible commitments or threats from 

powerful actors or by a resort to the state’s coercive power.

3.7.3 Ecological Outcomes

1. Soil chemical and nutrient status are important and significant determinants of 

vegetation structure;

2. Biotic influences such as grazing may result in the transformation of vegetation 

structure. Higher grazing intensities, due to high livestock densities, within 

individualized parcels where boundaries are actively enforced and livestock 

concentrated will likely result in a decline in plant abundances. On the contrary, 

communal grazing within the re-aggregated parcels will likely be associated with 

higher plant abundances. Grazing here is likely less intense due to less 

concentration of livestock within a larger space.
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The following chapters are focused on exploring the fit between these theoretical 

expectations and the empirical process of property rights transformation in Kajiado 

District.
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CHAPTER 4

Methods

This chapter provides an outline of the method and design for the empirical part 

of the study. It discusses how study sites were selected, the techniques used for social and 

ecological data collection, and the methods of data analysis.

4.1 Selection of Study Sites

The purpose of this study is to find out why group ranch members are supporting 

subdivision. Earlier studies (See Chapter 1) were mainly conducted in the Keekonyokie 

and Kaputiei areas of northern and eastern Kajiado district, respectively. These areas of 

northern and eastern Kajiado district are in general closer to Nairobi, are ethnically 

diverse and receive higher rainfall totals relative to other parts of the district. They were 

among the first to subdivide as well. Individual ranches were carved out of these higher 

potential areas even prior to the creation of group ranches (See Chapter 5). Though 

distant from Nairobi city, the area around Loitokitok town, on the foot slopes of Mt. 

Kilimanjaro, also experiences similar conditions of ethnic diversity and high rainfalls. 

Land here was privatized fairly early on. Similarly, in areas around the Amboseli swamps 

such as the Kimana group ranch, which have several perennial streams from Mt. 

Kilimanjaro flowing along its borders, members have begun demanding for subdivision. 

Here in Kimana, land close to the rivers is irrigated by Kikuyu and Kamba lessees who 

practice vegetable farming for local commercial sale and for export to international
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markets. Kimana group ranch members have begun agitating for the subdivision of this 

productive part of the group ranch.

These cases suggest that closeness to major cities and towns, high populations of 

immigrant cultivating communities and high agricultural potential are important 

conditions for the drive towards subdivision and increased privatization in Kajiado 

district. But what of the rest of Kajiado, where these conditions hardly hold and where 

there is still pressure to subdivide? The sites selected for this study are an attempt to 

represent conditions different from those in the above mentioned cases, i.e. conditions 

that are reflective of the situation over most of the district. The areas of Ngong, Kaputiei 

and Loitokitok represent no more than 8-10% of the district. The larger part of the district 

is more arid, has negligible proportions of immigrant populations and is fairly distant to 

large towns. In addition, study site selection was also influenced by a need to ensure as 

far as possible relative homogeneity of biophysical and ecological conditions to enable 

the assessment of ecological variation between subdivided and unsubdivided areas.

The central resource management area provided an ecologically homogenous area 

from which to choose study sites that would control for any influence of environment on 

decision making. Recent resource assessments by a team of consultants partitioned 

Kajiado district into areas of similar ecology and biophysical conditions, the so-called 

resource management areas (ETC East Africa, 1998). The central resource management 

area, which covers a large part of central Kajiado district including the entire Central 

administrative Division and parts of Namanga Division, is indicated to have relatively 

unvarying vegetation, geology and soils at a broader scale (Also see Chapter 2). Rainfall 

here is also on average not very variable, though significantly lower than in the higher
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potential areas of the district. In addition, individuals from other ethnic groups are mainly 

concentrated within the urban centers, primarily in Kajiado town. By selecting all four 

sites in one ecological zone, I was able to control relatively well for the impact of 

ecology on the processes in the group ranch.

Within the central RMA of Kajiado four sites or group ranch areas were selected: 

Enkaroni group ranch area, Meto group ranch area, Nentanai group ranch area and 

Torosei group ranch (Figure 4.1). These were selected to include variations in size and 

location. Nentanai is the smallest group ranch, both in terms of size and membership, 

while Torosei is the largest (Table 4.1). Enkaroni and Meto are intermediate in both 

regards. Bissel, the main livestock marketing center that serves these four areas, was 

selected as a reference point (Zaal, 1999a). Enkaroni is only about 8Km away from Bissel 

and Nentanai 18 Km, while Meto and Torosei are 65 Km and 56 Km away, respectively, 

each sharing a border with Tanzania. Meto and Torosei are neighboring group ranches 

that are on different ends of the subdivision continuum. Meto, being the first to begin 

issuing titles to members, is the most advanced while Torosei has not been formally 

surveyed and thus no titles issued. Nentanai only began to issue titles in May of 2001 

when I was still in the field.
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Figure 4.1: Location of Study Sites (Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai, Torosei)
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Unlike Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai, Torosei retains crucial elements of the 

group ranch structure. Members not only live in large homesteads, but the practice of 

shared grazing alternating between wet and dry season pastures in the plains and hills is 

still practiced6. In addition, the group ranches selected include three sections of the 

Maasai, the Ilpurko, Iloodokilani and Matapato. This was unplanned and not expected to 

influence results because difference between sections are minimal, expressed primarily in 

minor differences in dressing and dialect.

Table 4.1: Basic Information for Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei
Meaning Year GR 

Incorporated
Size
(ha)

Members Agreed to 
Subdivide

Titles
Issued
by
Oct
2002

Distance 
from Bissel 
(Km)

Enkaroni Place with 
no water.

April 1975 11,378 356 May 1988 310 8 (5miles)

Meto River
originating
from
Tanzania.

December
1977

28,928 645 Sept 1989 400 65 (40)

Nentanai River. 
Also was 
warrior 
village for 
Ilmatapato 
warriors.

December
1977

3696 57 March
1987

42 18(11)

Torosei River
flowing
between
gorges
called
Torosoit.

June 1977 45,44 300 Sept 1989 56 (35)

6 During fieldwork abandoned homesteads were found in the hills during the wet season. These were found 
occupied later during the dry season.
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4.2 D ata Collection

Fieldwork was conducted over a one year period from January 2001 to January 

2002. A second and complementary phase of fieldwork was conducted from June to 

August of 2002. The first part of the 2001 fieldwork was focused on administering 

interviews. This was interrupted in April, a month after the onset of the long rains by a 

session of vegetation and soil data collection. The administration of the interview 

schedule resumed later in July. The switch from interviews to vegetation sampling and 

back again to interviews was designed to capture the period of maximum plant growth 

following the onset of rains that is accompanied by a flowering of grasses, without which 

the identification of grasses and some herbs and forbs would have been difficult, if not 

impossible. Beginning with interviews was also useful in helping to determine the most 

suitable sites for vegetation and soil sampling.

4.2.1 Social Data

4.2.1.1 Archival material

The purpose of collecting archival material was to obtain a historical perspective 

into land relations in Maasailand beyond that obtained from regular material published in 

books and journals. Such “grey” literature would assist in indicating who the primary 

actors were, the principle enduring or vested interests in land rights in Kajiado district 

over the years, and to help determine whether Maasai preferences were changing over 

time and insights as to why. This material was also expected to capture local and national 

debates that had a bearing on processes of land transformation. This was important in
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establishing the context of current processes and for identifying possible individuals and 

groups to interview.

Material consulted was from a wide diversity of sources. The Catholic Church 

library in Kajiado town holds newspaper articles and cuttings covering land related issues 

and debates in the entire Kenya Maasailand published in different local dailies from the 

1950s onwards. Much of this was perused, with a particular concentration on the period 

between 1968 to the present i.e. starting at the time of the creation of the group ranches. 

The Church also had a wide range of grey literature from visiting researchers, writers and 

practitioners for a period of close to five decades.

Group ranch files were obtained from the Land Adjudication Department, situated 

in the District Headquarters at Kajiado Town. These files were of two types: meetings 

files and disputes files for each group ranch studied. Meetings files contained recorded 

minutes of group ranch Annual General Meetings, recorded and accepted changes in 

memberships, changes in group ranch management committees endorsed by group 

members, minutes of meetings of group ranch management committees, recorded 

changes to the group ranch register of members such as due to deaths, replacements, new 

registrations and deletions, official communications from the Registrar of group ranches 

and official communications from the Land Control Board. The disputes files held 

correspondence relating to group ranch boundary disputes, individual and group 

complaints over the conduct of subdivision, and minutes of arbitration meetings 

conducted under the umbrella of the District Commissioner’s office.

As with the “grey” literature, group ranch files were perused to gain insights into 

the process of subdivision, to identify key actors and the controversies surrounding the
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process of subdivision and in particular to identify the roles of the different arms of 

government administration in the process. Knowledge and information from this archival 

search fed into the questionnaire surveys, with continuous shifting between the two as 

new information was gleaned from either source and to cross check and verify the 

validity of information from respondents. Archival search however was the first step to 

starting the fieldwork.

4.2.1.2 Questionnaire survey

The semi-structured survey was intended to elicit responses from individuals that 

were members and/or residing in the group ranches selected for study. Questions asked in 

the survey are discussed in later parts of this section (See Appendix II for copy of survey 

instrument). The semi-structured nature of the questionnaire provided opportunity for 

individuals to express alternative responses that may not have been anticipated in the 

structured response part of each question. This also allowed respondents to explain 

further their responses. Interviews were found helpful in providing an indication of how 

individuals viewed the process, what their concerns were and the strategies they used in 

the process of subdivision. Though this survey we designed to capture some structured 

responses it relied more heavily on the unstructured text in explaining the process.

Research Assistants and their Farniliarization with the Study

Interviews were conducted with the help of three research assistants who have 

extensive knowledge and experience on land and other issues in Kajiado district. Two of 

the assistants, Lucas Anduga and Peter Ndirangu, are in their mid 40s and have lived and
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worked in Kajiado district ever since the late 1970s when they were employed as Range 

Officers in the Range Management Department of the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Livestock Development. They are not Maasai. The Range Management Department in 

collaboration with the Ministry of Water Development and the Land Adjudication have 

been the key government actors in the development of group ranches. Messrs Anduga 

and Ndirangu were actively involved in the planning and management of group ranches 

throughout the 1980s, in appraising group and individual ranches for Agricultural 

Finance Corporation loan schemes and importantly they were involved in making 

ecological viability appraisals in the run up to subdivision. After subdivision, they have 

been involved in livestock upgrade projects as well as in projects to diversify livestock 

breeds in different parts of the district.

Both individuals have a sound knowledge of the ecology, of ecological techniques 

and have had experience with interviewing both men and women in Kajiado district. In 

addition, they had a fair knowledge of the language and culture, and many individuals 

were familiar with them.

The third research assistant, Timothy Tonkei, is Maasai who comes from 

Enkorika group ranch, also in Central Division in Kajiado. Mr. Tonkei, who is employed 

in the Land Adjudication Department at the District Headquarters in Kajiado District, has 

participated extensively in the process of subdividing group ranches. Prior to joining the 

Department, Timothy worked as an assistant, in the late 1980s and in the early 1990s, to 

two investigators, Drs Marcel Rutten and Chris Southgate, both of whom have been 

concerned with the process of land transformation in Kajiado District.
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Prior to the onset of fieldwork I held discussions with the assistants over the 

purpose and goals of the research, and together we carefully studied the questions to be 

asked. We had several training sessions in early February with some of the respondents in 

which I took the lead in asking questions and from which the assistants learned what was 

required of them. Following these sessions, we began administering the questionnaires 

and conducted the first week of interviews as a foursome. This covered most of the 

interviews in February of 2001. In later months, we split up into groups of twos and 

continued to work that way for most of the interviews. I was present in most of the 

interview sessions.

Selecting Respondents

Interviews were restricted to individuals who “belonged” to each of the group 

ranches. So for example, an individual from Kimana residing in Torosei was not 

interviewed because he/she was not a member of Torosei and thus not a legitimate 

participant in decision making in Torosei. Importantly, such an individual was considered 

as “belonging” to Kimana group ranch and that his stay in Torosei was of a temporary 

nature. In a similar way an individual who is a member of Nentanai though residing in 

Oldonyo Orok group ranch but still identifies himself as belonging to Nentanai was 

interviewed.

Respondents were selected to take into account variations in structural features in 

the group ranch which were anticipated to influence actors’ preferences, positions and 

their involvement in the transition (Table 4.2; Appendix I). Male elders in the different 

age sets, from the retired, through senior to junior elders, were interviewed. The youth,
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many of whom were denied registration and excluded from the process of subdivision, 

were also interviewed. Women, both married and widowed, were interviewed as were 

committee members and local administrators such as the chiefs and/or their assistants.

In Enkaroni, Meto and Torosei group ranches interviews were conducted in all the 

settlement areas in order to provide a fair representation of views from individuals living 

in different parts of each group ranch. To this end, each of these group ranches was 

further divided into more localized settlement areas that are known and recognized by the 

community. In each of these localized settlement areas the interviewers would move from 

homestead to homestead interviewing individuals, as far as was accessible. Some distant 

parts of Torosei such as those around Lake Kaponko on the border with Magadi could 

only be accessed by a two-day’s walk and thus excluded from the survey. To obtain the 

responses of individuals living in such distant areas, or those individuals that could not be 

found in their homesteads due to other engagements, the survey instrument was also 

administered in local trading centers and in Bissel town during market days. In one 

instance in Torosei, elders of the Iranglrang age set, being involved in a ritual ceremony, 

had congregated in a manyatta for several weeks and with their consent were interviewed 

from there. In Nentanai, many individuals lived away in trading centers pursuing 

alternative incomes while some even resided in neighboring group ranches.

Thus though the administration of the survey instrument was designed to reach 

and interview individuals within their local settings, some flexibility was adopted in order 

to accommodate the varying availability of respondents. Similarly, because not all 

individuals, particularly the elderly, were conversant with Kiswahili, interpretations were 

conducted in Ki-Maasai. We explained the main focus of the study and its academic
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objective to all respondents. They were given the option of not answering any question 

they preferred not to and of terminating the interview at any point during the 

conversation. All respondents were assured anonymity.

The questions in the interview were designed to capture different themes in the 

broader process of subdivision (See Appendix II for questionnaire). The first section was 

introductory and designed to secure the respondent’s confidence by recording such 

mundane information as name, age set, education, fluency in Kiswahili and area of 

residence, before proceeding to the sensitive questions of subdivision and land 

allocations. It also attempts to establish how far gone into subdivision the group ranches 

were, whether or not individuals have title, whether or not individuals had conducted 

‘improvements’ on their land, whether they allowed others to pass through their land, etc.

The second and most crucial section delved into the question of why individuals 

opted for subdivision, whether they participated in the decision to subdivide, how parcel 

sizes and locations were determined and distributed, whether individuals contested 

allocations if unhappy, how they organized such protest and with what success. This 

section also elicited opinion on whom or which category of individuals were most or least 

in favor of subdivision and why. Other sections looked at the evolution of group ranch 

membership rules, at grazing management, at perceptions of ecological change following 

subdivision, and into issues of post-transitional collective behavior. For Torosei group 

ranch, which had not formally subdivided by the time fieldwork, a slight variant of the 

original survey instrument included questions intended to reflect reasons why this group 

ranch delayed subdividing yet members resolved to subdivide about the same time as 

with the other group ranches of Enkaroni and Meto.
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A total of 334 interviews were conducted across different categories of elders, the 

youths, married women and widows for all four study sites. Appendix I is a listing of 

individuals interviewed during the first phase of fieldwork in 2001; it includes both 

registered group ranch members and non members. Table 4.2 provides a breakdown of 

these respondents by group ranch and social category. The proportion of general 

membership, interviewed in each group ranch is as follows:

No. of Members No. of Members 
Interviewed % Interviewed

Enkaroni 356 48 13
Meto 645 88 14

Nentanai 57 30 53
Torosei 300 64 21

4.2.1.3 Unstructured, In-Depth Interviews

These were conducted individually with various politicians, retired civil servants, 

land adjudication officials, the district administration and ministry officials in Nairobi. 

The purpose of these interviews was to gain insights into the issue of subdivision and to 

follow up on issues that emerged during the interview of local communities. Questions 

asked related primarily to why subdivision happened when it did, to the bureaucratic 

process and how it was formulated, to the issue of disputes and their resolution, the role 

of the bureaucracy, the politicians’ perspectives, and the role of the judiciary in the 

subdivision process.

A second set of unstructured in-depth interviews were conducted from June to 

August of 2002, following a preliminary review of the data that had been collected the 

previous year. In this second phase of interviews, individuals were selected to provide 

clarification and further insights into the process. Thus specific individuals who
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collectively or individually challenged outcomes were sought out. Similarly individuals 

with parcels excessively larger than others were purposely sought, as were the leaders of 

youth groupings that protested the outcome of subdivision. In addition, the structure of 

the committee and the criteria for its election/selection was more closely investigated 

during this second period in the field. The puzzle of why the outcome turned out against 

members’ expectations contrary to collective agreement was further probed.

Certain contrasts between group ranches were further examined in the second set 

of investigations. This included an investigation into why the members of Meto and 

Nentanai did not organize to contest outcomes, yet those in Enkaroni did; why the youth 

in Meto and Nentanai were unable to organize and/or sustain a challenge to their 

exclusion yet those in Enkaroni did. Table 4.3 and Appendix I list individuals that were 

interviewed in the in-depth interviews during both the first and second phases of 

fieldwork in 2001 and 2002, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Interviews by age set and gender
Ilterito Ilnyank

usi
Iseuri Ilkiseyia Irang

Irang

Ilkingonde
Ilkishili

Ilmajeshi Ilkilaku
Iltakeri

Widows Married
women

Enkaroni 4 11 20 8 12 2 1 3 17
Meto 1 6 17 22 13 22 - 1 15 12
Nentanai 5 10 6 4 1 - - 6 6
Torosei 1 16 13 12 33 11 1 4 15
Total (334) 1 16 54 61 36 68 13 3 28 50
%  of Total 0.30 4.79 16.17 18.26 10.78 20.36 3.89 0.90 8.38 14.97

Table 4.3: Individuals Selected for In-Depth Interviewing (2001)
Name Position
Suzy Kidemi Registrar of Group Ranches
David Letura 
ole Kisipan

Chief Matapato location, 1970-1982. Covered all areas Between Bissel and Namanga. Oversaw the 
allocation of individual ranches in Matapato location.

Joshua ole 
Polong

1980-1986, Clerk to Kajiado County Council 
1987-1989, Permanent Secretary in the Civil Service

Kenny
Matampash

Group Ranch Education Program Officer, Catholic Diocese of Ngong, 1976-1994; Director, 
Neighborhood Initiative Alliance, 1994-to date

Josiah K.
Lessan

District Land Adjudication and Settlement Officer & Assistant Registrar of Group Ranches

Moijo ole
Keiwua

Justice of the High Court of Kenya

John A. 
Abduba

District Commissioner, Kajiado District

Father Frans 
Mol

Catholic Priest lived and worked in Narok and Kajiado Districts for 40 years

Joseph Mugo Kajiado District Surveyor, 1991-2000;
Currently a private surveyor based in Kajiado Town

John Keen Prominent Maasai and National Politician since colonial time 
Was member of Parliament for Kajiado North Constituency

Joseph
Ndirangu

Private Surveyor

Peter ole 
Sadera

Range Management Department, Ministry of Livestock Development, 1968-1983 
Implemented the Group (and Individual) Ranch Program
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4.2.2. Ecological Methods

The initial intent of this part of the study was to investigate ecological differences 

and/or similarities between group ranches that had been subdivided and individualized 

and those that had not. These pure categories hardly exist in the field. Most group ranches 

in Kajiado district are at different points of the transition towards complete 

individualization. Majority have had formal survey and mapping conducted and titles had 

begun to be issued or were beginning to be issued. Those that have not advanced to this 

stage have been embroiled in extended conflict over distribution, the process thus 

interrupted. Few others in the more arid areas have resisted the move to subdivide and 

have retained the group ranch’s communal structure for the use and management of 

resources. Three of the group ranches studied i.e. Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai fall under 

the first category, where land titles continue to be issued and individuals settled on their 

own parcels. The fourth group ranch, Torosei, located on the transition zone to the arid 

bottom of the rift valley, still waits to subdivide, though seemingly with little enthusiasm.

Although most group ranches have subdivided and individualized, it became 

apparent in the course of field interviews and observation that individuals in privatized 

areas follow diverse styles of resource and pasture management. Some, based on 

friendship and kinship ties or neighborhood considerations, reconsolidate their privately 

owned units to pursue a collectivized form of management with rotational grazing within 

this consolidated unit. Others, who are unable to accept the unequal distribution of 

livestock holdings, prefer to pursue individualized livestock management strategies. Of 

this latter category, some have relatively large land units and others relatively smaller 

ones. Yet others have large livestock holdings, which they graze on their small or large
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parcels. And others still have few livestock, which they graze on their small or large 

parcels. Thus even within group ranches that have been privatized, diverse strategies, 

with diverse implications for ecology and sustainability are pursued by herders.

This unexpected, though real, lived experience forms the basis for the design of 

vegetation and soil sampling procedures. While it differs qualitatively from a direct 

comparison of communal as against individual ownership, it exemplifies the same logic, 

but also draws attention to the complexities of reality. This part of the study is thus 

exploratory in nature, intended to highlight the possible role of management strategies in 

sustainability and as a basis for generating further hypotheses that can be subjected to 

more rigorous experimentation and investigation.

The group ranches were stratified according to five management 

regimes/strategies that were obtained by discussions with group ranch members and also 

from personal observation. The management strategies included communal as against 

individualized. Under the ‘communal’ strategies, individuals, on the basis of 

neighborhood, kinship or friendship ties consolidated their parcels for the purpose of 

grazing and livestock management. Under the individualized strategies, parcel owners 

wary of the uneven distribution of livestock holdings amongst each other preferred to 

pursue livestock and pasture management individually. They actively excluded others 

from grazing their livestock in their parcels both through fencing and active monitoring 

of parcel boundaries. In this latter category, I varied the parcel between ‘large’ and 

‘small.’ I also varied the livestock holdings between ‘few’ and ‘many.’ These categories 

of small, large, few and many were not obtained by any ‘objective’ measurement but 

through conversations with Maasai herders. The form of stratification described here and
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categories I have delineated were only possible in Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai, which 

had formally subdivided.

The Torosei group ranch has not been formally subdivided. Though group ranch 

members seem to have a general sense of the likely locations of their assigned parcels, 

they are still pursuing a coordinated strategy of livestock movement between the plains 

areas in the wet season and the hilly areas in the dry season. Many are still residing in 

large, extended homesteads comprising both family and friends. Both the hill and plains 

areas of Torosei were sampled and subsequently coded under the communal/reassociation 

category. Most vegetation sampling was conducted between April to June 2001 and part 

in July. This period was after the rains and corresponded with peak flowering periods for 

various plants for ease of identification.

Sampling plots were randomly located in each of the management areas indicated 

above. The herbaceous, shrubby and tree layers were measured within a series of nested, 

variable size plots. For the herbaceous layer, visual estimates of aerial cover, plant 

heights and species composition were recorded in a lm2 quadrat. The herbaceous layer 

was defined as any non-woody plant material lm or less in height. The shrubby layer, 

more than 1 meter in height, consisted of woody plants with multiple stems and 

branching fairly close to the ground. Shrubs were measured in a circular plot defined by a 

5-meter radius. Species composition, height and cover were measured.
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Table 4.3: Pasture Management Regimes and Livestock Concentration
Large Parcel, Many 
Livestock

Large Parcel, Few 
Livestock

Small, Many Small, Few Communal

Enkaroni Owner: Kuyion ole 
Lekutit 
Size: 134 ha 
Livestock: 260 cattle

(15 Plots)

Owner: Kishoiyan ole 
Oloosinigi 
Size: 111.5 ha 
Livestcok: 80 cows, 200 
shoats

(15 Plots)

Owner: Marasua ole 
Siret
Size: 26.5 ha 
Livestock: 80 cows, 
80 sheep, 120 goats

(15 Plots)

Owner: Pardiyio ole
Parmuat
Size: 40ha
Livestock: 23 cattle, 22 
sheep, 29 goats

(15 Plots) (30 Plots)
Meto Owner: ole Nkinyanyi 

Kakuya 
Size: 114.5 ha 
Livestock: 100 cows, 
200 goats, 60 sheep

(15 Plots)

Owner: Moses ole Mpuya 
Size: 116.14 ha 
Livestock: 50 cows, 100 
goats

(15 Plots)

Owner: Daniel ole 
Mpuya
Size: 40.31 ha 
Livestock: 80 cows, 
25 sheep, 125 goats

(15 Plots)

Owner: ole Ntiono 
Leshira 
Size: 27.33 ha 
Livestock: 36 goats, 4 
sheep

(15 Plots) (15 Plots)
Nentanai Owner: ole Lekina 

Meriyion 
Size: 152.44 ha 
Livestock: 200 cows, 
100 sheep, 100 goats

(15 Plots)

Owner: Mugesa ole 
Nkapaapa 
Size: 126.73 ha 
Livestock: 50 cows, 60 
sheep, 20 goats

(12 Plots)

Owner: Ole Kitokoko 
Size:
Livestock: 70 cows, 
40 sheep, 100 goats

(12 Plots)

Owner: Ntidai ole Ngarri 
Size: 41 ha 
Livestock: 8 cows, 15 
goats, 5 sheep

(15 Plots)
(30 Plots)

Torosei

(36 Plots)
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Aerial cover for each shrub was measured by recording the extent of the foliage in 

two perpendicular dimensions. A tree was defined as any single-stemmed woody species 

having a diameter at breast height (about 1.3 meters above ground) that is greater than 

10cm. Tree cover was measured by recording tree girth at 1.3m above ground level. All 

tree species in the plot were recorded.

In each sample plot, soil was extracted from two depths, 0-10cm and 10-20cm 

where feasible, using a soil augur. All soil samples were stored in paper bags and 

transported to the National Agricultural Laboratories and the Kenya Soil Survey, both 

departments within the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute. NARL conducted the soil 

chemical analysis, while KSA conducted the physical analysis. Each sample was 

analyzed for percent Nitrogen, organic Carbon, and for available Potassium, Calcium, 

Magnesium, Manganese and Sodium. Soil pH and texture were also determined. All soil 

samples were analyzed according to KARI standard procedures (Hinga et al., 1980). 

These procedures are presented in Appendix IV.

Percent slope was recorded for each plot by the use of a clinometer.

A total of 257 plots across the different management types in each of the group 

ranch areas were sampled. On average about 15 plots were sampled for each management 

type; this was doubled in the case of communal-type regimes. Each plot’s location was 

referenced geographically by the use of a global positioning system.

Plant species were identified at the East African Herbarium in the National 

Museums of Kenya after the following authorities:

a. Trees and Shrubs: Kenya, Trees, Shrubs and Lianas. Beentje, Adamson and Bhanderi 

1994.
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b. Grasses: Flora o f Tropical East Africa. Gramineae. Clayton, Phillips and Renvoize,

1974.

c. Grasses: An Illustrated Manual o f Kenya Grasses. Ibrahim and Kabuye, 1988;

d. Non-grass herbaceous: Upland Kenya Wild Flowers. Agnew and Agnew, 1994.

A total of 137 species were identified and are listed in Appendix V. Of these 23 are 

grasses, 42 non-grass herbs, 42 shrubs and 30 trees. About 7 species remained 

unidentified due to the poor quality of specimen collected. Of these 4 are grasses, 1 herb 

and 2 shrubs.

4.2.3 Data Analysis

The analysis of the interview data is largely qualitative and interpretive. The 

choice of qualitative method was guided by the nature of the problem, which is an 

attempt to understand a profound and deeply puzzling phenomenon that represents a 

significant break away from established Maasai cultural practice. Obtaining details about 

opinions, events and experiences of individuals and groups during the process of group 

ranch subdivision seems most meaningfully addressed through description of preferences, 

of actions and interactions.

The analysis comprises a descriptive element, which classifies respondents 

according to gender, age set, age and marital status, whether rich or poor, and accordingly 

outlines their preferences and motivations for supporting or opposing subdivision. 

Matrices are used to summarize and depict this.

Analysis also comprises a focused reading of individuals’ responses to identify 

cross-cutting or narrow emergent themes. The first theme that emerged had to with
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motivations; the second theme that emerged had to do with the distribution and allocation 

of parcels. Within each of these themes, sub themes were identified, which considered the 

rules that determined action and interactions, the differing ability of individuals and 

groups to respond to their new situation and how individuals and groups aligned or 

misaligned their actions and interactions. The themes were first integrated for each group 

ranch in the form of a summary memo. These memos were then integrated for all group 

ranches under the different thematic areas.

Descriptive statistics involving the calculation of proportions were used to 

illustrate the distribution of various motivating factors for subdivision among different 

categories of individuals in each group ranch (See Chapter 6). Similarly the distribution 

of land parcels among individuals for each group ranch was summarized using means and 

standard deviations. All are measures of central tendency and were aimed at illustrating 

the extent of land concentration following subdivision (Chapter 7).

The analysis of ecological outcomes was quantified. Canonical Correspondence 

Analysis on PC-Ord, version 4.0 (McCune and Mefford, 1999) was used to explore the 

relationship between plant species cover and environmental variables. Default 

specifications were used and the Monte Carlo runs were to test the null hypothesis that 

there is no relationship between matrices. Separate analyses were run for herbaceous, 

shrubby and tree species. In addition, percentage cover values for the ten highest-ranking 

herbaceous, shrub and tree species were calculated.
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CHAPTERS

Land Property Rights in Kajiado District: A Historical Footprint

5.1 Introduction

The recent historical change of property rights to land in Kenya’s Maasailand, and 

in Kenya more generally, is closely linked to the advent of British colonial administration 

at the close of the 19th century. This administration’s objectives of political control, 

revenue generation and economic development in first the East African Protectorate and 

later the Kenya Colony, were at the core of a series of land based policy interventions, 

which are discussed in this chapter. The post-colonial administration in turn drew heavily 

from and gave expression to ideas and interventions crafted by its predecessor. These 

new institutional arrangements resulted in greater privatization of Maasailand and a 

fundamental re-working of land property rights systems and relations among the Maasai.

By grounding analysis within concrete temporal processes, this chapter seeks to 

provide a deeper understanding of current transformations in Kenya’s Maasailand. It 

argues that historical processes are greatly relevant in shaping the broad direction of 

current processes of transformation. It suggests that the battery of closely related 

interventions and rules (See Table 5.1 for summary of rules) that were crafted and 

implemented by the colonial and early post-colonial states in Kenya has served to 

constrain and focus institutional choice for the ordinary Maasai, to the extent that 

individualization of land rights now appears to be the most attractive option of those 

available.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Significant Interventions in Maasailand
Objective Outcome

Maasai Treaties of 1904 & 1911 
with the East African 
Protectorate.

Appropriation of Maasailand. Maasai moved first into North 
and South Reserves. 1911 
resulted in all Maasai being 
moved and retained within 
southern reserve. Creation of the 
‘white highlands.’

The Kenya Land Commission, 
1932.

Evaluating the land needs of 
Africans;
Evaluating African land claims 
over land alienated to non
natives.

Communal rights in African 
reserves, but strong preference 
for movement towards 
individual rights;
Alienated land not returned to 
Maasai, instead agricultural 
communities encouraged to help 
‘develop’ Maasai land;
Grazing schemes to encourage 
better land management 
amongst Maasai.

East African Royal 
Commission, 1952.

Evaluate the outcomes of the 
Kenya Land Commission;
To recommend modifications in 
tribal tenure necessary for the 
development of land.

Communal tenure in pastoral 
areas be eliminated;
Customary rights inefficient and 
replaced with individual tenure; 
Government policy to encourage 
individual tenure amongst 
Africans and to institute a 
system of registration of 
negotiable title.

The Swynnerton Plan, 1952. Fast forwarding reform of 
traditional tenure and promoting 
commercialized production 
systems amongst Africans; 
Soothe escalating political 
tensions.

Land Adjudication and 
Registration programs and 
individualization of tenure in 
African reserves.

The Group (Land
Representatives) Act, 1968.

Tenure security for the Maasai; 
Incentives for investment in 
commercialized systems of 
livestock production among the 
Maasai.

Creation of a management 
committee with immense 
discretion which was used to 
dole out land to their close 
associates, influential 
politicians and government 
officials;
Insecurity of tenure amongst 
ordinary Maasai;
Subdivision of group ranches.

As indicated in Chapter 3, theories of path dependence suggest that history 

constrains present and future options for change and that current phenomena cannot be 

adequately understood without knowledge of how they have been shaped by past events.
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This continuity between past and current decisions is thought to be fostered by the self

reinforcing character of institutions. Once an institutional path is adopted, it becomes 

more and more difficult to change it or to select previously available options even if those 

earlier alternatives would have been more efficient. This reinforcement of one sequence 

across time may happen because those parties with a vested interest in the status quo will 

oppose institutional change unless they can be made better off. Movement within a given 

path exhibits a distinct pattern of incentives and constraints. It is similarly associated with 

characteristic strategies and approaches to problems and decisions. These approaches, 

constraints and incentives re-live themselves when actors are confronted with new 

situations.

The beginning of each path is marked by a critical juncture during which a 

particular institutional alternative is selected out of a choice set and is reproduced in 

subsequent time periods. The adoption of an alternative during a critical juncture is a 

contingent event that is independent of the initial conditions. Similarly the mechanism by 

which an adopted institution is perpetuated is also distinct from the critical juncture.

This chapter thus endeavors to highlight historical events relevant to current 

institutional choices in Maasailand. It uses path dependence to analyze the continuities of 

diverse actors’ choices and the outcomes of those choices across time.

5.2 The Pre-Colonial Period

Very little is known of the early history of the Maasai. Linguistic evidence and 

the accounts of early writers, suggest that the ancestors of the modem Maa-speakers 

originated from the region around southern Sudan that is inhabited by Nilotic speaking
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peoples found also in adjacent parts of north western Kenya and northern Uganda 

(Sommer and Vosen, 1993; Sandford, 1919). The Maasai separated and migrated 

southwards across the Rift Valley in Kenya and into Tanzania. This southward movement 

occurred in two stages (Sutton, 1993). The first, about 300 years ago, saw the Maasai 

settle into an elevated stretch of Kenya’s Rift Valley around the Nakuru area (Figure 5.1). 

The second stage was characterized by an outward radiation southeastwards to Ngong, 

across the Athi-Kaputiei plains and to the foothills of Mt. Kilimanjaro. Some Maasai also 

radiated southwestwards across Loita, Mara and into Serengeti.

The ancestors of the Maasai were originally agropastoralists, raising sorghum and 

millet along with cattle and small stock (Spear, 1993). Their southward territorial 

expansion is however thought to have involved a profound and rapid transformation of 

Maasai social, institutional and ritual development towards a greater ethnic self- 

consciousness that is centered on the pastoral ideal (Sutton, 1993; Bemtsen, 1979b). This 

happened mainly during the second southward expansion, which brought the Maasai into 

contact with other communities. The pastoral ideal and the emergence of a ‘pure’ pastoral 

diet emerged via close interactions with the Sirikwa, a Kalenjin-speaking group that was 

resident in the elevated grasslands of the upper Rift Valley. The supposedly pure pastoral 

diet was supplement by grain during periods of drought. This was obtained through 

relations with cultivating communities who farmed the fertile highlands surrounding the 

plains, for example, the Kikuyu, Chagga, Sonjo, and Nandi. Trade, intermarriage and 

stock exchange were common between the Maasai and their neighbors (Spear, 1993). 

These associations were facilitated by shared cultural norms.
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To also sustain the pastoral economy, resources such as water, pasture and salt

licks had to be defended against incursions by other communities, both Maa-speakers and 

non-Maa. In times of drought, or when disease decimated herds, raiding was at times 

necessary to feed the community (Waller, 1979). Consequently, the Maasai developed 

and maintained a military organization with weapons and techniques for defence and 

attack. The age-set system, which defined the duties of age-sets, their regular initiation 

and their transition to power were formalized at this time (Sutton, 1993).

Pastoral resources were collectively held under the auspices of each Maasai 

section (these have been described in detail in Chapter 2). A section was and still is a 

territorially defined unit of the Maasai, under which is incorporated different units of 

production such as neighborhoods, camps and households. The section occupied and used 

a defined geographical area with clearly defined boundaries, which was protected from 

other communities (Galaty, 1993). Within each section, movement occurred between 

designated dry and wet season grazing areas, and particular rules and norms developed 

for the management and use of pasture resources. Upon request, families, camps or 

neighborhoods would for instance grant access to herders temporarily passing the 

neighborhood. Under conditions of extreme drought however, different sections came 

into contact with each other, often without conflict. Sectional alliances allowed for shared 

access to pasture outside the territory of each section. Under conditions of extreme 

environmental stress inter-sectional conflict over resources sometimes escalated into war. 

The Tloikop’ wars by whch the Maasai gained control over much of the Rift Valley were 

fought over the control of strategic water and pastures (Galaty, 1993). Losers would 

either be assimilated or would drop out of the pastoral economy.
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ETHIOPIA
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Source: Kajiado District Atlas, 1990
Figure 5.1: Southward Migration of Maa-Speaking Peoples
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In the 19th century, prior to the entry of the colonial administrators, the territorial 

boundaries between the Maa-speaking communities, and between pastoralists and 

cultivators in the rift valley region were generally known. They were however permeable 

and constantly shifting and subject to continuous re-definition. Indeed, individuals and 

groups moved between different communities and economies, altering their identities as 

they did so. Communities were able to absorb and shed members easily and rapidly in 

response to changes in the availability of resources and the demand for labor (Waller, 

1993).

The ecological status of Maasailand in pre-colonial time is primarily based on 

anecdotal information from early travelers and colonial administrators. Thomson’s travels 

through Maasai land in 1883 depict a wide diversity of landscape and vegetation 

conditions (Thomson, 1885). From these accounts, the southern part of Maasailand 

comprises what he called the “Nyika dry savannah” that is devoid of much grass. Here 

water was scarce and rainfall so little that there was “hardly a blade of grass to be seen.” 

These were areas of Maasailand surrounding the Maparasha Hills, Oldonyo Orok and 

perhaps the Amboseli plains. It is likely that Thomson’s travels in this particular area 

coincided with a dry spell. Further north of Bissel area and into the Kaputiei plains 

(present day north eastern Kajiado district), Thomson stumbled across a grand expanse of 

undulating country, the hollows of which were “knee-deep in rich and succulent 

pasture...ridges covered in trees of moderate size” (Thomson, 1885; p 170).

Several years later, retired governor Charles Eliot commenting on the pasturage 

potential of the East African Protectorate remarked on how areas of Maasailand would 

“afford excellent grass to cattle owned by both natives and Europeans” (Eliot, 1905; p
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170). The areas he mentioned of Ngong, Laikipia, Naivasha, Kedong Valley, Endabibi 

Plains, North of Lake Elementaita and North of Lake Nakuru were all parts of the Rift 

Valley that were utilized by the Maasai and later appropriated for European settlement. 

Eliot further suggested that the quality of the pasturage may have been due to long 

periods of continuous grazing by native cattle.

The influence of traditional pastoralism on the historical development of 

ecological regimes in Maasai land has generated much controversy, however the above 

accounts of the early writers does seem to suggest that Maasai pastoralism had some 

beneficial effects on resource productivity. It might also suggest that during those times 

herd mobility may well have enabled the achievement of a balance between pasture 

resources and livestock holdings.

5.3 The Colonial Period, 1895-1963

5.3.1 A Series of Treaties

Much of the historical literature on the pre-colonial extent of Maasai territory 

suggests that at the height of their power in the later half of the 19th century, pastoral 

Maasai occupied a swathe of country measuring about 500 miles from North to South and 

about 200 miles from East to West at its widest points (Jacobs, 1965; Huntingford, 1953). 

This was roughly from the arid plains around Lake Baringo 1° North of the equator, down 

through the Rift Valley, to the edge of the wooded savannah slightly North of Central 

Tanganyika (See Map). This land may have amounted to about 10 million acres (Tignor, 

1976).
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When the British colonists entered Maasai territory towards the end of the 19th 

century, they encountered what they perceived to be vast, ‘unoccupied’ lands. The 

drought of 1897, rinderpest, bovine pleuro-pneumonia and small pox epidemics, and 

Maasai inter-sectional wars had decimated both the Maasai populations and their herds 

(Halderman, 1989; Tignor, 1976; Sorrenson, 1968; Kenya Colony, 1934; Sandford,

1919). The Athi plains, the Uasin Gishu and Laikipa plateaus were for example only 

partially occupied by small groups of Maasai, while the rest of Maasai territory was even 

more sparsely populated. British administrators concluded that the Maasai had more land 

than they needed, much of which was not under any productive use. This mistaken notion 

of productive land lying idle together with the presentation of Maasai as a war-like 

predatory group that terrorized neighboring groups was used to justify Brutish annexation 

of Maasailand (Campbell, 1993, 1991; Halderman, 1989; Kipuri, 1989; Collet, 1987). 

Not only had the Maassai ‘stolen from others’, but having stolen it they didn’t even 

utilize it.

British interest in East Africa was impelled by a need to control the headwaters of 

the Nile (in Uganda) and to control trading routes to India. Consequently a railway was 

constructed linking the East African coast and Lake Victoria in the interior in the years 

between 1895 and 1901. A large part of the railway traversed Maasai territory. In the 

period between 1902-3 Maasai roamed freely on both sides of this railway from Molo to 

Naivasha in the Rift Valley and on the south side from Nairobi to Kiu (Sandford, 1919). 

The Protectorate government was however obliged to balance the budget to offset the 

costs of constructing and operating the railway. More generally the British wanted the
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East Africa Protectorate to pay for its own administration (Tignor, 1976). Agricultural 

exports appeared to be the solution and European settlers the most effective producers.

Settlers7 were thus encouraged to make applications for land on which they would 

farm. Of course the land most sought after by the settlers was that adjacent to the Uganda 

railway; many of the land grant applications would absorb the best and most favored 

grazing of the Maasai between Lakes Nakuru and Naivasha (Sandford, 1919). This 

brought into focus the question of Maasai and in a more general sense of African land 

rights as opposed to that of the settlers who were intended to power economic 

development in the Protectorate.

In pondering the question of Maasai rights, the then High Commissioner, Sir 

Charles Eliot contended that two issues had been conflated by local protectorate 

administrators and by administrators in the Foreign Office in London. These were the 

rights of the Maasai to inhabit particular areas as opposed to their rights to monopolize 

particular areas to the exclusion of others. To Eliot the first right was undoubted but the 

second questionable (Sandford, 1919). Wandering tribes had no right to keep out superior 

races just because they had acquired the habit of straggling over more land than they 

needed. Rights could be created to accommodate the European settlers.

Eliot duly considered possible arrangements that would accommodate both 

Maasai and Europeans. He flirted with the idea of Maasai coexistence in small villages 

among European farms, with Maasai serving as farm employees for the settlers. He ruled 

this out as it would aggravate tensions between the two groups. He instead recommended 

the creation of separate reserves for the Maasai. This option was also favored by the

7 The influx of settlers did not begin until 1903; many were of British nationality from Great Britain or 
South Africa.
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Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs who feared that conflict between Maasai and the 

settlers would erode Maasai customs and organization. The Maasai had to be moved. 

Land concessions were thus granted to several applicants notably the East African 

Syndicate8 (320 000 acres), Lord Delamere (100 000 acres) and to Chamberlain and 

Flemmer who each received 32 000 acres (Tignor, 1976). The next step was to evict the 

Maasai. Some of Eliot’s subordinates who had spoken with Maasai elders disfavored the 

eviction. Apparently though Maasai found the concession to the East African Syndicate9 

acceptable, they were anxious to retain the rest of their Rift Valley estate.

In 1904 colonial administrators signed a treaty with a Maasai ‘chief’ they had 

installed. This treaty that would see the Maasai vacate a large part of their territory in the 

Rift Valley for occupation by settlers. “Paramount Chief’ Lenana and other Maasai 

leaders signed the treaty on behalf of the Maasai. The terms of this treaty specified that 

the Purko, Keekonyokie, Loita and Damat sections would move northward into Laikipia, 

while the Kaputiei, Matapato, Loodokilani and Sikirari would withdraw into the Southern 

reserve (Tignor, 1976). The terms also specified that a five square mile area on Kinangop 

would be set aside for important ritual ceremonies and that a road linking the two Maasai 

reserves would be constructed. About 2000 rupees would be paid to the Maasai in 

compensation, and the treaty would be in force for as long as the Maasai existed as a 

race.

This first move was not entirely successful because some Maasai refused to leave 

their homesteads, some warriors asserted they would rather die than move, while still

8 The East African Syndicate comprised a group of British and South African entrepreneurs prospecting for 
minerals in East Africa.
9 This concession was in a extremely arid area around Lake Magadi, where the extraction of soda ash was 
the primary activity.
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others who were dissatisfied with the grazing in the north moved back to the Rift Valley 

(Tignor, 1976).

Seven years later, in 1911, the British reversed the 1904 agreement and forced 

Maasai to move from the northern Laikipia reserve to a smaller and less fertile reserve in 

the south, the locations of Kajiado and Narok districts where the bulk of the Maasai 

currently reside. Once again the Maasai signed a treaty, but this time under considerable 

duress. Though paramount chief Lenana supposedly favored the move because he needed 

to amalgamate the Maasai from the various sections of the tribe under his authority, other 

Maasai leaders were hesitant (Tignor, 1976; Sandford, 1919). Land in the south was dry, 

tick-infested and already populated by other Maasai sections. Resistance to this second 

move culminated in court proceedings brought against the government by the Maasai. 

The plaintiffs claimed that those who had signed the treaty had done so under duress and 

that their signatures did not bind the rest of the tribe. The case was heard by the East 

African Protectorate High Court and was dismissed on a technicality: the treaties were an 

act of state and thus not challengeable in a protectorate court.

The land vacated by the Maasai, close to 2 million hectares, was renamed the 

‘white highlands’ and given to the settlement of Europeans settlers, whose agricultural 

and other commercial activities were anticipated to power economic development in the 

new Kenya Colony. In response to settlers’ demands, private, individually owned farms 

and commercial ranches were formed in these areas.

In order to alienate the land, the administrators borrowed and applied western 

notions of ownership, which they expediently entrenched in the law (Halderman, 1989). 

According to them, Africans only “owned” land during the period it was actively
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occupied or cultivated. When they moved off the land it reverted to “waste” land. This 

convenient misreading of African land tenure institutions allowed the government to 

assert its claims to such waste and otherwise unoccupied land, which it then leased or 

outright sold to settlers. The Crown Lands Ordinance gave this interpretation legal force.

1904 and 1911 represent the first wave of land alienation from the Maasai. In total 

out of about 31,000 Km2 of European settled land (excluding forest reserves), 18,000 

Km2 were former Maasai lands (Rutten, 1995). Land in the southern reserve to which the 

Maasai were relocated was either too small or too arid to support transhumant 

pastoralism or just simply inhospitable. The northern boundary of this reserve was drawn 

to exclude the most valuable water supplies, which were included in the land alienated to 

the Europeans (James, 1939; See Fig 5.3).

Of the 10 million acres of the reserve, 2 million acres was arid or semi-arid, 

800,000 infested with tsetse fly and 300, 000 subject to East Coast Fever (Lewis, 1934, 

cited in Kipury, 1989). Figure 5.2 shows the alteration in boundaries following the two 

Maasai movements.

It is often thought that the British were able to accomplish the eviction of the 

Maasai because they found them in a weakened state following the disasters of the late 

19th Century (Spencer, 1983). Survivors were only too preoccupied with recouping their 

recent losses and could not put up substantial resistance.
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Figure 5.2: Pre-Colonial Boundary of Maasailand and Maasai Reserves After the Maasai ‘Moves’
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Source: Leys, 1923
Figure 5.3: Well-watered Areas of Maasailand Given to European Settlers
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5.3.2 National Parks and Game Reserves

The passing of the National Parks Ordinance in 1945 paved the way for the 

second wave of land alienation. In order to promote wildlife conservation and tourism the 

colonial authority carved out parts of Maasailand for the development of National Parks, 

Game Reserves and Game Conservation Areas. In 1946 Nairobi National Park was

created (117 Km2) and Tsavo (21000 Km2) designated a Game Reserve. In 1947

2 2 Amboseli National Park was gazetted (3260 Km ), Ngong National Reserve (512 Km ) in

1949, West Chyulu Conservation Area (373 Km2) in 1961 and Kitengela Conservation

Area (530 Km2) in 1965. These areas are part of present-day Kajiado District. Once again

most of the land expropriated from the Maasai constituted dry-season highland or

swamplands and salt licks that are strategic resources for the sustenance of Maasai

livestock management systems (Kituyi, 1990).

5.3.3 Blaming the Victims: Colonial Administration and Narratives of 

Degradation

Following the treaties of 1904 and 1911, the Maasai were confined in the southern 

reserve which was declared a ‘closed’ district (Halderman, 1989; Kipuri, 1989; Sandford, 

1919). Here restrictions on livestock movements via quarantine regulations were placed 

on Maasai herds. This was to prevent the mixing of Maasai herds with new breeds 

brought in from England which did not have resistance to tropical disease. This 

restriction also blocked traditional trade relations and exchange between Maasai and the 

northern Somali and Borana pastoralists. These relations were also valued as a source of 

acquiring seed for improving Maasai stock.
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Several authors argue that the ban placed on the movement of Maasai herds 

outside the reserve was intended to exclude Maasai from participating in the beef and 

dairy industries in order to eliminate any form of competition that such participation 

would give to the settler communities (Doombos and Markakis, 1991; Kipuri, 1989; 

Spencer, 1983; Raikes, 1981; James, 1939). During this time, nothing save for taxation, 

was done to incorporate Maasai into the colonial economy. Taxation was largely 

conducted to meet the costs of the two world wars, as Maasai were thought to be 

wealthier and more self sufficient than their cultivating neighbors (Kipuri, 1989; Spencer, 

1983). The lack of market off take and the introduction of veterinary services within the 

reserve led to considerable herd proliferation within the confines of the Maasai reserve. 

Herd recovery was greatly aided by ‘authorized’ raiding against the intransigent wa- 

Kamba, Kikuyu and Nandi communities; British officers employed Maasai as 

mercenaries who were paid with captured cattle (Bridges, 1991; Halderman, 1989).

By 1932, colonial administrators were beginning to express concern about these 

large herds. Excessive herds were presumed to be responsible for soil erosion and land 

degradation in the reserve. The rinderprest epidemic of 1890 had greatly reduced 

livestock populations, such that by 1904 cattle were estimated at only 50,000 and shoats 

at 600,00010. By 1914 Maasai cattle were 600,000 and shoats over 1 million. In later 

years, possibly 40s to 50s, even after the droughts of 1933 and 1934, cattle had increased 

to 700,000 and shoats to 800,000, including a large number of donkeys.

Many colonial administrators were unable or perhaps refused, to connect Maasai 

herd proliferation and range degradation to the land alienation they had earlier suffered,

10 This unnamed and undated citation, titled “Section VII: The Masai Extra Provincial District,” was 
retrieved from Box File A in the library of the Catholic Church in Kajiado town.
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and their confinement to a much smaller, less productive range. According to these 

administrators soil degradation in the Maasai reserve was the consequence of Maasai 

‘irrationality.’11 The Maasai’s ‘cattle complex,’ his psychological attachment to the beast 

(Herskovits, 1926) led him to emphasize quantity over quality, leading him to overgraze 

and degrade the environment. This environmental destruction was also seen as a threat to 

the large herds of wildlife resident within the Maasai reserves. Of course, even if the 

administrators had acknowledged the underlying cause of degradation, the range of 

possible remedies was constrained by the presence of privileged and politically 

influential settler communities. Treating the symptoms proved far much easier than 

curing the disease.

While there was consensus amongst government officials that Maasai held 

excessive cattle, there was disagreement on the extent to which overstocking contributed 

to soil erosion and degradation. The large populations of wild ungulates within the 

Maasai reserves and the variable climate may have as well been to blame (James, 1939). 

The Kajiado district veterinary officer, in response to a draft district development plan, 

questioned the validity of the degradation argument, suggesting that it may well be 

“exaggerated because of the prominence now given to soil deterioration in arable areas or 

unsuitable areas given over to arable farming.”12

There was also marked disagreement on appropriate solutions. District planners 

recommended forced destocking and withdrawal of water supplies. The veterinary

11 The notion of Maasai irrationality has since been forcefully refuted (Livingstone, 1986, 1977; Helland, 
1980).
12 Letter dated 11th November 1944 from Veterinary Department to Officer-in-Charge of Masai District, 
based at Ngong, with subject reference as The Development Plan Masai District. The writer of the letter is 
unnamed. Letter was retrieved from Box File A in the library of the Catholic Church in Kajiado town.
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department, on the other hand, due to a better understanding of the logic of Maasai 

herding practice was less radical in its proposals. They acknowledged that drought 

insurance was at the core of Maasai herd accumulation; and that land scarcities and the 

influx of cultivators into the reserve were additional problems. These were problems that 

could not be de-linked from earlier administrative decisions. Consequently the district 

veterinary officer suggested that the problem of reducing Maasai herds be approached 

gradually and indirectly in order to ensure greater “submission to control and

13development... .The answer must lie in control, control in its widest sense.” The 

Veterinary Department thus recommended the introduction of marketing outlets to reduce 

Maasai stocking levels. The Department also recommended that more land be put under 

Maasai use by freeing the land from disease and by providing additional water.

In response to these signs of pressure on traditional land tenure systems and 

continuing protests over land alienation, the colonial administration mandated the 

constitution of the Kenya Land Commission in April of 1932, also known as the Carter 

Commission after its chair, Sir William Morris Carter (Kenya Colony and Protectorate, 

1933). The Carter commission was charged with the work of evaluating the current and 

future land needs of the African population. It was required to make recommendations on 

whether land should be held in tribal or individual tenure, and whether it was feasible to 

set aside more land for communities or individual Africans of recognized tribes. It was 

also concerned with evaluating African land claims over land alienated to non-natives.

1 See Footnote 6.
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5.3.4 The Kenya Land Commission, April 1932

The Kenya Land Commission, also known as the Carter commission, comprised 

four members. The backgrounds of these commissioners have been extensively analyzed 

(Breen, 1979). The chair of the commission, Sir William Morris Carter, was a former 

Chief Justice in East Africa who had served in various land tenure commissions in 

Uganda. His most significant achievement was in chairing the Southern Rhodesia land 

commission in which he recommended territorial segregation. Rupert William Hemsted 

was a retired colonial administrator who became a settler, while Frank O’Brien Wilson, 

an ex-naval officer had also retired as a settler in Kamba country. Both were appointed to 

satisfy the colonial office’s (in London) need for the participation of ‘local’ men. Both 

however were highly compromised in their status as settlers. The secretary of the 

commission, S.H. Fazan, was Kiambu’s District Commissioner whose interests lay in 

applied anthropology and the economics of African life.

Observing an immediate danger from overstocking of cattle, sheep, goats and 

donkeys on African pastoral land, the commission recommended the culling of the stock, 

and that the government should unremittingly pursue a policy of controlling the cattle 

population within the limits of grazing capacities. With regard to land tenure, the 

commission recommended that each reserve be built on the basis of its native custom, but 

that it should progressively be guided towards private tenure, proceeding through the 

group, the family and towards the individual holding.

In their memorandum to the Kenya Land Commission, the Maasai complained 

that the area they inhabited in the southern reserve was without adequate resources to
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sustain their pastoral livelihoods and demanded that Laikipia be returned to them. The 

Commissioners however, held that the Maasai occupied Kenya’s best pastoral land, were 

Kenya’s wealthiest tribe, and had sufficient land to meet their needs14. There was thus no 

need to revise the treaties of 1904 and 1911 to enable the Maasai to recover their northern 

grazing areas in the Laikipia plateau and elsewhere. In fact, because the Maasai were 

tying up too much land, they should be forced to give leases of land to other 

communities, particularly the cultivators, to ‘develop’ their land. Leasing land to 

cultivating tribes would also be useful in reducing the tsetse fly areas and bringing more 

vacant land into effective use. It would also be useful in relieving overcrowding in other 

African areas, particularly in the Kikuyu Reserve. Interestingly, even by the time of the 

commission’s sitting cultivation was already being practiced in the relatively better 

watered, northern most part of the Maasai reserve by Kikuyu women that were married to 

Maasai (James, 1939).

The Kenya Land Commission ended the theoretical security over land rights 

which the Treaty of 1911 gave to the Maasai. The recommendations of the Kenya Land 

Commission were accepted by His Majesty’s government and by the Colony’s legislature 

and subsequently given legal effect.

The issue of increasing cultivation in Maasai Reserve deserves special mention 

because, while the administration regarded the degradation in Maasai Reserve as 

originating from irrational herd accumulation by the Maasai, the Maasai themselves 

thought differently. According to Campbell (1993) Maasai perceptions of the origins of 

the problem was twofold. First, degradation was the consequence of constrained grazing

14 Even though the amount of land occupied by Maasai at the time was substantial, its value was doubtful. 
Some commentators dismissed the Carter Commission’s claim that the Maasai reserve had some of the best 
agricultural land in East Africa as a mere exaggeration (Tignor, 1976).
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following large scale appropriations for European settlement. Secondly, it was also a 

consequence of losing the remaining good quality grazing to cultivation. Efforts to 

restrict Kikuyu and Kamba migrants to the Reserve began as early as 1927. 1947 and 

1951 saw the institution of legal procedures to limit cultivation and to more strictly 

regulate land use in the District (Rutten, 1995; Campbell, 1993). These efforts were 

undermined by the fact that immigration of cultivators was based on marital and kinship 

ties. The declaration of Emergency in Kenya in 1952 resulted in the expulsion of Kikuyu 

from Kajiado and the problem of encroachment was temporarily relieved.

5.3.5 The Settlers’ Influence on Public Policy

The large scale appropriation of Maasailand for the benefit of European 

settlement and the continued protection of settler assets throughout the colonial period is 

a decisive indication of the settlers’ influential position in the country’s political arena. 

Much of what happened was sanctioned both by local administrators as well as the 

officials in the Foreign/Colonial office in London. Promoting economic development 

within the East African Protectorate and later in the Kenya Colony was of primary 

interest to administrators. Maasai/native land rights were dismissed as humanitarian 

sentiments.

Halderman (1989) provides an insightful analysis of how the settler community 

established and entrenched their political influence. He argues that while much of the 

settlers’ influence may have originated from their claims to being essential for economic 

development, they were also skilled at political organization and at using personal 

contacts within the administration to achieve their goals. It also helped their cause that
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high-ranking officials including Protectorate Commissioners and Colony Governors were 

sympathetic to their cause.

Commissioner Charles Eliot for one was a vigorous proponent of settler rights and 

superiority. He succumbed to settler demands to prevent Indians from being awarded 

land grants in areas adjacent to the Uganda railway line. This decision was not taken in 

consultation with the Foreign Office in London. Similarly, he withdrew a set of stringent 

rules that the Commissioner of lands had crafted for the development of settlers’ holdings 

and instead replaced them with rules that were more acceptable to settlers’ objectives. A 

good example was his authorization of rules for the leasing of pastoral lands, allowing 

leases of up to 10 000 acres at a cost of Id per acre (Sorrenson, 1968). He also offered 

two South Africans- Robert Chamberlain and A.S. Flemmer- freehold grants of 10 000 

acres each and to Lord Delamere, his close associate and friend a land award of 100 000 

acres. Sir Charles Eliot was the architect of the first Maasai move of 1904. This treaty, 

which was supposed to last for as long as the Maasai endured as a race, was swiftly 

reversed several years later to create more room for settlers.

The settlers grounded their influence over land policy issues by first creating and 

then securing elected representation on the Land Board (Halderman, 1989). Under the 

auspices of their settler associations, they pressured the Governor in 1907 to appoint a 

Land Board. Though government officials initially controlled the Land Board, the 

Protectorate government, without consulting the Foreign Office in London, went ahead 

and gave settlers a large majority in the Land Board. All other groups, unlike the settler 

majority had minority representation and had to be nominated as opposed to being 

elected. Through this board, the settlers prevented Indians from acquiring land in the
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highlands, and influenced subsequent land policy such as that which was the outcome of 

the Kenya Land Commission. In 1915, they successfully pressed for the redefinition of 

the Crown Lands Ordinance. Crown Lands were consequently extended from just being 

waste/unoccupied lands to include all lands occupied by the natives of the protectorate as 

well as all lands reserved for the use of these tribes. This empowered the Governor to 

withdraw land and sell it to outsiders if satisfied that it was no longer needed by Africans.

Leys (1924) recorded a disturbing incident which pointedly illustrates the 

unlimited influence, not only over policy, but over the conduct of administrative affairs 

that settlers held. Soon after the First World War, after Commissioner Hemsted had 

returned to England, some Maasai warriors resumed their proscribed raiding excursions. 

The government withdrew all its administrators from the Maasai reserve allowing Lord 

Delamere, a settler, to take full charge of the reserve for a fortnight. Lord Delamere was 

the recognized leader of the settlers and a longstanding mentor of previous governors 

such as Sir Charles Eliot, Sir Percy Girourd and Sir Edward Northey. Through their 

agency he was able direct the policy of making Kenya a colony governed by its European 

residents.

The political influence of the settlers dramatically increased following the Second 

World War because they were allowed to elect representatives to the Legislative Council; 

some were even appointed to the Executive Council. The outcome of this is that the 

colonial government consulted the elected Europeans before introducing any new 

legislation.
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5.3.6 The Grazing Schemes: Treating the Symptoms, Ignoring the Disease

An important outcome of the Kenya Land Commission was the grazing schemes 

implemented in the pastoral areas of Kenya. These grazing schemes were implemented 

under the auspices of the African Land Development Organization (ALDEV). The 

AT,DEV was initially started with the objective of searching for new land for resettling 

native populations (Kenya Government, 1962). But as it became increasingly clear to 

colonial administrators that the root problem that had to be subdued was land 

mismanagement rather than overpopulation, it switched emphasis to the reconditioning 

and reclaiming of existing African areas15. In order to achieve this objective ALDEV also 

invested effort in coordinating the activities of departments responsible for land use and 

development in African areas. Consequently the Directors of Agriculture, of Veterinary 

Services and the head of the Provincial Administration and/or their representatives 

constituted the ALDEV board. ALDEV had control of over 6 million sterling pounds for 

implementing its objectives.

Grazing schemes begun in the arid and semi-arid areas of the country were part of 

ALDEV’s plan for ‘reconditioning, reclamation and resettlement of African areas, 

leading on eventually after the battle to conserve the soil has been won, to the 

development of these areas by farming.’ In simple terms the schemes were aimed at 

controlling grazing by providing permanent water supplies in ranch-like units and in the 

introduction of destocking systems. The British were ready to finance the grazing

15 The changing title of the ALDEV reflects its transformation from an organization primarily concerned 
with resettlement to one that was more concerned with the technical issues of land management as it gained 
experience with local land issues. Between 1945-46 it was the African Resettlement Board; 1946-47 it 
became the African Settlement and Land Utilization Board; from 1947-53 it was the African Land 
Utilization and Settlement Board; from 1953-57 it was African Land Development Board; between 1957- 
60 the Land Development Board (non-scheduled areas) and from 1960 onwards it became the Board of 
Agriculture (non-scheduled areas). Kenya Government, 1962.
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schemes because they thought that their veterinary innovations had created the problem 

of overstocking, which they were obligated to remedy.

The grazing scheme turned on the reduction of livestock numbers as a way of 

bringing grazing pressure to conform to the land’s ‘carrying capacity’. This system also 

provided water supplies, disease control and attempted to create special markets. Each 

scheme was administered by a livestock officer with the assistance of a grazing 

committee comprising 12 elders, who were also responsible for the enforcement of 

regulations. Livestock officers acted under special ordinances and by-laws that conferred 

broad powers upon them. They determined who could graze livestock in the scheme, 

number of animals each could graze, where they could graze, and they enforced fines for 

the violators. The by-laws had no provision for any appeal against the livestock officer’s 

decisions.

In Kajiado district, grazing schemes were introduced at the level of the Maasai 

section. For each scheme a committee was created to assist in ascertaining seasonal 

livestock movements. But first, in 1946, a model ranch unit was set up in Konza in order 

“to demonstrate to the Maasai how a permanent water supply can be most beneficially 

used and the advantages of control grazing, that is relating the number of cattle to the 

carrying capacity of the land.”16 The Konza scheme was also aimed at demonstrating the 

improvement of stock breeding and selections, and to conduct experiments in pasture 

improvements. The first Maasai families, chosen by elders, took up residence in January 

1949. Each agreed to weekly livestock dipping, to give prophylactic injections, to follow 

rotational grazing plans and to restrict livestock to prescribed numbers. A manager was 

resident from the start of the ranch until 1958.

16 See Footnote 1, this Chapter.
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Commentaries on the performance of the Konza demonstration scheme vary; 

indicating either administrative bias, or biases arising out of the stage of the project’s 

cycle at which such evaluations were made. One commentator saw the ranching scheme 

as an unqualified success: “Maasai are entirely satisfied with their new life. Throughout 

the two years of drought their cattle have flourished, while outside Konza they have 

witnessed the normal Maasai scene of practically no grazing and cattle dying and in poor 

condition” (Anonymous, Undated). Fallon (1962), a USAID range management advisor 

to Kenya’s Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Husbandry in the early 1960s, 

characterizes the scheme as a drastic failure almost ten years into its implementation. 

Fencing fell into disrepair and did not prevent game animals; residents did not restrict 

livestock numbers; and the drought of 1959 forced residents out. Both commentators 

regarded the schemes as having planted “the seeds of change” or having “brought home 

to the Maasai the advantages of being sedentary.”

Apart from the Konza demonstration scheme, further efforts established the 

Ilkisonko grazing scheme in 1954 and the Loodokilani scheme in 1959. The Matapato 

scheme, though ready in 1957, was suspended due to opposition from local residents.

Like the Konza demonstration scheme, all of the other grazing schemes ran into 

difficulties and were eventually abandoned. Instead of decreasing livestock numbers, they 

increased these numbers. Schemes did not function during droughts. Owing to 

uncontrolled livestock increases, water development contributed to significant resource 

depletion (Fallon, 1962). Destocking proved particularly difficult for various reasons 

(Jahnke, 1978): many pastoral tribes were already living at sub marginal levels and stock 

reduction only further reduced the supply of meat and milk for the household; culling
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programs didn’t fit into the traditional social patterns because many societies are built on 

an intricate system of human bonds established by lending, renting, exchanging and 

presenting livestock for different reasons in different situations.

Despite the performance and outcome of grazing schemes, some authors view 

them as the precursors of latter day group ranches (Ng’ethe, 1992; Sadera, 1986). They 

helped in accumulating experience, ideas and exposure that was invaluable for modifying 

the design of future pastoral development initiatives.

5.3.7 The East Africa Royal Commission, October 1952

About 20 years after the reporting of the Kenya Land Commission (KLC), in 

October of 1952, the British government appointed the East Africa Royal Commission as 

a follow up. This commission, named after its Chair, Sir Hugh Dow, was to evaluate the 

feasibility of economic development via the introduction of better farming methods, and 

to recommend adaptations and modifications in traditional tribal tenure necessary for the 

full development of land in the territory (Kenya Government, 1955). This commission 

comprised 9 individuals, one being a woman and one, Kidaha Makwaia, presumably an 

East African native.

Though the Dow commission regretted that the Kenya Land Commission’s 

approach to land and development was narrow, focusing on the tribal perspective rather 

than from the generalized need of the population, the commissioners were fully in 

agreement with the KLCs recommendations regarding the Maasai. Like the KLC, the 

Dow commission viewed Maasai ‘conservatism’, exemplified by their communal 

ownership of resources and individual livestock ownership as well as their unreasonable
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clinging to custom as the cause of land degradation and decline. The commissioners 

suggested that communal tenure in combination with individual livestock ownership in 

pastoral areas be eliminated.

The Dow commission recognized the possibility of collective rights in pastoral 

areas, with proper rotation and stock limits, but only as an intermediate stage towards 

individual ranching after the development of additional water supplies and with the 

availability of more land through the clearing of tsetse infested areas. The Commissioners 

proposed ranches, access to markets, better breeding practices, and commercialization of 

stock farming as solutions to the ‘pastoral problem’. They also suggested that all land be 

individualized and customary rights be dispensed with as they are inefficient. They 

thought that transferability and disposal of individual property renders it more accessible 

for economic use. The Dow commissioners were particularly critical of the 

recommendations of the Kenya Land Commission. They took fault with it’s emphasis on 

tribal exclusivity and a reliance on custom as the way to land tenure security. Such a 

security, they argued, could only achieve a subsistence and stagnant economy because 

land was not a negotiable asset.

The Kenya government accepted the general recommendations of the Royal 

commission and a policy pronouncement on June 1956 stated: “it is the policy of the 

government to encourage the emergence of individual land tenure amongst Africans 

where conditions are ripe for it, and in due course, to institute a system of registration of 

negotiable title” (Government of Kenya, 1965). The stage was clearly set for a big drive 

to individual tenure. The tribal boundaries that had been frozen by the Kenya Land 

Commission were well on their way to thawing.
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5.3.8 The Swyimerton Plan, 1955: Fast Track to Individual Property

The Swyimerton plan (Kenya Colony and Protectorate, 1955), named after the 

Director of Agriculture who authored it, was commissioned by the Governor of the 

Kenya Colony to look into ways of dealing with the growing land pressures, mainly in 

the Kikuyu Reserve, that were threatening the colony’s political stability. It was 

concerned with the reform of traditional tenure systems and with promoting cash crop 

production. It emphasized individual land tenure and individual enterprise, since 

development based on communal land tenures were deemed to have failed. It also 

recommended an increased commercialization of animal production.

For the livestock sector, the plan proposed remedies in the form of livestock 

marketing, controlled grazing, water supply, and tsetse and livestock disease eradication. 

The prime objective was to exploit the potential of Maasai stock to contribute to the 

national economy. But since the ‘result’ of individualized tenure in central province was 

landlessness and political unrest, the colonial government chose a different path for the 

pastoral areas. Instead of individual holdings the Swynnerton plan concentrated effort in 

promoting schemes and ‘group ranches’. The schemes were supposed to be managed 

according to ‘scientific principles’, such as grazing rotations, water and veterinary 

facilities provided, and small scale irrigation practiced. Environmental interventions such 

as soil conservation, afforestation and rehabilitation were to be taken up to restore 

denuded areas. In order to ensure that these innovations were strictly followed the 

government was to impose strict measures such as ‘grazing guards’, fines and 

imprisonment for pastoralists who were lax in observing the rules.
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The Swynnerton Plan, coming well at the end of the colonial era set much of the 

stage for agricultural and land development in the new nation.

5.4 Beyond the Colonial: 1963 to Current

Kenya gained independence from Britain in December 1963. The newly-formed 

Kenya administration followed the policies laid out in the Swynnerton plan and the Dow 

Commission. This independent Government embarked on a zealous land reform initiative 

embodied in the Land Adjudication Act. Land Adjudication was aimed at establishing 

freehold title to land and to promote long term investment in former reserve land thought 

essential to restore and increase productivity. For this to occur security of tenure was 

considered paramount, and land registration accorded priority.

In the pastoral areas, and particularly in Maasailand, land adjudication was 

conducted with the expectation that Maasai would adjust their herd management 

strategies, destock, and conserve the resource base. Instead of attempting to directly 

control herders and their livestock management techniques, government changed tactics 

employing a less obvious though just as blunt a strategy.

The results of the Dow commission and the Swynnerton plan resulted in the 

establishment of individual ranches17 in Maasailand. Because the individual ranchers 

were to be used as a model for the rest of the Maasai to emulate, conditions had to be 

created that would ensure their success. Low-interest credit for the purchase of superior 

breeds and the construction of on- farm infrastructure such as boreholes, water pans was 

availed through the Agricultural Finance Corporation. This was part of World Bank

17 An individual ranch is a production enterprise in which an individual member of a ‘tribal’ society may, 
with community consent and the authorization of the local country council, legally register communal land 
as private property.
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Financing to Kenya’s Livestock sector under the Kenya Livestock Development 

Program. The individual ranchers also had support from livestock extension officers from 

the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development.

Individual ranches were a tactical scheme in the broader plan to individualize land 

and to commercialize livestock production in Maasailand. They were anticipated to serve 

an invaluable demonstration function in a couple of crucial ways (Jahnke et al, 1972; 

IBRD, 1968). First, they would showcase the beneficial effects of innovation. Second, the 

individual rancher is easier to persuade to adopt innovations and easier to supervise in 

their execution as opposed to a whole group.

The first individual ranch was established as early as 1954 (Campbell, 1993). By 

1963, 24 individual ranches had been created (Rutten, 1992). In 1965, 28 more individual 

ranches were established in the Kaputiei area to the east of Kajiado district (Hedlund, 

1971). These took up about 7% of the entire land held territorially by the Kaputiei 

Maasai. Adjudication first began in higher potential and better watered areas of Kajiado 

district such as Ngong division in the north and Loitikotok to the south on the foothills of 

Mt Kilimanjaro. In Ngong, between 1964 and 1968, the 8000 hectares under individual 

units increased to 10,000 hectares (Rutten, 1992). The first owners of individual ranches 

were all Maasai, but “Maasai with a difference” (Simpson, 1973). They included 

politicians, local chiefs, local store keepers, government officials as well as cattle traders 

i.e. wealthy and/or influential individuals with ties to the administration. They were the 

elite Maasai. They, having acquired their large individual ranches, in their turn sold off 

portions to Kikuyu cultivators for agricultural and speculation purposes.
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This progressive development of individual ranches, each averaging between 300- 

800 hectares (Grandin, 1987) raised several concerns amongst administrators. They 

feared a land grab by the wealthy and influential Maasai at the expense of the majority. 

They also saw an increasing insecurity with individualized holdings as land was easily 

transferred through sales to the hands of non-Maasai. Ordinary Maasai on their part were 

alarmed that the creation of individual ranches together with sales to non-Maas ai might 

create a situation of landlessness, or result in remaining land being too small to be viable.

These concerns were expressed in the Lawrance report of 1965-66 (Kenya 

Republic, 1966), which recommended the establishment of group ranches as opposed to 

individual ranches in Narok and Kajiado districts. Group ranches were envisaged as an 

alternative way of realizing the same goals of accelerating agricultural and pastoral 

development as under individualized holdings but with the added advantage of 

safeguarding against alienation to non-Maasai. Such an institutional arrangement was 

also regarded favorably by both commercial banks and the World Bank as the registered 

group ranches would create ownership among a collective of individuals, who would then 

be able to borrow against the security of their collective title.

The educated Maasai of both Narok and Kajiado were, however, hostile to the 

recommendations of the Lawrence report. They felt that an endorsement of group 

ranching would jeopardize their own individual holdings, which by that time had not 

been legalized and were being allocated by the local district councils (Doherty, 1987). 

They wanted to have their holdings legalized so that they could receive loans for 

development of wheat farms in Narok, and to upgrade their cattle technology. They thus 

argued that land ownership in Maasailand should not be differentiated from that in the
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rest of the country which was under rapid transition to individual holdings. This active 

opposition to the group ranch concept by influential members of the Maasai society was 

counteracted by granting them large individual ranches (Jahnke et al, 1972). A program 

of land adjudication was nonetheless undertaken in Kajiado and group ranches 

subsequently created.

5.5. The Creation of Group Ranches

Group ranches were created with the official expectation that they would provide 

tenure security, creating incentives for the Maasai to invest in range improvement and 

ultimately to reduce the tendency to over accumulate livestock. Group ranches would 

also act as collateral for loans to enable investment in range enhancement and livestock 

improvement. The program entailed a shift in land tenure and organization from one 

under which the range was under common ownership, to an abridged version of the 

original commons, variable in size and membership, but held under corporate title.

The Land Adjudication Act of June 1968, which provided for the recording of 

rights and interests in customary lands, and their assignment to their customary users, 

facilitated the creation of group ranches. Much of the description that follows draws from 

this document (Kenya Republic, 1968a). According to this Act, a ‘group’ meant a tribe, 

clan, section, family or other group of persons, whose land under recognized customary 

law belonged communally to the members of the group. In the adjudication of Kajiado 

district, such determinations were made by an adjudication committee that comprised 

officers from the Land Adjudication Department and elders from each section of the 

Maasai. After the group was recorded as having joint interests and thus ownership of the
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land, the land adjudication officer advised the group to apply for their group 

representatives to be incorporated under the Land (Group Representatives) Act of June 

1968. This application was endorsed by the Chairman of the Adjudication Committee and 

an authorized agent of the group. The Registrar of Group Ranches convened a meeting of 

the members of the group and adopted a constitution, elected not more than ten and not 

less than three persons to be group representatives of the group and elected officers of the 

group. Whereas the Land Adjudication Act provided for the creation of groups and group 

ranches, the Land (Group Representatives) Act provided for the governance and 

administration of group ranches.

Under the Land (Group Representatives) Act, every member of the group ranch is 

deemed to share in the ownership of group land in equal, undivided shares. And each is 

entitled to reside in group land with family and dependents (Kenya Republic, 1968b).

The group representatives are expected to ensure that the rights of any person under 

recognized customary law are safeguarded in so far as that is compatible with the 

operations of the group. The group representatives are also authorized to hold property 

on behalf of, and to act on behalf of and for the collective benefit of all members of the 

group. They are required to fully and effectively consult group ranch members. The Act 

empowers the group to craft its own rules regarding the running of its own affairs such as 

procedures for the administration of its property, the registration of new members, and 

the disbursement of funds for group projects. Each group is required to hold a general 

meeting of its members every year. All group members are entitled to attend these 

meetings and to vote in them. No business should be transacted at a meeting of a group 

unless at least 60% of the members of the group are present at the meeting. A resolution
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of the group supported by the votes of not less than 60% of the members of the group 

present at the meeting is treated as the group’s decision.

From the group representatives, a committee is to be elected by open ballot each 

year at the group’s annual general meeting. The committee comprises a Chair, Vice 

Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and 3 other members of whom at least 2 are elected from the 

group representatives. The committee is required to assist and encourage members to 

manage the land or graze their stock in accordance with sound principles of land use, 

range management, animal husbandry and commercial practice. The committee 

responsible for conducting group affairs has the responsibility of achieving “the greatest 

practicable social and economic benefits” for the members. It can raise credit and is 

involved in development planning. Every member is required to accept and comply with 

decisions of the committee regarding membership and the rights and obligations of any 

person in matters relating to the use of the group land and other assets. However any 

member aggrieved by a committee decision has the formal right to appeal to the group 

representatives, the registrar of group representatives, or to a subordinate court having 

jurisdiction in the area.

The last item in the Act provides for group ranch dissolution. This can only occur 

after a written application signed by a majority of the group representatives, after a 

resolution passed by a 60% majority of the group in a special general meeting convened 

for that purpose. Subsequently, the affairs of the group may be wound up in a manner 

approved by the registrar or failing that, in a manner directed by the High Court. The 

persons who were officers of the group immediately before the dissolution shall continue 

in office until after the completion of the proceedings.
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One gains some insights into the philosophy and intent of the legislation as 

viewed from the side of government by reading Davis’ (1970) conversations with 

government officials at the time, such as with F.M. Chamley who was the commissioner 

of lands, L.S. Sherif and S.J. Meadows, who were involved in the drafting of the 

legislation. According to these officials’ interpretations, the Act was principally intended 

to foster the commercialization of Maasai livestock management systems and to 

transform land into an economic good subject to free buying and selling. The 

transformation was envisaged to be simpler, with lower costs and tax rates under a 

special new act, than under corporate law. Group ranching was also envisaged to 

facilitate the commoditization of Maasai herds and lands without creating a large pool of 

landless individuals. Paradoxically, it was also envisioned to provide an evolutionary 

mode of transformation that would be based on the traditional ways of the Maasai.

To implement this development program, the Kenyan government sought loans and 

grants from international agencies such as the World Bank, USAID, the Swedish Aid 

agency, Canadian Development Agency and the United Kingdom. The loans were 

granted under the auspices of the Kenya Livestock Development Program (KLDP). This 

program combined investment and extension services with the establishment of group 

ranches under a land adjudication and registration program. The Department of Land 

Adjudication and Registrar of Group Representatives, both in the Ministry of Lands and 

Settlement, were extensively involved in the initial establishment of group ranches. The 

Range Management division of the Ministry of Agriculture played a key role in drawing 

up group ranch development plans. The Ministry of Water Development coordinated
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water development. The Agricultural Finance Corporation administered the loans 

provided by the donors.

The first group ranches to be adjudicated in Kajiado District were in the Kaputiei 

section of eastern Kajiado. Here, 14 ranches averaging 1900 ha, and about 100 families 

each were established in the latter part of the 1960s (Davis, 1970). In some northern areas 

of Kajiado district however, producers refused group ranches and were given individual 

tenure to holdings of usually less than 100 ha (Grandin, 1987). Group ranches were later 

adjudicated in other parts of the district.

5.5.1 Why Did the Kenya Government and the Ordinary Maasai Accept the 

Concept of Group Ranching?

The Kenya government had a genuine need to raise the low levels of productivity 

associated with subsistence pastoral practices in semi-arid regions such as Maasailand in 

order to supply growing urban populations with reasonably priced meat. Group ranching 

schemes appeared to offer the most efficient means of utilizing development loan 

investments to bring pastoral regions into commercial production. Group-based schemes 

were expected to enjoy economies of scale for the provision of infrastructure such as 

livestock dips, water and roads. For group ranches, capital costs per unit of ranch area 

were estimated to be only about one third of those for individual ranches (Grandin, 1986). 

Group ranches were already fully stocked by the members’ privately owned cattle and 

there was no need to provide funds for ranch employees, such as in the case of individual 

ranching. The group ranch option also seemed to offer the possibility of developing
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pastoral lands without making pastoralists landless. This was a major concern since 

similar programs to individualize communal lands in the high potential Kikuyu areas 

resulted in landlessness and political unrest. Famine relief was also increasing becoming 

a burden and a political embarrassment to the Kenya government. Inputs through the 

project were anticipated to lower the need for famine relief activities (Jahnke et al, 1972), 

while stabilized ranching was expected to provide a better opportunity to control 

overgrazing.

And why did the ordinary Maasai accept group ranches? Many scholars agree that 

although the Maasai did not accept or even understand some features of the group ranch 

such as grazing quotas, boundary maintenance and the management committee they 

accepted the idea of group ranches primarily because it afforded them protection against 

further land appropriation from government, against the incursion of non-Maasai and 

from a land grab by the elite Maasai (Fratkin, 1994; Campbell, 1991; Galaty, 1980; 

Goldschmidt, 1980; Hopcraft, 1980; Halderman, 1972; Hedlund, 1971). The earlier 

sections of this chapter demonstrated that the history of Maasailand since the late 1800s 

has been one of dispossession. More recently still, population pressures in the high 

potential areas of the country resulted in infiltration of immigrants into Maasailand. For 

the Maasai, group ranch development also carried with it the promise of water 

development in the form of dams and boreholes, as well as the promise of improved 

livestock husbandry through introduction of dipping facilities and regular vaccination 

against prevalent animal diseases (Davis, 1970). Water is a crucial limiting factor in 

Maasai livestock husbandry. Any measure that promised to enhance herd survival and 

productivity was likely to engender Maasai support.
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Some scholars contend that the memory of the 1961 drought may have been 

factored into Maasai decision making (Fratkin, 1994; Goldschmidt, 1980). It is not clear 

why this would have been a compelling reason for the Maasai as they have been 

confronted with similar situations previously. On the contrary this may have given the 

government something to latch onto in their justification for the introduction of group 

ranches and individual ranches (Halderman, 1989). Nevertheless, what is important is 

that the Maasai accepted the government’s imposition of group ranches because it 

emerged as the most expedient solution to a diverse set of threats that had dogged them 

throughout their century old history of relations with formal government administration 

and with ‘others.’

Certain scholars were troubled by various aspects of the structure of group 

ranches. Davis (1970) for example was skeptical about the committee’s ability to 

coordinate livestock numbers and allocate grazing quotas amongst members of the group 

ranch. Davis was concerned that such allocations be made available to individuals most 

able to generate profits. Other issues that were anticipated to affect the smooth operation 

of group ranches included whether traditional authority structures would be able to deal 

with problems of estate management and commercial ranching. The ecological and social 

integrity of the adjudicated units was also a primary concern. These are all issues that in 

later years came to haunt group ranch implementation and may have played varying roles 

in group ranch disintegration and subdivision.
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5.5.2 The Failure of Group Ranches

Group ranching as a policy was instituted with great optimism and enthusiasm 

among policy makers and planners. It is now widely accepted, however, that group 

ranches failed to meet their intended objectives. A consequence of this failure has been 

increasing demands for their dissolution and subsequent division into individual, titled 

units for distribution among their registered members. This disintegration began as early 

as the mid-1970s for the Kaputiei ranches, but gained momentum ten to fifteen years later 

in other parts of Kajiado district. By 1985, 22 group ranches had resolved to subdivide; 7 

went ahead and subdivided (Munei, 1987).

A variety of reasons have been tendered to account for the failure of group 

ranches. Some scholars note that group ranches were undermined by a lack of ecological 

viability (Kipury, 1989; Halderman, 1989, 1979; Hopcraft, 1980; Njoka, 1979). Because 

ranches were not sufficiently extensive to allow pastoralists to exploit the discontinuity 

and heterogeneity of resources within their environment adequately, group ranch 

boundaries were not respected, especially in times of drought. Maasai relied on 

movement across group ranches under traditional norms of reciprocity via kinship and 

friendship ties. The key argument levied here is that if ranch boundaries are not strictly 

observed, their logic is undermined. The incentive to invest in pasture management and 

stinting is undermined as those who did not invest effort would also benefit (Hopcraft, 

1980).

Munei (1987) however, dismissed these arguments as ‘ecologically deterministic.’ 

He states that ecology is ‘merely a constraint’ and should not be used as a basis to judge 

operational viability. According to him the important issue is whether the group ranch
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was able to gather sufficient resources to enable the countering or alleviation of these 

constraints. This is an important point; movement amongst Maasai across different 

sections and territory has occurred across time. While the enclosure of group ranches has 

served to intensify droughts and increase movement, this would have been less so if 

appropriate infrastructure had been developed within the ranch. Consequently the lack of 

boundary integrity must be evaluated within the general framework of group ranch 

operations, and not presented as a prime reason for failure.

In evaluating the performance of group ranches, economists argue that it failed to 

alter the incentive structure that operated in the ‘commons’ (Hopcraft, 1980). They 

conceptualize the group ranch as an abridged commons, which is beset with the same 

problems that afflicted the earlier commons i.e. individually rational behavior that leads 

to suboptimal social outcomes. Because the committee was not vested with sufficient 

authority to control livestock numbers and grazing patterns, group ranches experienced 

an overgrazing problem (Evangelou, 1984; Hopcraft, 1980). While these arguments are 

fundamental to the current plight of group ranches, they must be further extended to 

increase their credibility. As we see in later empirical chapters the concern was not so 

much with overgrazing as with the unequal stocking levels amongst group ranch 

members. The committee did not wield sufficient authority to mediate against an over 

accumulation of stock amongst group ranch members.

In several cases, the major credit institution, the Agricultural Finance 

Corporation, was reluctant to advance new credits to group ranches because group ranch 

land was deemed as ineffective collateral as it was held collectively (Kipury, 1989; 

Doherty, 1987; Migot-Adholla and Little, 1980). Difficulties were experienced in
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enforcing loan repayments but it was not easy to attach or foreclose the entire group 

ranch. Credit issued to individuals under individual ownership was deemed a more 

reliable form of security, which individual ranchers continued to enjoy. Group ranches 

were however locked out of their principal source of development funds. In addition, 

there were many instances in which loans acquired in the name of the group ranch were 

used for productive investments from which only a part of the membership benefited 

(Galaty, 1994b). Members were unwilling to repay such loans. The World Bank itself, as 

early as 1977, expressed frustration with the lack of increased off take from group 

ranches and recommended that group ranches give way to more commercialized forms of 

production (Munei, 1987).

The above suite of reasons was provided by observers in the very early stages of 

group ranch disintegration and lacked the insights that came with later studies, which 

have been discussed in Chapter 1. These more recent studies indicate that carving of 

individual ranches out of existing group ranches and their allocation to influential 

community members served to create insecurities among ordinary group ranch members, 

who subsequently resolved to subdivide (Simel, 1999; Galaty, 1994b, 1992). The 

addition of non-customary rights holders into the register of members plus the gradual 

addition of newly matured men into the register as population increased was yet another 

reason why members clamored for subdivision (Davis, 2000; Galaty, 1992; Grandin, 

1987). Rutten (1992) draws attention to the unlawful and devious acquisition of public 

land in Kajiado by elites, which I expound in Table 4.1 below. Such incidences were 

crucial in informing group ranch members’ decisions to subdivide.
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All of these events served to create a sense of tenure insecurity for group ranch 

members at several fronts. First, over how much would be left of the group ranch to be 

shared by an ever growing population after carving out chunks of it and subsequently 

allocating to influential individuals. And second, it crystallized the niggling doubt that the 

collective title under the group ranch structure may not provide sufficient protection 

against predation by avaricious and influential local and national elites. Thus individuals 

saw it more beneficial to subdivide earlier rather than later. Grandin (1987) also indicates 

that group ranch members were increasingly aware that access to loans was greatly 

facilitated through individual titles that could be used for collateral.

Table 5.2: Some Land Grabbing in Maasailand In Recent Times*
Source Case
The Weekly Review, July 11th 1977 1000 acres out 6000 acres of Rombo Group Ranch 

allegedly allocated to sons and supporters of 
politicians. Complaining elders feared that time lag 
and inadequate knowledge of the legal infrastructure 
may outpace their rights

Daily Nation September 17th 1981 40 acres of land in Ololua allocated to two ‘big 
sharks’ without authority from the Kajiado County 
Council. This area had been declared a green-belt.

Daily Nation February 5th 1983 County Councillors allocated themselves public 
utility plots in North and South Kajiado 
Constituencies. The County Council Chairman 
grabbed 60.7 ha and 100 acres. Parcel #31 (100 
acres) of Elangata-Wuas Group Ranch was 
allocated to a County Councillor who in turn leased 
it to a quarrying firm.

Daily Nation July 31st 1984 417 plots allocated to landless by Kajiado Plot 
Allocation Committee on order from President Moi.

Daily Nation October 24th 1984 Some Councillors of the Olekejuado County 
Council have been allocated the above plots. 
Genuine landless people have been ignored. Senior 
Civil Servants, Councillors, etc who had land 
elsewhere had been allocated.

Daily Nation November 15th 1984 Above plot allocations suspended by Rift Valley 
Provincial Commissioner. 76 squatters who should 
have been given priority during the allocations had 
been left out. Kajiado South Member of Parliament 
together with the Chairman Olkejuado County 
Council pleaded for the allocations to stand.

Daily Nation December 29th 1984 District Officer for Kajiado Central Division warned 
people against buying land in Group Ranches.
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Addressing members of the Kitengela Group Ranch, 
the DO noted that some people had illegally 
purchased land from members way in excess of 
individual members’ entitlement.

D aily Nation August 15th 1986 District Officer Kajiado Central Division banned the 
selling of unsurveyed Group Ranch land.

Daily Nation  December 31st 1986 A clique of local politicians to include 50 
Councillors, Administration Officials and business 
men have allegedly excised 2500 acres from the 
Ewaso Kedong Group Ranch.

A cursory glance at Table 5.2 above indicates that group ranches did not offer absolute 

security for Maasai land. The group ranch committee, local and national elites, and 

government officials were able to remove land from the collective holding for individual

gain.

5.6 Discussion

The preceding sections of this chapter have illustrated the historical origins and 

dynamics of formal land related institutions in Kenya’s Maasailand. Throughout the 

colonial time and in the run up to Kenya’s independence, formal property institutions 

were imposed on the Maasai (and other ethnic groups) through the agency of the state. 

These state imposed rules subordinated Maasai interests and institutions while privileging 

and defending that of the settlers. The outcome of the imposed rules and policies was a 

shrunken resource base that only inadequately sustained Maasai systems of production 

and served to heighten a sense of tenure insecurity. Considerable suspicion and 

resentment of the state by the Maasai was an important outcome. These responses can be 

generalized to other ethnic communities such as the Kikuyu whose land losses were more 

acutely felt due to the small size of their reserve in relation to their large and rapidly 

expanding population.
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Many of the policy interventions affecting access to land resources during the 

colonial time seemed to be were directed towards the enhancing private, individualized 

rights. This property rights structure successfully secured land that was thought necessary 

for economic production by the immigrant settler community. These settler rights, 

actively enforced by the state, were not reversed even against the backdrop of increasing 

Maasai discontent (See rulings of the Kenya Land Commission). Because private 

property seemed to confer broad security to land rights, local African populations 

demanded the same. Private property would protect their rights from encroachment by 

‘others’ and also from state appropriation. Demand for private property, fiercest in the 

Kikuyu reserve, was partly expressed in the emergence of the Mau Mau freedom fighter 

movement which threatened political security within the colony.

The colonial government was thus pressured to respond to native grievances 

through the Swynnerton plan, which recommended individualization of the communal 

African reserves and set the foundations for an extensive land adjudication and 

registration program throughout the last few years of the colony in the late 1950s and 

early 1960s. One important outcome of this aggressive individualization campaign was 

the creation of massive individual ranches in Maasailand. These were issued to 

politicians and to the educated and economic elites of the Maasai. Administrators viewed 

the distribution of individual ranches to the Maasai elite as an opportunity that would 

temper their spirited opposition against the group ranch concept and which would pave 

the way for the creation and implementation of group ranches in Maasailand.

In response to concerns that individualizing the whole of Maasailand among its 

rightful owners would result in economically unviable production units, administrators in
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independent Kenya saw group ranches as a more economically attractive alternative. The 

Group (Representatives) Act was thus passed in 1968. It created exclusive land 

ownership and rights among groups of Maasai residing within an identified area in each 

territorial section of the Maasai. A land title was issued in the name of each group, thus 

formalizing collective rights. The creation of group ranches was very much in the spirit 

of privatizing Maasailand to secure it against further appropriations by the state and from 

losses to non-Maasai and/or the elite Maasai. Its endorsement by the general Maasai 

population was based on the need to protect their land against such threat. Only this time 

around, the institution was created to also take account of the variable nature of the 

resources that are at the core to Maasai economic production systems. Once again the 

state was expected to be the ultimate enforcer of these rights.

Path dependence is premised on the identification of a critical juncture during 

which time one out of several decision possibilities is selected, this then sets an 

institutional path going, which gets perpetuated over time because the feasibility of 

adopting other institutional alternatives gradually diminishes. This framework is relevant 

in explaining the gradual and focused privatization of Maasailand through time. Figure 

5.4 below provides a summary of this process.
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Figure 5.4: Path Diagram Showing Institutional Continuity across Time

Time 1
Initial
Choices

J3-

Time 2
Critical
Juncture

Coexist

B J b B, b2 b 3 b 4
*1

•  During Time 1, the initial conditions, the Protectorate Administration had completed constructing 
the Uganda Railway. The administration had a keen interest in recouping the costs of construction 
and in making the Railway pay for its maintenance and more generally making the East Africa 
Protectorate self-sustaining.

• Though the administration could pursue several ways to meet this objective, it chose to encourage 
European immigrants, who through agriculture and other commercial activities would generate 
revenue through the taxation of their imports and exports. This is option B, which gets selected out 
of all other feasible options during the critical juncture period at Time 2. At this time also, the 
administration encouraged a policy of segregation in which the settlers would be separated from 
native communities.

• Bj represents the appropriation of land from Maasai, Kikuyu and other native communities for the 
settlement of European immigrants. The settlers demanded individualized property rights in order 
to gain security for their investments. The Crown Lands Act enabled this appropriation of land and 
set in motion the process the individualization of rights in areas taken up for European settlement. 
The Maasai and other ethnic communities were bundled up in reservations where rights to land 
were predicated upon membership in their respective communities.

• B2 represents the different commissions and plans that were set up to first investigate land rights 
and later to create individualized rights. These included the Kenya Land Commission, the East 
African Royal Commission, and the Swynnerton Plan. The KLC defended the property rights of 
the settlers and crystallized the notion of exclusive communal rights in the reservations. The 
EARC reversed the notion of exclusive communal rights exclusive and instead encouraged the 
development of individualized rights as the most appropriate model to enhance economic 
development. The Swynnerton Plan was the apogee of the drive to individual, private land rights. 
It was created to defuse political tensions in the African reservations, where demands for 
individualization and formal registration was high as this was regarded as the most viable way of 
securing African lands against further appropriations. The Plan recommended the undertaking of 
vigorous land adjudication and registration in the communal African areas.

® B3 box is specific to the Maasai. It represents the creation of group ranches, a property rights
structure that is exclusive to a group of individuals within sub-sections of the Maasai. It was a 
reaction to the large scale individualization of Maasailand, which saw Maasai land being 
distributed to an influential clique of individuals and to non-Maasai. It was also intended to 
restrain state appropriation.

•  B4 box represents the current subdivision of Maasailand (see chapters 6 & 7).
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In this account, the critical juncture seems to have been the decision by the 

Protectorate administrators and officials In the Foreign Office in England to encourage 

European immigrants to settle in Kenya. Their farming and other commercial production 

activities were anticipated to rai.se revenue that would cover the costs of constructing and 

operating the expensive Uganda railway. It would also contribute towards making the 

Protectorate pay for its administration. Admittedly, the range of options available for the 

administrators to achieve these goals may have been limited. However, there were several 

possibilities, for example creating capacities among native communities to generate 

revenue, or using the extensive experience and outreach of the Imperial British East 

Africa Company to achieve the goals of revenue generation.

Once administrators selected the policy of encouraging a settler community, they 

had to create space for the settlers to occupy. They accomplished this through the 

enactment of the Crown Lands Act which allowed the British Crown to appropriate land 

that was “unoccupied” and therefore without legitimate ownership. Following the 

settlers’ demands, land given to them was converted to individual freehold even as 

Africans were relegated to reservations where shared land rights were accorded them by 

virtue of their membership within their respective communities. Subsequent attempts by 

Maasai and others to regain land appropriated by Settlers’ through the Kenya Land 

Commission or court proceedings were unsuccessful as the state and its actors were 

solidly in support of settler rights. Rather than face up to the thorny issue of reversing 

rights allocated to the settler community, colony officials instead launched a vigorous 

program to combat supposed land degradation within the Maasai and other African 

reserve areas.
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In their turn, the settler themselves were well organized as members of 

associations through which they sought and established representation in Land Boards 

and even in the Colony’s Legislative Council. They were thus able to establish and 

sustain political influence and ensured that their individual rights were privileged over all 

other native rights in the Colony. The institution of private property was thus anchored 

and well on its way to dominating alternative property regimes within the colony. The 

predominance of private, individual rights to land gains clarity in later years particularly 

in the 1950s just about one decade before Kenyan Africans gained self-governing status 

and independence from Britain. During this period private property was perceived as a 

solution to growing tenure insecurity (and political tensions) within the African reserves. 

After all, it had served well to secure immigrant land rights. Africans thus supported the 

implementation of the Swynnerton Plan.

Events in Maasailand were embedded within a similar logic. Maasai rights, 

institutions, interests and demands were not only subordinated to that of European settlers 

who appropriated the most productive of their land assets, but also in later times to that of 

the land needs of the neighboring agricultural communities such as the Kikuyu. The 

Kenya Land Commission strongly supported the influx of Kikuyu into the better parts of 

Maasailand such as Ngong and Loitokitok as they were expected to help in developing 

and sedentarizing the shiftless pastoralists. In addition, several parts of the remaining 

Maasai reserve were annexed by government for the conservation of wildlife resources.

By the time the Land Adjudication and Registration program was introduced by 

the state, the Maasai tentatively accepted it. Though ordinary Maasai rejected large scale 

individualization of their lands, some elite demanded it and were obliged. The majority of
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the Maasai however supported the administration’s decision to codify collective land 

rights through the enactment of the Land (Group Representatives) Act of 1968. They 

anticipated that this codification of their rights in law would guard against further 

appropriations by the state and influential individuals. Sadly, the security that group 

ranches were anticipated to afford would be systematically eroded in later years due to 

opportunism and lack of accountability by committees that were elected to oversee the 

management of group ranches. Committee collusion with influential politicians, with 

officials in the ministry of lands and other elites within the Maasai community resulted in 

significant portions of group land being distributed among these individuals. 

Consequently, the early to mid 1980s saw Maasai once again clamoring for 

individualized land rights, on their own accord, against this new threat from within. It 

must be noted that this final reaction comes in the wake of a gradual narrowing of 

alternatives due to the nature of restrictions imposed by government policy in earlier 

times. Nonetheless an element of choice does persist, however constricted; not all 52 

group ranches in Kajiado district adopted the path of individualization, a small number 

opted to remain as group ranches.

Evidently, institutional choice for the Maasai has been severely narrowed over 

time. Private, individual rights have seemed the most appropriate for securing land rights. 

Individuals’ and groups’ attempts at securing their rights and privileges have resulted in 

reinforcing the dominance of private rights. The reversal of such rights and a resort to 

earlier forms of institutions are likely to come up against intense opposition from the 

beneficiaries of such a property structure, many of who have had (or still have) the state’s 

backing.
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CHAPTER 6

Subdividing the Group Ranch: M em bers’ Motivations

6.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the puzzle of why individual group ranch members 

supported the subdivision of their collective holdings into individual, titled parcels. When 

viewed against the context of Maasai pastoral livelihoods that have evolved and adapted 

to conditions of climatic variability and resource heterogeneity, the decision to subdivide 

is perplexing. Subdivision and fragmentation impedes mobility, which is crucial for 

survival under such variable conditions if livestock is to remain as the core economic 

activity.

Reduced mobility will likely impact negatively on the livestock enterprise upon 

which pastoral livelihoods are dependent; it may in the longer run undermine the 

reproduction of the pastoral culture. Why then would the Maasai undertake to subdivide 

their group ranches? What prompted this decision? How was it arrived at? Who 

participated? Unlike the earlier donor-sponsored, government-driven initiatives that 

carved out group and individual ranches from the open, undivided Maasai range, the 

recent clamor for subdivision and individualization during these past two decades has 

emerged spontaneously from within the community itself.

This chapter presents individual and group calculations underlying the decision to 

subdivide and the context in which these decisions were made. The incentives of a 

diversity of actors, differentiated according to age, gender and wealth, and their
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interactions is analyzed. I also attempt to account for the “wave” of subdivision in which 

separate, seemingly autonomous group ranch units, resolved to subdivide at roughly the 

same time i.e. between 1987 and 1989.

Certain conditions within the socio-economic sphere were identified in Chapter 3 

as motivating individuals and groups to seek to privatize/individualize property rights in 

land. These conditions may create a situation in which individuals and groups perceive 

the benefits anticipated in the new, individualized structure as outweighing the costs of 

transforming the old one and of maintaining the new structure. Changes in relative factor 

and product prices is one such condition (Demsetz, 1967; North and Thomas, 1973; 

North, 1990;). An increase in product prices may for example push up land values. 

Individuals will then demand and invest in changing property rights towards greater 

exclusivity as they anticipate capturing the attendant gains. To them, the resulting gains 

outweigh the costs of initiating, transforming and enforcing the new property rights 

structure. In areas closer to markets, these processes of transformation will be particularly 

pronounced as the higher rents to be gained precipitate intense competition (Alston et al, 

1995).

Demographic pressures, perceptions of scarcity and common-pool resource losses 

may also motivate individuals to seek alternative property rights structures. As 

populations increase on a relatively unchanging land resource base, perceptions of 

scarcity may set in motion demands for exclusive property rights as individuals attempt 

to eliminate uncertainty with regard to future shares in the collective holdings (Ostrom, 

2001; Platteau, 2000, 1996, 1995; Boserup, 1965). Perceptions of scarcity are rendered 

acute if accompanied by deterioration in the physical condition of the resource (Libecap,
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1989). Actors in this situation may thus seek to transform property rights in order to 

mitigate losses that occur within the shared domain in order to realize the gains of 

individual management.

The demand for exclusive property rights does not occur within an economic 

vacuum. Often actors in government will supply services such as surveys, registration, 

titling, and enforcement crucial for the integrity of formal, individualized property rights. 

The incentives of individual government agents are important, as they will often seek to 

supply property rights when the transformation promises gains to themselves and/or their 

associates (North, 1990; Feeny, 1989). Active state involvement in land transformation is 

often justified under the guise of promoting (economic) ‘development,’ or safeguarding 

the management and conservation of natural resources or enhancing equity in resource 

distribution.

I use the framework outlined above to explore the puzzle of why group ranch 

members supported the individualization of their collective holdings.

6.2 Presidential Exhortations and the Call to Subdivide

The turning point in the race to subdivide group ranches in the Maasai districts of 

Narok and Kajiado came when President Moi on several occasions between 1983 and 

1989 voiced his support for the process. In 1983, President Moi, speaking at a fund drive 

in neighboring Narok district, urged members of group ranches to subdivide (Daily 

Nation, 7/19/1983; Kenya Times, 7/19/1983). He stressed the need for individuals to 

develop their own pieces of land. Noting the unviability of group ranch operations, he 

expressed the fear that group ranches may in future spark ‘trouble’ because registered
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members were inviting their friends to reside in the group ranches. Two years later 

President Moi reiterated his call for subdivision in Trans Mara district. Here he advised 

Maasai leaders to begin land adjudication to enable each family to develop its own farm 

(Kenya Times, 3/9/1985). In 1986 the Narok District Commissioner announced that all 

group ranches in his district were dissolved according to the wishes of all members, and 

that private, individual ownership would now make it possible for individuals to farm the 

land (Daily Nation, 8/7/1986). The District Commissioner urged the local land 

adjudication office to speed up demarcation and registration process.

Kajiado district joined the fray in 1987, when political and civic leaders resolved 

that all group ranches in Kajiado district be subdivided equally among their respective 

members on the basis of the ‘family’ unit (Daily Nation, 1/23/1987). The controversial 

nature of group ranch subdivision began to emerge at this meeting. Calling for local 

government administration’s involvement in the process, the Kajiado leaders accused 

group ranch committee members of frustrating the subdivision exercise by victimizing 

some members. The leaders warned group committees against collecting funds from 

members and urged them to stop withdrawing group ranch funds from banks. The leaders 

also resolved that in order to guard against shoddy work, only those private surveyors 

that had been certified by government should be involved in subdivision. Speaking at 

another fund raising event in Kajiado town, President Moi directed that all loans given to 

dairy farmers in Kajiado district by the Agricultural Finance Corporation be written off 

owing to the fact that cattle died in the 1984 drought and farmers consequently had no 

means through which to repay their loans (Daily Nation 4/15/1989). The President also 

directed that the process of group ranch subdivision be speeded up so that owners of
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parcels could get title deeds to their land. He instructed the head of the civil service to 

send a team of surveyors to Kajiado district. He once again noted that “the issue of 

having group ranches will create problems in the future”.

The President’s encouragement for subdivision, likely originating from pressures 

within Maasailand itself18, had two effects. First, it fostered a grudging acceptance of 

subdivision from within the ranks of a reluctant bureaucracy that had been advocating 

greater caution in the subdivision of group ranches. Second, it served to cap local debates 

on the issue. Group ranch members in Kajiado district began to vote for the dissolution 

and subsequent subdivision of their group ranches into individual parcels. The four group 

ranches studied in this research resolved to subdivide in 1987, 1988 and two in 1989.

This was consistent with the general trend within the district.

A second issue that President Moi touched on was the ‘rescheduling’ and eventual 

writing off of loans borrowed from the Agricultural Finance Corporation. Though this 

was likely intended to benefit the elite individual ranchers, who had experienced 

extensive livestock losses in the 1984 drought, it appears to have been broadly 

interpreted to apply to group ranches as well. As a result, those group ranches that, owing 

to loan encumbrances, had been denied consent to subdivide by the Registrar of group 

ranches, were now free to start subdividing their land. These group ranches had earlier 

taken loans for the implementation of group ranch projects and were prevented from 

subdividing because they had not completed paying off their loans. By tipping public 

opinion in the favor of subdividing, by supporting the ‘rescheduling’ of loans taken by

18 One respondent mentioned that high ranking officials in Moi’s government mostly Kalenjin, including a 
member of Moi’s family, were interested in land in both Narok and Kajiado districts. Subdividing the 
group ranches releases control of land to the owner, who is then free to sell it. A huge chunk of land 
flanking the Nairobi-Namanga road, between Kitengela and Kajiado town in the Kipetu-Kisaju plains is 
now owned by several high ranking individuals in former President Moi’s administration.
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ranchers, and by overriding a reluctant bureaucracy, the President’s policy endorsement 

may have accounted for the apparent ‘wave’ among group ranches to subdivide.

Prior to the President’s announcements, government officials from the 

Departments of Lands Adjudication and Range Planners from the Ministry of Livestock 

Development were cautious and indeed stopped short of openly discouraging group 

ranches against subdivision. According to the minutes of the annual general meeting at 

Enkaroni group ranch of 26th February, 198519, for example, the registrar of group 

ranches ‘emphasized the grave consequences of ranch subdivision without basic 

infrastructure.’ At the same meeting, the Range Officer noted that “it was unfortunate 

that members’ wish to subdivide the group ranch would result in unviable units which 

would be expensive to develop because of their small sizes.” He further pointed out that 

if the land were partitioned equally, each member would be entitled to 79 acres (34 

hectares) in which one would be able to keep no more than 7 head of cattle. Present also 

was the District Land Adjudication Officer who strongly reiterated the inordinate 

expenses of individual parcel management and requested members to reconsider their 

decision. The President’s pronouncement thus served to silence the bureaucracy, forcing 

it into action where previously it was unwilling. Government surveyors were assigned to 

the process, while range officers from the Ministry of Livestock Development and 

Planning were enlisted to ensure that subdivided parcels were viable.

It must be recognized however that official sanction for subdivision came at a 

time when most group ranch members had seen the necessity to subdivide. Records for 

the group ranches studied indicate that there had been considerable debates on the merits 

and demerits of subdivision prior to the President’s 1989 encouragement. Minutes of

19 Meetings File: Enkaroni group ranch, District Land Adjudication Office, Kajiado District.
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Enkaroni group ranch meetings in February and May of 1985 had as their sole agendas 

discussions on the merits and demerits of subdivision20. Not all meetings and debates 

were recorded. Those that did not occur under the auspices of a formal annual general 

meeting of members, such as those organized through the local chief’s administrative 

umbrella i.e. the local baraza, were not recorded in writing. Such barazas were numerous 

in each of the group ranches in the run up to subdivision.

If the President’s remarks merely quickened the pace of decision making, and if 

the bureaucracy was not actively encouraging group ranches to subdivide, what is it that 

motivated group ranch members to subdivide? In the next section I show the complement 

of factors that drove individuals’ preferences for subdivision. These included: increasing 

population within the group ranches and the normative imperative to keep recruiting new 

members from the pool of maturing youths; the notion of ‘development’ and progress 

associated with individual land ownership; the problem of differential access to and 

exploitation of group resources owing to variations in livestock ownership among group 

members; the problem of outsiders, primarily the neighboring individual ranchers, who 

grazed their livestock within group-held land without fulfilling reciprocal obligations; 

and the notion that group held land may easily be interpreted as ‘vacant’ land that could 

be issued for the settlement of population overflowing from the densely populated 

highland regions of the country.

I categorize these motivations as economic, demographic and defensive strategies. 

As we shall see, though many of these motivations are important in each of the group 

ranches studied, the salience of each of the motivations varies owing to the unique 

features and experiences of each group ranch area. Table 6.1 below illustrates individual

20 Meetings File: Enkaroni Group Ranch. Department of Land Adjudication, Kajiado District.
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preferences for subdivision according to age set and status for each group ranch. Table 

6.2 goes further to list the various reasons that individuals furnished for desiring to have 

their group ranches subdivided. These reasons are provided for each group ranch and also 

aggregated across all group ranches. The figures in the following tables, together with 

more extended explanations offered by each individual in their interview session, form 

the basis for analysis and discussion in the following sections. All figures in Tables 6.1 

and 6.2 relate to registered members of the group ranch whose membership status 

conferred upon each of them rights to decision making. They each received individual 

parcels upon group ranch subdivision. All were interviewed during the first phase of 

fieldwork in 2001.
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Table 6.1: Breakdown of Group Ranch Members’ Preferences For Subdivision
Age Set/Status Enkaroni Meto Nentanai Torosei

Favor Disfavor Favor Disfavor Favor Disfavor Favor Disfavor
Ilterito - - 1 0 - - - -

Ilnyankusi 2 2 4 2 6 1 0 0
Iseuri 11 1 14 1 8 0 8 7

Ilkiseyia 17 1 16 7 3 2 9 3
Ir anglr ang/N g’orisho 10 0 10 3 3 0 9 3
liking ’ onde/Ilkishili 3 0 5 0 - - 13 10

Widows 2 2 12 3 2 2 2 2

Total 45
i % S*

6
r  ! 7C% !

62
(79.49%)

16
(20.51%)

22
(75.86%)

5
(10.34%)

41
(63.08%)

25
(38.46%)

52
'.27 A sVr ;

;:! in. mi is in isi i: jjis:i‘:-.:il i iimihi'.i's iluii wen: inter'. iewed in 2001

Table 6.2: Factors that Motivated Group Ranch Members to Prefer Subdivision
Enkaroni Meto Nentanai Torosei Total

Factor Elders Widows Elders Widows Elders Widows Elders Widows
Acquire Title 15 0 50 15 19 3 42 4 148

Increasing
Population

20 0 43 11 12 0 47 3 136

Non-Maasai may
take

15 0 41 12 6 2 53 2 131

Individual Ranchers 12 0 15 2 9 2 2 0 42

Herd Inequality 8 1 - - 1 0 1 0 11

Problem with Group 
Decisions

7 0 5 1 3 0 5 0 21

Government
Required

1 0 4 0 1 0 3 0 9

Politicians
Influenced

1 0 6 0 2 0 2 0 11
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6.3 “L and does not Give Birth”: Population Increase and a Static Resource 
Base

Fundamental to the reason to subdivide across the group ranches studied of 

Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei were members’ concerns with increasing human 

numbers in the context of a fixed, non-expanding land resource base. Land, unlike 

people, does not give birth. The periodic registration of new members as age sets matured 

had direct implications for the size of parcel that each would receive in the event that land 

was subdivided. As young men matured, they were recruited into group membership.

This recruitment commonly involved the collective registration of an entire age set. 

Consequently, members’ shares to group ranch land were gradually diminishing with the 

expansion of membership. The anticipated outcome was that parcels would be small and 

unviable upon the eventual subdivision of the group ranch, at some unknown though 

certain time in the future. This concern also reflects a general sense that land subdivision 

was unavoidable; a sense that is tied to events in Kajiado district and elsewhere in Kenya. 

The historical origins of this perception of inevitability have been analyzed more 

carefully in Chapter 5.

Tables 6.3and 6.4 present population figures for each group ranch for the past 20 

years and incorporate three population census data. Table 6.5 gives an indication of new 

registrations across time in some of the group ranches.
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Table 6.3: Number of members in Each Group Ranch in Three Time Periods
Ranch 1982 1984 2002*
Enkaroni 190 336 356
Meto 408 425 (645)?
Nentanai 51 51 56
Torosei 165 165 300
*For the subdivided group ranches, the year 2002 refers to number of members that were eventually registered and to whom land was allocated. 
Source: District Land Adjudication Office, Kajiado District.

Table 6.4: Total Population in the Study Areas
Name of Location* 1979 1989 1999 2002 Projection at 

4.5% Growth Rate
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Enkaroni 731 757 1209 1340 1384 1534
Meto 1629 1766 2401 2551 2529 2511 2895 2875
Nentanai Village ** ** ** 192 234 210 268
Bissil 1922 1878 4567 4851 5229 5554
Torosei 1696 1607 987 897 1209 1340 1384 1534
* Each of the locations coincides with a group ranch, except Nentanai which falls under Ilbissil location. 
**Data not available.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Finance and Planning (2001b, 1994, 1981).

Table 6.5: Number of Individuals Registered
Group Ranch Registrations*
Enkaroni 1984: 89 registered
Meto 1980: 23

1985:134
1989: ?
1992: 38

Nentanai
Torosei 1985:117
* These are in addition to those registered when the group ranches were first incorporated in the 1970s.
Source: Group Ranch Meetings Files, Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai, Torosei, Department of Land Adjudication, Kajiado District.
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By the time the Enkaroni group members were debating whether or not to 

subdivide inl985, many group ranches in Kajiado were engaged in the same discussion 

while others such as those in Kaputiei and in Ngong divisions had already subdivided 

about a decade earlier or were at advanced stages. Arguably, subdivision in Kajiado 

district began as early as three decades ago in the late 1960s with the initial enclosure of 

the larger, Maasai range into the group ranches as we currently know them. This large- 

scale enclosure was punctuated by the demarcation of a few, very large, individual 

ranches that were issued to Maasai that were willing to pursue lives independent of the 

collective, the so-called ‘individual ranchers.’ The late 1970s and early 1980s saw key 

areas of Northern and Eastern Kajiado district individualizing formerly group held land. 

This general tendency towards individualization can be seen in other parts of Kenya such 

as amongst the Kikuyu, Kamba, Kisii, and Kipsigis communities who neighbor the 

Maasai and whose land is now held under individual title.

The links between increasing numbers of registered group ranch members and 

accompanying perceptions of land scarcity is reflected in the ever more stringent rules for 

recruiting individuals into group membership. In all the group ranches studied, 

registration began with the combined registration of the Ilterito, the Ilnyankusi, the Iseuri, 

and the Ilkiseiya age sets at the time when group ranches were formed (See Table 2.4 of 

Chapter 2 for age set chronology in the study areas). In Meto and Enkaroni group ranch 

areas, recruitment of new members ended with the registration of the Irang Irang age set 

in 1984 and the register was ‘closed’ to any future member recruitment. This coincided 

with the time when members of both group ranches were beginning to debate 

subdivision. More junior age sets such as the Ilkingonde, who were initiated around the
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time when these group ranches were ready to subdivide, found the register closed and 

were shut out of a process by which they too would have formalized their entitlement to 

group land. The same applied to even more junior age sets such as the Ilmajeshi and the 

Ilkilaku/Ilpaang’u that were formed several years after the Ilkingonde. All were excluded 

because their inclusion would have reduced the share of group land available to each 

registered member. In Nentanai group ranch, which is Kajiado’s smallest, even the Irang 

Irang age set was not registered!

When the group ranches were first carved out of vast open Maasai territory that 

used to be controlled by specific sections of the Maasai, the intent was to register those 

families living in territory that was controlled by the section of Maasai that resided and 

thus held claim to that particular territory. This first registration required that community 

elders and government chiefs verify the residential status of each individual prior to his 

registration. Anyone certified as a genuine resident and whose identity was endorsed by a 

select group of elders was registered. Male household heads and some of their young 

male sons were registered. Included in this first registration were non-Maasai from 

Kikuyu, Kamba, Somali and Wa-Arusha (of Tanzania) ethnicities who at the time were 

variously employed as cultivators and traders. They were affiliated either through 

marriage or friendship with local Maasai and were incorporated into Maasai socio

cultural structure through the age set and clan institutions.

Each of the four group ranches studied of Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei 

had a very small minority of non-Maasai as registered members. For Enkaroni group 

ranch, in particular, the first registration was conducted under a somewhat peculiar 

circumstance. Enkaroni is inhabited by the Purko, the smallest Maasai section in Kajiado
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district. The boundaries of most group ranches are contiguous with the government’s 

administrative locations, which are the smallest administrative units in the country. Since 

the Kajiado Purko were extremely few, it was not administratively prudent to create a 

location specific for the Purko. Proposals at the time intended to annex the Purko to a 

neighboring section, the Ildamat. The Purko resisted this proposal by registering any male 

resident in the area, whether adult, child, non-Purko and even non-Maasai as a way of 

preventing this artificial assimilation into the Ildamat.

Apart from residency and being male, there were no other restrictions in the first 

few years following the establishment of group ranches. Later years saw greater 

stringency in the application of the rules of membership. While earlier registrations were 

open to all adult male residents, later registrations limited eligibility to a set of criteria 

that were simultaneously applied. An individual thus had to have been bom and raised 

within the group ranch, had to have been initiated into adulthood according to Maasai 

custom, had to be endorsed by the entire membership during annual general meetings, 

had to possess a national identity card and had to pay a registration fee. These rules were 

ultimately negated with the closing of the register of members when each group ranch 

resolved to subdivide.

Closing the register of members locked out eligible males such as the Iranglrang 

in Nentanai, the liking’onde in Enkaroni and Meto and the Ilkishili in Torosei. Women, 

who were excluded from rights from the inception of the group ranches, were eventually, 

as widows, registered at the insistence of government officials. They were also registered 

as a matter of expediency. Registering a single widow on behalf of her eligible sons as
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opposed to registering the adult sons of the deceased husband reduces the ultimate 

number of individuals registered. This plays into the numbers and scarcity situation.

More strictly enforced rules of eligibility to membership are just part of a wider 

exclusion mechanism. Questions of identity and belonging also emerged when group 

ranch members resolved to subdivide. Members and their committees undertook 

painstaking effort to verify the identity of those registered. In Meto group ranch for 

example, the wa-Arusha, migrant laborers from Tanzania, who were resident on the 

group ranch and who came to assist in cultivation, were struck off the register because 

they were of Tanzanian nationality. Similarly, individuals whose names were doubly 

registered in Meto as well as in the registers of adjacent group ranches were requested to 

select which group ranch they wished to remain in. Their names were consequently 

deleted from the register of their choice. Within the group ranch itself, some individuals 

were registered severally under different names. This was also corrected. Exclusion was 

thus a prime theme in group ranch subdivision. Earlier forms exclusion was based on 

gender. In later years age became the basis of exclusion. Yet later still identity, i.e. 

whether one was Kenyan or not and/or whether one belonged to one group ranch or the 

other became the basis of exclusion. These efforts at exclusion fed off notions and 

realities of land scarcity that were in turn fuelled by expanding human numbers in the 

group ranches.
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6.4 The Individual Ranchers: Land Titles, Land Grabbing and Competitive 
Grazing

In addition to an increasing membership, the impact of the early individual 

ranchers in motivating group ranch members to subdivide cannot be overemphasized. As 

indicated earlier in Chapter 5, individual ranches were established in the earlyl960s to 

early 1970s. Very few were established in the 1950s. Because individual ranches were 

expected to serve as models for proper livestock and pasture management, the 

government provided them with necessary infrastructure and support to ensure their 

success. Using their land titles as collateral individual ranchers had access to 

development loans from the Agricultural Finance Corporation. They also had access to 

extension services from relevant government departments such as the Ministry of 

Livestock and Water Development. With this kind of support many individual ranchers 

appeared successful. Many constructed permanent stone houses, put up temporary and 

permanent watering facilities, increased the quantity and improved the quality of their 

herds. With time group ranch members, who were faced with increasing challenges to 

collective decision-making began to find the group concept unworkable and to see in 

individual ranching a reasonable and viable alternative. Group members were eager to 

access these loan facilities and achieve similar success.

The individual title was viewed as the gateway to development. Privatizing land 

was perhaps the magic bullet that would unleash development in Maasailand. A title to 

land represented complete and secure ownership, but more. It could be used as collateral 

to acquire loans for farm and livestock improvement; it could be used as security against 

which unforeseen circumstances such as illness could be confronted. For the poor in 

particular, individual ownership represented not only their extrication from a grazing
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interaction in which they were exploited, but also an opportunity to manage their 

livestock in harmony with pasture availability; an ability to earn alternative incomes 

either by leasing out excess pastures, cultivating, selling charcoal, and in extreme cases, 

selling off part of their land. With individuation, the poor would become property owners 

and have access to alternative productive resources that would enable them improve their 

status within the community.

This association of ‘development’ with individually owned assets is particularly 

strong in Meto, where large individual ranches virtually surround the entire group ranch 

save for the hills on its border with Tanzania. Group members witnessed individual 

ranchers using land titles as collateral to take loans and which they used to increase the 

number and quality of livestock and to improve on-farm infrastructure. The livestock 

enterprise seemed to succeed and indeed to thrive under individual ownership.

Meto is perhaps one group ranch where the role of alternative subsistence 

strategies was given serious consideration during the decision to subdivide. Being 

periodically ravaged by the East Cost Fever disease, livestock populations were 

increasingly threatened and cultivation assuming increased importance in the livelihoods 

of group ranch members. Under an individualized system each individual would 

determine how much land to put under cultivation relative to grazing. Also the returns to 

investments of labor and seed would be realized by the same individual. Land use 

restrictions under group ranching made cultivation difficult, this in addition to the risk of 

crops being destroyed by free ranging livestock. The increasing incidence of cultivation 

was noted with concern by the group ranch chairman during Meto’s members’ general 

meeting of 27th September 1989. Cultivation in Meto was greatly facilitated by the hired
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labor of the wa-Arusha of Tanzania or through kinship ties with the Kikuyu. Though 

crops may fail in bad years grain surpluses in good years would be sold to members of 

the neighboring Torosei group ranch. Others however prefer to transport their surplus to 

Bissel market 56 Km away. Competitive pricing of maize in Tanzania hampers sales in 

Torosei, while Bissel sales are rendered less profitable by the high costs of transportation.

The success of the individual ranchers and group members’ envy of it must be 

qualified. To some group ranchers, the very creation of individual ranches in the late 

1960s and early 70s was the equivalent of a land grab in which huge chunks of the 

community’s land were hived off and transferred to exclusive individual use without the 

community’s consent. Some individuals also harbored a niggling fear that this land 

grabbing might renew itself and the remaining parts of the group ranch might be taken in 

very much the same way as had happened during the creation of the individual ranches. 

These fears were especially acute amongst the members of Nentanai group ranch, who 

have seen the mushrooming of individual ranches in their surrounds and who have also 

witnessed the grabbing of livestock holding grounds in nearby Bissel town by influential 

individuals.

The members of Enkaroni group ranch viewed individual ranchers as a menace. 

Though some may have admired and even envied the ‘development’ exemplified by 

individual ranchers, most group members had more reason to resent than to admire the 

individual ranchers’ successes in the livestock enterprise because it occurred at their 

expense. Individual ranchers would release their livestock to graze in group ranch 

pastures during the wet season and retreat into their fenced and exclusive ranches in the 

dry, while denying group members the use of their ranches during this time. The
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individual ranchers were in effect using the group ranch as a wet season grazing area and 

setting aside their own land as dry season grazing areas i.e. olopololis. These olopololis 

were exclusive, accessible only to the individual ranch owners themselves.

Why did Meto and Nentanai group ranches tolerate the herds of individual 

ranchers, while Enkaroni did not? Enkaroni, which in Ol-Maa means the ‘place with no 

river’, is inadequately supplied with water. Its location places it in a somewhat distant 

position to any alternative source of pasture and water. Meto, on the border with 

Tanzania, seems to have unrestricted access to dry season pastures and water in nearby 

Tanzania. Nentanai’s closeness to the Maparasha hills accords it the same advantages as 

Meto. Nentanai is often referred to by individuals in Enkaroni as one of the last pasture 

refuges during the dry season. Both Nentanai and Meto were also severely ravaged by 

East Coast Fever, and the declining herds may have reduced competitive tensions with 

the individual ranchers.

Thus the individual ranchers’ ‘successes’, in a crude sense, achieved one of the 

goals that had driven the establishment of individual ranches in Kajiado district: to act as 

a model that could be replicated by the wider Maasai community. But this demonstration 

effect was counterbalanced by their exploitative grazing on surrounding group lands. It 

was also offset by perceptions amongst some group members that the individual ranchers 

represented a land grab. These latter situations generated resentment rather than envy. All 

three reasons - demonstration effects, exploitative grazing and land grab - appeared to 

motivate interest in the subdivision of collective holdings.
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6.5 Livestock Holdings and Grazing Interactions inside the Group Ranch

Herds within the group ranch were a conglomeration of livestock belonging to 

both livestock-poor and livestock-rich individuals. Livestock ownership was not factored 

into pasture availability and all group members grazed on the same pastures. Livestock- 

poor individuals were discontented with this arrangement, as it did not differentiate 

between the pasture demands of different members with varying livestock holdings. They 

felt that they were subsidizing the livestock enterprise of the rich, with no apparent gain 

to themselves. This was particularly evident in the drought periods when all livestock 

belonging to both rich and poor would be forced to migrate out of the group ranch after 

exhausting available pasture. These migrations would result in substantial herd losses. 

Losses were particularly acute for the poor who, having set off with only a few cattle, 

would often return with none. Livestock poor individuals were thus bearing the costs of 

collective herding, yet the benefits were concentrated among the wealthy few. These 

grazing differentials amongst group ranch members themselves dovetailed with the 

exploitative tendencies of the individual ranchers and pushed group members into 

viewing subdivision as a desirable alternative. With subdivision, each individual would 

acquire his own parcel and be forced to manage his pastures according to the number of 

cattle that he owned.

6.6 Challenges with Collective Decision Making in  the Group Ranch

The group ranch committee members were particularly sensitive to difficulties in 

collective decision-making. This group of 10 individuals, elected from the wider group of 

ranch membership and mandated with tasks of running and overseeing all development
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efforts on the ranch were facing endless frustration over several issues. Enforcing 

livestock quotas and getting individuals to limit or reduce stock quantities as part of ranch 

management planning was proving to be impossible. Livestock under indigenous Maasai 

herd management is owned and managed by individuals. Herd size is individually 

determined. The economic and symbolic value of cattle occasioned a focus on 

accumulation amongst rational herd owners. Milk is a crucial component of basic 

subsistence. Cattle are important for cementing social relationships either through bride 

wealth or stock exchanges among friends and relatives, as well as an insurance against 

droughts. The committee was unable to mediate against this strong set of incentives and 

to convince herd owners to reduce their herds. Without an agreement on a limit to herd 

size, the group ranch did face a tragedy of the commons.

In addition to the uncontrolled accumulation of livestock by some group ranch 

members, the committee faced considerable defiance of their attempts to define and 

enforce grazing and settlement patterns within the group. Individuals would, for example, 

graze livestock in areas deferred for dry season grazing, or even construct homesteads in 

the same. Similarly group members would invite kin and friends to graze on group land 

without consulting the committee21. Others would set wild fires to decimate tick 

infestations and to improve pastures. Yet still others were guilty of non-payment of their 

contributions for the financing of group projects such as water and schools.

21 This problem was particularly acute in Torosei group ranch and subdivision here was also seen as a way 
of cutting off members from other neighboring group ranches particularly Shompole (which is much more 
arid than Torosei) who would bring their herds during the dry season. After exhausting Torosei pastures, 
they together with Torosei members would all be forced to move into Tanzania. In good times some 
Shompole people would refuse to return to their homes and would have to be chased away, but their friends 
would invite them again. Even if they left, they would leave a large proportion of their livestock behind. 
The poor in Torosei were the most notorious for inviting their friends as they would benefit from milking 
their friends’ herds. Group members felt that subdivision would help them get rid of this problem, as 
anyone who would invite their friend would have to bear the burden of accommodating them on their 
individual parcel.
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While most of these challenges were resolvable and. some were actually resolved, 

for example by forcibly evicting unauthorized settlers or chasing away non members, 

these solutions were untenable and unattractive in the long run. The committee thus 

encouraged and even campaigned for subdivision as a way of divesting themselves of 

these responsibilities. Recalling some of the trials the group scheme underwent, the 

Enkaroni group ranch chairman during an interview observed that “it is only the 

government that can manage large pieces of land like group ranches.”22

Consequently, the group ranch committee members invested much effort in 

encouraging subdivision. They not only campaigned for subdivision by presenting it as a 

government required initiative, emphasizing President Moi’s previous advice to the 

community, but they also stirred deep-seated fears by suggesting that future, post-Moi 

governments may settle non-Maasai in the group ranches if left undivided. This may have 

played a pivotal role in hardening members’ resolve to subdivide. This fear of immigrants 

and especially the Kikuyu must be contextualized. Though the wa-Kamba were rewarded 

for their role in the World War by being given land in parts of Northern and Western 

Kajiado, the Kikuyu were perceived as a bigger threat in spite of historical symbiotic 

Maasai-Kikuyu relations. Not only were the Kikuyu more numerous and economically 

stronger, but recent experiences of unfair land transactions in other parts of Maasailand 

have left Maasai suspicious of Kikuyus. The validity of such arguments can easily be 

called into question because group ranches are legally titled and have this far represented 

a most effective form of protection of Maasai land, at least from government 

appropriation. Indeed all evidence suggests that recent losses to Kikuyu were through 

direct sales, the result of subdivision itself. Nonetheless, land remains a deeply emotive

22 Interview:ENK/24/2001
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issue for the Maasai in their memory of the state’s historical capacity to ruthlessly seize 

their land regardless of local community interests and in the wake of unequal land 

transactions with ‘market-savvy’ outsiders.

Clearly a multiplicity of factors underlies group ranch members’ decisions to 

subdivide their collective holdings. The demand for exclusive, individual property rights 

in land follows quite closely economic and demographic predictions. An increasing 

human population heightens perceptions of scarcity while titles acquired after subdivision 

are envisioned to open up previously inaccessible opportunities. Both these reasons seem 

to have created an incentive among individuals and groups to want to subdivide. But also 

difficulties in enforcing rules for resource appropriation within the group ranch, and in 

excluding outsiders raise concerns over distribution. Members viewed subdivision and 

individualization as a decisive solution to distributional asymmetries. Similarly, claims to 

external threats of dispossession create a powerful incentive for subdivision. Such claims 

are validated by an historical examination of Maasai land relations (Chapter 5).

Though the preceding account has laid out factors that motivated demand for 

exclusive, individualized property rights, it is incomplete. It homogenizes a host of 

differentiated preferences amongst actors, and it obscures the concrete struggles, bargains 

and controversies that defined the decision making process. As illustrated below, this was 

a process that closely followed the age and gender differentiation of Maasai society and 

one that was characterized by conflicting agendas and disparate abilities by individuals to 

influence the nature and direction of change. An analysis of the preferences of individuals 

and groups of actors, and the ways in which they pressed their claims in the run up to
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subdivision greatly enhances the understanding of this dynamic process. It places in 

perspective the problem of why subdivision happened in the first place.

The following section presents the heterogeneity of actors and interests in 

subdivision. It illustrates how these interests were articulated, mediated and tempered 

within the framework of a mix of formal-legal and customary institutions, to achieve the 

outcome of subdivision.

6.7 Differential Preferences for Subdivision among Group Ranch Members

Maasai in the four group ranches I studied of Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and 

Torosei belong to the Purko, Matapato and Loodokilani sections. The section is a 

territorially defined unit. Yet the socio-political organization of the Maasai across 

sections is almost identical, with cross-cutting linkages afforded by age-sets and clan 

affiliations. Minor differences in dialect, terminology and dress may occur between 

sections. In general Maasai society can be categorized into the elders, the ilmurran, the 

youth, the women and the children. Elders can further be disaggregated into three groups 

- junior, senior and retired elders. These categories of elders personify a power and 

authority structure that is entrenched in ritual, is defined by age and experience, and is 

given expression by decision-making responsibility and privilege within the community.

Among the communities of Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei group ranches, 

the senior most grouping of elders that featured prominently in the conversations on 

subdivision, belonged to the Ilterito and Ilnyankusi age sets. The Ilterito, if alive today, 

would be roughly between 85-100 yrs old, while the Ilnyankusi may be between 70 and 

80 years old. The Iseuri may be about 60 tO 70; the Ilkitoip (Ilkiseiya and Iranglrang)
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early 40s-late 50s; the Ilkingonde, mid-2Gs to late 30s...and so on. The ilmurran are 

usually young men in their mid teens to mid-20s and comprise the ‘warrior’ group in the 

community. Women, like children, are dependents. They have little to no decision

making authority outside of the household.

6.7.1 The Elders

In Enkaroni and Torosei group ranches, the age differential correlated closely 

with preference for subdivision, while in Meto and Nentanai it did not. In Enkaroni, for 

example, the most senior elders during the time when subdivision decisions were being 

debated were the Ilterito and the Ilnyankusi. Majority of individuals in these age groups, 

though few in number, were strongly opposed to subdivision. To them land subdivision 

symbolized the end of Maasai pastoralism, the beginning of poverty, of a disintegration 

of community, and in the extreme land sales. In their reasoning subdivision would reduce 

the amount of land available for livestock, leading to a reduction in the number of 

livestock that each could potentially own ultimately resulting in poverty. Such poverty 

would then motivate individuals to sell parts of their land in their bid to survive. Such 

sales, if to outsiders, would result in the loss of Maasai land to non-Maasai. This 

restricted movement and ‘caging in’ of individuals in their parcels would undermine 

community cohesion. The senior most elders of Enkaroni and Torosei preferred not to 

subdivide. By contrast the senior Ilnyankusi of Meto and Nentanai group ranches 

strongly supported the subdivision of their group ranches. Later paragraphs in this section 

show the reason for this preference.
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Despite the senior elders’ interjections, Enkaroni group ranch was still 

subdivided. Torosei group ranch resolved to subdivide and is still organizing for a formal 

survey and demarcation. In Enkaroni the elders’ voices of dissent did not go unheeded 

judging by the widespread acknowledgement that elders’ were the main stumbling block 

to subdivision. The Ilterito and Ilnyankusi here were ineffective in pressing for their 

interest. They were few and kept dying off with time and as the debates progressed. The 

Ilterito in particular were too old and weak to leave their compounds and attend meetings, 

while many Ilnyankusi disgusted with the whole idea simply refused to attend meetings 

convened to discuss subdivision. When the matter was taken to a vote23 amongst group 

members, the senior elders were outnumbered by the more numerous Iseuri and Ilkitoip 

who were not only younger and stronger but who comprised the larger part of the ten 

member group ranch committee. The composition of group ranch committees is * 

discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.

Remarkably, the elders did not evoke their powers to curse those that went against 

their wishes because their ‘sons’ continuously appealed to them about the gains of 

subdivison. Their official sons are the Ilkiseiya, the right hand or older grouping within 

the Ilkitoip age set. Father-son relationships across age sets serve to solidify inter-age set 

relationships. While proximate age sets struggle against each other for power, leadership 

and community recognition, alternate age sets usually separated by a minimum of 

fourteen years are characterized by a supportive, though paternalistic relationship 

characterized by deference for the older age set. Within an age-set, on the other hand, 

individuals enjoy bonds that are cordial and mutually reinforcing; solidarity is a

23 As specified by the group ranch Act of 1968, all group ranch decisions must be made in the presence of a 
quorum comprising at least 60% of the total membership, and more, that any individual decision must be 
put to a vote subject to a 60% majority rule. See Chapter 5.
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fundamental organizing principle. Thus the Ilkiseiya, the recognized ‘sons’ of the 

Ilnyankusi, many of who were in favor of subdivision, appealed for their ‘fathers’ 

blessings at many barazas that were convened by the group committee to discuss 

subdivision. As it were, these meetings seemed to have been an exercise in public 

relations designed to contain the disapproval of the seniors because their will was 

virtually ignored. The Iseuri and the Ilkiseiya, the younger, more numerous and most 

powerful elders on the group ranch, got the subdivision that they preferred.

The preference for subdivision by the Ilnyankusi elders in Meto and Nentanai 

departs radically from the ‘conservatism’ expressed by the Ilnyankusi of Enkaroni.

The Ilnyankusi of Meto and Nentanai favored subdivision. Their preference for 

subdivision in these two cases was conditioned on the fact that members of their age set 

own the somewhat numerous individual ranches surrounding Meto and Nentanai group 

ranches. In the whole of Maasai in general, the Ilnyankusi were the first to be issued 

individual ranches, and have used their large parcels as collateral to develop their ranches 

and even to acquire more land24. The Ilnyankusi in Meto and Nentanai group ranches at 

the time of subdivision were in favor of subdivision because they felt that their peers who 

had obtained individual ranches had cheated them out of their land. Most regretted their 

earlier choices of not taking individual ranches when they were up for grabs. Here, the 

Ilnyankusi that disfavored subdivision were few and did not matter. Some disfavor until 

now, though at the time of subdivision they wisely recognized that it would still happen 

and chose not to resist.

24 The ownership of individual ranches within Kajiado and indeed Maasailand is dominated by the 
Ilnyankusi. This may be because Maasai political leadership at both national and local levels at the time 
when group ranches were being created and individual ranches demarcated in the 1960s comprised mainly 
of members from this age set. The Ilnyankusi have now been nudged out of leadership by their followers, 
the Iseuri, who are also facing increasing challenges from their followers, the Ilkiseyia age set.
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The remaining groups of elders, the Iseuri and Ilkiseyia were much in favor of 

subdividing. Both these age sets had good representation within the group’s management 

committee, as will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. For the Iseuri and the 

Ilkiseyia a key motivator was the need to ‘develop’ following the example of the 

individual ranchers. Each of the individuals envisioned a greater security with 

subdivision and the ability to make independent decisions with regard to cultivation, to 

livestock management and with the development of infrastructure and housing.

6.7.2 Rich and Poor Livestock Herders

The rich and the poor, who belong to different age sets, can also be grouped into 

preference categories. The rich, who own large numbers of livestock, and cattle in 

particular, were initially not in favor of subdivision. Their large herds would not be 

sustained under restricted, smaller sized parcels. Free grazing of their herds within the 

group ranch made them the disproportionate beneficiaries of the group ranching system. 

They did not favor change.

The poor on the other hand favored subdividing, though some expressed a ‘fear’ 

of the rich whom they anticipated would influence decisions and acquire larger parcels 

during the process of subdivision. The livestock-poor individuals were interested in the 

transition primarily because they did not have large herds; restricted grazing within the 

confines of their individual parcels was expected to enable them to better manage their 

small herds. Subdivision would also open up new income generating opportunities for the 

poor. They could lease excess pastures to the rich, and benefit from milking the herds of 

the rich as they grazed in the leased pastures. They could also cultivate. They could sell
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charcoal, or even a part of their land. Subdivision would thus create avenues for livestock 

poor individuals to generate much needed income from alternative activities and uplift 

their status within the community. Thus in spite of the shadow of a possible land grab by 

the rich herd owners during subdivision, the poor had considerable incentives to support 

the drive for subdivision.

6.7.3 The Women

Since women were not registered as group ranch members, they were not allowed 

into group ranch meetings. The non-registration of women may have followed Maasai 

cultural interpretations in which land and land use decisions are the responsibility of male 

elders. Women acquired rights through their relationships with males either as wives, 

daughters or sisters. Women in the studied group ranches thus did not participate in the 

decision of whether or not to subdivide. They “followed their husbands decisions” or 

“took their husbands stand.” Those that attempted to confront their husbands over the 

issue were met with indifference and sometimes outright hostility. On matters to do with 

land, women were decision takers. Though widows, as the executors of their deceased 

husbands’ shares in the group ranch were sometimes permitted to attend group ranch 

members’ meetings, they could not address men publicly. Several widows did not attend 

the meetings because their in-laws represented them. However their votes counted when 

time came to vote on whether or not to subdivide. Similarly, the registration of widows as 

replacement for their deceased husbands, helped contain the numbers problem. Instead of 

registering the adult sons, it was more convenient to register widows, who in turn would 

distribute to their sons.
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Women thus had no forum within the structures of the group ranch to pursue and 

articulate their interests and claims. They did not attempt to challenge the basis of their 

exclusion. The same elders who had crafted the rule to exclude them could not be relied 

upon to change the rules in their favor. Though women were denied participation, it did 

not deprive them of a preference and an opinion regarding subdivision.

Many married women favored subdivision on several grounds: inheritance for 

children, land ownership and freedom to conduct independent decisions. The few that 

were wary of subdivision cited during interviews restricted access to grazing and a 

breakdown of shared life patterns as fundamental constraints. Their lack of involvement 

in the process may also have colored their opinion against subdivision. Today, these same 

women that disfavored subdivision are even more resentful of subdivision; not only have 

the conflicts over trespass increased, but inconveniences to their daily lives have 

increased. Subdivision has made their daily provisioning activities even more difficult. 

While before they had the entire group ranch to draw on for fuel wood, a woman is now 

forced to get fuel wood from a finite source within the confines of her parcel. Parcel 

owners have also sealed off the usual, shorter access routes to water. Married women 

with young sons were particularly opposed as they knew their children had no chances of 

being included in the exercise.

The widows favored subdivision because it would allow them to become 

landowners through the inheritance of their deceases husbands’ shares in the group ranch. 

This would ultimately give them some independence and control within the group ranch 

and their sons’ futures would be assured. Land ownership by women seems
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unprecedented in Maasai culture. It a turning point in gender relations and likely the 

beginning of subtle shifts in the status of Maasai women.

6.7.4 The Youth: Struggles for Inclusion

In this study, youth are defined as those male individuals that had not yet been 

initiated into elder-hood but had been initiated into adulthood through circumcision by 

the time the process of subdivision begun in the group ranches of Enkaroni, Meto,
■jsr

Nentanai and Torosei . When subdivision issues were being discussed in mid 1980s and 

by the time members resolved to subdivide into individual parcels, several groups of 

youths in these ranches were eligible for registration as members. These were the 

Ilkingonde of Enkaroni, the Ilkingonde of Meto, some Hkishili (also=Ilkingonde) of 

Torosei and the Irang Irang of Nentanai. In all sections of the Maasai, the Iranglrang 

(referred to as Ng’orisho among the Matapato) are the immediate seniors of the 

Ilkingonde.

These sets of youths favored the idea of subdivision for very much the same 

promise of individual progress and development suggested by individual land ownership. 

Perhaps even more significant was the measure of independence from their fathers that 

the individual ownership of land promised. Maasai youths are typically reliant on their 

fathers for the initial acquisition of cattle and other stock to start them off in the livestock 

enterprise. This dominance by older folk is evident in other spheres of an individual’s 

lifetime, such as in the rites of passage. The younger is often at a less powerful end of an

25 Interviews across all group ranches studied indicated that circumcision was one of the requirements for 
registration. Galaty indicates that though this is a reasonable characterization for the current purpose, the 
notion of ‘becoming a man’ is a process, defined by several sequential events, circumcision being just one 
out of these. Personal communication, 26th October, 2002.
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increasing power continuum. Land, a basic resource in the livestock enterprise is highly 

valued.The youth saw in land ownership the ability to divest themselves, at least in an 

economic sense, of part of the hold their fathers, and ultimately elders, had over them.

The urge to break away was all the more pressing due to the polygynous structure of most 

Maasai households. Not all wives in a polygamous household were treated equally; and 

the probability of disfavor trickling down to children could not be discounted. It was not 

unlikely that such disfavor would manifest itself in the distribution of assets from father 

to sons. Even though the youths favored subdivision they were excluded from 

membership and subsequently an avenue through which they, by right, would have 

acquired a critical productive asset.

Though the excluded age sets varied somewhat, the basis of their exclusion was 

remarkably consistent across all group ranches: increasing the number of members would 

reduce the size of parcels that each would ultimately receive. The perception of the 

severity of the problem also varied depending on the group ranch. That the Iranglrang 

age set, relatively more advanced age wise, were excluded in Nentanai is an indication of 

a more acute version of the problem. The small size of this group ranch made the range of 

whom to include even more restrictive. The inclusion of Ilkingonde/Ilkishili in Torosei 

group ranch on the other hand, may be attributed to the relatively large size of the group 

ranch and also to the timing of the decision to subdivide. Yet their exclusion in Enkaroni 

and Meto is difficult to explain but may be a consequence of the times at which different 

ranches began serious discussions on subdivision. Group ranch records indicate that 

Enkaroni and Meto began discussion as early as 1982 and 1985. It is unclear for Torosei 

as records do not have any indication. Nentanai, the smallest group ranch began
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somewhat earlier than the rest and even resolved to subdivide two years earlier, in 1987, 

than the other three26.

In Torosei group ranch, majority of the Hkishili, who are also known as 

Ilkingonde in other group ranches, were registered in 1985 around the time of their 

circumcision and four years prior to their members resolution to subdivide. About 

eighteen individuals were not registered because they were not circumcised by the time. 

Thus it is these individuals who initially sought registration. The issue of youth 

registration in Torosei becomes complicated due to the delay in formal survey and 

demarcation. Although group ranch members here resolved to subdivide in 1989 only an 

informal demarcation has been conducted by the committee. There consequently seems to 

be a general feeling that there is room for adjustments. As a result youths initiated much 

later than the Ilkishili, i.e. the Umajeshi age set, have also begun to agitate for 

registration.

In Enkaroni, which resolved to subdivide in 1988 but had begun negotiations over 

subdivision earlier in 1985 but could not proceed due to outstanding loans to the 

Agricultural Finance Corporation, the Ilkingonde age set were not registered. Though 

they had been initiated into adulthood by the time members resolved to subdivide, they 

were still excluded because the decisions to subdivide had been made, at least in 

principle, by 1985 when the Ilkingonde were still undergoing initiation. By 1988, the 

Ilkingonde though now Ilmurran or warriors, they were still excluded on the grounds that 

their registration would result in smaller parcels for other members after subdivision. 

They were advised by the committee to seek land from their individual fathers upon

26 Meetings files for Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai group ranches. District Land Adjudication Office, 
Kajiado District.
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completion of subdivision. The situation in Meto group ranch was very similar to 

Enkaroni in this regard.

Nentanai, Kajiado district’s smallest group ranch, was unique in that a more 

senior age set to the Ilkingonde were denied registration. Once again the primary reason 

for excluding the Iranglrang here was the anticipated decline in parcel sizes for the rest of 

the members if the Iranglrang were to be registered. They were also advised by their 

committee to wait for their fathers to distribute land to them. Nevertheless, about seven 

Iranglrang were secretly registered by the committee in 1987 when the group ranch 

members opted to subdivide27. This was justified on the basis that these Iranglrang were 

members of large families that had many eligible sons.

The exclusion of youths in these group ranches did not go unchallenged. They 

argued that land in traditional customary practice belonged to all, access being conferred 

to adult males via within the community rather than by inheritance from their fathers. As 

such, they were well within their rights to demand for registration. They subsequently 

organized to challenge their exclusion, and did this using various avenues both internal 

and external to the community. They sought the intervention of the elders, from the local 

administration, from government officials, and even from Maasai politicians of national 

stature. They did not succeed.

The excluded Iranglrang of Nentanai were the least organized and their 

unsuccessful confrontations did not go beyond the committee level. In Torosei, the 

eighteen excluded Ilkingonde actively sought registration from the committee in 1989. 

The group ranch committee did not accede to their demands. Three years later, this 

group, supported by their registered age set members together with their Il-Piron i.e. their

27 Interview: NENT/26/2001
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‘fire-stick’ fathers of the Iseuri age set, sought to convince the rest of the group members 

to support their bid for registration. This attempt was unsuccessful, as the Ilkiseyia and 

Iranglrang denied support. The Ilkiseyia and Iranglrang argued that they would only 

support Ilkingonde registration if their underage sons would be registered too. This denial 

is not surprising because it closely mimicks the historical rivalry between members of 

adjacent age sets that is characteristic of the Maasai socio-political structure.

In 1996 when the Ilmajeshi, the age set immediately junior to the Ilkingonde, 

came of age they sought registration as well. The committee referred the Ilmajeshi to 

seek support from the Ilkingonde and from the Iseuri. This was a natural decision because 

the Ilmajeshi at a future time will be united with the Ilkingonde to form a single age set, 

with the Iseuri as their sponsors and fire stick fathers. Though the Iseuri offered support 

for Ilmajeshi registration, the Ilkingonde insisted that their own unregistered eighteen 

must first be registered before they even considered supporting the registration of the 160- 

200 Ilmajeshi.

The Ilkiseyia and the Iranglrang age sets, at the Torosei annual general meeting in 

1998, categorically refused to support this second attempt at registering Ilkingonde and 

Ilmajeshi. Once again they reiterated that any new registrations must include their 

underage sons. Although the determination of such a meeting should have been 

conclusive, the question of the registration of these age sets is still pending. The 

committee itself is undecided on the issue. Out of the ten committee members, five, 

including the chair are Iseuri and desire the registration of their ‘sons’-the Ilkingonde and 

Ilmajeshi. The other five, being of the Ilkiseyia age set, do not want this. In addition, the
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unregistered youth have threatened to disrupt the activities of the surveyor when and if he 

comes to formalize the committee’s earlier demarcation28.

Currently, the unregistered Torosei youths are anticipating being joined by the 

Ilpaang’u the most junior age set in the hierarchy. These are the official ‘sons’ of the 

Ilkiseyia and will likely gain support from the Ilkiseyia. This tug of war among rival age 

sets is one of the factors contributing to the continued delay of Torosei group ranch’s 

subdivision process.

The process by which Ilkingonde in Enkaroni and Meto advanced their claims 

took very much the same form as in Torosei. It was defined by similar alliances across 

age sets that were built around longstanding competition and rivalries among adjacent 

age sets and cordial, paternalistic relations between age sets twice removed. The 

Ilkingonde youth used their leader the llaiguenani or age set spokesman to approach the 

elders. The age set spokesman or llaiguenani is a much-respected individual who 

represents a crucial component of the traditional Maasai leadership institutions. The 

selection of spokesman is widely vetted by the elders (in particular the fathers of the 

individual’s age set) and is based not only on personal integrity and charisma, but also on 

family reputation and untainted family history. The llaiguenani for each age set is 

inaugurated during the Eunoto or shaving ceremony that admits the ilmurran into elder 

hood; a ceremony where the ilmurrans’ dreadlocks are shaved, and in which they 

exchange their characteristic spears for the sticks typically held by elders. All spokesmen 

whether of younger or older age sets have the power to discipline and even to curse 

individuals within their age sets. In addition, they are treated in much the same way as

28 Interviews with registered Ilkishili and the unregistered Ilkishili and Ilmajeshi of Torosei in October of 
2001 and July of 2002.
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elders—they have direct access to the elders and sit together in exclusive elders’ 

meetings.

In negotiating for their registration as members, the Ilkingonde of Enkaroni, by 

way of their llaiguenani organized for a meeting with the group committee and 

influential group ranch elders in the period following group ranch members’ resolution to 

subdivide and close the register to new registrations i.e after May 1988. The elders were 

approached in the traditional fashion with blankets and local brew. Some elders, 

especially those with sons of the Ilkingonde age set agreed to support them. The elders of 

the Unyankusi who disfavored subdivision were also in support of the Ilkingonde 

registration. The issue of Ilkingonde registration was however not resolved during this 

meeting; they all reached a consensus that it be put to vote at a more formal general 

meeting of all group ranch members.

Meanwhile, the Enkaroni committee members were running a parallel campaign 

against the registration of the Ilkingonde. They would for example cite the problem that 

each individual’s share would reduce by an amount proportional to the number of new 

additions to the register. This agitated most peoples’ immediate concern that they would 

get small parcels. Part of the decision to subdivide the group ranch hinged upon this 

concern.

As part of their campaign against the Ilkingonde registration, the committee also 

made specific assurances to those in support of the Ilkingonde (in particular their fathers) 

that they would increase their parcel sizes to enable them accommodate their sons. In 

other instances, the committee would threaten to reduce the amount of land allocated to 

specific individuals supporting Ilkingonde registration. In addition the committee
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pressured the Ilkingonde llaiguenani to control and quieten his group, failing which they 

would engineer his removal from leadership. Each llaiguenani has the power to curse as 

a way of enforcing compliance. The committee also silenced the most vocal Ilkingonde 

leaders by promising them registration or promising them that they would see to it that 

their fathers were given large enough parcels to cater for their sons. These strategies were 

effective in dividing the Ilkingonde. It saw some individuals dropping out of the group; it 

saw their spokesman backing down and imploring his Ilkingonde compatriots to drop 

their agitation.

The Ilkiseiya and Irang Irang agesets (collectively known as the Ilkitoip), had 

their own argument against the registration of the Ilkingonde, not too different from the 

Ilkiseyia and Irang Irang of Torosei. They said that if the Ilkingonde were to be 

registered, then even their sons, some of the Ilmajeshi age set that falls behind the 

Ilkingonde and others even younger should be registered as well, since they too have 

rights to land in Enkaroni. By the time this matter was taken to vote during a general 

meeting, majority of the members voted against the registration of the Ilkingonde. A 

resolution was passed that no Ilkingonde (save for orphaned ones) be registered; and that 

all Ilkingonde be allocated land by their fathers.

Dissatisfied with this resolution, the Ilkingonde sought alternative means to have 

it reversed. They first appealed to the locational chief. He was indifferent. The Enkaroni 

chief, a group ranch member belonging to the Ilkiseiya age set, was reluctant to address 

the youth’s problem. Then they took their complaints to the District Officer in Kajiado 

town, who was also indifferent to their plight. The youths finally resorted to the District 

Commisioner, the highest government authority within Kajiado District. Events at the
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DCs office in early 1989 demonstrate the group committee members’ determination to 

lock the Ilkingonde out of membership. It also demonstrated the extent of their influence 

as well. The DC initially declined to see the Ilkingonde. The Ilkingonde on their part 

refused to move from his office, claiming that they would camp at the DCs office until he 

responded to their request for a meeting or showed them where to go and settle. The DC 

agreed then to meet with the Ilkingonde, but only in the presence of their locational chief.

When the chief came to the meeting, he pointed out to the DC that these were a 

bunch of unruly youths intent on subverting the subdivision of Enkaroni group ranch. The 

chief further noted that he could not recognize the youths as hailing from his location. He 

dismissed them as imposters and suggested that they be disciplined for creating 

disturbances within his location. He recommended that they be jailed. Several of the 

youths were indeed jailed for a few days. This served to deter the youths. They were 

defeated and did not seek an alternative. Going to court was not a viable option as some 

were still in school and many were dependent on their fathers. Financing a court case 

would have been impossible. The youths returned home and re-approached the 

committee, which would not give them a hearing.

It is instructive that the Ilkingonde did not seek intervention from the Lands 

Office in Kajiado. The land adjudication officer in Kajiado, was also the assistant 

registrar of the group ranches. This office in Kajiado, as it relates to group ranch matters, 

closely follows the Group ranch Act of 1968. This Act only recognizes group ranch 

registered members and accords complete control of new member registration to existing 

group members by way of a 60% majority voting rule. The role of government is 

advisory and supportive. Any government involvement in matters of group ranch
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registration would be in excess of their mandate and in contravention of the law.

Recourse to the District Administration provided a leeway, albeit a very narrow one, to 

getting their concerns addressed. The District Commissioner heads the Kajiado land 

arbitration committee. Although this land arbitration group settles disputes, it settles 

disputes of a specific kind: those having to do with land that is individualized i.e. belongs 

to private, individual entities. The DC, even if he had wished, would have been unable to 

use his office to solve the registration of the Ilkingonde. At best he would have used his 

stature as the top administrative agent in Kajiado to plead with group ranch officials and 

members to register the youth.

The attempts of unregistered youths in Meto took the same form and followed the 

same pattern as in Enkaroni. About 216 youths, mainly Ilkingonde, variously sought 

support from the elders, the committee, and the local and district administrations in their 

bid to have their names added onto the register of members. As with Enkaroni, they 

organized under the leadership of their age set spokesman. Similarly, they sought support 

from the Iseuri, their fire-stick fathers. Also similarly, they were denied support by the 

Ilkiseyia and Irang Irang and for the same reasons. The youths in Meto also wrote a letter 

to the district land adjudication officer dated 10th June 1991, who referred them back to 

the committee. They were not registered.

Unlike the Enkaroni and Torosei youths, the Meto youths took their complaints 

further afield. They took their case to the Registrar of Group Representatives, a high 

ranking government official in the ministry of lands and settlement in whose portfolio 

group ranch administration falls. They also sought audience with the Vice President, who
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at the time was a leading politician in Kajiado and nationally, and who had on several 

occasions intervened in group ranch matters in his home constituency.

The registrar promised to convene a special general meeting to deal with this 

problem. This information leaked to the committee who went to see him before he took 

action and successfully blocked him from convening the meeting. The youths had placed 

their hopes in the registrar and his failure to decisively address the issue dealt a huge 

blow to their efforts. In seeking assistance from the registrar, the youth were in effect 

calling upon his open support for their registration several years earlier. During an annual 

general meeting on 26th February 1987, the Registrar speaking on member registration, 

reminded the registered members that there were those who were minors during 

incorporation of their group ranch and who have now attained the age of majority and 

required registration. He informed the registered members that the non-registered were 

their sons who had a right to seek registration from a court of law and whatever the judge 

rules will be final. He however cautioned the non-registered youths to refrain from using 

violence.

The Vice President on the other hand arranged appointments with the youths but 

never showed up. The youths eventually gave up. They felt that the committee had used 

delaying tactics in solving their registration problem and that subdivision was too far- 

gone to reverse. They had struggled with the question of registration over a period of 4-6 

months. These struggles faced other setbacks such as the disappearance of the Meto 

group ranch file from the Land Adjudication Department’s registry in Kajiado, as well as 

the periodic absence of those that were still in school and who also had taken a leadership
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role. About 100 youths were involved, though only 15 representatives were selected to 

forward their complaints beyond the group ranch.

The committee intimidated the youths with threats that if they continued pursuing 

the issue of registration then their fathers would be given small parcels and/or issued 

parcels in unfavorable locations. One Ilkingonde had the following to say: “ the 

committee threatened me that if I don’t remove from my age group my mother will be 

given land in a terrible area; so I removed from my age-group because I knew the 

committee had the power to do it.” In addition to threats and intimidation, the committee 

took up their complainants’ leaders and registered them as a way of weakening the group.

6.8 Discussion

The events outlined in this chapter demonstrate that individuals and groups will 

seek to alter property rights in their anticipation of net gains from a new structure. To the 

group ranch members, the benefits expected in the new, individualized property rights 

structure outweigh the costs of transforming the old as well as the additional costs of 

maintaining the new structure. This new property rights structure also promises to 

eliminate disadvantages that were present in the status quo property rights.

The costs and benefits as well as risks of institutional change were however 

distributed differently owing to the differentiated structure of group ranch communities. 

For the excluded youths and women, the costs of institutional change outweighed the 

benefits as it created new uncertainties with regard to future access to productive 

resources. As a result, the youth contested their exclusion and used diverse forums to 

articulate and press their claims. Women on the other hand, lacking a forum to articulate
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their preferences, disengaged from the process. Rules created to exclude women had a 

cultural basis which they were neither ready nor equipped to challenge.

In the case of the livestock-poor individuals, the costs of organizing to transform 

property rights and subsequently to defend the new rights were outweighed by the 

promise of specific benefits within the altered property rights structure. These included 

new income opportunities such as leasing pastures and cultivating, accessing capital 

markets by using titles as collateral, and the management of individual herds in tune with 

pasture resources thus eliminating or reducing the need to migrate during dry spells.

The incentive structure of the wealthy herd owners is unclear. Though they 

disfavored subdivision because restricted access to pastures would threaten the viability 

of their large herds, they did not organize to alter the direct of decision making. That 

individuals who would logically be most disadvantaged by change, and who had the 

resources and influence to delay or deter change, made no effort to do so is curious. The 

outcome of change evidenced by the distribution of land parcels, greatly favored these 

individuals as will be shown in the next chapter. The prior negotiation of such an 

outcome may have accounted for the wealthy cattle keepers’ seemingly stoic acceptance 

of change.

The conditions that influenced individual benefit-cost calculations are consistent 

with predictions made by property rights theorists, and which were outlined in the 

introduction to this chapter. Land titles issued by the state upon completing subdivision 

would be used by individuals to access capital markets that were previously inaccessible 

to them. By freeing capital and creating opportunities for investment, titles are ultimately 

expected to increase the value of land. In this regard, titles can also be viewed as
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lowering the cost of obtaining development credit. In addition, the title as a symbol of 

ownership security, acts as a signal to potential buyers who do not have local knowledge 

(Alston et al, 1996). It thus broadens the land market to remote purchasers beyond local 

buyers.

Population growth, typified by the progressive increase of group ranch members 

and an almost automatic recruitment of groups of maturing youth, was an important 

motivator for subdivision. For many members, it became obvious with time that a land 

shortage was pending. By increasing resource scarcity population pressure enhanced the 

value of the resource. Individuals then found it beneficial to invest resources in meeting 

the costs of privatization.

The group ranch, like all collective goods, was subject to various kinds of 

incentive problems that created high governance costs for collective organization. 

Because in the traditional indigenous Maasai system livestock are individually owned 

and managed, the ‘symbolic’ function of cattle as well as a need to maximize family 

welfare in a relatively risky environment, created an incentive for rational herders to 

accumulate livestock. The group ranch committee, mandated with the management and 

administration of the group ranch, was unable to enforce livestock quotas and impose 

limits on grazing capacities. This would have gone against traditional values. More 

importantly, the committee, being wealthy herd owners themselves would likely not have 

acted against their own self interest. Consequently the size of herds went unregulated, 

with wealthy herd owners reaping disproportionate benefits from the collective and the 

livestock-poor shouldering the uncompensated costs of collective grazing.
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These grazing externalities imposed on the poor by the wealthy, most pronounced 

during drought, undermined the provisioning abilities of poor herders, undermined the 

reproduction of pastoral livelihoods and negatively affected herders’ incomes. The 

grazing of individual ranchers’ herds in the group domain only served to exacerbate the 

problem. Sanctioning the politically influential individual ranchers may not have been in 

the best interests of the committee. Thus both wealthy herd owners and individual 

ranchers became an externality that poor herders could no longer ignore. Since with 

private property the potential yields and profit expectations can be attributed exclusively 

to the individual, a strong incentive was created for the livestock poor individual to 

support group ranch subdivision. This would eliminate the costs of collective herding. 

For the committee as well, private property eliminates governance costs such as those 

incurred to reach collective agreement and to organize a community of users. The 

opportunistic tendencies of members to circumvent rules, for example when they 

cultivated, or constructed settlements in prohibited areas, or when they invited their 

friends to graze in the group ranch, further increased the costs of governance.

Beyond affirming the predictions of property theories, this chapter also begins to 

draw attention to certain crucial features of the process of transformation. Some of these 

features seem to have escaped the focus of many theorists. The struggles of the youth for 

inclusion, and their search for help across multiple forums ranging from local cultural 

institutions, government administration and national politicians, is an indication of the 

multiple identities they were able to draw upon as they articulated their claims. First as 

sons, second as adults in indigenous Maasai custom, third as citizens of the republic and 

lastly as constituents. The advantages of claiming multiple identities in order to access
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multiple forums for resolution were not realized in this instance. Such manipulation of 

identities is not unique and seems to be consistent over much of Africa where access and 

control over land is contested and negotiable, where successful competition for access 

requires investment in social relationships, and where shifting identities are used in 

contestation (Berry, 1993, 1989).

The changing structure of land ownership transcends the transformation of 

economic and political relations, into transforming entire cultural structures and practices 

(Kanyinga, 2000; Bates, 1989; Okoth-Ogendo, 1991, 1976). The youth can no longer 

gain access to land by virtue of being adult members in their communities as was the case 

in earlier times. They now are dependent on their fathers for land. Inheritance has taken 

on new meaning; and youth are now not only dependent on their fathers for livestock but 

for land as well. Women, widows in particular, now exercise formal rights over their 

deceased husbands’ land.

Though institutional change, and specifically the transformation of property rights 

in land, may be triggered by changes in relative prices and other factors within the 

economic sphere, it is a political process involving negotiation and bargaining among 

diverse agents that is embedded within local socio-cultural structures and involves the 

state in crucial ways. These struggles over claims to land are further explicated in the 

next chapter where the actual process of dividing the collective holding and the 

subsequent distribution of resulting parcels amongst group ranch members is discussed.
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CHAPTER?

Subdividing the Group Ranch: Allocation and Distribution of Parcels

7.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter group ranch members’ motivations to reassign property 

rights were assumed to be driven by individuals’ responses to changing relative factor 

scarcities as well as by their desire to reduce losses inherent in the status quo as they 

anticipated gains in the new arrangement. Distributional concerns were at the core of 

individuals’ investing resources in transforming property rights.

This chapter builds on the previous one by discussing and analyzing decisions and 

procedures following group ranch members’ resolution to subdivide the collective 

holdings and to distribute resulting parcels amongst individual members. These decisions 

related, first, the organization of on-ground demarcation and survey, and second, to 

principles guiding land allocation and distribution following demarcation and survey. 

Importantly, the chapter also discusses the outcome of the process of subdivision, the 

challenges to the outcome and how ensuing conflicts were addressed.

In characterizing the process of subdivision, several puzzles emerge. Why did 

rational individuals i.e. the group ranch members expect the management committee to 

conduct subdivision and land distribution according to the agreed principles of equal 

allocation? Why did the management committee end up distributing land in an overtly 

unequal manner? Why did those that were least likely to be advantaged by equal land 

distribution, notably the wealthy herders, not oppose the proposed allocation formula?
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This chapter addresses these puzzles as it discusses land allocation and distribution 

during the process of group ranch subdivision.

The structure and content of decision making in all the four group ranches studied 

of Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei were remarkably similar. So were the 

procedures for land allocation and the outcome of parcel allocation. All group ranches are 

treated together except where individual peculiarities call for special explanation. I use 

the theoretical tool kit provided by property rights scholars to characterize and account 

for the processes and interactions leading to observed outcomes.

Different property rights arrangements distribute costs and benefits in society in 

different ways. Thus distributional issues with regard to the allocation of benefits, such as 

wealth and power, will likely be a fundamental concern in the transformation of property 

rights, and the process a highly politicized and controversial one (Libecap, 1989; Knight, 

1995; Firmin-Sellers, 1995). Actors in the political milieu will compete to define and re

define the distribution of wealth and power under the new arrangement. Potential losers 

and winners will attempt to protect their benefits under the status quo or seek new 

advantages promised by the new structure. Societal actors with varying capacities to 

influence outcomes will engage in bargaining and negotiation to assert their claims and to 

influence outcomes. Thus a careful analysis of this distributional conflict and how it is 

resolved will provide a better understanding of the evolution of property institutions 

(Libecap, 1989; Knight, 1992; Firmin-Sellers, 1996).

Negotiation and bargaining over property rights occurs in diverse arenas (Lund, 

2002). Bargaining and negotiation may occur in courts, village hearings, local councils, 

village chiefs, development projects, civil servants, or any societal institution that is
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approached to lend authority to certain property arrangements. Consequently, there is 

also a need to extend beyond the narrow scope of formal-legal political institutions, such 

as politicians and courts, and to include diverse political institutions, such as customary 

institutions, that actors use to pursue their goals (Firmin-Sellers, 1996).

The nature and intensity of distributional conflict is influenced by whether 

benefits in the new arrangement will be concentrated and on how diverse are the interests 

of the bargaining parties (Libecap, 1989). Both these aspects are heavily dependent on 

the formula used to allocate and distribute benefits. For example, rents can be divided 

among customary users in proportion to their respective rates of use in the status quo 

arrangement or they can be divided equally among previous rights holders (Platteau, 

2000). Proportional division, having higher information requirements, disadvantages low 

intensity users whose membership in the group entitles them to equal use of collective 

resources. Though equal division has low information requirements, it is likely to 

generate intense opposition from individuals who are benefiting disproportionately from 

high intensity usage of community resources. Scholars seem to suggest that proportional 

division is a more politically desirable alternative (Libecap, 1989; Roemer, 1989). Others 

would argue that this is an empirical determination that is very much dependent on social 

norms of equity and fairness (Ensminger, 1992).

The outcomes of political bargaining will thus depend both on the power and 

influence of actors as well as on how the proposed distribution of wealth and power will 

blend in with prevailing institutional norms. Institutional change may be slowed and 

indeed blocked if the proposed distribution in the new arrangement is very concentrated 

(Libecap, 1989).
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How is conflict resolved so that the new property rights structure is implemented? 

Some actors may invoke the authority of the state to terminate severe conflicts over 

distribution (Firmin-Sellers, 1996). In other cases, powerful actors with a relative 

bargaining advantage are able to constrain others to comply with new institutional rules 

(Knight, 1992). How do they do this? Knight argues that the relative bargaining power of 

actors, itself a function of the resources available to actors, affects the credibility of 

commitments during bargaining. Weaker parties with less resources, who face higher 

costs in case of extended or a breakdown in bargaining, are less likely to challenge a 

stronger parties’ commitment. In addition, threats of retaliatory action from a stronger 

person, though less desirable, may serve to increase pressure on the weaker party to adopt 

a less-preferred alternative. Thus outside of direct state intervention power asymmetries 

can resolve conflicts in social interactions. Nonetheless Knight recognizes the possibility 

of weaker parties having marginal influence, in which case conflict is not resolved and 

instead recurs.

The above theoretical framework creates several expectations. These include:

1. Distributional conflict, determined by the mode of allocation chosen, is greatest 

where the new arrangement concentrates benefits in the hands of a few interests, 

particularly where social norms of fairness dictate a more equitable if not equal 

solution;

2. Actors utilize a variety of political institutions, formal and customary, to assert 

their claims so as to achieve the assignment of their preferred property rights;

3. Conflict is resolved either through coercion using the instruments of the state or 

through a more decentralized bargaining process among societal actors, but a
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process nonetheless characterized by an asymmetry of power among the actors. 

The more powerful actors are then able to constrain the choices of weaker one 

thus forcing compliance to the new institutional rules.

The following sections attempt to systematically analyze the fit between these theoretical 

predictions and empirical reality in the subdivision of group ranches.

7.2 Subdividing the Group Ranch: Decisions and Procedures

The four group ranches at separate annual general members’ meetings resolved to 

subdivide their collective holdings into individual parcels for distribution among each of 

their members. Nentanai group ranch was the first to make this decision on March of 

1987, Enkaroni followed suit in May of 1988, while Meto and Torosei was the last to 

make this resolution in September of 1989. Although these dissolution and related 

meetings occurred separately across the group ranches, the decision rules adopted for the 

conduct of subdivision were remarkably similar.

First, members resolved that subdivision be conducted in a manner as to ensure 

that all parcels are equal in size. But this equal allocation formula was qualified on two 

counts to cater for variability in resource attributes and to cater for differences in family 

size and therefore resource demands. Enkaroni and Meto group ranches for instance, 

explicitly agreed that those individuals whose parcels would end up on hills or near 

streams/rivers during subdivision would be provided with larger parcels29. The same 

would apply to those families with a large number of adult unregistered, though married, 

sons. This equal allocation doubtlessly draws its inspiration from two complementary

29 Lands on hills highly erodible. Similarly the streams, which are seasonal, are susceptible to flooding 
during the rainy season. The force of the water create gullies in land surrounding such streams. Hills and 
streams consequently not considered as desirable parcel locations.
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sources. The Group (Land Representatives) Act specifies that group ranch land is the 

property of the registered collectivity, held by each member in equal, undivided shares. 

More significantly, it draws from shared customary understandings where all recognized 

users have equal access to land, an indivisible territory. As a result if this previously 

indivisible territory is to be divided amongst its legitimate users then it must be done so 

in recognition of this basic principle. It must be divided equally.

Second, though the officially elected committee would oversee the process of 

subdividing the group ranches and allocating parcels to individual members, each group 

ranch selected an additional group of about ten individuals to assist the committee in the 

arduous task of demarcating the group ranch. This new committee was referred to as the 

‘kamati ya panga ’ i.e. the machete committee, or more appropriately, the demarcation 

committee. Its responsibility was to help the official committee with the physical task of 

marking parcel boundaries. Its life lasted only for as long as it took to physically 

demarcate parcel boundaries.

Third, the group ranch members were to send in applications to the official 

committee for the areas in which they preferred to have their parcels located. Individuals 

were required to make their applications either verbally or in writting to the committee 

members, usually the vice-chairman. However, no detailed arrangements were made on 

how this distribution would take place and how conflicting choices would be resolved.

Fourth, each committee advised that all members remain at their current locations 

until completion of subdivision to prevent opportunistic movement to choice areas prior 

to subdivision. Also no member was to fence off any part of the land, not even for their 

private olopololis i.e. an exclusive zone of land close to each homestead for the grazing
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of young and/or sick livestock. They finally instructed individuals that there would be no 

land sales prior to the acquisition of titles. The committees assured members that all 

registered members would get land.

In accordance with the Land (Group Representatives) Act, each annual general 

meeting, and in particular general meetings where group members’ sole agenda was the 

dissolution of their group ranch, were presided over by the Registrar of group ranches or 

by his appointed representative. At each of these meetings, following majority of group 

members’ resolution to subdivide, the Registrar would outline the government’s official 

procedure for dissolution and subdivision30. First, the official committee would apply for 

dissolution on special application forms. To this application form they would attach a 

KShs 100 (about $1.2) processing fee, and the minutes of the annual general meeting at 

which the majority of the members voted to dissolve their group ranch and subdivide 

amongst the members.

Second, after verifying that a group ranch had no outstanding loans i.e that the 

group ranch title is not charged or borrowed against, the Registrar would consent to its 

subdivision. And the group ranch can then engage a surveyor to embark on demarcation. 

Third and following the registrar’s consent, the group ranch seeking to subdivide would 

apply to the district’s land control board for its consent to subdivide. The land control 

board is charged with monitoring and vetting land transactions within the district. It is a 

panel of experts, administrators and women and elders drawn from local communities. It 

is chaired by the District Commissioner, who is the head of government administration in 

the district. Other members of the board are representatives of different government

30 Although the group ranch is technically dissolved, the committee stays in force, it is not disbanded. 
Dissolution is only to get the subdivision process going. Committee will only be disbanded after 
subdivision has been finalized and all registered members have received their land titles.
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offices in the district. The secretary of the board is the district representative of the 

commissioner of lands. Other technical individuals include the district land adjudication 

officer and a representative from the local authority i.e. the Kajiado County Council. In 

addition, land owners in the district have representation on the board as well, and are 

required to comprise three-quarters of the board. The land control board, not to exceed 

twelve individuals and to be comprised of less than eight individuals, is appointed by the 

Provincial Commissioner and is gazetted by the Minister of Lands. At this stage of the 

subdivision process the land board has several responsibilities. It verifies and confirms 

whether or not the group ranch title deed is encumbered by loans; it seeks to establish the 

size of the land and the reasons for its proposed subdivision; it seeks to know the number 

of parcels that will result from subdivision of the land and whether/which public utilities 

will be set aside from the land. If satisfied with the results the board awards its consent 

for the group ranch to undertake subdivision.

Fourth, after the group ranch has completed demarcation, survey and mapping it 

must seek further consent from the land control board so that the collective group ranch 

title can be discontinued and instead converted to a series of individual titles by the 

district land registrar. At this point the land control board’s duty is to confirm that all 

registered group members have been allocated parcels and that parcels are relatively 

equal because group ranch land is held by its members in equal, undivided shares. It does 

this by perusing the area list, a list that indicates the registered members, their parcel 

numbers and the size of parcel that each will receive. The board also must determine that 

there is no dispute over the resultant subdivision. It does this by consulting land owner 

representatives on the board and by being open to disputing parties. By perusing the
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surveyor’s site map, the land control board must confirm that public utility areas such as 

schools, trading centers, water points, health centers, access roads etc. have been set 

aside. In all these decisions the land control board depends heavily on technical experts 

such as the district surveyor and the district land adjudication officer. If satisfied, the 

board consents to the transfer of title from the collective to the individuals.

The district land registrar then begins to process the titles. Group representatives 

i.e. the committee, usually chair, vice-chair and secretary will sign the title transfers to 

individuals once they pay the required processing fees. The land registrar will be a 

witness to this transfer process. Once all titles have been transferred, and every member 

has obtained title, a meeting will be convened and the registrar of group ranches will 

officially dissolve the incorporated group and its representatives. This has not happened 

yet for any group ranch in Kajiado District as not all titles have been claimed even in the 

Kaputiei group ranches that were the first to subdivide in the late 1970s to early 1980s.

The group ranches also had an equally exhaustive procedure for on ground 

demarcation of their group ranches. After receiving the consent to subdivide, the group 

ranch would then engage a certified surveyor, either government or private, to conduct 

the on-ground demarcation. Prior to this the official committee and the temporary 

demarcation committee would traverse the entire group ranch, marking out boundaries of 

individual parcels using distinct natural features such as trees, rivers, rocks and hills as 

markers. Following this, a team of certified private or government surveyors would be 

engaged to formalize and/or rectify the committee-determined boundaries. The surveyors 

would place beacons to mark parcel boundaries under the committees’ instructions. This 

was an arduous, time consuming process. The surveyors would charge fees for the work
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done and individuals were expected to pay these fees as a precondition to being shown 

their parcels. The fees varied from 1500 KShs (i.e. about $19), in Enkaroni which was 

surveyed by a government surveyor; to 4500Ksh in Meto and 5000KSh in Nentanai both 

of which were surveyed by private surveyors31. Survey fees were decided by the 

committee and the surveyor then communicated to group members. After the official 

survey and mapping, the committee would then show those individuals that had paid 

survey fees the location of their parcels. Individuals would then on their own seek their 

titles, at cost, from the land registrar in Kajiado.

Before discussing the outcomes of the subdivision it is worthwhile to reflect on 

why rational individuals, the group ranch members, expected the official committee to 

manage the process as agreed upon by the majority and to safeguard the majority’s 

interests. This is puzzling because members endorsed the process before obtaining clear 

information on the attributes of land they would receive. Neither did they attempt to place 

overt restrictions on the bounds of committee action nor deliberate on mechanisms for 

bringing the committee to book in case it failed to be accountable. This is a significant 

omission if viewed from the perspective that individuals livelihoods and the viability of 

the livestock enterprise, both dependent on access to adequate land resources, were at 

stake. Clues can be found in the factors that members considered when electing their 

official committee way and in their selection of the demarcation committee, both of 

which are discussed in the following section.

31 Torosei has not yet engaged a surveyor—persistent droughts and heavy cattle losses have made it 
difficult for members to raise survey fees. The committee in Torosei is now approaching one wealthy 
Kajiado business man, who also owns land in Torosei to loan them an initial amount that would get the 
surveyor started on the ground. Nentanai members also had a problem raising survey and even title fees.
The committee here received a loan from a neighboring cement manufacturer to get the survey process 
going. Those who could not afford to repay the loan were paid for by their friends and families in return for 
allowing the lender free grazing until the full amount is recovered. Some however opted to sell part or all of 
their land to those who paid the fees for them.
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1 3  Selecting the Committee

The election of a management committee to ran the affairs of the group ranch is 

mandated by the Land (Group Representatives) Act. This election is (or is supposed to 

be) an annual event, during which time group ranch members would place in office 

representatives of their choice, or remove those they dislike, or maintain those they 

preferred. In their election of the management committee, group members prioritized 

certain qualities such as honesty, integrity, sense of justice/fairness, industry, good 

behavior and oratory skills. Some members elected to the committee were age set leaders 

i.e. ilaiguenani or deputies to age set leaders i.e. inkopirr. This was a rather common 

occurrence in Enkaroni, Meto and Torosei. Those that did not fall under any of these 

rubrics were often chosen because they were educated and their skills needed for record

keeping and in the group ranches’ external relations with government and with financiers. 

This was usually the case for the positions of secretary and treasurer. Thus group ranch 

management committees were a unique combination of traditional authority, by virtue of 

the qualities and criteria that group members used to select them, and of state or formal 

legal authority as they were given force by the Land (Group Representatives) Act that 

provides for the administration of group ranches.

Prior to the actual on the ground subdivision, each of the group ranches selected 

another group of between seven to twelve individuals, the demarcation committee, to 

assist the official management committee in the physical task of subdivision. The 

demarcation committee, whose life lasted only for as long as it took to physically 

demarcate boundary parcels, was again selected along similar criteria as that of the 

official committee. Personal integrity, fairness, industry were valued attributes. But to
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these attributes were added other pragmatic considerations. In some group ranches, 

achieving clan, and age set balance across both committees was deemed important, as 

was the need to ensure that all the settlement regions within each group ranch were 

represented within the demarcation committee.

In Torosei group ranch for instance, apart from the three educated individuals 

who were the chairman, secretary and treasurer, all other committee members were 

deputies to their age set leaders with the exception of one who was an age set leader. But 

Torosei’s committee structure is unique in the sense that the question of age set and clan 

membership were taken into account so as to ensure equal representation among the age 

sets. The committee here was drawn from equal proportions of the age sets currently in 

power. Since the Iseuri and Ilkiseyia are currently in power, then the Torosei committee 

comprises five of each. Similarly, the two major clans of the Maasai, the Odoomong’i 

and Orokiteng’ must be represented in equal portions in the ten member management 

committee.

The selection of the demarcation committee in Torosei followed the same logic as 

that of the official committee. First, the ten were to represent the two major clans of the 

Maasai i.e. five Odoomongi and five Orokiteng. In addition, they attempted to balance 

out those sub clans that were inadequately represented within the main committee. In this 

case, sub-clans poorly represented on the main committee such as Ilaiser, Ilataiyiok and 

Inkidong’i were included within the demarcation committee. Also, like the official 

committee, the equal balance between the ‘ruling’ age sets i.e. five Iseuri and five 

Ilkiseyia was maintained. Finally, the area/locality that each of the demarcation 

committee members resided in was factored into their selection decision in order to
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ensure that all settlement/residential areas or localities were represented. Thus the work 

of the demarcation committee in Torosei, beyond providing much needed muscle power 

for a tedious task was also to serve as the “eyes of the members.”32

In Enkaroni, the 10 elected official committee members were again elected on the 

basis of personal integrity, but some were drawn from the traditional leadership structure 

as well. The chairman was the age set leader of the Iseuri age set, while one of the 

members was age set leader of the Ilkiseyia age set. The secretary was educated, with 

secondary school education. While there was no special effort to equalize age set 

distribution among the committee here, there seemed to be an equitable distribution of 

age set, with two Ilnyankusi, four Iseuri and four Ilkiseyia. The first is the oldest age set, 

while the latter two are younger age sets that were coming into power at the time of their 

election. There was also no effort to achieve clan representation. The demarcation 

committee here also comprised ten members whose criteria of selection was typically the 

same as that of the official committee: personal integrity and fairness in dealings. 

However, the demarcation committee was also selected to represent the different areas or 

localities of the group ranch.

The constitution of the committee in Meto group ranch also was based on criteria 

similar to that in Enkaroni and Torosei. Personal integrity, maturity, and spokesmanship 

were important personality attributes. A large proportion of the individuals in the 

committee were also drawn from the traditional leadership structure. The chairman and 

his secretary were age-set leaders, while two other committee members were deputy age- 

set leaders. Education was also factored very highly in the decision to select committee 

members as group ranch members felt that educated individuals would be much more

32 Interviews: TORO/2/2002; TORO/9/2002
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conversant with land issues and would provide good representation with government. 

Consequently, the core of the group ranch officials i.e. the chairman, vice-chairman, 

secretary and treasurer were individuals that were educated to various levels. Meto group 

ranch made no effort to balance out age sets or clans; indeed majority of the official 

committee members belonged to one age set, the Ilkiseyia. It was argued that this was 

their moment of leadership, which had been officially handed over to them from their 

immediate seniors, the Iseuri. More likely though, the Ilkiseyia, having a dominant vote 

amongst the group ranch members may have used the election of committee members as 

an opportune moment to nudge the Iseuri out of leadership. The demarcation committee 

in Meto comprised twelve individuals chosen mainly according to the main 

settlement/residence areas. They were chosen in this way because ‘they are the ones who 

knew how people lived in their respective areas.’33 Their ability to work was also ' 

considered here.

In Nentanai, the official committee was also elected on the basis of leadership 

qualities as well as personal integrity. Here, there was no attempt to draw upon the 

traditional authority structure, perhaps because of the unique creation of Nentanai, which 

drew individuals from different, though close and strictly Matapato areas. Here the main 

effort was to balance age sets representation, with four Ilkiseyia, five Iseuri and the chair 

as Ilnyankusi, and clan representation. However, to the secretary’s and vice chair’s 

positions were elected individuals with substantial educational backgrounds. The 

demarcation committee was chosen to balance out clan representation but it also reflected 

the dominance of the Ilkiseyia age set, a situation similar to Meto’s. Both Meto and 

Nentanai belong to the Matapato section of the Maasai. As we have seen in earlier

33 Interviews: MET/7/2002, MET/12/2002
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chapters, though age set and traditional structures are almost identical amongst the entire 

grouping of the Maasai, the details of structural dynamics may vary amongst the sections. 

It seems like in the case of Meto and Nentanai the Iseuri had ceded power to the Ilkiseyia 

much earlier than in Enkaroni or Torosei. Nentanai’s being a small group ranch, indeed 

the smallest in Kajiado district, questions of settlement representation did not arise.

Clearly, group ranch members put considerable effort into the selection of their 

leaders. Though the management committee had been elected earlier, they exemplified 

personal attributes that instill confidence in their leadership and in their ability to conduct 

subdivision as per agreed procedures. In any case, the management committees (with the 

exception of Nentanai) had organized and spear-headed the initiation, supervision and 

maintenance of infrastructure projects within their respective group ranches. Seasonal 

water pans (also referred to as dams), boreholes, cattle dips, were installed during their 

tenure of office. In the demarcation committee, which was constituted for the sole 

purpose of subdivision, there was a special attempt to ensure that the outcome of 

subdividing the group ranch tallied with their expectations. By ensuring diverse and 

crucial forms of representation, between age sets, between clans, and with a strong regard 

for settlement patterns, group members made an overt attempt at bridging the gap 

between expectations of the process and the outcomes of the process. The considerations 

by which individuals were chosen to the two committees amount to a vetting procedure, 

and if added onto the bureaucratic procedures and vetting by the district’s land control 

board, theoretically provide for a sound way of reducing uncertainty and assuring 

confidence that outcomes would indeed meet individuals’ expectations. Thus rational 

individuals, to the extent possible, established a system that was based on traditional
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norms, and on past experience, that was anticipated to induce a measure of accountability 

amongst those to whom they had entrusted with the responsibility of subdividing their 

land.

7.4 Outcomes: “Fingers on the Hand Are Not Equal”

The results of subdividing the land was met with widespread dissatisfaction; not 

only had the committee dishonored the agreement to equalize land parcels, but many 

members were not allocated parcels in the areas of their choice. Some group ranch 

members organized to challenge committee allocations using various institutional 

mechanisms. Other group ranch members though dissatisfied did not launch an organized 

challenge against the committee’s unequal subdivision.

7.4.1 Location of parcels

Although individuals applied for their desired locations, not many were allocated 

parcels where they had requested. Some individuals were even relocated from prime sites 

close to water, transportation, schools or with favorable pastures, to remote and 

unfavorable sites not of their choice. Many such individuals either had personal conflicts 

with some member or other of the committee or had come in direct confrontation with the 

committee during the process of subdivision. Individuals that were friendly to the 

committee, or that comprised family to committee members were allegedly issued the 

areas of their choice. The committee members, naturally, awarded themselves prime land. 

Some individuals in Meto claimed that the opportunity to choose was not afforded to all, 

but rather to the wealthy and to the friends and family of committee members.
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Though the Enkaroni committee did not communicate its criteria for allocating 

member’s particular sites, apart from individual applications, there seemed to be an 

underlying pattern to their decisions. Length of residence in a locality is one example. An 

individual who had lived in one locality for a long period of time without relocating 

would be allocated the spot that he wished. But this decision rule was complicated by the 

fact that settlement in the group ranch was collective. Maasai homesteads constituted a 

pool of households comprising an extended family and some close friends. It was thus 

not uncommon for several individuals to apply to be located in the same site or specific 

locality. Besides, it is only expected that individuals would apply for those localities that 

represent specific advantages to them such as closeness to schools, to water etc; such 

advantages are commonly recognized and desired.

To reach a decision in such a situation where several applicants applied for the 

same locality, the committee supplemented the extended residency rule with a first-come- 

first-served rule. If all applicants however insisted on being located at the site, the 

committee acquiesced but would ensure that their parcels were smaller since, as they 

argued, many would be squeezed into one area. The committee on the other hand 

promised those that agreed to move to alternative locations a larger share wherever they 

were moved to. While the thought of getting a smaller parcel may have worked to 

intimidate a sizeable number of members into accepting areas they did not like for fear of 

receiving small, unviable parcels, some individuals were adamant and refused to move.

Where more than one person applied for the same site, which was the case in 

Meto because group members had already settled in their preferred sites long before
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subdivision, the committee based its decisions on several criteria34. First, the age factor 

was taken into consideration and older folk given first preference. Second, the length of 

time in which a resident had lived at a site and whether the individual had invested in 

some ‘development’ such as wells, dams or other watering facility would be considered. 

Third, widows had to be ‘taken care o f and could not be moved away from their 

“guardians”. Beyond these criteria, some individuals who had the foresight to realize that 

not all could be accommodated in their areas of choice because of overlapping interests, 

selected alternative sites, which they were given. Those that insisted on being located at 

the site they requested, even when the demand was high, were moved elsewhere while 

those that were not in the group ranch during subdivision were relegated to the hills and 

other less desirable locations.

In Meto the requirement that individuals pay clearance fees before being shown 

their parcels served to disadvantage those unable to raise the fee at the time, because 

those who paid clearance fees earlier were allegedly given good areas often displacing 

those that were originally resident in those areas prior to subdivision35. As at the time of 

fieldwork in Meto, the committee was also sanctioning the transfer of land parcels 

belonging to those who had not yet obtained official titles to those able to raise title fees.

36The chairman was allegedly issuing out ‘vacant’ parcels to those that were able to pay . 

This means that though an individual may have paid his clearance/survey fees and been 

shown the location of his parcel, the committee could still overturn this earlier decision 

and re-issue the land to someone else who was able to raise land title fees.

34 Interviews: MET/21/2001, MET/68/2001
35 Interviews: MET/19/2001, MET/48/2001
36 Interviews: MET/51/2001
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7.4.2 Parcel Sizes

Majority of the members were unhappy with their parcel sizes. Many argued that 

their parcels were small while the committee had issued itself, its friends and family large 

parcels. They complained that the principal of equal parcels they had negotiated in 

meetings was not followed. Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the post-subdivision sizes 

and spatial distribution of parcels in Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai, respectively. 

Appendix VI displays the area list. This documents all numbered parcels resulting from 

subdivision and their sizes. Also included in this list are areas that have been set aside for 

public utility such as schools, hospitals, boreholes, dams, cattle dips, trading centers etc. I 

have purposely omitted owners’ names and parcel numbers. Table 7.1 below provides a 

synopsis of the parcel sizes and their distribution among group ranch members following 

subdivision.

Table 7.1: Summary of Parcel Sizes in Enkaroni, Meto and Ni

Enkaroni Meto Nentanai
Area (ha) 11802.5 27358.02 4038.48
No. of Members 332 548 56
Average parcel size 
after subdivision

35.56 49.92 72.12

Largest Parcel (ha) 200.5 152.79 214
Smallest Parcel (ha) 3.6 4.27 14.21
Standard Deviation 27.23 21.87 51.06
Other Info: 64% of members have 

less than average parcel 
size.
25% of former group 
ranch land is now 
owned by 9% of the 
former members.
13 individuals with 
single digit parcels. 
Committee members 
(i.e. 10 individuals) own 
9% of former group 
ranch land.
Committee average= 
lOOha.

60% of members have 
less than average parcel 
size.
35% of former group 
ranch land is now 
owned by 9% of the 
former members.
1 individual with single 
digit parcel.
Committee members 
(i.e. 10 individuals) own 
4% of former group 
ranch land.
Committee average= 
113ha.

63% of members have 
less than average 
parcel size.
26% of former group 
ranch land is now 
owned by 9% of the 
former members.

Committee members 
(i.e. 10 individuals) 
own 30% of former 
group ranch land. 
Committee average^ 
133ha.
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The above results37 indicate that the process of subdivision was not equal, as 

expected, and far from equitable. In all three group ranches where subdivision was 

completed and formalized via surveying, mapping and the issue of land titles i.e. in 

Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai, two thirds or more of the registered members have parcel 

sizes that fall below the averages. In addition more than 25% of former group ranch land 

is owned by only 9% of its registered members. Finally, the committee, who spearheaded 

the subdivision exercise and who were expected to conduct the subdivision fairly, ended 

up owning between 25-35% of the land that they were entrusted to subdivide. The 

average size for the committee members parcels following subdivision were 100 ha for 

Enkaroni (as compared to the Enkaroni average of 36 ha), 113 ha for Meto (as compared 

to the Meto average of 50 ha) and 133 ha for Nentanai (as compared to the 72 ha average 

for Nentanai). Committee parcels were thus more than twice the average size of ordinary 

members’ parcels.

In Enkaroni, where the entire group membership had reached an understanding 

that group land would be divided equally amongst the members, each member’s 

entitlement was about seventy-five hectares. This did not happen. Instead, the committee 

began by allocating themselves extraordinarily large parcels. Then individuals with close 

ties and affinities to committee members were rewarded with large sized parcels.

Wealthy individuals with large herds were also allocated large parcels. They were able to 

adequately entertain the committee by slaughtering cows and giving them gifts of

37 Torosei not included because they have not formally subdivided thus parcel sizes are not confirmed.
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livestock38. They successfully negotiated their preferred parcel sizes. Those that could not 

‘entertain’ the committee, notably the poor, did not succeed in negotiating a preferred 

parcel size and ended with considerably smaller sized parcels. Widows too received small 

parcels as they were unable to defend their claims39. Yet those with disagreements, 

personal or political, with the committee had no space to negotiate—they were punished 

with smaller sized parcels.

It is also observed that the committee kept those with large parcels well informed 

about the process, such that when subdivision was technically over, and land titles 

released by the registrar of lands in Kajiado district, they hurriedly obtained their title 

deeds, long before the committee announced to the general membership that parcel titles 

were ready to be collected40. This is a significant move. Pre-colonial policy enacted 

during the emergency period at the time of the Mau Mau uprising privileged the holders 

of first titles, usually indigenous Africans that were in collusion with the colonial 

government. This was their reward! This policy was aimed at preventing other claimants, 

usually returning freedom fighters that had been actively involved in the uprising.

Current land policy still upholds this antiquated and discriminatory clause, articulating 

that first titles issued can only be reversed if proven that they were fraudulently acquired. 

Proving fraud is a protracted, expensive affair as seen in the case of Ilpartimaru and other 

group ranches.

38 Interviews: ENK/70/2001, ENK/8/2001
39 Out of the 17 widows that were allocated land in Enkaroni, 12 have land below the group ranch average. 
Committee were hesitant to even issue land to widows because of the fear that in case the widow were to 
remarry their land would be lost to the deceased’s family. This fear was more acute in the event that the 
widow was re-married to an ‘outsider.’
40 Interview: ENK/19/2001
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Rift Vaifey Province
Kajiado District, Purko Location
Enkaroni Group Ranch (S ub Division Orig. P/No. 18)
S cale 1 :25 ,000

Source: Secretary of Enkaroni Group Ranch 
Figure 7.1: Distribution of Subdivided Parcels in Enkaroni Group Ranch
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Figure 1.2% Distribution of Subdivided Parcels in Meto Group Ranch
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Source: Vice Chairman of Nentanai Group Ranch 
Figure 7.3: Distribution of Subdivided Parcels in Nentanai Group Ranch
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In Meto, the same pattern as in Enkaroni can be noted: majority of the members were 

unhappy with their parcel sizes; many argued that their parcels were small while the 

committee had issued itself, its friends and family large parcels. They complained that the 

concept of equalization contrary to general agreement was not followed. According to the 

Meto secretary, the committee members felt they had to be compensated for the tedious 

and unpaid work of subdividing the group ranch. This they did with issuing themselves 

‘some extra land.’41 He also contended that those whose whereabouts were unknown, 

though their names appeared on the register, were given small parcels.

In both Enkaroni and Meto, when the demarcation committee at first marked out 

boundaries by visual assessment, they underestimated and some registered members 

ended up without parcels. The surveyor rectified this mistake when he came to plant 

beacons on the ground. Since land was not enough for all members, the parcels of some 

individuals, committee members included, were reduced to create land for those without.

It is appropriate that group ranch members’ demands for equal allocation and 

concerns over the unequal outcomes of land distribution be properly understood because 

it raises important questions of equity that must be interpreted both within the material 

realities of the past and present, and in the context of Maasai culture. Obviously the 

outcome of subdivision has favored the wealthy cattle owners and the committee; of 

course many in the committee were wealthy herd owners too. A simple Pearson’s product 

moment correlation between land allocated after subdivision and livestock holdings 

suggests that both size of parcel and livestock42 holdings vary positively together in

41 Interview: MET/21/2001
42 The size and distribution of holdings was derived directly by asking the interviewee. These have not been 
verified by direct census and must be treated with caution as it is fairly uncommon for the Maasai to reveal 
their true wealth.
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Enkaroni, Meto and Nentanai (Table 7.2). For cows, in particular, the association is 

always significant and relatively strong. Goats and sheep are significant only in Nentanai.

Table 7.2 Correlations between Land and Livestock
Cows Goats Sheep

Enkaroni
Pearson correlation .354* .074 .200
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 .645 .216
N 41 41 40

Meto
Pearson correlation .568** .170 .194
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .175 .122
N 65 65 65

Nentanai
Pearson correlation .583** .578** .515*
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .004 .012
N 23 23 23

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**eorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

While it may be difficult to evaluate just how much of the committee’s 

proportional allocation (which disregarded members’ demands for equal subdivision) was 

driven by their own interpretations of equity or just due to a plain lack of transparency 

(which is what majority of members’ suggest), it might be relevant to remember that the 

group ranch members’ demands for equal allocation and distribution of land occurs 

against the backdrop of severe inequalities between families/households’ livestock wealth 

in both current and historical times. One may be driven to ask, why then the demand for 

equity, why then the surprise and discontent with the unequal distribution that is the 

outcome of subdivision?

These inequalities in livestock holdings, discussed at length in chapter 2, suggest 

imbalances in the appropriation of joint resources across time. But today’s circumstance 

is radically different from that which prevailed in the colonial times, and possibly even
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during the phase of group ranching. In prior times, though livestock holdings were 

unequal, and though there may have been some competition for prime grazing land and 

water amongst individuals, the base factor of production i.e. land was available and 

accessible to all Maasai as a birthright.

Though each individual’s herds varied according to stochastic events such as 

drought, epidemics and raiding, and according to livestock management skills, there 

seemed to be an equality o f opportunity. Land resources were available to all and the 

extent of mobility determined access. Each individual would manage his herds within the 

constraints imposed by stochastic events and labor, subject to luck, misfortune, skills 

etcetera. Chapter 5 has illustrated how significant portions of Maasailand have been 

appropriated at different times by different actors for different reasons throughout its 

history. Thus with time land became a scarce resource, assuming an ever more critical 

role in the Maasai livestock economy; like rainfall it begins to be a limiting factor to 

livestock production.

As the range closes in on the Maasai and as portions of it get allocated to a 

wealthy few, which has been the case in previous times and during subdivision, the 

production opportunities shift in favor of these wealthy herd owners. With significantly 

less land available to them and an increasing restriction on mobility, poor individuals are 

likely to get locked into the situation of poverty. Where previously an individual may 

have had a good chance of rapidly accumulating or losing herds, currently an individual’s 

ability to accumulate is more strongly influenced by the availability of land. Those with 

small herds and small parcels but without alternative modes of livelihoods outside 

pastoral subsistence are evidently disadvantaged. It is thus not surprising then, that
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individuals would raise bitter objections against the highly skewed distribution of land 

following subdivision. Not only does it strip them of their birthright but it undermines the 

very basis of their livelihoods in a marginal environment where alternatives are severely 

limited. The next section discusses the mechanisms by which dissatisfied individuals and 

groups contested (or not) the committees’ highly unequal distribution of the former 

collective holdings amongst its members.

7.5 Outcomes: Disaggregating the Bundle of Rights

An emerging trend after subdivision is that individuals and groups seem to be re

negotiating rights to the access and appropriation of pasture and water; resources that 

have now been individualized and secured under a single, titled owner. Individuals are 

pursuing several strategies, separately or concurrently. One strategy is re-aggregating 

their individualized parcels and pursing joint pasturing and management of their herds. 

This re-aggregation of parcels seems to be occurring amongst neighbors, or within 

families and in-laws, or in relatively few instances amongst friends whose parcels are not 

necessarily adjacent to each other. In addition some individuals with few livestock and 

having pastures that exceed their herd requirements are now leasing out (at a cost) parts 

of their parcels to those whose parcels are insufficient to meet their herd requirements. 

Interestingly, parcel owners have continued with the Maasai practice of splitting their 

herds amongst friends and kin. Table 7.3 below provides a summary of these 

arrangements and their frequencies in the individualized areas of Enkaroni, Meto and 

Nentanai. This information was obtained from the “livestock ownership and grazing 

management” section of the interview schedule (Appendix II) which sought to establish
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livestock and pasture management following subdivision. Not all respondents 

interviewed agreed to answer all questions, while others, primarily from Nentanai do not 

live on their parcels as they have opted to pursue alternate livelihoods in nearing urban 

centers.

Table 7.3 Post-subdivision arrangements*

Arrangement Enkaroni
(N=46)

Meto
(N=76)

Nentanai
(N=25)

Re-aggregating parcels 
between friends, neighbors, 
family, in-laws.

6 (13%) 42 (55%) 11 (44%)

Don’t have sharing 
arrangements.

40 (87%) 32 (42%) 9 (33%)
(an additional 4 don’t live 
on their parcels and 
neighbors graze freely)

Pasture Leases. 8 (17%) 4 (5%) 0 (0%)
Re-distributed herds with 
friends, family, in-laws.

20 (43%) 29 (38%)
(2 not indicated)

9 (36%)
(1 not indicated)

*Most interviewees admitted to allowing others into their pastures during times of drought and stress.

In Enkaroni only 13% managed pastures jointly with others, while up to 87% did 

not and actively enforced their boundaries. The latter category claimed that livestock and 

land were unequal and that pursuing joint strategies would leave them open to 

exploitation by those with larger herds. Those pursuing collective strategies did so as a 

matter of economic expediency. Not all allocated parcels have the complement of 

ecological niches necessary for the sustenance of livestock. By re-aggregating, and 

collectively rotating livestock between different parts of the joint pasture at different 

times individuals are attempting to re-create albeit at a smaller scale the complement of 

pasture and water they find necessary for livestock management. Admittedly, this is not 

an ideal situation, but is the best they can do for their production system and their 

livelihoods under a radically altered property structure. These individuals have also, out
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of their shared holding, carved out an area (the olopololi) for the exclusive pasturing of 

young animals as well those that are sick and/or old.

About 14% admitted to leasing out pastures to those requiring more and who were 

ready to pay, while about 43% of those interviewed in Enkaroni had part of their herd not 

resident on their parcel, but away having been gifted or loaned out to friends or extended 

family. Some, who owned parcels in other parts of Kajiado district had trekked them to 

there.

Meto and Nentanai had fair proportions of individuals engaging in shared 

arranegements, 55% and 44% respectively. Leasing of pastures is not a popular 

arrangement for individuals in these two areas, while a fair proportion of them have also 

split their herds between different locations. Just about a third of interviewed individuals 

in Meto and Nanentanai did not have shared arrangements for herding and pasture 

management. The reasons provided for engagement in these arrangements are very much 

similar with those given in Enkaroni: collective management as an effort at assuring the 

viability of the pastoral enterprise; re-distribution of herds aimed at spreading/minimizing 

risk but also meeting myriad social obligations; and those unwilling to share ultimately 

concerned with compensation for unequal land and livestock. It seems that herd 

redistribution and leasing of pastures might compensate for low levels of joint 

pasture/herd management such as in Enkaroni, an area with no streams. On the other 

hand, where individuals are able to reach understandings on joint pasture/herd 

management and also have access to mechanisms of re-distributing herds, leasing 

arrangements don’t seem to be very important, such as in Meto and Nentanai.
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Though the content of the leasing and sharing arrangements beg for greater 

elaboration, these initial findings are distinctive. First, they reinforce arguments provided 

in chapter 5 that strongly suggest that individuals’ primary motivations for subdividing 

their collective holdings were defensive. Subdivision was a strategy to secure their land 

claims against unsanctioned appropriation by non-Maasai and by the Maasai elite.

Second, having secured their land against these threats, individuals are now 

seeking ways to enhance the viability of their production system. In their attempts to do 

so in such an ecologically fragile circumstance, they are beginning to renegotiate and 

trade their rights of access, of resource withdrawal and resource management amongst 

themselves. Each individual title holder retains the right to dispose/alienate his resource. 

The rights that had been collapsed and consolidated within a land title is being effectively 

split into its component rights, presumably adding some value and some certainty to a 

precarious system rendered even more precarious by the subdivision of collective 

holdings. This is an unfolding phenomenon, the nature of the arrangements and the 

mechanism for enforcing them might be better examined. Nonetheless it is instructive to 

many proponents of privatization whose primary inspiration has been the economic 

benefits of alienability. Indeed, it begins to question whether the transition from common 

to private property does represent a more efficient form of rights. It also starts to provide 

a cogent indication that locally evolved property institutions are often designed to meet 

specific social and environmental objectives.
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7.6 “Malalamiko ya Beacon”% Contesting Outcomes

In Enkaroni, individuals that were outraged with the outcome of subdivision, 

largely those unhappy with their parcel sizes, organized to challenge the committee’s 

allocations. Included in this group were widows that had not been allocated their 

deceased husbands’ parcels, as well as individuals that, though registered members, 

found themselves without land. This grouping of about 50 individuals was referred to as 

the ' kikundi cha malalamiko ya beacon ’ or beacon complainants grouping. When this 

group approached the committee to re-negotiate parcel sizes; they were told that ‘the 

fingers on one hand are not equal’; so how then did they expect everyone to get equal 

sized parcels? The committee was not ready to discuss the complaints of unequal sized 

parcels; they however located those that were legitimate members but had missed parcels 

altogether43.

Faced with the committee’s intransigence the complainants’ group then approached 

the elders and asked them to appeal to the committee over the unequal allocations. The 

elders’ barazas or public meetings were unfruitful; not surprisingly as the elders too had 

vested interests in the outcome of such deliberations. In any case, they would not have 

had sufficient powers to overwrite committee decisions. The group of complainants did 

not seek audience with the local chief and the local politicians, as they too were 

beneficiaries of the process.

They then took the case forward to government officials in the department of lands 

adjudication and settlement. The department of land adjudication had over the past few 

years adopted an attitude of non-interference in matters of group ranch subdivision. The

43 It is claimed that in order to settle the ones that had been unwittingly missed out the committee 
members had to hive out parts of their huge chunks to accommodate those that had been overlooked during 
land allocation.
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then district land adjudication officer had on two prior occasions, cited that the 

determination of parcel sizes depended entirely on the group ranch as a whole and that 

complaints be directed to the committee and not to his office as ‘all facts related to cases 

are present in Enkaroni.’44 This position was reiterated by the District Officer, Central 

Division during a closed meeting on 23rd March 1992 between the District Officer, group 

ranch secretary, chairman and treasurer, land adjudication officer, the chief of Matapato 

(i.e. neighboring Lomgosua group ranch) and five complainants. At this meeting all other 

complaints, for example those to do with boundary disputes and irregular routing of cattle 

tracks, were solved save for the complaints on ‘small land parcels’, which the DO 

referred to the group ranch committee45.

Range planners in the then ministry of livestock and water development, unlike land 

adjudication officers, were less distanced from members’ concerns. Faced with 

complaints on parcel sizes, they would make evaluations of site viability and where 

necessary, urge committee members to reconsider their allocations.

It was the feeling amongst most individuals that their appeals to government officials 

went unheeded because of instances of bribery. While this study is not positioned to 

evaluate such claims, their validity cannot be altogether discounted. One letter of 19th 

February 1990 from a widow to the district commissioner is instructive. Not only does 

she complain of exceedingly small parcel size (her 15 hectares as compared to committee 

members’ average of 300 acres), but cites that ‘government officers are corrupt and take

44 Minutes, Enkaroni Annual General Meeting, 10th July 1991. Meetings File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. 
Department of Land Adjudication, Kajiado District
45 Minutes, Complainants Meeting, 25th March 1992. Disputes File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. Department of 
Land Adjudication, Kajiado District
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bribes.’45 She also accused the committee of corruption and misuse of powers; she 

personally witnessed a day when the group ranches chairman ‘commanded an old man to 

kneel down and worship him, buy some beer for him and slaughter a fat he-goat so that 

he would give him a reasonable shamba. ’ Another letter dated 16th March 1990 addressed 

to the district officer, land adjudication officer, district range officer and district surveyor, 

from an individual complainant regarding a ‘further subdivision of his land’ following his 

complaints to the location chief47.

Perhaps the most compelling evidence of the members’ dissatisfaction was a letter 

dated 9th February, 1990 written jointly by an unidentified number of members addressed 

to the district range officer with copies to the district commissioner, district officer, 

central division, Member of Parliament Kajiado central, the location councilor, district 

land adjudication officer and the chief of Enkaroni location. In this letter the members 

cited their complaints, directly quoted, as48:

1. People in leadership i.e. committee and chiefs have allocated themselves huge 

chunks of land;

2. committee have failed to subdivide the ranch in an equitable manner;

3. close friends, relatives and in-laws of the committee are given bigger portions of 

land;

4. committee never ready to listen to members’ complaints (heavy-handedness);

46 Letter written by Nenkitai ene Lolkinyei, 19* February 1990. Disputes File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. 
Department of Land Adjudication, Kajiado District
47 Letter written by Pushati ole Leshinka, 16th March 1990. Disputes File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. 
Department of Land Adjudication, Kajiado District
48 Unnamed author, 9th February 1990. Disputes File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. Department of Land 
Adjudication, Kajiado District
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5. Chiefs are blocking people from going for further measures (i.e seeking redress at 

alternative fora);

6. the chairman is demanding that those with personal differences with him must 

kneel down and beg for mercy;

7. there is bribing;

8. some members are allowed to participate in committees’ private meetings; others 

are not;

9. some unregistered people have been given ranches by the committee without 

members’ knowledge.

It seems that there may have been a general meeting to discuss the allegations raised 

above because two years later the district land adjudication and settlement officer 

(DLASO) reminded the group ranch chairman that group ranch members had agreed to 

the ‘adjustment of land parcels’ for a group of 8 named individuals in a resolution that 

was reached at an Annual General Meeting on 27th August, 199049. The records did not 

hold a reply to this communication and evidently the resolution was not implemented as 

subsequent events reveal. The minutes of the 27th August, 1990 did not at any point 

mention the adjustment of parcel sizes. It is however clear that that meeting resolved 

mentioned cases and at the conclusion of the meeting the group members requested the 

DLASO to send a team of surveyors to the group for the purpose of final subdivision and 

to erect beacons ‘now that the complaints were over.’ The DLASO agreed. It is curious 

that these minutes failed to capture the consensus on adjusting parcel sizes.

49 Letter of 15th April 1992. Disputes File, Enkaroni Group Ranch. Department of Land Adjudication, 
Kajiado District
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The group of dissatisfied complainants appealed to the court of law as a final recourse 

to justice. Indications of this groups anxiety that their problem may not be meaningfully 

addressed within the framework of the group ranch came as early as 21st May 1990 in a 

letter from a advocate/lawyer who, writing on their behalf to the group ranch chairman, 

cited that his clients had been allocated small pieces of land while some other group 

members had been allocated large chunks of land. The lawyer said that his clients would 

apply to the High Court for an injunction to terminate subdivision unless the chairman 

confirmed that their clients’ complaints would be investigated within fourteen days from 

their receipt of his letter. In a rejoinder, dated 24th May, 1990, the group ranch chairman 

acknowledged that complaints of unequal subdivision had been brought to his attention 

and to that of administrative authorities, but that he and his committee were ‘unaware of 

your clients discontent’

The chairman suggested that:

1. Clients bring specific grievances/complaints to the committee

2. Failing 1 above to notify DC through area chiefs and local DO

3. Revert to you and to communicate to us on your views

‘In the case of a complete collapse of arbitration, the option of the court remains.’

From the previous accounts it is clear that the complainants had followed the channel 

suggested by the committee, and quite obviously had failed. Six members from this group 

did eventually launch their case in the High Court against the group ranch committee as 

the legal representatives of Enkaroni group ranch50. The plaintiffs’ demands were as 

follows, that:

1. Land be allocated equally among all its members.

50 Plaint, Civil Suit 3956 of 1992, 22nd July 1992. High Court of Kenya.
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2. Land subdivision carried out on group ranch be declared null and void

3. Subdivision should be halted until suit is heard

4. That the group committee is subdividing land in a discriminatory manner.

5. Plaintiffs had been allocated small land parcels while other members had been

allocated large parcels of land.

A ruling by justice Akilano Akiwumi of the High Court dismissed with cost the 

plaintiffs’ application for an injunction51. The justice ruled that:

1. The plaintiffs should show, prima facie, why it is wrong that they have been 

allocated smaller land parcels than others. The burden is on the plaintiffs to 

show that the discriminatory subdivision is for some cogent reason for 

instance, wrong, unlawful, or contrary to the objections of the defendant. This 

has not been shown.

2. The annexure to the affidavit of the plaintiff seem to show that it is rather the 

DLASO, the survey officer and the local chief who might be accused, if 

anything of unfair distribution of land, if it is so.

3. The plaintiff must show beyond mere allegation that they have been given 

smaller portions of land than those given to others. What are the actual sizes 

of the portions of land involved? There is no evidence on this.

4. The plaintiffs have not made out a prima facie case with a probability of 

success. They have shown no reason to support their allegation of 

discriminatory subdivision and why they should not have been allocated what 

they were given.

5. Plaintiffs’ application for injunction dismissed with cost.

51 Ruling, Civil Case 3956 of 1992. 31st July 1992. High Court of Kenya.
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It is disturbing that the burden of proof would rest on the plaintiffs. As ordinary 

group ranch members, though they were theoretically by law entitled to access their 

group ranch records at will, they were denied such access. Group ranch records are 

usually tightly held by the group ranch committee secretary. The area list in particular is a 

document that is strictly guarded by the committee up till now, almost ten years after the 

completion of subdivision. The area list indicates members’ names, their group 

registration numbers; their parcels sizes and plot numbers. It is a document endorsed by 

the DLASO as authentic representation of an equitable subdivision of group land. The 

area list is an authoritative document that formally endorses the completion of 

subdivision; it acknowledges that every group ranch member has been allocated a parcel, 

that no deserving member was omitted and that there is no disputation! The area list 

authorizes the registrar of lands in Kajiado District to begin the issue of formal land titles. 

Following this scathing defeat in the court of law, their final recourse to justice, the group 

of complainants conceded defeat. They did not re-organize to appeal the high court 

ruling. They realized no help was forthcoming and significantly, their advocate advised 

them to give up the case because ‘everybody was against them including the registrar of 

the High Court who is a member of Enkaroni and whose shamba is among the big 

ones. 3

During this contestation the committee resorted to its hallmark strategy of 

creating divisions within groupings that challenge the fairness of their decisions. It began 

by threatening to withdraw already allocated land or to reduce its size. It also quietly 

increased the parcel sizes of certain selected individuals, presumably the most vocal ones. 

52 Interview: ENK/10/2002
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The mystery perhaps is from where did the committee get the land to achieve this? It is 

believed that there were some unclaimed parcels allocated to individuals that had 

registered, but had not been seen for a long while. Some of the complainants may have 

benefited from these ‘floating farms.’ These selective allocations not only eroded group 

cohesion but saw a systematic decrease of the group size from about fifty individuals to 

about six individuals. This group of six is the one that eventually launched an appeal to 

the courts.

In Meto, individuals dissatisfied with their parcel sizes did not team up to 

confront the committee, but rather complained individually. The committee was 

unresponsive. The committee argued that because many people were complaining about 

their parcel sizes, nothing could be done about it. Some individuals chose not to register 

their dissatisfaction because they found others with even smaller parcels, and felt they 

were better off as they were. Those who had the courage to confront the committee were 

threatened that their parcels would be taken and given to other more interested parties, or 

their parcels would be further reduced. One individual was told that he would be taken to 

jail in Nakuru, a town more than three 300 Km away.

Others were asked to identify whose land would be reduced in order to cater for 

the increase of their parcels. Yet still others were told that parcel sizes couldn’t be equal 

as the attributes of land vary from one place to another. When asked why he didn’t 

pursue his complaint about having been allocated a small parcel on a hilly area where he 

can barely cultivate, one Ilkiseyia man said that he was not financially well off enough to 

pursue the matter and just accepted what was allocated to him. Some individuals were 

absent from the group ranch, and many were scattered over the group ranch, while others
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had been told to wait for the surveyor who would come with a ‘light’ to equalize the 

parcels! Meto group ranch is located adjacent to Ilpartimaru and Lomg’osua group 

ranches. Both these group ranches began their subdivision long before Meto, however, 

longstanding conflicts have prevented the subdivision from proceeding to more advanced 

levels. The Meto group ranch committee reminded group ranch members that their 

raising issues may derail subdivision to the extent it has their neighboring group ranches. 

Thus organizing to contest committee decisions was a big challenge in Meto.

In Nentanai individuals did not contest their committees’ unequal allocation. 

Nentanai is also a neighbor to Ilpartimaru group ranch, and individuals here claimed that 

they learnt from their neighbors how expensive and destructive it was to derail the 

process of subdivision. Nentanai is an interesting case because during the course of my 

fieldwork I found that many residents of Ilpartimaru were residing with relatives and 

friends in Nentanai as a way of escaping the escalating conflict in their own group ranch. 

In any case, even if discontented individuals wanted to organize, it would have been 

challenging. Many of those affected the most were very poor and did not even reside in 

the group ranch itself but in nearby urban areas, as well as Nairobi, where they were 

pursuing alternative livelihoods.

7.7 Discussion

Subdividing a total of about 90,000 hectares of variously endowed group ranch 

land between about 1,400 registered members by about 40-80 committee members of the 

respective group ranches of Enkaroni, Meto, Nentanai and Torosei is difficult. The 

committee faced serious challenges such as the terrain, members’ unwillingness to move
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when relocated, boundary disputes, uprooting of beacons, and difficulties in the payment 

of surveyor’s fees among others. These recognized difficulties however do not absolve 

the committees handling of the subdivision process. It was fraught with irregularities and 

complaints.

The committee backtracked on a general members’ resolution that all land parcels 

be equalized among members except for those families with many unregistered young 

men, or in areas where resource attributes compromised productivity. When the exercise 

was completed, parcels were found to be unequal, with more than 60% of registered 

members having holdings substantially smaller than the average. Much of this land was 

concentrated in the hands of committee members, their friends, relatives and the wealthy 

herders. Individuals also did not get the locations of their choice; many were relocated to 

remote areas as well. In addition to the unequal parcel sizes and locations, there were 

complaints over poor planning of roads and public routes. In Meto for example, there 

were complaints that shorter routes to water points were blocked and instead allocated to 

the committee, thus making the routes to water longer.

Perhaps the most damning accusation against the committee has to do with the 

committee’s exchanging the parcels of those who had paid clearance fees and been 

shown their parcels, but due to financial constraints had not yet claimed their land titles, 

with those who were/are able to pay the title fees. This problem of titles goes even further 

because, all individuals were required to pay a uniform title fee regardless of parcel size 

and land attributes yet the land registry at Kajiado ordinarily assesses differential title 

fees depending on parcel size and land potential. Nothing has been done to solve these 

cases; they are still pending.
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That subdivision resulted in unequal-size parcels the distribution of which was 

based on kinship and friendship ties as well as wealth and status is hardly surprising. 

Similar processes in different parts of the world point to similar outcomes. Group 

members dissatisfied with this outcome contested the decision both via local means of 

arbitration such as through the council of elders, via government administration as well as 

in the adversarial courts of law. They did not win. Others, fearing victimization by a 

vengeful committee did not organize to contest the outcomes. Yet still others due to a 

lack of resources or due to being widely dispersed in different areas simply could not 

organize an effective challenge.

The bureaucratic machinery of the state through both its administrative arm under 

the office of the District Commissioner and its development related departments were 

important players in this process. While the administration was called in as an arbiter to 

resolve fundamental equity imbalances, the lands and livestock departments were 

mandated with advising group ranches in the method and conduct of subdivision. The 

potential role that both could have played in the subdivision were subdued by the Act, 

whose ambiguity and indeed silence over the conduct of subdivision resulted in 

tremendous power reverting to the committee. Though this Act contains a clause that 

allows for the dissolution of group ranches it does not articulate obligations and 

procedures required for the dissolution of the group ranches. It however reiterates the 

group ranch committees’ powers by requiring that the committee continue to act in their 

capacity up until the time when all titles have been collected by their respective owners, 

at which they and the group ranch would be formally dissolved.
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Thus the ‘how’ part of subdivision was absent, leaving extensive discretion to the 

committee. The committee took advantage of this fundamental flaw and shrewdly filled 

the gaps in the law with rules that benefited themselves, their families and the wealthy. 

They unilaterally determined the sizes of land parcels, where to locate individuals after 

subdivision, and most importantly, ensured their role as signatories to the emerging land 

titles. The failure of the land control board to enforce accountability assisted the 

committee achieve its end; and it in turn raises questions of its own transparency and 

accountability. The same applies to the judiciary’s miscarriage of justice. Thus the 

committee had legal recognition and state sponsorship. Not only did the committee have 

direct access to the bureaucracy, they also had a privileged knowledge and understanding 

of the process; a process that is unprecedented in Maasai history. Added to this, and as 

we saw earlier, the committee’s influence and authority also derived legitimacy from 

traditional customary institutions.

What can we make of this process of subdivision in the group ranches that were 

studied? To be sure theoretical expectations were lived out by empirical experiences. 

Concern over distribution provided the impetus for institutional change. This concern saw 

members agreeing on an equal share allocation mechanism. Uncharacteristically, those 

likely to be most disadvantaged by the proposed assignment i.e the wealthy herd owners 

were silent and did not organize to block or to reverse it. Indeed, they appeared to 

endorse the equal allocation formula. This is significant and seemingly inconsistent with 

theoretical expectation. However, the outcome of subdivision favored these wealthy 

herders as they received larger parcels than most others. They used their influence to 

successfully negotiate distinct advantages in a potentially disadvantageous situation. The
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committee tacitly subverted the agreed upon formula and instead implemented one that 

preserved status quo relations. Side payments did occur.

But this did not end the conflict over distribution as a new set of individuals 

dissatisfied with the wealth distribution emerged. The committee, using their doubly 

derived authority and power, both state and traditional, intimidated some individuals into 

submitting and accepting the undesirable allocation under the new property rights 

allocation. Their threats of withdrawing parcels from complainers and re-distributing to 

other interested parties were indeed credible, and some individuals from Meto and 

Nentanai did not organize to further challenge the committees’ allocation. Some were 

frightened, others just grateful that they received parcels in the light of possibility of 

missing out, yet others were too scattered or too poor as in Nentanai to offer a forceful 

challenge. All these individuals accepted the outcome. But in Enkaroni, the dissatisfied 

individuals did not balk at the committees’ threats and intimidation because they too had 

some resources to contest. Owing to committee interference, however, they lost at the 

level of the courts and eventually gave up. The committee thus was able to use the state 

to induce compliance with the new institution.

Power asymmetries between the group ranch members and the committee resulted 

in the suppression and/or in the quashing of conflict. The committee effectively resolved 

conflict over property rights assignments either by credibly committing to pursue their 

threats by constraining group members from contesting their solution, or by invoking the 

coercive power of the state, which forced individuals to comply with the new property 

assignment. Thus transformation is both about bargaining and negotiating among societal 

actors as well as the use of the state’s coercive power to terminate even less egregious
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conflict. The state is an active participant in these negotiations. It is analytically 

incomplete to leave out the state. But it also seems as though power asymmetries among 

societal actors can serve to resolve conflict only so far as the so-called weaker parties are 

unable to or choose not to organize a challenge. Where societal actors are able to 

systematically organize and sustain contestation, power asymmetries amongst bargaining 

parties don’t seem able to resolve conflicts, and consequently the state and its instruments 

are called into play.

The question of why mechanisms that would have achieved some control over 

equity in the distribution of resources at an earlier juncture did not have their intended 

impact merits further discussion. It seems to extend beyond the notion of committee 

power and control to touch on issues of accountability that have been alluded to earlier in 

this section. Many group ranch members who were not “well connected,” drawing upon 

the prior reputation of the committee, presumed that the committee would be fair in the 

allocations. They were wrong. Traditional constraints did not work. Instead the 

committee avoided an equal distribution and secretly gave more resources to the wealthy 

who were satisfied with the results and did not organize to block institutional change. 

Because the whole process was embedded in a corrupt administrative regime, as we have 

seen in this and previous chapters, the committee was sure of getting away with such an 

allocation. After all this was an unprecedented, one-time decision. Cultural constraints 

were severely undermined by the combination of corruption, of top-down external 

decision making, of secrecy and of one-off decision making. Quite clearly, simply 

moving decisions from the center to the periphery in a system that has lost accountability
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and the capabilities of earlier institutions does not necessarily improve equity or 

efficiency.

Scholars over the past decade or so have expressed concern over the concentration 

of land in Africa in the hands of a few. Much debate continues to focus on whether or not 

concentration is happening (Berry, 1988, 2002) or on advocating research on class 

formation as an inevitable end point to land concentration (Peters, 2002). One point 

seems left out of these debates- the how part of land concentration. This study 

exemplifies one out of the many diverse ways in which land concentration may occur in 

African pastoral communities. It cautions that decentralized land reforms, which seem to 

be on the rise in certain parts of Africa, may not necessarily achieve their noble 

intentions.
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CHAPTER 8

The Subdivided Group Ranch: M anagem ent Strategies and Ecological
Sustainability

8.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the ecological implications of transforming property rights 

regimes from collective holdings to private, individually held parcels as has happened in 

the four group ranches in this study. The question it addresses is whether these different 

tenure regimes significantly affect vegetation cover within the study areas.

Privatizing land resources in highly variable semi-arid or arid areas may threaten 

the integrity of ecological systems. Empirical studies in different parts of the world 

indicate that a decline in the structure of vegetation resources, such as species 

composition, abundance and diversity, occurs when communal resources in semi-arid 

grassland areas are increasingly privatized (Dahlberg, 2000; Sneath, 1998; Harry et al, 

1996; Li et al, 1993; Sheehy, 1993; Tserendash and Edenbatar, 1993; Carvalho, 1974; 

Odell, 1981). Thus the characteristics of the resources being privatized do seem to matter.

Though understanding of long-term ecological processes in highly variable arid 

and semi-arid areas is at best incomplete, extensive pastoralism practiced for centuries by 

communities residing in such areas are instructive to our quest for defining appropriate 

tenure regimes under such environmental conditions. Pastoralism and the mobility of 

pastoral herds often prove to be a rational and sustainable system for exploiting rangeland 

plant resources (Coughenour, 1991).

The initial intent of this part of the study was to investigate ecological differences 

between group ranches that had been subdivided and individualized and those that had
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not. But as discussed in Chapter 4, these categories hardly exist because most group 

ranches in Kajiado district are at different points of the transition towards complete 

individualization. In these individualized areas some individuals are re-aggregating their 

parcels on the basis of kinship and friendship to create larger management units while 

others are actively enforcing their individual ownership. The sizes of these individual 

parcels and the densities of livestock vary. These different management strategies formed 

the basis for stratifying vegetation and soil sampling within this study.

Table 4.3 in Chapter 4 presented how vegetation and soil samples were obtained 

from five different management regimes which included: (1) re-aggregated parcels, (2) 

large parcels supporting large livestock herds, (3) large parcels supporting few herds, (4) 

small parcels supporting large herds, and (5) small parcels supporting small livestock 

herds.

The determinants of savannah ecology have been widely documented (See 

Chapter 4). The availability of water and soil nutrients are primary determinants of 

vegetation composition and structure, while grazing and fire are important modifiers of 

these base effects. In this scheme of determinants, however, the role of previous history 

has been noted to be crucial. Past land use may obfuscate the effects of the biophysical 

environment as well as of current use. Nonetheless, obtaining samples from sites that are 

in close proximity and which have similar land use histories should minimize the role of 

history. The four group ranches from which samples were drawn share similar 

environmental conditions as well as similar histories of pastoral land use. Vegetation 

species and abundance, rainfall amounts, soil nutrient levels, soil depth and slope

s
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steepness were recorded from a series of plots located in each of the five management 

categories (See Table 4.3).

This chapter explores the influence of different management regimes on 

vegetation cover and distribution in the subdivided group ranches using Canonical 

Correspondence Analysis (CCA) while taking into account the primary biophysical 

factors of precipitation, soil nutrients and slope steepness. CCA is an important tool used 

by community ecologists for the analysis of principal relationships between plant species 

and environmental variables. Using multiple linear regression it constructs linear 

combinations of environmental variables along which the distribution of species is 

maximally separated (ter Braak 1995,1994,1986; Palmer, 1993). Like multiple 

regression it can accommodate nominal environmental variables by defining dummy 

variables. Unlike multiple regression, it performs well with skewed species distributions, 

is not sensitive to high noise levels in the data and to high correlations among 

explanatory variables (Hill, 1995, Palmer, 1993, ter Braak, 1987). All data were 

standardized by transforming original values to their logarithms in order to become scale 

independent and to make the different units of measurement comparable (Legendre and 

Legendre, 1998; Jongman et al, 1995).

The following hypotheses were investigated:

1. Soil nutrient status is an important and significant determinant of vegetation cover 

and distribution;

2. Biotic influences such as grazing result in the transformation of vegetation 

structure. Higher grazing intensities, due to higher livestock densities within
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individualized parcels where boundaries are actively enforced and livestock 

concentrated will result in a decline in plant cover. Conversely, communal 

grazing within the re-aggregated parcels will be associated with higher plant 

cover. Grazing is less intense due to lower livestock density within a larger space.

8.2 Result of Soil Chemical and Physical Analysis

Table 8.1a and 8.1b below provide a summary of the soil nutrient concentrations, 

pH, texture and slope steepness across the five management regimes. Soil samples were 

taken at two depths, 0-10 cm and 10-20cm, each of which was analyzed separately. In the 

Canonical Correspondence Analysis, readings from the 0-10 cm level were used for 

herbaceous and grassy species, while the 10-20cm was used for the shrubby and tree 

species.

Table 8.1a and 8.1b show that the modal values for each soil factor, including 

slope steepness, is not very variable across the different management types. There is also 

not much variation between the two soil depths. Although there is some measure of local 

variation at some sites, given the differences between maximum and minimum values, 

the soils in the study area can generally be characterized as similar.
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Table 8.1a: Soil Characteristics for the Five Management Types, 0-10 cm Depth

0-10 CM DEPTH Soil pH Nitrogen
%

Organic
Carbon
%

Phosphorus
ppm(M)

Potassium
me%

Calcium
me%

Magnesium
me%

Manganese
me%

Sodium
me% Slope % Texture

Communal
Max 7.5 0.31 2.63 320 3.56 28.4 7.25 0.78 2 42
Min 5.3 0.16 1.39 100 1.28 6.6 0.35 0.35 0.58 4

Mode 5.5 0.16 1.39 100 1.28 7 0.35 0.58 0.74 4 Sandy Clay Loam

Large, Many
Max 6.9 0.3 1.98 308 1.94 11.6 5.25 1.04 1.04 45
Min 4.5 0.07 0.52 22 0.41 0.6 1.1 0.28 0.2 4

Mode 6.2 0.1 1.09 60 0.64 6 3.1 0.38 0.44 9 Loamy sand
Large, Few

Min 4.8 0.08 0.1 10 0.32 2.6 0.85 0.28 0.25 1
Max 7.4 0.35 2.35 272 2.64 30.4 6.65 0.81 1.72 4

Mode 5.6 0.18 1.5 58 1.42 6.8 3.4 0.45 0.62 4 Sandy Clay Loam
Small, Many

Max 7.7 0.34 2.34 272 1.88 30 5.15 0.76 1.16 8

Min 4.9 0.1 0.88 17 0.44 1.5 1.35 0.17 0.28 1

Mode 6.1 0.13 1.61 44 1.08 10.8 3.45 0.56 0.38 6 Sandy Clay Loam

Small, Few

Max 8.1 0.36 2.39 308 2.44 19.6 6.35 0.89 1.34 12

Min 5 0.07 0.02 0 0.1 4 0.5 0.03 0.46 1

Mode 5.8 0.24 1.08 44 1.17 7 4.45 0.45 0.88 1 Sandy Clay Loam
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Table 8.1b: Soil Characteristics for the Five Management Types, 10-20 cm Depth

0-20 CM DEPTH Soil pH Nitrogen
%

Organic
Carbon
%

Phosphorus
ppm(M)

Potassium
me%

Calcium
me%

Magnesium
me%

Manganese
me%

Sodium
me% Slope % Texture

Communal ■

Max 7.4 0.38 1.92 330 3.76 30 6.85 0.74 1.62 42
Min 4.7 0.08 0.69 10 0.28 0.4 0.15 0.12 0,18 1

Mode 6.1 0.13 1.18 273 2.02 11 0.4 0.43 0.99 4 Sandy Clay Loam
Large, Many

Max 6.7 0.16 1.34 286 1.34 10.2 4.45 0.63 0.88 45
Min 4.7 0.05 0.29 25 0.25 0.4 1.25 0.25 0.14 4

Mode 6.2 0.09 0.72 179 0.54 0.65 2.35 0.38 0.46 9 Sandy Loam
Large, Few

Min 7.2 0.3 2.92 238 2.52 37.6 7 0.85 1.9 4
Max 5.1 0.07 0.6 5 0.14 3 0.84 0.12 0.22 1

Mode 7.2 0.3 2.92 238 2.52 37.6 7 0.85 1.9 4 Sandy Loam

Small, Many

Max 7.7 0.27 1.69 282 1.46 34.8 5.85 0.71 1.08 8
Min 4.4 0.07 0.63 10 0.24 3 1.65 0.15 0.2 1

Mode 6.2 0.1 1.53 35 0.55 9.6 3.9 0.25 0.3 6 Sandy Clay Loam

Small, Few

Max 8 0.32 2.4 320 2.56 17.2 6.85 0.87 1.64 12

Min 4.9 0.05 0.44 0 0.16 4 0.67 0.03 0.04 1

Mode 6 0.15 1.73 17 0.88 11.2 3.4 0.43 0,98 1 Sandy Clay Loam
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8.3 Results of Canonical Correspondence Analysis

8.3.1 The Herbaceous and Grass Component

The main data matrix, which is the species matrix, comprised 271 plots and 144 

herbaceous species. The second data matrix, the environmental matrix, comprised 271 

plots and 24 environmental variables. The environmental variables consisted soil micro 

and macro nutrients, average rainfall, soil texture, pH and slope steepness. The five 

management regime: (1) re-aggregated parcels, (2) small parcel size with low stocking 

density, (3) small parcel with high stocking density, (4) large parcel with low stocking 

density and (5) large parcel with high stocking density. Because management regime is a 

nominal explanatory variable comprising five classes, it was converted into a dummy 

variable with four categories and a base/reference category. The re-aggregated or 

communal was the reference category for management regime. Soil texture was similarly 

divided into nine categories, with sandy-clay-loam (SCL) forming the base category. 

Tables 8.1-8.4 present the results of Canonical Correspondence Analysis for the 

herbaceous component of the vegetation.

Table 8.2: Axis Summary Statistics for Herbaceous and Grass Component

Total variance (‘inertia’) in the herbaceous species data: 18.5182 ________
Axis 1 Axis 2 I Axis 3

Eigenvalue 0.629 0.589 0.363
% of variance in species data explained 3.4 3.2 2.0
Cumulative % explained 3.4 6.6 8.5
Pearson Correlation, Species-Envt* 0.990 0.874 I 0.780
* Correlation between sample scores for an axis derived from the species data and the sample scores
that are linear combinations of the environmental variables. Set to 0.000 if axis is not canonical.

In Table 8.2 above, the total variance in the data set (i.e. total explainable variance 

or ‘inertia’) is 18.5182 and only 8.5 % can be explained by the selected environmental
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variables33. Though the species-environmemt correlations are extremely high for each of 

the three axes, the eigenvalues are modest to low ranging from .629 for axis 1 through 

.589 for axis 2 to .363 for axis 3. Nonetheless axis 1 shows that a fair amount, up to about 

63% of the variation in the species data is explained by the axis and hence by the 

environmental variables. Monte Carlo significance testing (Table 8.3) for the Eigenvalues 

indicates that all three axes are significant.

Table 8.3: Monte Carlo Test Results for Herbaceous and Grass Species 
(Eigenvalues for 100 runs) ___________________ _____

Axis Eigen value P
1 .629 .0110
2 .589 .0010
3 .363 .0030

P=proporotion of randomized runs with eigen value greater than or equal to the observed eigen value

Table 8.4 below shows multiple regression results, which represent a regression of plots 

in species space against the environmental variables. In this table, the canonical 

coefficients, which represent the unique contribution of individual environmental 

variables to the regression solution, indicate the following:

-that axis 1, with the highest canonical coefficient of 0.951, is the dominant 

factor. This represents a soil texture gradient in which loam texture is an important 

determinant;

-that axis 2, with a coefficient of -0.417, is predominantly a rainfall gradient, with 

declining plant cover as rainfall increases;

53 The rather low proportion of total variance should not be a concern because even low figures are 
important (ter Braak, 1987); the goal is not to explain 100%. Ohman and Spies (1998) suggest that low 
proportions may be associated with large numbers of plots sampled and high numbers of species recorded. 
The large numbers of plots mean that more rare species are encountered. These rare species, which have 
restricted spatial ranges, narrow habitat specificity or small, non-dominant population sizes, increase the 
total variation in the species-by-plot data matrix, yet their presence is unlikely explained by environmental 
variables. Hence total explained variance decreases.
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-that axis 3 is a soil nutrient gradient (coefficient of -0.533) in which increasing 

sodium concentration constrains the cover of herbaceous plants.

Table 8.4: Regression of Plots in Species Space on Environment for Herbaceous and Grass Species

Standardized Canonical Coefficients
Variable Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3
pH 0.086 0.379 0.345
Nitrogen 0.023 0.063 0.019
Carbon -0.008 -0.020 -0.105
Phosphorus -0.007 -0.054 -0.050
Potasium 0.011 0.025 0.141
Calcium -0.044 -0.141 0.018
Magnesium -0.078 -0.299 -0.097
Manganese 0.013 0.030 -0.045
Sodium -0.028 -0.146 -0.533
Slope -0.031 -0.151 -0.298
SL-SCL (T) -0.009 -0.054 0.168
Sa-Loam (T) -0.018 - 0.111 -0.141
Sa-Clay (T) -0.003 -0.028 -0.054
Sand (T) 0.016 0.061 0.030
Loamy-Sa (T) -0.020 -0.144 -0.345
Loam (T) 0.951 0.300 -0.090
Cla-Loam (T) -0.018 -0.094 -0.042
CCL (T) 0.003 -0.009 -0.086
Clay (T) -0.009 -0.055 0.063
Small, Few (Mgt 5) -0.015 -0.035 -0.221
Small, Many (Mgt 4) -0.011 -0.082 -0.506
Large, Few (Mgt 3) 0.002 -0.016 -0.489
Large, Many (Mgt 2) 0.022 0.108 -0.130
Rain -0.142 -0.417 1.129

8.3.2 The Shrubby species

The data structure for shrubby species comprised 271 plots and 76 species for the main 

matrix and 271 plots and 22 environmental variables for the second matrix.

Total inertia in the data set is 9.8265, out of which about 6.7% is explained by the 

environmental variables. The low eigenvalues (Table 8.5) varying between .362 for axis 

1, through .172 for axis 2 and .127 for axis 3 indicate that the environmental variables 

selected only account for a small amount of variability in the data set. All three axes are 

however significant (Table 8.6).
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Table 8.5: Axiis Summary Statistics for Shrubby Species 
Total variance (‘inertia’) in the species data: 9.8625

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3
Eigenvalue 0.362 0.172 0.127
% of variance in species data explained 3.7 1.7 1.3
Cumulative % explained 3.7 5.4 6.7
Pearson Correlation, Species-Envt* 0.865 0.689 0.625

* Correlation between sample scores for an axis derived from the species data and the sample scores
that are linear combinations of the environmental variables. Set to 0.000 if axis is not canonical.

Table 8.6: Monte Carlo Test Results for Shrubby Species
(Eigen values for 100 runs) ___________________ ____________

Axis Eigen value P
1 .362 .0100
2 .172 .0100
3 .127 .0100

P=proporotion of randomized runs with eigen value greater than or equal to the observed eigen value

Table 8.7: Regression of Plots in Species Space on Environment for Shrubby Species

Standardized Canonical Coefficients
Variable Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3
pH -0.066 0.371 0.054
Nitrogen 0.124 0.081 -0.147
Carbon -0.054 -0.041 0.119
Phosphorus -0.109 0.140 0.798
Potasium -0.127 0.195 -0.251
Calcium -0.029 -0.092 -0.392
Magnesium -0.060 0.267 0.004
Manganese -0.027 -0.104 -0.431
Sodium 0.152 -0.405 -0.238
Slope -0.093 0.430 -0.185
SL-SCL (T) -0.016 -0.003 -0.070
Sand (T) 0.010 0.004 0.088
Loamy-Sa (T) 0.099 -0.038 -0.280
San-Loam (T) -0.056 0.209 -0.338
Cla-Loam (T) 0.002 0.035 -0.176
San-Clay (T) -0.165 0.138 -0.197
Clay (T) -0.102 0.181 0.171
Small, Few (M) 0.450 -0.678 0.123
Small, Many (M) 0.395 -0.541 0.040
Large, Few (M) 0.549 -0.362 0.091
Large, Many (M) 0.202 -0.443 0.151
Rain -0.845 -0.435 0.136

Results of the multiple regression (Table 8.7) reveal that the first axis defines a 

rainfall effect in which shrub cover values decline with increasing rainfall. The second 

axis defines a management effect in which there is a general decline in shrubby species
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cover with respect to management type; highest decline is found in the Small, Few 

management category. Axis three defines a soil nutrient gradient that is characterized by 

increasing shrub abundance with increasing soil phosphorous concentration.

8.3.3 The Tree Species

The tree data structure comprised 234 plots by 27 species for the main matrix and 

234 plots by 22 for the environmental matrix. The following tables present the results of 

correlating and regressing the two matrices, as well as the results of Monte Carlo tests.

Table 8.8 Axis Summary Statistics for Trees
Total variance (‘inertia’) in the species data: 9.869

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3
Eigenvalue 0.376 0.211 0.206
% of variance in species data explained 3.8 2.1 2.1
Cumulative % explained 3.8 5.9 8.0
Pearson Correlation, Species-Envt* 0.795 0.639 0.673

* Correlation between sample scores for an axis derived from the species data and the sample scores
that are linear combinations pf the environmental variables. Set to 0.000 if axis is not canonical.

Table 8.9: Moute Carlo Test Results for Trees 
(Eigenvalues for f 00 runs) ___

Axis Eigen value P
1 .376 .0100
2 .211 .0100
3 .206 .0100

P=proporotion of randomized runs with eigen value greater than or equal to the observed eigen value

Table 8.10: Regression of Plots in Tree Species Space on Environment:

Standardized Canonical Coefficients
Variable Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3
PH 0.053 0.200 0.049
Nitrogen -0.228 0.345 -0.117
Carbon 0.076 -0.005 -0.010
Phosphorus 0.283 0.243 0.087
Potasium 0.199 -0.649 0.746
Calcium -0.083 -0.081 -0.067
Magnesium 0.288 -0.584 0.454
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Manganese 0.005 0.016 -0.050
Sodium -0.285 0.477 -0.766
Slope 0.135 0.046 -0.194
SL-SCL (T) -0.027 -0.012 -0.023
Sand (T) -0.080 0.106 0.097
Loamy-Sa (T) -0.149 -0.200 -0.073
San-Loam (T) 0.016 0.045 0.087
Cla-Loam (T) 0.022 -0.040 0.171
San-Clay (T) 0.057 0.447 0.046
Clay (T) -0.092 0.258 0.028
Small, Few (M) -0.278 -0.292 -0.505
Small, Many (M) -0.384 0.101 -0.411
Large, Few (M) -0.446 -0.327 -0.588
Large, Many (M) -0.196 0.283 -0.573
Rain 0.822 -0.066 -0.373

Of the total variance in the species data , about 8.0 % can be explained by the 

environmental variables measured and included in the analysis. Despite reasonably high 

species-environment correlations, eigenvalues for the three axes are low (Table 8.8) 

indicating that very little variance in the data set can be accounted for by the selected 

environmental variables. All axes are significant (Table 8.9). Canonical coefficients 

(Table 8.10) show that rainfall and soil nutrients (i.e. sodium and potassium) are principal 

factors affecting the tree species cover. Management type does not seem to influence tree 

species cover.

In order to better understand the relationship between vegetation cover and 

management regimes, a summary of the ten highest scoring plant species and their cover 

values across each of the management regimes for the herbaceous/grassy layer, shrubby 

and tree layers was calculated. Tables 8.11a, 8.11b and 8.11c show the total cover 

percentages for the highest ranking ten species in the herbaceous, shrubby and tree layers 

respectively. These values were derived by aggregating each species cover value across 

all the plots in which it appeared. These aggregated values were then divided by the total
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area covered by all the plots sampled for each category. The result was then multiplied by 

100 to get a percentage. This then became the cover percentage for each species.

The tables show that the species mix across the herbaceous/grassy, shrubby and 

tree layers is typical of semi-arid vegetation and that cover percentages for each layer is 

in general relatively low. The dominant grasses (Table 8.11a), found consistently in all 

the five management types, such as Themeda triandra, Digitaria macroblephara, 

Pennisetum masaicum, P. mezianum and Cynodon plectostachyus are all perennial 

grasses that form valuable grazing. Some annual grasses such as Aristida keniensis and 

Eragrostis aethiopica, each with low grazing value, are also among the dominant grasses. 

These two annuals are commonly found on degraded, disturbed soils.

Themeda triandra, Digitaria macroblephara, and Pennisetum masaicum, all valuable 

perennials, show consistently higher cover values in the Communal management type 

and lowest values in the Small, Many management type. The Large,Many category also 

has high cover values for these perennial grass species. Cynodon plectostachyus, a 

valuable perennial has highest cover values in the Small,Few management type and 

lowest values in the Small,Many category.
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Table 8.11a: Herb and Grass Species Cover Percentages (The Herbaceous Layer)
Species Name Communal

58 Plots

Large
Many
45 Plots

Large
Few 
46 Plots

Small
Many
42 Plots

Small
Few
44Plots

Species Notes

Themeda Triandra 16.81034 9.222222 4.56 1.41 4.8 Perennial grass, often dominant on open grassland/bushland. 
Valuable grazing.

Digitaria
macroblephara

14.05172 8.289 3.845 2.03 2.23 Perennial found in open deciduous bushland, often with Acacia 
on black clayey soils.

Pennisetum
masaicum

13.62069 - 5.3 2.67 3.48 Perennial; open or bushed grassland often on seasonally clogged 
clayey soil; reasonably good grazing

Cynodon
plectostachyus

13.10345 12.15556 - 2.2
61.44

Perennial; valuable grazing.

Eragrostis caespitosa 7.103448 14.11111 5.225 3.25 2 Perennial; found in overgrazed areas
Pennisetum
mezianum

5.896552 - 2.1 2.8
4.75

Perennial; palatable when young, very woody when mature

Eragrostis aspera
3.534483 9.022222

- - - Annual; disturbed placed and old cultivated land often on poor 
soils; average forage value

Microchloa Kunthii
3.293103

- - - - Perennial; open or bushed grassland , shallow soils with 
underlying rock; of no grazing value

Solanum incanum 2.448276 - - - 1.18 Abundantly found in waste grounds
Gutenbergia
cordifolia

? - -
1.7

- Annual herb found on rocky, eroded grassland often on shallow 
soils

Barleria sp. - 5.222222 2.25 2.82 - Spiny herb
Eragrostis aethiopica -

4.111111 3.16 3.37 1.97
Annual grass common on disturbed ground; weed on poor soils; 
little grazing value

Enkaroni Shrub 1 - 3.377778 - - -
Aristida keniensis -

3.355556 1.66 1.42 2.9
Annual grass found on dry, eroded soils in bushland and waste 
places; grazed when young

Ocimum
gratissimum

-
3.355556

- - - Shrub common in disturbed bushland

Chloris virgata - -
3.63

- - Annual grass common in overgrazed grassland and disturbed 
habitats; valuable grazing

Nentanai grass 4 - - 1.65 - 1.75
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Species Name Communal 
59 Plots

Large Many
45 Plots

Large Few
45 Plots

Small Many
42 Plots

Small Few
45 Plots

Species Notes

Solanum incanum 2.371216102
5.772791 18.35063 14.81897 4.170189

Shrubby species; weed in grassland; common in 
wasteland and secondary vegetation

Acacia mellifera
1.209255932

-

6.588764
- - Found in dry bushlands or woodlands often as a 

dominant
Enkaroni shrub 1 1.002744068 2.371352 - - -

Ocimum bacillicum 1.001132203 3.452791 - 1.917724 1.75851
Hibiscus aponeurus 0.820423729 2.00371 - 2.216774 1.154296 Short-lived perennial common in dry grasslands
Lantana trifolia 0.688500847 - 1.011468 2.407304 0.963999 Common in bushed grasslands
Aspilia mosambicensis 0.647984322 2.661251 2.559593 2.733383 3.301458
Hibiscus calyphyllus 0.515482203 - - 2.934523 1.428836 Bushed grasslands
Melhania ovata 0.475844492 - - - - Common in dry grasslands
Barleria spinosa 0.417467797 - 1.183064 - - Spiny herb/shrub
Acacia brevispica - 3.851389 - 7.186354 - Found often on rocky/stony soils
Lantana camara - 3.203423 2.464045 14.81897 3.955272 Serious weed in secondary vegetation
Grewia similis - 2.402373 - 2.056855 - Found in bushed grassland
Ocimum gratissimum - 1.767956 1.004231 2.105787 - Annual
Cordia gharaf - - 1.615278 - - Found on moister sites
Grewia bicolor - -

0.824202
-

0.942746
Found in dry Acacia bushland/grassland, often on 
rocky sites

Hoslundia opposita - -

0.818527
- - Common in disturbed sites, though not in very dry 

localities
Dyschriste
thunbergiiflora

. - - -

4.599463
Rinus ateriensis - - - - 1.735417
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Species Name Communal
53 Plots

Large Many
45 Plots

Large Few
36 Plots

Small Many
41 Plots

Small Few
39 Plots

Acacia tortilis 0.01804 0.015122 0.565932 0.00637 0.006803
Acacia
drepanolobium 0.006233 0.007083 0.05211 0.001689 0.002114
Acacia mellifera 0.005437 0.003567 0.724021 0.006774 -

Balanites aegyptiaca 0.003647 0.001789 0.430096 0.009564 0.010369
Acacia nilotica 0.003517 0.004552 0.133625 0.000394 0.001079
Acacia xanhtophloea 0.002865 - - 0.003249 0.00062
Commiphora
Africana 0.002532 0.014425 0.768736 0.024418 0.006933
Acacia Senegal 0.001826 0.001181 0.685446 0.004169 0.000454
Baeg 0.001343 0.006442 - 0.000442 -

01 0.001006 - - - -

Combretum sp. - 0.000758 - - -

Azanza garckeana - 0.000334 - - -

Zanthoxylum
chalybeum

- -
0.220143

-

0.00085
Albizia anthelmitica „ - 0.05211 0.000251 -

Cordia gharaf - . 0.017357 - -

Lannea
Schweinfurthii

- - - -

0.000905
Pappea capensis - - - - 0.000629
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Table 8.11b showing cover values for the shrubby layer indicates that Solanum 

incanum is a local dominant across all the management regimes. Highest cover values for 

Solanum incanum are found in the Large,Few and Small,Mnay categories, while its 

lowest cover values occur in the Communal and Large,Many categories. Solanum 

incanum is a weedy, undesirable shrub species in grasslands. Aspilia mossambicensis also 

reaches fairly high cover values in most of the categories.

In the tree layer (Table 8.11c) the Communal management type has consistently 

higher tree cover values for most species, across the five management regimes.

Acacia tortilis is the most dominant species, with higher cover values across the different 

management types.

8.4 Discussion

Only a modest portion of variability in species cover can be explained by the 

selected environmental variables and by management regime. The selection of these 

variables was justified through extensive consultation of existing literature.

In the case of the herbaceous component, soil texture, mean seasonal rainfall and 

sodium concentration are significant determinants of species cover. Management regime 

and stocking levels are also significant determinants. While it is reasonable that higher 

levels of sodium may limit the cover of some plant species, it is paradoxical in these 

findings that herbaceous layer cover would tend to decrease with increasing levels of 

rainfall. In a semi-arid environment where moisture is a crucial limiting factor in plant 

growth, higher quantities of rain can be expected to increase the amount of moisture
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available for plant growth and thus may be associated with increasing species cover, 

especially in during the time that immediately follows the onset of rains.

Soil moisture availability is not only a consequence of the amount of rainfall. Soil 

surface characteristics and underlying geological formations also influence soil moisture 

regimes in savannah ecosystems (Solbrig, 1993). Highly erodible soils or soils that are 

highly compacted (for example due to high livestock densities over long periods of time) 

may limit the amount of water percolating into the soil. Rainfall gets deflected as ran off 

and does not become available to plant growth; plant growth may thus still be limited by 

poor moisture availability. This may be even more limiting in a situation where rainfall is 

not only low but highly variable. While this explanation is reasonable it is at best 

speculative and presents a strong case for detailed study of soil surface properties in 

addition to this study’s assessment of soil nutrient levels.

Why does management regime not influence herbaceous species abundance? The 

hypothesis was that high stocking densities and their associated higher grazing intensities 

would result in a decline in species abundances. This expectation was not met. This 

expected relationship may be complicated by herders’ livestock management strategies.

A closer examination of herding practices uncovers several crucial issues. First, many 

persons, particularly those with large livestock holdings, tend to not keep all their herds 

on their parcel of land. Not all of their livestock are resident on their land at all times. 

Instead, many tend to split up their herds, re-distributing their holdings to other parcels 

that they own at other locations. This is a measure against the rapid depletion of pasture 

that would tend to occur if their entire livestock holdings were concentrated in one parcel. 

Or, in keeping with traditional Maasai norms of reciprocity, they tend to re-distribute
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some of their holdings to their friends/stock associates or to relatives as a way of assisting 

those that have livestock herds that are inadequate to support their subsistence and to 

provide animals that recipients may use to rebuild their diminished herds. Of the six 

owners of parcels that had high stocking densities, and from whose parcels vegetation 

and soil samples were collected, five did not have their entire livestock holdings resident 

on their parcels (See Table 8.12 below). Some of their livestock were away in different 

places having been loaned out to friends or relatives. Similarly, two out of the six owners 

whose parcels had low stocking densities had some of their livestock away. Table 7.3 in 

chapter 7 demonstrates the pervasiveness of herd re-distribution strategies that are 

commonly used as a risk spreading strategy in a fragile and uncertain economic and 

ecological system.

Second, during times of scarcity and drought, almost all individuals cease to 

enforce and monitor their property boundaries. This practice once again draws from 

traditional Maasai norms that prevent one who has pastures from preventing one who is 

in dire need of pasture from grazing his stock and thus undermining his survival. Table

7.3 in chapter 7 also illustrates this normative strategy.

Table 8.12: Distribution of Livestock among Owners from Whose Land Vegetation Measurements 
and Soil Samples Were Taken ______________ ______________ ______________ ___________

Large, Many Large, Few Small, Many Small, Few Communal
Enkaroni Owner does 

not share but 
allows others 
in drought. 
Some livestock 
away

All owners’ 
animals present 
on his farm. He 
allows others 
during drought.

Some animals 
away in land 
he bought 
elsewhere.

Some animals 
away with 
relatives.

Meto Some animals
away.

All animals 
present on 
owners parcel.

Some animals 
away with 
relatives and 
friends.

Did not say

Nentanai Some animals 
away with 
friends and 
relatives.

Some animals 
away with 
friends and 
relatives.

Did not say All animals 
present on 
owner’s parcel.

Torosei - - - -
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These mechanisms of livestock re-distribution temper the potential effects of high 

stocking densities. These strategies tend to diffuse any distinct differences among 

livestock holdings that would otherwise be expected to result in variations in plant 

abundance across variably stocked parcels. There was not sufficient variation in stocking 

densities across the different management regimes to result in significant variations in 

herbaceous species abundances.

But the CCA analysis failed to capture the important effects of communal 

management. This is because this was the base variable against which all other results are 

compared. In Table 8.11 communal management regime had consistently higher cover 

values for the perennial grasses. This observation tallies with our hypothesis that the re

aggregation of parcels under this arrangement results is a less concentration of livestock 

within one place and thus decreases the grazing intensity. Consequently cover values 

would be higher here than in the other regimes where livestock are more concentrated 

within smaller spaces.

With regard to shrubby species, precipitation, soil nutrients (i.e soil phosphorous 

concentration) and management appear to be significant factors. Here again precipitation 

assumes a negative sign and similar arguments as posed for the herbaceous component 

may be extended to shrubby species cover: moisture availability may not be a function of 

the amount of precipitation alone, but may be complicated by soil surface properties that 

influence the amount of water that percolates into the soil. Once again an assessment of 

soil surface properties may shed light on why higher precipitation levels do not 

necessarily result in higher shrubby plant cover values.
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More interesting however is the behavior of shrubby plant abundance in relation 

to management regime. Though plant cover generally declines regardless of management 

regime, there does seem to be higher cover of shrubby species in the cases where 

livestock densities are higher, irrespective of parcel size. This observation is a fragile, 

though important, affirmation of our general expectation that higher grazing intensities 

due to higher stocking densities place greater pressure on herbaceous species over the 

long term. Many range ecologists provide a mechanism for how increasing grazing 

pressure may inhibit herbaceous growth while encouraging the dominance of 

shrubby/woody species within savannah ecosystems. They offer plausible explanations to 

account for the phenomenon of bush encroachment common to degraded savannah 

systems (Brown et al, 1998; Perrings and Walker, 1997; Friedel, 1995; McPherson, 1993; 

Harrington, 1991; Bush and van Auken, 1990; Gordon et al, 1989; Knoop and Walker, 

1985).

Domestic livestock grazing alters the competitive relationships between grasses 

and shrubs. Grasses that have been heavily grazed cannot grow rapidly enough to 

effectively compete for soil moisture. Increased grazing pressure raises the possibility 

that woody seedlings will successfully establish. By gaining access to subsoil water as 

their roots develop; woody plants are then able to out-compete grasses. Once established, 

the growth of woody plants generates positive feedback effects. This mechanism is even 

more aggressive in situations where fire has been suppressed such as in most of the 

subdivided group ranches where fire has become less of a pasture management tool due 

to problems of controlling and preventing its spread into adjacent parcels. The shrubby 

species thus increase in abundance.
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However, the general negative sign of the relationship between management 

regime and shrubby species also requires explanation and may well suggest the influence 

of factors beyond grazing pressure. Indeed, shrubby species such as Acacia mellifera sp., 

among many others, are frequently used by Maasai for fencing cattle kraals, in house 

construction and increasingly for fuel wood. Household demand for and use of shrubby 

species needs to be factored into the series of variables that potentially influence the 

abundance and distribution of shrubby plant species.

The effect of management regimes on trees is considerably less than the 

significance of precipitation and soil nutrients such as potassium and sodium. Grazing 

effects are more commonly manifested in the condition of the herbaceous and shrubby 

vegetation as opposed to that of trees. While there may be some grazing effect on tree 

seedlings and saplings, these effects may be better addressed over longer time scales with 

relation to tree regeneration. Just as with the case of the shrubby component, it may also 

be important to assess the effects of human use and consumption on tree species 

abundances. Though there seems to be fairly limited use of trees for charcoal burning or 

fuel wood because tree pods, particularly of Acacia tortilis sp., are crucial food for small 

stock during the dry spells, it would be of immense importance to assess these effects 

over the longer term. For trees, as for herbaceous species, cover values in the communal 

management type were consistently higher than for all other management types.

This study’s attempt at isolating the possible influences of different management 

strategies on the vegetation of the group ranches after their subdivision, has provided 

some indication that the effects of diverse management regimes are important, 

particularly for shrubby species cover. Also, this study has revealed that relationships
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between management regimes and savannah vegetation are complicated by other 

interactions that are typical of this ecosystem type.

Management strategies are not just simple categories of re-aggregated or 

individualized and livestock holdings are not just few or many animals. Human use of 

vegetation and the effects of livestock on soil surface properties are additional 

complications that to blur the relationship between management strategy/grazing pressure 

and the cover of plant species.

Mobility between pasture units of different sizes and different spatial locations 

determines grazing pressure, which may influence plant species cover. Livestock 

mobility is recognized as an ecological and economic necessity even after the subdivision 

and individualization of collective holdings. Thus an assessment of suitable land use 

and/or property regime is more than a technical exercise involving the measurement of 

herbage and browse or analyzing soils, but also requires the incorporation of economic, 

social and cultural values.
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CHAPTER 9

Why Group Ranches are Individualizing: Summary and Conclusion

This study has focused on explaining why (and how) group ranch members in 

Kajiado district supported the subdivision of their collective land holdings. The puzzle of 

why property rights change is an on-going concern for scholars of institutions in general 

and of economic development more specifically. Yet the quest to better understand and 

explain institutional change has emphasized the triggers and outcomes of change at the 

expense of a more precise explication of the way in which change occurs or 

considerations of whether such change is reversible. Beyond highlighting the factors 

pressing towards change and the outcomes of a major change in property rights structure, 

this study of property rights transformation in Kajiado district illustrates the internal 

processes of change.

This concluding chapter recaps the study’s main findings. It relates these findings 

to broader empirical settings and attempts to draw lessons for development policy and 

planning. It also speculates on “the future of the Maasai,” and lastly proposes directions 

for future research.

9.1 The Transform ation of Property Rights to Land in Kajiado District

The recent history of land relations in Maasailand from colonial times suggests 

that current processes are embedded within a longer-term process of change (Chapter 4). 

The appropriation of better watered areas of Maasailand for the settlement of European 

farmers/ranchers in the early 20th Century and the relegation of the Maasai to a smaller 

area of inferior quality was the first in a series of critical events that sowed the seeds of
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fear of land dispossession among the Maasai. Subsequent appropriations in the mid 20th 

Century created National Parks and Game Reserves for wildlife conservation. These 

protected areas removed more land from Maasai access and control increasing their 

tenure insecurity.

The creation of massive individualized ranches that were distributed to a few elite 

Maasai and the encouragement of cultivating groups to settle in Maasai territory to 

relieve congestion in neighboring areas was part of government policy in the run up to 

independence between 1950 and 1963. This resulted in a further push of the Maasai into 

even more marginal lands and served to harden their resolve to protect their lands. Group 

ranches created by government in the late 1960s were accepted by ordinary Maasai 

because they anticipated that this property arrangement would protect them against losing 

land to non-Maasai and to local Maasai elites who wanted the entire Maasailand 

individualized in one broad sweep. Between the 1970s and 1980s trust lands, i.e. land 

held in trust by the local county council on behalf of Maasai customary rights holders, 

was systematically grabbed, gifted out or sold. Similarly, in some group ranches not only 

were management committees carving out large chunks and allocating them as individual 

ranches to their cronies or just out right selling, but administrators in the Ministry of 

Lands, their spouses and friends, in collusion with the committee were incorporated into 

adjudication registers and allocated parcels of land within Maasailand. None of them 

were Maasai.

Over time the Maasai slowly but surely lost access and control over much of their 

land. The historical analysis in Chapter 4 suggests that underlying the continued 

privatization of Maasailand, up to and including current processes of subdivision, is a
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defensive strategy. This strategy is designed to secure their political and economic 

position against other privileged groups, both from within and from outside the 

community. This argument is not intended to suggest that the Maasai are victims captured 

by a rigid, unchangeable history, but rather to demonstrate the gradual narrowing of the 

institutional choice set across time.

Group ranch members’ motivations for supporting subdivision were decidedly 

mixed (Chapter 5). By subdividing their group ranches individuals anticipated to capture 

the rents accruing from an increasing scarcity value of land, itself the result of a rising 

population. Individuals also anticipated that land titles acquired following subdivision 

could be used as collateral to access finances for on farm development projects. Changes 

in relative prices are at the core of institutional change. The net gains of transforming 

property rights seemed to exceed the costs of change and individuals were willing to 

invest in transforming property rights.

But the invisible hand of the market is not the only force at work driving change. 

Politics is just as significant. Problems with enforcing internal governance arrangements 

such as controlling livestock numbers, settlement patterns and other activities within the 

group ranch undermined the viability of the group ranch as a collective entity. Difficulties 

in excluding outsiders from grazing their herds in the group ranch, particularly wealthy 

individuals from neighboring individual ranches, were also important. These problems of 

internal governance and of exclusion of non members have their origins in Maasai 

cultural norms. Decisions on herd management and livestock numbers are made by 

individuals to whom livestock belong. Strong incentives exist for herd accumulation 

including those related to risk management and the fulfillment of social obligations.
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Similarly, cultural norms of reciprocity resulted in individuals inviting their non-member 

friends and relatives to reside with them. The neighboring individual ranchers on their 

part were a great source of concern for group members. They grazed their extensive herds 

on group ranch land during the wet season and only retreated to their fenced enclaves 

during the dry season. They denied group members access to their exclusive pastures at 

this time. They exploited their friendships with committee members (and with their 

relatives) to ensure continued access to group ranch resources. By not honoring 

traditional reciprocal obligations they generated much resentment from ordinary group 

ranch members who would also have wished to have access to individual ranchers’ 

pastures during times of stress.

These problems over inequitable distribution in the appropriation of group ranch 

resources were particularly intensified by an increasing population and with the periodic 

occurrence of drought. High governance and exclusion costs under the collective 

framework made individualization desirable. To many individuals subdivision would 

help shed the burden of disproportionate and uncompensated costs of the collective 

enterprise.

The controversial nature of the dynamics of change is seen in the struggles by 

groups and individuals to either articulate their land claims (the youth-see ChapterS) or to 

re-dress the skewed allocation of land parcels following subdivision (Chapter 6). The 

exclusion of the youth gives expression to the problem of impending land scarcity that 

also motivated change. Their customary right to land, itself a function of their 

membership in the community, was subordinated to existing group members’ need to 

maximize the size of their land holdings in the face of subdivision. Community identity
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and membership ceased to be a factor in land claims and was instead replaced by 

inheritance; the youth were expected to be allocated land by their fathers, absent of 

outright purchase. Attempts by youth to have this situation addressed at various forums, 

from elders’ councils, to the committee, to local and national politicians and to 

government administration did not bear fruit. Group ranch members drew upon their 

discretionary powers provided for in the Land (Group Representatives) Act, to exclude 

and lock the youth out of the process.

Women were also excluded. Their fate having been sealed during the creation of 

group ranches in the late 1960s to early 1970s, during which (re)interpretations of 

customary rules by government administrators and local elders resulted in the registration 

of male household heads as the only members of the newly formed group ranches. The 

exclusion of women was formalized at this point. Women subsequently did not organize 

to challenge their exclusion during the subsequent division of group ranches because they 

were skeptical that the same elders/men that had designed their exclusion would reverse 

this decision. Widows were however registered upon the death of their husbands, but as 

we saw in Chapters 6 and 7 they were not regarded as legitimate decision makers. Instead 

their sons and brothers-in-law represented their interests.

Group members that were dissatisfied with the committee’s secret reversal of the 

collectively sanctioned equal allocation formula challenged the distribution of parcels in 

the new individualized arrangement. They did not succeed. Other discontented 

individuals did not contest but rather succumbed to threats of dispossession by a powerful 

and credible committee. Those individuals that contested, like the youth, exploited a 

variety of institutions, from elders’ councils through to the court system. The courts, as
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state agents, thwarted any attempts at redress to force the implementation of the new, 

individualized property structure.

Control over the process of subdivision lay in the management committee, which 

is an artifact of government regulation. The Committee is empowered by the Land 

(Group Representatives) Act to take a lead in the management of group ranch affairs but 

with due consideration of the wishes of the general group ranch membership. Committee 

leadership was legitimized by periodic elections. In electing these leaders group members 

drew from local cultural norms which define the attributes of good leadership. The 

Committee was also elected to balance age set and clan differentiation. It was also elected 

to ensure representation of the different settlement areas in the group ranch. This 

representation of diverse interests together with the leaders’ good reputation instilled 

confidence among members that their expectations in subdivision would be met.

The Committee on tneir part acted strategically to secure much of the resource for 

themselves, their relatives and friends and to the wealthy individuals that were able to 

influence them. Their ability to do this, and to get away with it, was a result of prevailing 

circumstances in the wider socio-economic and political environment. There were many 

prior cases of unequal subdivision within the district. Land grabbing was also rife in the 

district. It was tolerated by local and national politicians and by the district’s government 

administration who often worked in collusion. The contrived ‘hands-off approach by the 

District’s Land Control Board and the Land Adjudication Department closed off avenues 

for the redress of member dissatisfaction. Ultimately the subdivision exercise by the 

committee was a one-off exercise that was conducted in secret.
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Despite the unequal and highly contested outcome of subdivision individuals are 

adopting innovative arrangements to enhance economic viability within the 

individualized structure. Though some are actively enforcing their individual rights to 

exclude the rest, others are regrouping with their friends, neighbors or kin to pursue 

collective herd/pasture management in their re-aggregated parcels. Now confident in the 

security of their land holding, this latter group allows access to those with whom they 

have agreed to pursue shared strategies. Yet others still are leasing out excess pastures to 

those who have large herds and insufficient grazing. This is a significant post-transitional 

outcome which exemplifies the ‘bundled’ nature of rights (even of private property 

rights) and the painstaking search for an arrangement that balances ecology and 

economy.

Attempts at evaluating the ecological outcomes of these varied arrangements 

(Chapter 8) further reveal the complexity of Maasai adaptive strategies and the non-trivial 

interaction between ecological systems, property structures and human use. As expected 

the biophysical factors of rainfall and soil nutrients are significant determinants of 

herbaceous, grassy, shrubby and tree species cover and distribution. The vegetation is 

typical of that of semi-arid, Acacia species dominated bushed grassland. However, there 

seems to be little variation of vegetation cover and distribution among the five 

management regimes that were investigated. This lack of relationship suggests a much 

more complex interaction between management strategy and ecological system. Re

distribution of livestock herds, a hallmark of traditional Maasai livestock management 

systems, may have confounded expectations. This re-distribution was also achieved 

through the trading of rights following subdivision. While these arrangements may serve
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to obscure expected outcomes they are instructive because they reiterate the importance 

of factoring resource attributes (in particular ecology) into property rights decisions.

9.2 Study Findings: Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives

What this study finds is that property rights, like any institutional arrangement, do 

not stay static when the world around them changes dramatically. A major, though 

exogenous, change was imposed in the earlier system of property rights among the 

Maasai. This happened with the first wave of land appropriation in colonial times. The 

later creation of group ranches themselves and the allocation of individual ranches to 

Maasai elite were important. With these events and some government support for the 

further subdivision of group ranches, a situation was created where many reasons (that 

have been outlined) existed for members of the group ranch to support subdivision. 

Change seems remarkably path dependent (North, 1990) and choices stultified across 

time, biased in favor of increased privatization.

The reasons that motivated members to support subdivision closely follow the 

predictions of property rights scholars such as North (1990, 1973), North and Thomas 

(1981), and Demsetz (1967) who argue that relative price changes motivate individuals 

and groups to want to capture benefits as new economic opportunities present 

themselves. But net gains by themselves are insufficient to explain change. Libecap 

(2003,1998,1989), Eggertsson (1998, 1996, 1990), Firmin-Sellers(1996, 1995) and 

Knight (1992) show that the problem of how assets are distributed among rights holders 

in the ensuing property rights structure creates conflict among differentiated actors in 

society as they attempt to secure their claims. This is evident in the conflicts between the
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excluded youth and the registered members and between group members that were 

allocated small parcels and the unyielding committee. This allocation was contrary to the 

equal allocation that had been endorsed by the entire group membership prior to 

subdivision.

As suggested by Knight (1992) conflict is resolved by credible threats from 

powerful community actors directed against weaker individuals. The committee was able 

to threaten those complaining over distribution with actually withdrawing their assets.

But in some instances the committee was unable to sufficiently intimidate individuals and 

some parties organized to contest the inequitable distribution through the judiciary. In 

this case the court ruled against the plaintiffs and the power of the state was used to 

coerce the acceptance of those opposed and to see to the implementation of the new 

property structure. This conforms to Firmin-Sellers (1996,1995) arguments that state 

coercion is crucial in terminating conflict; though this time round conflict was not 

necessarily egregious. Indeed, the new structure saw rational individuals, including the 

losers, “cutting their losses” (predicted as a post-transformational outcome by Firmin- 

Sellers, 1996, 1995) and choosing to re-contract their bundles of rights to suit their 

production system. The process of transformation does not necessarily end with the 

acquisition of titles, especially since it was largely politically motivated.

Prior scholars in Kajiado district and elsewhere find similar results. Galaty (1999, 

1994,1993,1992, 1980), Kimani and Pickard (1998) and Rutten (1995, 1992), working 

mainly in the higher potential areas of Kajiado District closer to Nairobi with greater 

ethnic heterogeneity find that the possibility of using land titles as collateral is an 

important motivator for individuals to support subdivision. In all these instances as well,
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increasing population provided more reason for individuals to want to subdivide now, 

rather than later. Galaty (1999, 1993) and Ole Simel (1999) demonstrate the insecurities 

that arise out of committees allocating group ranch land to their cronies. They also begin 

to demonstrate the controversies involved in subdivision. Thus although majority of prior 

studies were conducted in parts of Kajiado District having somewhat different conditions 

than in this study, the processes that triggered and motivated change are remarkably 

similar. The internal processes of change, though less elaborated, are also similar.

This dissertation research builds upon this prior body of knowledge in several 

important ways. First, by consciously systematizing analysis and by actively engaging a 

theoretical framework, it transports the significance of the events in Maasailand beyond 

the context of Kajiado and Kenya. The findings can be used to understand and inform 

development processes and decisions in broader settings. Second, this research has 

introduced an ecological perspective, beyond mere speculation, to the process of 

institutional change. This ecological perspective, though excessively complicated, serves 

to underscore Maasai commitment to their pastoral livelihoods. Third, by opening a new 

window into post-transitional behavior among the Maasai it considerably firms up 

arguments that subdivision is a conscious effort by economic actors to defend their 

claims to land. It places politics squarely at the basis of economic decision making.

The results presented here are not unique; many other studies in different parts of 

the world at different times seem to point to similar outcomes. In Mexico, Munoz-Pina, 

de Janvry and Sadoulet (2003) find that rising land scarcities and inequalities in livestock 

ownership among ejiditarios (i.e. ejido members) were important in motivating their 

support for subdivision. Unlike this study the ejido study finds that land allocation was
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based on a lottery system where land was of homogenous quality and allocation avoided 

altogether where resources were heterogeneous and unpredictable. Unlike this study, 

subdivision of the ejidos was conducted to incorporate the progeny of current ejiditarios 

and not to exclude them.

That the process of land allocation would be captured by the elite in society is not 

unexpected either. Bates (1989) shows that during land registration in colonial Kenya, 

educated and administrative elites were allocated larger land units. They understood the 

colonizer’s language and his law. In Botswana, leaseholds were granted to large livestock 

owners (Thomas et al 2000; Little 1999; Peters, 1987); in Rajasthan in India, the land 

reforms of 1952 resulted in former common lands being transferred to wealthy families 

(Jodha, 1992, 1987); in Senegal range privatization advantaged wealthy cattle owners 

(Thebaud et al, 1995), just as it did in Cameroon (Goheen, 1988).

This dissertation research has also demonstrated the unique advantage of 

investigating the dynamics of change in the real time, from which actors’ lived 

experiences can be better accessed to inform our knowledge of such transformations. In 

this largely political process of transformation, actors draw upon cultural raw materials in 

their articulation of change. But this in turn seemingly begins to transform some 

culturally derived relations such as between the young and the older and between men 

and women. Many scholars have noted that a transformation of land tenure systems 

implies a wider transformation of cultural systems as well (Kanyinga, 2000; Okoth- 

Ogendo, 1991,1976; Bates, 1989). But as we have seen in this study, this deeply political 

character of land institutions is continuously dogged by a very fundamental, problem: 

that of separating land attributes and use from its system of holding. The emergence of
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new arrangements in the post-subdivision setting seems to point to the futility of this 

separation. This is a salient issue that will continue to pose significant challenges to 

development research.

9.3 Implications for Policy

This study has illustrated the socio-political context in which property rights 

emerge. It has also paid close attention to the historical events that shaped current 

outcomes. The case for placing politics at the center of property rights transformations 

cannot be over emphasized. Straggles over the division of income and wealth in the new 

property assignment and the use of power to end conflict over assignments are hallmark 

features of the process. The exclusion of customary rights holders such as women and 

youths marks the beginning of property reassignment. What lessons do we draw for the 

conduct of policy and for the ability to reform policy?

Quite clearly change is strongly influenced by the governance regime in which 

individuals are embedded; this in turn influences the speed, efficiency and effectiveness 

of reform. Scholars studying processes of institutional creation and sustainability among 

local, self-governing communities suggest that the probability of adoption of efficient and 

effective rales is increased where governments provide back up mechanisms for local 

monitoring, sanctioning and conflict resolution processes (Eggertsson, 1996; Ostrom and 

Schlager, 1996; Ostrom, 1990). These arguments are relevant to the individualization of 

Maasailand. Where systems in the wider social and political order are not accountable, it 

is unlikely that decentralized policy reforms will be accountable. This lack of 

accountability creates opportunity for rent-seeking behavior among rational actors.
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Some authors further suggest that the strength of opportunistic tendencies hinges 

on the degree of legitimacy of the social order in which the actors operate (Platteau,

1992). Whatever the case, under circumstances where rules are defined and enforced by 

external corrupt actors, transitions such as these may create greater insecurity and 

uncertainty contrary to the reform’s intentions. The exclusion of women and youth, and 

the concentration of productive assets among a favored elite result in ambiguities and 

insecurities likely to depress economic productivity, human livelihoods and 

environmental sustainability.

The theology of the absolute superiority of private, individualized property must 

be more thoroughly scrutinized. Because property in many parts of Africa comprises a 

bundle of rights with different people holding different rights at different times, then full 

ownership, all the time, over all the land, may not be necessary or even desirable 

(Schlager and Ostrom, 1996; Ostrom, 2001; Van den Brink, 2002). This opens up the 

possibility of pastoralists negotiating mutual accommodations with their cultivator 

neighbors, and being allowed right of way and use rights over wider territory. Such 

arrangements have endured across time and space among pastoral communities and their 

neighbors (Aggarwal, 1999; Berge, 1998; Chakravarty-Kaul, 1996; Galaty and Johnson, 

1990). Individualization and titling, like in Kenya and some other parts of Africa, crowds 

out possibilities for multi-tenure arrangements. Collapsing all rights in one individualized 

title disenfranchises those with customary rights to the same resources. It creates 

potential conflict over access to heterogeneously distributed resources.

This study’s findings strengthen the case for development actors to better 

understand the socio-political, ecological and cultural attributes that may impact
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development policy. Cultural norms, like political factors in which economies operate, 

may (or may not) create difficulties for policy. In addition greater understanding of the 

goals and aspirations of local individuals at whom reforms are targeted is crucial. In a 

critique of IMF-World Bank approaches to sub-Saharan African countries in particular, 

Platteau (1992: 233) cautions that, “....Societies are not abstract frameworks or malleable 

wholes ready to accommodate all kinds of development policy interventions....they are 

complex organic entities structured by a specific logic of socio-political reproduction.” 

Much of what we see in Kajiado today may have been avoided if certain development 

actors had been less focused on technical solutions and more accommodative of other 

socio-cultural attributes and goals. Sandford’s earlier (1981) review of The Bank’s efforts 

at livestock development in sub-Saharan Africa neatly sums up the problem,

“ .. .starting land reform efforts and midway washing its hands of land reform issues 

saying that these are political and not related to the [technical] purpose of the project,” is 

not a durable policy strategy. It only generates mindless confusion in its wake.

The pessimism amongst commentators who have discussed “the future of the 

Maasai” is overwhelming. Earlier authors spoke of the “last of the Maasai” (Hinde,

1901). Others observed that the Maasai were a “doomed” race (Huxley, 1948; 

Commissioners of the Kenya Land Commission). More recently SARDEPs54 series of 

workshops through the 1980s and 90s have updated these notions. Though the grimness 

of the situation cannot be trivialized, new opportunities are emerging out of current 

challenges (Zaal, 1999b; Kituyi, 1990; Holland, 1989). Education has rapidly gained 

currency, while Maasai are now using the age set system as a foundation for collective

34 SARDEP, the semi-arid development program, was a longstanding Government of Netherlands project in 
Kajiado. It has now evolved into SNV-Kajiado whose involvement in development is now limited to 
capacity building as opposed to direct financing of development projects.
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action and responsibility in response to new economic opportunities. In the past year 

Maasai from different parts of the district participated in and made specific demands to 

the Kenya Constitutional Review process. Time is yet to tell how these diverse futures 

will look. The last (or the end) of the Maasai is yet to be seen. Maasai have survived in 

spite of the state and their future is still unfolding.

9.4 Future Research

In its attempts to understand the process of institutional change this study raises 

additional concerns. In the group ranches studied, power asymmetries and coercion 

provided an effective avenue for dissipating conflict and ensuring the implementation of 

the new property rights structure, regardless of its distributional outcome. Other group 

ranches in Kajiado District, some in close proximity to this study’s sites, have been 

embroiled in distributional conflict for close to a decade. Some questions need further 

consideration: Under what conditions do we have protracted conflict? Why are power 

asymmetries among bargaining individuals and/or state action not effective in coercing a 

new property assignment? What are the causes of extended conflict?

As group ranches subdivide the individual becomes the locus of almost all 

economic decisions. However, the external biophysical environment in which subdivision 

is taking place is one of extreme risk that is likely magnified under an individualized 

arrangement as opposed to a larger, extensive common property structure. Few broader 

institutions like insurance systems exist to share risk. How are individuals coping with 

provisioning for their lives under these changed circumstances? Is there a greater role 

(and need) for collective organization now more than ever before? How is collective
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action organized and for what purposes do individuals work together to achieve their 

collective goals? What are the post-transitional characteristics of decision making?

Property rights scholars have argued that individualization creates greater incentives 

for the sound use of resources. This study’s results with regard to post-transitional pasture 

management efforts and its effects on ecology are ambiguous. Much more work at larger 

spatial and temporal scales is required to more carefully explicate the theoretical 

relationship between private property and better use of resources. Extending the temporal 

scale might provide a better model for separating out the various effects or determinants 

of savannah ecology that might confound the role of changing institutions.

Finally, the puzzle of post transitional gender relations remains of acute interest.

What are the implications for the tradition of Maasai patriarchy as widows become land 

owners and hold titles? Should we expect a change in the norms governing gender 

relations and a greater articulation of women’s interests and rights? In what ways would 

such outcomes be expressed?
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APPENDIX I 
LIST OF INTERVIEWEES

This list does not correspond in any way with the respondents cited in chapters 6 and 7.

A. ENKARONI GROUP RANCH

Name
Date
Interviewed Age Set Status

Same Nicholas 20th March 2001 Ilkilaku Unregistered
Lekayo ole Lendapana 12 th March 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Joseph Leseyio 13th March 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Moipei Rotiken 14th March 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Mutero ole Santama 14th March 2001 Ilking’onde Unregistered
Benard Sampau 14th March 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Mayion Mrefu 17th July 2001 Ilking'onde Ordinary member
Mekuara ole Munke 17th March 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
John Sankok Tonkei 19 th March 2001 Ilking’onde Unregistered
Kamanka ole Kirando 21st March 2001 Ilking'onde Qrinary member
Sadera Nkuruna 21st March 2001 Ilking'onde Ordinary member

Lekumok Lenano
22nd March 
2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered

Labiti ole Lemein Nkosira
22nd March
2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered

Siyampei ole Musuni 12 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Naur ole Pere 13 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
John Marima ole Sankok 13 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Unregistered
Sendero ole Nairogwa 15 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Moses ole Surpan 15th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Ita ole Pere 17th July 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Lesian ole Koshoi 17th July 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Pardio ole Parmuat 19 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Salau ole Nkuruna 19th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Josiah Nesenke
22nd March 
2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Tupet ole Parpus
22nd March
2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Ketukei ole Manka
22nd March
2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Shinini ole Ntaka
23rd March
2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Sosi Nkuruna 28th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kambus Samuel Setek 5 th April 2001 Ilkiseyia Demarcation committee
Saidimu ole Kikwara 7th Feb 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Samuel Shomet Maya 8 th Feb 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Gibson Saidimu 8 th March 2001 Ilkiseyia Chief

Stanley Nkuruna
9 th February
2001 Ilkiseyia Secretary & Councillor

Kadipo Parmuat Meingani
9th February
2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Daniel Emoi Mebami 14th March 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
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Simoren Rakua 14th March 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Maras wa ole Siret 16th July 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Kishoiyan ole Oloosinigi (Njulu) 17th July 2001 Ilnyankusi Committee member
Sane ole Gem 20th March 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Pushati ole Lesinka 30th March 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Lesisa Nkuruna 14 th March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Nkoyeyio ole Nkiminis 14 th March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Kamakia ole Lekore 16th March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Saitoti Ololosiriti 17th March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Shangua ole Kipuloshi 17 th March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Rampei ole Saidimu 21st March 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member

Tumpeine ole Maya
23rd March 
2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member

Daniel Runkes Saidimu
23rd March 
2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member

Nkoiya ole Pere 16th July 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Rakita ole Mpalua 17th March 2001 Iseuri Vice Chairman
Serina ole Iti 19th March 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Olounyunyu Esho 19th March 2001 Iseuri Demarcation committee
James olEsho 20th March 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Kerea Parmus 21st March 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Lepatao ole Nairrag-Entim 21st March 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Moses ole Sekento 25th Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Kuyion ole Lekutit 31st March 2001 Iseuri Chairman

Lekutit Toronkei Simindei
9 th February 
2001 Iseuri Committee member

Kipiko ole Pere 5 th April 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Kisinyenye ene Esho 19th March 2001 Married Woman

Kitete ene Naikuni
22nd March 
2001 Married Woman

Ropian ene Manka
22nd March 
2001 Married Woman

Pasiyio Nkuruna Salau
23rd March
2001 Married Woman

Noolkiramat ene Esho
22nd March 
2001 Married Woman

Kasao ene Koshoi
22nd March 
2001 Married Woman

Lucy Saidimu 13th March 2001 Married Woman Chiefs wife
Tumaroi Tirati 15 th March 2001 Married Woman
Noolkimiti ene Naikuni 30th March 2001 Married Woman
Joyce Maya 28th March 2001 Married Woman Dvelpt Committee
Lilau Nkurrunaj 28 th March 2001 Married Woman
Noormeishare ene ole Nkiminis 30th March 2001 Married Woman
Nashuru ene ole Gem 20th March 2001 Married Woman
Refused to give name 20th March 2001 Married Woman husb is Ntiati ole Mebami

Mamadi Esho 20th March 2001 Married Woman
Chair-SARDEP devlpt 
committee

Langernua ene Sipasha ole 
Pardiyio 20th March 2001 Married Woman
Mary Noorkidemi Rokoyiah 16th March Married Woman
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Noormankuya ene Nebarni 15th March 2001 Widow
Eunice Lipaso 9th March 2001 Widow

Noorkaitieu ene Leshinka
22nd March 
2001 Widow

Ketukei oie Manka M y, 2002 Ilkiseyia
Sururu ole Natapana M y, 2002 Ilkingonde Unregistered
Nashelone ene Kampus M y, 2002 Widow
Nanka ole Pardio M y, 2002 Not Indicated
Simintei Mpoe Lekutit Toronkei 7 th August 2002 Iseuri
Nemarrau ole Mpalua 7 th August 2002 Iseuri
Sinta ene Saleita Kampus 7 th August 2002 Widow
Eunice Lipaso Nalakiti 7 th August 2002 Widow
Naitoki ene Leseiyio 7 th August 2002 Widow

B. METO GROUP RANCH

Name Date Age Set Status
Lazaro Kakuya 1st Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
John Baiskeli 1st Sept 2001 Uking'onde Unregistered
Oche ole Matipei 1st Sept 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Daniel ole Mpuya 1st Sept 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Leterou ole Kartela 1st Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Kijolo ene Moijo 1st Sept 2001 Married Woman
Sara ene Kakuya 1st Sept 2001 Married Woman
Moriet Kakoya 1st Sept 2001 Married Woman
Peter T. Shung'eya 22nd Aug 2001 Ilking’onde Unregistered
Amos ole Nchanga 22nd Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Shongea ole Sepere 22nd Aug 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Shirim ole Paraket 23rd Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kitamoni ole Leshoko 23rd Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Oloisololo ole Mutii 23rd Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Ketukei ole Sampeke 23rd Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Ngonomi Simintei 23rd Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Elijah Sukure 23rd Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Moses ole Mpuya 23rd May 2001 Ilkiseyia Vice Chairman
Moinami ole Ntesepa 24th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Tinkoe Marankura 24th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Demarcation
Komianto ole Parkinyot 24th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Nkoya Mutii 24 th Aug 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Murkepen ole Mutii 24th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Koinanke ole Tiono 24th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Silato ene ole Parmoya 24th Aug 2001 Widow
James ole Mutii 25 th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Samuel ole Kirako 25 th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
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Benjamin Kidong'oia ole 
Mutii 25 th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered

Parkerua ole Leyian 25 th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Meolo ole Mwanta 25 th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Moronya ole Mutii 25th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Maria ene Moipan 25 th Aug 2001 Widow
Noorkitoip ene Moipan 25 th Aug 2001 Widow
Kitoitoi ole Shapara 27 th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Sopon ole Singira 27th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Kakuro ole Kisire 27 th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Mokoloo ole Kikarde 27th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Peter ole Lekoiya 27th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Joseph ole Ntente 27 th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Lampuri ole Lekoyia 27th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Moses Supuk 27th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Ntaine Sinkira 27 th Aug 2001 Widow
Kakiyon ene Lesalao 27th Aug 2001 Widow
Yohana Naisento ole Kila 28th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Leshinka ole Taiko 28th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Ordinary member
Meing'ate ole Murunga 28th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Gideon ole Leboi 28th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Marao ole Lekui 28th Aug 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Nkonkat ole Lesalaon 28th Aug 2001 Ilnyankusi Committee member
Benjamin Naylangop 28th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Jospeh Marao 28th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Kilena ene Kerei 28th Aug 2001 Married Woman
Sayianka ole Klaan 29th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Paul M. Ntioki 29th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Ordinary member
Kirarian ole Naipa 29th Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Silau ole Sankash 29th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kaayie ole Sankash 29th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Demarcation
Mebako ole Saitao 29th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Nkapapa ole Maseto 29th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Elizabeth ene Mepita 29th Aug 2001 Married Woman
Magilu ole Oloigoro 29th Sept 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Nkonkat ole Melashe 29th Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Peter ole Masaine 29th Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Peter Tariton 30th Aug 2001 Ilking’onde Ordinary member
Kidemi ole Naomo 30th Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Simel ole Tipet 30th Aug 2001 Ilterito Ordinary member
Joel ole Simel 30th Aug 2001 Iranglrang Unregistered
Paul Lechoko 30th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Maripet ole Tupet 30th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Naikolo ole Lemomo 30th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Joseph Nayepa 30th Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Yionta Simel 30th Aug 2001 Married Woman
Langoi ole Pariat 30th Aug 2001 Ntakerin Unregistered
Susan Kelempu 30th Aug 2001 Widow
Enkitasi ene Nkalile 30th Aug 2001 Widow Chiefs mum
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John Nkalile 31st Aug 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Oloiborrala ole Olong'ui 31st Aug 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kolei ole Maseine 31st Aug 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Karankei ole Kuruna 31st Aug 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
GraceNanyo 31st Aug 2001 Married Woman
Namba Leshoko 31st Aug 2001 Widow
Jonathan Nchila 3rd Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Joshua Ntasikoi 3rd Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Samuel Lemarpe ole
Kipuyio 3rd Sept 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member

Lenchilao ole Lemomo 3rd Sept 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Lemalon ole Lemomo 3rd Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Maria Lako ene Olotuala 3rd Sept 2001 Married Woman
Nasha ene Nchila 3rd Sept 2001 Married Woman
Elizabeth Shongea 3rd Sept 2001 Married Woman
Neema ene Loolekat 3rd Sept 2001 Widow
Ester ene Melaku 3rd Sept 2001 Widow
Moipoi ene Gisa 3rd Sept 2001 Widow
Jane Muthoni 3rd Sept 2001 Widow
Emmanual Naipa 4th Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Ordinary member
Lesale ole Shapara 4th Sept 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kapolondo ole Seita 4th Sept 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Leng'en ole Shapara 4th Sept 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Ntasikoi ole Nayepaa 4th Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Tampei Nkonini 4th Sept 2001 Married Woman
Penina ene Mokoi 4th Sept 2001 Widow
Kilau ole Seita 5 th Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Inherited
Parkurito ole Kipuya 5th Sept 2001 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Kuya ole Mokolo 5 th Sept 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Kiyapi ole Ailo 5 th Sept 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Kakeni ole Montet 5 th Sept 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Moinan Murake 5 th Sept 2001 Married Woman
Moina ole Seita 5th Sept 2001 Widow
Mopian Seita 5th Sept 2001 Widow
Joseph Seita Not indicated Ilkiseyia Secretary
Shungea Lekoke 22nd July 2002 Not indicated Ordinary member
Ronda ole Kukan 23rd July 2002 Ilkiseyia Committee member

Serinke ole Kauma 24 th July 2002 Not indicated Demarcation
Committee

Moses ole Mpuya 24th July 2002 iliseyia Vice Chairman
Kapolonto ole Seita 23rd July 2002 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Joseph Nkunkat 25th July 2002 Ilkingode Unregistered
Ntasikoi ole Naipaah 22nd July 2002 Iseuri Ordinary member
Maripet ole Tupet 23rd July 2002 Iseuri Ordinary member
Leteron ole Kartela 23rd July 2002 Iseuri Ordinary member
Oloibal ole Olonguie 24th July 2002 Ilkiseyia
Paul Nkisilo 24th July 2002 Ilking'onde Unregistered
Yeso ole Kinkii 24th July 2002 iliseyia Committee member
Susan Letoyian Kelempu 25 th July 2002 Widow
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Tumaka Meikoki Parkau 26th July 2002 Ilking'onde Unregistered leader
Samanto Kipuyo 24th July 2002 Widow
Joseph Kambaine 24th July 2002 Ilkiseyia Committee member

Moyee ole Ntikah 25 th July 2002 Iseuri- large 
parcel Ordinary member

Ibrahim Nchila 25th July 2002 Ilking'onde Unregistered

C. NENTANAI GROUP RANCH

Name
Date
Interviewed Age Set Status

Naisankau 4 th April 2001 Ilnyankusi
Chairman 
group ranch

Josiah ole Nkaake 10th May 2001 Iranglrang Unregistered

Sarah Mantei 10th May 2001 Widow
Ordinary
member

Mugesa ole Nkapapa 11th April 2001 Ilnyankusi Committee

Naisola ene Kitokoko 11th April 2001
Married
woman

Husband
member

Tajiri ole Mokolo Sangai Dulanyi 18th April 2001 Ilkiseyia
Demarcation
committee

Siololo ole Letwati 18 th April 2001 Ilnyankusi
Ordinary
member

Saab ole Sari wo 18 th April 2001 Iseuri
Ordinary
member

Mushokia ole Kilaan 18th April 2001 Iseuri
Ordinary
member

Tiatoi ole Kilaan 18th April 2001 Iseuri
Ordinary
member

Naigisi ole Lekanet 18th May 2001 Ilnyankusi
Ordinary
member

Nkaaki ole Sane 19 th April 2001 Ilnyankusi Committee

Alex Naisankau 19th April 2001 Iranglrang
Ordinary
member

Namano ene Mperre 19th July 2001 Widow
Ordinary

member

Lantei ole Munapi 19th May 2001 Iseuri
Committee
member

Moses Kantasi 21st July 2001 Ilking'onde
Registered
Orphan

Saleita ole Sipala 3rd May 2001 Ilkiseyia
Ordinary
member

Parsanka ole Naigony 3rd May 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee
Tonou ole Munapi 4th April 2001 Iseuri Ex-ViceChair

Sawoli ole Sein 4th April 2001 Iseuri
Ordinary
member

Kasenji ole Oloipusho 4th May 2001 Ilkiseyia Demarcation
Peter Ntasikoi 5 th May 2001 Ilkiseyia Vice Chair
Koikai ole Kerin Tetile 5th May 2001 Iranglrang Demarcation
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committee
Peter Lamaiyan Munge 7th May 2001 Iranglrang Unregistered

Wuapi ole Kutanguli 7th May 2001 Iseuri
Committee
member

Siyayio ene Wuapi 7 th May 2001 Widow
Ordinary
member

Noorkiramat ene Lantei 8 th May 2001
Married
woman

Husband
member

Nooltetian ene Ketukei 8th May 2001
Married
woman

Husband
member

Yeiyo ene Ndorera 8 th May 2001
Married
woman

Husband
member

Silon ene Tetile 8 th May 2001 Widow
Ordinary
member

Kaleiya Sapati 9th April 2001 Ilkiseyia
Ordinary
member

Lekina ole Kisaikwa 9th April 2001 Iseuri Treasurer

Oloiborala ole Tirike 9th May 2001 Iseuri

Demarcation
committee
member

John Letuati Munge 9th May 2001 Iseuri
Ordinary
member

Emily Mperre ene ole Manka 9th May 2001 Widow
Ordinary
member

Miriam Munke 9th May 2001 Widow
Ordinary
member

Naimodu ene Kaseenchi 10th April 2001
Married
woman

Husband
member

Judith Ntasikoi 10th April 2001
Married
woman

Husb is Vice 
Chairman

C. TOROSEI GROUP RANCH

Name
Date
Interviewed Age Set Status

Shekeine ole Ntuyoto 10th Oct 2001 Ilkingo'nde Ordinary member
Joseph ole Pamg'atian 10th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Kunte ole Kipiroi 10th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Simon Moile 10th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Maleton ole Mainka 10th Oct 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Kigunyei ole Kepi 11th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Elijah Moloine 11th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Assistant Chief
Meisi ole Shane 11th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Moloine ole Panian 11th Oct 2001 Ilnyankusi Ordinary member
Nkeseyian ole Shani 11th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Mesorogu ole Panian 11th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Committee member
Noormerui ene Kaanto 11th Oct 2001 Married Woman Incomplete
Nalepo Olmunterei 11th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Kijolo ene Kileu 11th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Noorkaitieu ene ole 
Kayie 11th Oct 2001 Widow Ordinary member
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Daniel Tipaloi 12th Oct 2001 Ilkingo'nde Ordinary member
Lemuke ole Maika 12th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Joshua ole Oldaraa 12 th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Peter ole Tatayia 12th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Kerika ole Keloi 12th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Isaac Keeyian 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Manika ole Shinini 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Supet ole Lenoi 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Tikoe ole Keeyian 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Mpayeyio ole Sikoyo 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Nkalai ole Marenke 12th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Sopon ole Shungea 12th Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Saitoti ole Ting'ai 13 th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Leng'ete ole Mbuloki 13th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Naleku Kiamba 13th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Lemaron Mbukoko 18 th Oct 2001 Ilkingo'nde Ordinary member
Kanchapi ole Ntuyoto 18th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Leshan Kayie 18th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Salankat ole Mataiyan 18th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Leng'eny ole Naipashi 18th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Kilakwai ene Kanchapi 18 th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Narioyo ene Kanjapi 18th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husb in Committee
Narkishe Shekine 18 th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Nagele Lerika 18th Oct 2001 Widow Ordinary member
Matei Naiposha 19th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Parmoi ole Maimpi 19th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Meloseki ole Naipasha 19th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Daniel ole Maimpi 19th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Noonkishili ene Matei 19th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Ntiyai ole Kwania 20th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Tom ole Pania 20th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Paul ole Koitamet 20th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Nini ole Tonkei 20th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Noosentui ene Moloine 20th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Gladys Nolari 20th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Ester Niini 20th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Marasua ole Olorkokua 22nd Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Sailepo Patina 22nd Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Tom Maimpi 22nd Oct 2001 Ilkishili Area Chief
Simon Entitiyio Kerei 22nd Oct 2001 Ilkishili Unregistered
Daniel Naiposha 22nd Oct 2001 Ilkishili Unregistered
Daniel ole Patina 22nd Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Kotikash ole Mugesa 22nd Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Geoffrey Kerei 22nd Oct 2001 Iseuri Chairman
Nalinti ene Ng'otek 22nd Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Noorkiseyia 22nd Oct 2001 Widow Ordinary member
Lemomo Kosho 23rd Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Committee member
Metiy ole Parshenke 23rd Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
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Paul Sikoyo 23rd Oct 2001 Ilkishili Unregistered
Kasirapa ole Oldama 23rd Oct 2001 Iranglrang Committee member
Tataiyia ole Tobiko 23rd Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Noah Kepei 23rd Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Tataiyia Naiyok 23rd Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Sayo Mosori 23rd Oct 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Miliara ole Sisi 24th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Senteu ole Kushu 24th Oct 2001 Ilkiseyia Ordinary member
Alex Karakuti 24th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Karkures ole Rusia 24th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Kisirpat ole Mugesa 24th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Tanjeu ole Simel 24th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Meyankari Naiposha 24th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Parsaloi ole Tukai 24th Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Paul olr Timoi 25th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Ncharo ole Musoli 25th Oct 2001 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Parkipai ole Semeji 25 th Oct 2001 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Partoti ole Kintari 25th Oct 2001 Iranglrang Ordinary member
Kiampa ole Pushu 25 th Oct 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Kipiroi ole Naani 25th Oct 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Tinkoe Shaani 25th Oct 2001 Iseuri Ordinary member
Lolamara ene Motonka 25th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member

25th Oct 2001 Married Woman Husband member
Liliol Semeji 25th Oct 2001 Widow Ordinary member
Rinchu ole Ntarunya 26th Oct 2001 Iseuri Committee member
Paul ole Kayie 26th Oct 2001 Iseuri Ex-Chairman
Nyamalo ene Kerei 26th Oct 2001 Married Woman Chair's wife
Tupet ole Salua July, 2002 Ilkishili Ordinary member
Motonka ole Olokula July, 2002 Iseuri Ordinary member
Kotete ole Shangilil July, 2002 Iseuri Ordinary member
No name 29th July 2002 Ilkishili Registered
Simon Lenkoi Tataiya 30th July 2002 Ilkishili Unregistered
Daniel Maimpi 31st July 2002 Ilmajeshi Unregistered

Kinyeko Kipiroi
1st August
2002 Iranglrang

Demarcation
committee

Simon Kerei 29th July 2002 Ilkishili Unregistered
Solomon Kipi 30th July 2002 Ilkishili Unregistered
Kila Tataiya 31st July 2002 Ilkishili Unregistered
Jacob Musenya Salaash 31st July 2002 Ilmajeshi Unregistered

Lemunke ole Mainka
1st August
2002 Ilkiseyia Vice Chairman

Meneja ole Tinkoy
1st August 
2002 Ilmeemeri/Ilpaangu Leader

Geoffrey ole Kerei 30th July 2002 Iseuri Chairman
Koitakash ole Mugesa 30th July 2002 Ilmajeshi Unregistered
Julius Layen Semeji 30th July 2002 Ilkishili Unregistered
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APPENDIX II 
QUESTIONNAIRRE

Age Set o f  Individual:
Name:. (Male or Female?) A ge:_  

____________  Date:.
Name o f group ranch from which parcel subdivided :.
Size of individual p arcel:. Sublocation:.
Questionnaire #
Please indicate whether we are interviewing an elder, a commitee member, a widow, a youth, a government 
official, or any other category of person.

Education and Literacy:
1. What is the highest level of education that you have achieved?

1. None
2. Adult literacy class
3. Standard 1-4 (lower primary)
4. Standard 5-6 (upper primary)
5. Form 1-4 (secondary school education)
6. Form 5-6 (high school education)
7. College (university)
8. Other (specify)

2. What is your level of fluency in speaking Kiswahili?
1. Very fluent
2. Fluent
3. Not fluent
4. Cannot speak Kiswahili 

Current Land and Subdivision Issues :
3. What reasons made you choose to subdivide from the group ranch?

1. Needed my own title to develop my portion of land
2. Fear that my share becomes smaller as the number of members increases
3. Admission of non-Maasai into group register
4. Fear that if land remained group it would be taken by non-Maasai
5. Dissatisfaction with committee management
6. Problems with reaching group decisions
7. Other_____________________________________________________________

4. Did you vote for the subdivision of your group ranch?Yes/No
5. Do you have title to your piece of land? Yes/No 
If yes, when did you get your title deed?
If no, why not?
How soon do you expect to get title?

1. Next month
2. Next six months
3. Next year
4. Not sure
5. Other___________________________________________________________

6 . What do you think is the advantage o f having your own ranch with your own title deed?
7. What improvements have you added to your piece of land since acquiring a title?

1. Constructed modern houses
2. Constructed own water facilities, dip, etc...
3. Increased cultivation
4. Other_________________________________________________________________

8. Since obtaining title has the number of your livestock increased or decreased? (Coordinate with question 
60)

Please explain:
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1. Increased
2. Decreased.

9. If increased, why?
1. Bought more
2. Natural reproduction
3. No more restrictions from group ranch committee
4. Just wanted more
5. Other____________________________________________________________

10. If decreased, why?
1. Sold off more
2. The effects of drought severe
3. Insufficient water and forage on ranch
4. Livestock officers encourage me
5. Other____________________________________________________________

11. Do you still use facilities together with other individuals from your former group ranch? Yes/No
12. If yes, which facilities and why? If no, why not?:
13. Would you allow others to pass their livestock through your land
parcel?_________________________________________________________________
14. Are you allowed access through other people’s
parcels?_________________________________________________________________
General land and subdivision issues:
15. Many group ranches have either been subdivided or are in the process of subdividing. What do you 
think of this?

1. Strongly favor
2. Favor
3. Don’t care
4. Disfavor
5. Strongly disfavor 

Why do you hold this opinion?
16. Where did the idea to subdivide come from? Please order your responses from the most important to the 
least important.

1. The individual
2. The individual and other members
3. The Committee
4. Elders on the ranch
5. The Committee together with the members
6. Government officials
7. Other

17. Did you feel adequately involved in the decision of whether or not to subdivide?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know 

Please explain your answer:
18. If you did not feel adequately involved i.e. if you felt left out of the decision, who did you see in order 
that you got included? Who was the most important?

1. Other group ranch members
2. The Committee
3. Elders on the group ranch
4. The area Chief
5. The local politicians
6. National Politicians
7. Government officials
8. The Courts
9. Other (please specify)

19. How often did you have to do this?
1. All the time
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2. Very frequently
3. Frequently
4. Rarely
5. Very rarely
6. None

20. When you had to seek redress, why did you go to the individual or group that you went to? Please 
explain?
21. What did they do to help you? Please describe.
22. Did you feel satisfied with this help? Yes/No
23. If not, why? Please explain?
24. Did you then try a different way? If so, please describe. Were you successful?
25. Did you make your attempts on your own, or did you group up with others who shared the same views?

1. On my own
2. Teamed up with others

If you teamed up with others, who were they? Please explain how you did this:
26. When you subdivided from the group ranch, who decided the size and location of your parcel?

1. Myself
2. Group committee
3. All members
4. Government officials
5. All of the above
6. Other (specify)________________________________

Please explain:
Location___________________________________________________________________
Size________________________________________________________________________27. Are you happy
with the size and location of your parcel? Please explain.
28. If you were not happy, what did you do to try and address your concern?
29. Was subdivision an issue that was discussed by many members of your group ranch before it 
subdivided? Yes/No
30. How often did you arrange meetings to discuss subdivision?

1. Once a year
2. Twice a year
3. Three times in a year
4. Four times in a year
5. Other_______________

31. Who were the members that were most strongly in favor? Who were least in favor? Why?
Rich_________________________________________________________________ Poor_________
________________________________________________________Educated___________________

Elders
Youth

_Women
Politicians____________________________________________________________ Those employed
in government___________________________________________________________

Group membership:
32. Compared to when you started your membership on the group ranch, before it was subdivided, had the 
number of members changed?

1. Yes; increased
2. Yes; decreased
3. No change

33. Why had this number changed?
1. Early subdivisions
2. More people incorporated into the register
3. Other____________________ __________ _____________________ _________

34. What were the rules for admitting new individuals into group membership? Please describe.
35. Who made these rules?
36. Were these rules followed?
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1. Always
2. Almost always
3. Sometimes
4. Never
5. Other_______________________

Please explain your answer:
37. Were all group members on your ranch Maasai? Yes/No 
If not, what were they?
38. What is your opinion of having non-Maasai group ranch members?

1. Strongly favored
2. Favored
3. Disfavored
4. Strongly disfavored
5. Didn’t care 

Please explain why:
39. How were they admitted into the register of members?
HftHnmitt.ee decision making:
40. What kind of decisions did your committee members make before and after subdivision?
41. Which decisions were you happy with? Why?
42. Which decisions were you unhappy with? Why?
Managing conflicts:
43. What were the major sources of disagreements on your group ranch before it subdivided?
44. How did you solve conflicts when still a group ranch?

1. Go to court
2. Committee members
3. Elders
4. Individual negotiation
5. Government officials
6. Other_______________________________________

45. Why did you select this way to resolve conflicts instead of others?
1. Is fair and impartial
2. My relative has influence in it
3. I have influence in it
4. Is able to coerce
5. Other____________________________________________________ ________

46. What were the main sources of disagreements during and after subdivision?
47. How did you solve the disagreements over subdivision?

1. We discuss, negotiate and convince
2. Used government officials
3. Used elders
4. Used committee members
5. Used local politicians
6. Used national politicians
7. Went to court
8. Other_________________________________________________ ____________

48. Why did you select this way to resolve conflicts instead of others?
6. Is fair and impartial
7. My relative has influence in it
8. I have influence in it
9. Is able to coerce
10. Other__________________________________________ __ ______________

Livestock ownership and grazing management:
49. What is the composition of your herds?

1. Cattle  _______
2. Goats________
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3. Sheep______ _
4. Donkeys _ _ _ _ _
5. Camels_______

50. Do all the livestock belong to you?
1. Yes 2.No

51. If some do not belong to you, to whom do they belong?
52. Are some of your livestock away? With whom? Please explain?
53. Would you rate yourself as:

1. Wealthy
2. In the middle
3. Poor

54. Do you move your livestock outside the ranch during the course of the year?
1. Yes 2.No

55. When in the year do you move the livestock?
1. During the dry season
2. During the long rains
3. During short rains
4. Other___________________________

56. If yes, where do you move them to?
1. To neighboring parcels
2. To neighboring group ranches
3. To Nairobi and other public places
4. Other________________

57. Do you have any special grazing arrangements with your neighboring individual parcel owners? Please 
explain.
58. During what times of the year do you allow them to graze?

1. All the time
2. Dry season
3. Wet season
4. Other____________________________________________________________

59. Have the number of livestock you keep increased/decreased during the past 10 years?
1. Yes, increased
2. Yes, decreased
3. No change

60. If increased, estimate the increase for each:
1. Cattle_______
2. Sheep_______
3. Goats_______
4. Donkeys_______
5. Camels________

61. Why this increase?
1. Better food and nutrition
2. Better medication
3. Better support from livestock officials
4. Other___________________________________

62. If decreased, estimate the decrease for each:
1. Cattle
2. Sheep _ _ _ _ _
3. Goats_______
4. Donkeys_______
5. Camels

63. Why this decrease?
1. Incidence of bad droughts
2. Too many other livestock on the ranch
3. Sold off some to meet expenses
4. Forced to destock by management committee
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5.
6 . 

7.

Forced to destock by livestock officers 
Disease
Other____________________________

64. Has there been any change in the number of livestock kept by other group members?
1. Yes, increased
2. Yes, decreased
3. No, stayed the same

65. Does this bother you?
1. Yes; why
2. No; why 

Vegetation Condition:
66. Have you noticed any change in the vegetation on your parcel in the past 10 years?

Yes/No
67. If yes, how has it changed?

1. The amount of grass has increased, decreased or remained the same?
2. Is the grass taller, shorter or about the same height?
3. We have more, fewer or about the same number of shrubs now.
4. We have more, fewer or about the same number of trees now.
5. We have more, fewer, or about the same number of unpalatable grass species.
6. We are now having more, less or about the same number of exotic species.
7. Other_______________________________________________________

68. Why do you think it has changed?
69. Please list any species that were present on your ranch ago that are no longer present, and list the reason

Botanical name of 
species

Local name of species Appeared/Disappeared Reason

70. What are your most favored grass species in your parcel of land?
71. Have these favored species increased, decreased or not changed?
72. If increased, why?

1. We replant
2. We manure
3. We fence off areas to protect from overgrazing
4. Because we light periodic fires to improve pastures
5. We have reduced number of livestock
6. We stopped livestock from other ranches from coming into our ranch
7. Other_______________________________

73. If decreased, why?
1. We have increased number of livestock
2. Because the droughts are getting worse
3. We let in animals from other ranches
4. Other______________________________

74. What are the least desirable grass species on your parcel of land?
75. Have these undesirable species increased or decreased?

1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. No change

76. If increased, why?
77. If decreased, why?
78. Do you do anything to improve pasture? Yes/No
79. If yes, what do you do?

1. Rotational grazing
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2. Water development
3. Range reseeding
4. Pulling out undesirable species
5. Controlling stocking levels
6. Other _____

Income:
80. What is your main source of income?

1. Livestock sales
2. Money from relatives
3. Subsistence farmer
4. Wage labor or employed staff
5. Other_____________________________

Market Information:
81. Which is the main market center that you usually go to?_________________________
82. On average, how frequently do you go to the market?

1. Almost everyday
2. Two to four times a week
3. Once a week
4. Once every two weeks
5. Once a month
6. Once a season
7. Once a year

83. How do you travel to the market?
1. Walk
2. Bicycle
3. Motorcycle
4. Public Vehicle
5. Private Vehicle

84. On average, how long does it take to walk to the market?
Minutes in the driest season________________
Minutes in the wettest season_______________

85. In your opinion, is the market far, or is it near?_________________
Questions on co-operative activity between individual parcel owners:

86. Have you organized any marketing or purchasing co-operations among yourselves? If so, please 
tell us about these activities.

87. How do you organize to maintain the public facilities on your ranch such as dams, boreholes, 
roads, schools and hospitals?

88. Is your parcel of land near to the main tarmac road, to transportation or to a  stream/river or 
watering point?

That was the last question I had for you. Thank you for your time. Please feel free to ask any questions that 
you may have.

Interviewer’s report:
1. Respondent’s attitude was:

a. Cooperative/helpful
b. Neutral
c. Nervous/uncertain
d. Distracted
e. Couldn’t tell
f. Other (specify)

2. Respondent understood questions:
a. Very well b. O.K. c. Poorly d. couldn’t tell e. Other (specify)
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APPENDIX III 
RAINFALL

(See end of table for explanation)
STATION YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC

Namanga (Meto) 1957 143.7 80.8 11.2 103.5 79.3 8.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 138.3 50.3

Namanga 1958 17.3 202.0 92.3 150.5 75.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 40.1 122.6

Namanga 1959 * 44.4 241.8 71.0 61.1 0.0 3.8 13.8 * 29.2 107.2 110.9

Namanga 1960 92.7 10.4 194.7 261.4 * 5.3 0.0 0.0 19.1 34.3 38.1 21.6

Namanga 1961 0.0 6.6 2.8 128.2 0.0 0.0 7.8 0.0 3.0 88.9 315.4 402.0

Namanga 1962 234.5 0.0 27.9 184.4 47.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.1 29.2 47.8 88.2

Namanga 1963 149.3 24.9 168.9 * 9.7 14.2 0.0 2.0 0.0 3.8 148.5 183.1

Namanga 1964 12.7 81.7 94.7 176.3 0.0 44.3 5.1 0.0 0.0 12.7 0.6 55.3

Namanga 1965 60.0 12.7 25.3 87.5 125.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.0 * *

Namanga 1966 27.2 61.0 220.0 263.9 196.7 14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.2 50.4

Namanga 1967 0.0 63.5 14.7 434.3 222.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 167.5 50.8

Namanga 1968 0.0 202.4 799.6 576.6 221.0 0.0 * * % * * *

Namanga 1969 * 15.3 * * * * * * * * 83.4 *

Namanga 1970 622.0 48.8 283.5 18.3 * * * * * * * *

Namanga 1971 * * 140.0 * 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 11.0 22.0 84.0

Namanga 1972 22.5 70.9 50.0 26.9 56.7 7.2 0.0 28.2 0.0 50.3 69.6 68.2

Namanga 1973 166.9 171.3 0.0 146.7 52.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 138.9 56.2

Namanga 1974 o.o 0.0 4.7 303.6 0.0 35.6 31.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 8.4

Namanga 1975 0.0 0.0 65.5 72.1 34.5 0.0 0,0 o.o 13.2 34.7 23.4 49.5
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Bissel 1985 0.0 144.9 29.3 149.4 34.4 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 15.6 110.6 85.5

Bissel 1986 162.8 0.3 30.4 115.5 68.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.3 166.7 72.7

Bissel 1987 129.4 35.2 91.2 65.7 32.6 18.5 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 50.4 19.0

Bissel 1990 25.2 * 160.3 147.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 * 84.2 44.0

Bissel 1991 0.0 15.5 29.8 * 83.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.6 101.1 143.9

Bissel 1992 * 28.0 7.4 221.2 49.6 0.0 0.2 * 0.0 9.3 34.0 32.4

Bissel 1993 155.5 79.1 12.2 * 13.1 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 58.6 *

Bissel 1994 0.0 101.7 69.3 * 27.3 0.0 5.3 * 0.0 6.2 93.3 52.2

Bissel 1995 0.0 177.2 53.5 44.9 30.9 0.0 * * 0.0 * 31.2 23.7

Bissel 1996 33.7 21.8 62.1 52.2 13.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 Hi 0.0 * 0.0

Bissel 1997 1.7 0.0 4.7 121.8 79.2 3.2 0.0 2.1 0.0 61.0 240.3 224.5

Bissel 1998 93.3 84.5 67.8 95.6 292.2 0.0 * 0.0 Hi * 27.8

Bissel 1999 82.5 0.0 108.5 52.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 218.0 70.3

Bissel 2000 4.2 10.8 20.6 37.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.0 * 34.5

MRTC Torosei 1977 17.9 52.3 0.0 * 23.0 34.0 * H= Hi * * *

MRTC Torosei 1979 40.2 202.0 0.0 42.5 105.2 * * Hi 9.0 0.0 4.5 *

MRTC Torosei 1984 * * * * * * * * Hi Hi 141.2 20.9

MRTC Torosei 1985 0.0 159.3 51.5 149.7 0.0 * * * Hi * * *

MRTC Torosei 1986 0.0 0.1 58.0 132.1 99.9 8.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.1 35.3 98.0

Enkaroni MRTC 1984 * * * * * * * Hi Hi Hi 98.1 54.0

Enkaroni MRTC 1985 13.6 100.5 27.5 121.4 26.9 0.0 5.7 0.0 4.0 22.8 97.4 70.5

Enkaroni MRTC 1986 135.4 6.4 25.9 93.9 100.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.8 83.3 89.1

Enkaroni MRTC 1987 60.2 34.2 54.5 42.5 223.4 0.0 7.7 0.0 19.4 9.5 11.0
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Enkaroni MRTC 1989 126.9 31.3 47.4 234.4 111.9 0.0 * 5.0 2.1 33.4 60.8 200.4

Enkaroni MRTC 1990 94.3 * 191.1 93.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.3 * 56.1 *

Enkaroni MRTC 1991 80.2 8.7 88.8 89.2 112.4 0.0 0.0 45.5 0.0 66.8 11.4 121.9

Enkaroni MRTC 1992 4.7 * 15.4 208.5 44.0 * 0.0 * 0.0 0.0 24.8 48.8
Enkaroni MRTC 1993 223.0 99.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 * *

Enkaroni MRTC 1994 38.7 * * 16.5 * * * * * * * *

Enkaroni MRTC 1996 0.8 * * * * * * * * * * *
*No readings
These stations were found to be nearest to the group ranches studied and their readings thought to be reasonably representative 
of conditions in the group ranches as follows:
Namanga nearest station to Meto 
Bissel nearest station to Nentanai 
MRTC Torosei nearest station to Torosei 
Enkaroni MRTC nearest station to Enkaroni.

Because vegetation sampling was conducted starting April after the onset of the long rains which usually occur from March to May, annual rainfall totals were 
not used in the Canonical Correspondence Analysis. Instead, rainfall data available were used to calculate monthly averages for the months of March, April and 
May for each of the stations. The resulting figures were log transformed and used in the determination of vegetation-environment relationships in the CCA.

The table below provides an example of how the calculations were conducted: 
March April May Average Log

Namanga (Meto) 106.1 157.2 63.2 108.833333 2.036748629

Bissel (Nentanai) 52.7 97.5 83.2 77.8 1.890979597

Torosei (Torosei) 
Enkaroni

27.4 108.1 57 64.1666667 1.807332039

(Enkaroni) 61.5 101.3 62.6 75.1333333 1.875813389
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APPENDIX IV

PROCEDURES FOR SOIL ANALYSIS

Preparation
Soil samples were received by the soil testing unit of the Kenya National Agricultural Research 
Laboratories, registered and allocated laboratory numbers. Samples were air-dried, ground and sieved 
through a 2mm sieve. Only the fine earth fraction passing through the sieve was analyzed.

Soil Texture (Hydrometer Method)
Soil sample was shaken overnight in 5% Calgon solution in a reciprocating shaker. The suspension was 
transferred to a 1000ml graduated cylinder and to topped to the mark with water. The hydrometer was 
lowered into the suspension and the first reading was taken after 40 seconds to determine silt and clay 
fractions (0-0.05mm). A second hydrometer reading was taken after 1 hour to determine the clay fraction 
(0.002mm). the silt fraction (0.002-0.05mm) was determined by difference. The sand fraction (0.05-2mm) 
was obtained by subtracting the sum of the percentage of silt and clay from 100%. Texture was obtained by 
the use of a texture triangle.

Soil pH
A 1:2.5 soil-water suspension was shaken for 2 hours in a reciprocating shaker. pH was determined using a 
glass electrode pH meter.

Percentage Carbon (Walkley-Black)
The soil sample was sieved through a 0.5mm sieve and 0.5g measured. The measured soil was mixed with 
10ml IN Potassium Dichromate to disperse the soil in the solution. 15ml concentrated Sulfuric acid was 
added to the mixture. It was left to stand for 30 minutes in a fume cupboard. 150ml of distilled water was 
added to the solution and allowed to cool. The resulting solution was titrated with 0.5N Ammonium 
Ferrous Sulfate. The volume of Ammonium Ferrous Sulfate required to reach the end point was recorded 
and percentage Carbon calculated using the following formula:

%  Carbon = (B-T) x (0.3V)
W x B

Where.B = blank titre volume 
T = sample titre
W = weight of oven dry soil in grams 
V = weight of Potassium Dichromate

Total Nitrogen (Kjedahl)
The soil sample was passed through a 0.5mm sieve, lg  weighed out and soeaked in 1.5ml distilled water 
for 30 minutes, lg  of Selenium mixture, a catalyst, was added into the soil. The soil was digested with 10ml 
96% sulfuric acid for 1 hour after which 30ml of distilled water was added to it. The suspension was 
transferred to a 100ml graduated flask, diluted with water up to the 100ml mark, and left to stand until the 
supernatant liquid was clear. 10ml of this clear supernatant digest was transferred into the distillation 
apparatus. The digest was made alkaline by adding 10ml 46% Sodium Hydroxide and distilled at a rate of 
5ml/minute. The distillate was allowed to drop into Boric acid indicator for 2 minutes during which time 
the indicator changed color from pink to green. Distillation was allowed to continue for another 1 minute. 
The solution was then titrated with 0.007144N Sulfuric acid until the color changed from green to pink. At 
this point the volume of sulfuric acid used was recorded. This volume was used calculate Nitrogen content 
through the following formula:

% Nitrogen = (vS -  vB) x N x 14

Where vS = volume of sulfuric acid used for sample titration 
Vb = volume of sulfuric acid used for blank titration 
N = normality of sulfuric acid
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Mass Analysis for Available Nutrients
5g of soil was mixed with 0.5ml of activated charcoal in a 50ml wash bottle. 25ml extracting solution, i.e. 
0.1N Hydrochloric acid and 0.03N Sulfuric acid, was added to the mixture. This mixture was then shaken 
in a mechanical shaker for 1 hour and filtered through a Whatman No. 2 filter paper. The filtrate was used 
to determine the levels of available Phosphorous, Magnesium, Manganese, Calcium, Potassium and 
Sodium as follows:

1. Phosphorus: 5ml of the soil extract was placed in a test-tube and 1ml Ammonium Vanadate- 
Ammonium Molybdate added and left to stand for 1 hour. The optical density of the colorimeter at 
430 micrometers using filter number BIO was recorded. Available Phosphorous in parts per 
million was determined from a standard curve.

2. Magnesium: 1ml of soil extract was transferred into a test tube. 5ml of Magnesium compensating 
solution and 2ml each of Thiazol yellow-Sodium Polyacrylate and 8% Sodium Hydroxide were 
added to the extract. The optical density of the solution at 540 micrometers using filter number 
625 was determined from the colorimeter. Results were expressed as m.e. Mg/lOOg of soil from a 
standard curve.

3. Manganese: lml of soil extract was transferred into a test tube. 4ml of Phosphoric acid-Potassium 
Periodate and 2ml 8% Sodium Hydroxide were added to the solution and left to stand for 1 hour. 
The optical density of the solution was read off the colorimeter at 520 micrometers using filter 
paper number 624. Results were expressed as m.e. Mn/lOOg of soil from a standard curve.

4. Calcium. Potassium and Sodium: 2ml of the soil extract was transferred into 25ml vials. 5ml anion 
exchange resin and 15ml distilled water was added to the solution. The suspension was shaken 
intermittently by hand over a 3hour period and allowed to stand overnight. The supernatant was 
decanted into 10ml vials and read on the flame photometer. Results were expressed as m.e. Ca, K 
and Na/lOOg soil from a standard curve.
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